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The Honorable Charlie Rose
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

.

Dear Congressman Rose:
,

Enclosed, as requested by your Legislative Assistant, Mr. Bill
Myers, is material regarding the number of Level IV Violations
assessed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission at the Brunswick
Nuclear Power Plant since January 1, 1994.

We are providing a matrix showing violations cited by NRC
inspectors at Brunswick during this time frame (Enclosure 1) ; ,

!copies of the reports (Enclosure 2); explanation of the NRC.
Enforcement Program (Enclosure 3); and a copy of the NRC's ;

General. Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement !
'Actions (Enclosure 4).

If I can be of further assistance, please let me now.

Sincerely,

S f
Dennis K. Rath un, Director
Office of Congressional Affairs -

Enclosures:
As Stated
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Enclosure 1*
,

I
l

|

VIOLATIONS ISSUED IN 1994 ON THE BRUNSWICK PLANT |

|
NRC Report #s BNP Unit 1 BNP Unit 2 Total #

Violations Violations Violations
(50-325) (50-234) |

50-325,324/93-55 93-55-04 93-55-04 6 I

93-55-05 93-55-05
93-55-06 93-55-06

50-325,324/93-58 93-58-01 none 2
93-58-02

50-325,324/94-01 94-01-01 94-01-01 4
94-01-02 94-01-02

50-325,324/94-02 94-02-01 94-02-01 2

50-325,324/94-04 none 94-04-01 1

50-325,324/94-07 94-07-01 94-07-01 2

Total Reports: 6 Total #s 9 Total #s: 8 Total #s: 17

|
-
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Enclosure 3

i-

NRC ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM l

l

l

The NRC's Enforcement Program seeks to protect the public health !and safety by ensuring compliance with the Atomic Energy Act, the iEnergy Reorganization Act, NRC regulations, and license conditions, '

obtaining prompt correction of violations and conditions adverse to
cuality, deterring future violations, and encouraging improvement ,

of licensee performance. Violations are identified throughinspections and investigations. All violations are subject to ;

r

civil enforcement action and may also be subject to crim4 =1
prosecution. After an apparent violation is identified, it is- i

assessed in accordance with the Commission's Enforcement Policy.
This Policy has been approved by the Commission and is published as

+

Appendix C to 10 CFR Part 2 of the Commission's regulations.
rThere are three primary enforcement sanctions available: Notices of '

Violation, civil penalties, and orders. A Notice of Violation '

(NOV) summarizes the results of an inspection and formalizes a
violation. It states the requirement and how that requirement was
violated. A civil penalty is a monetary fine issued under

;authority of section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act. That section !provides for penalties of up to $100,000 per violation per day.
NOVs and civil penalties are issued based on violations. Orders |

;

may be issued for violations, or in the absence of a violation,
because of a public health or safety issue.

!

The Commission's order issuing authority is broad and extends to
any area of licensed activity that affects the public health and '
safety. Orders modify, suspend, or revoke licenses. As a result
of a recent rulemaking, the Commission's regulations now provide

-

for issuing orders to individuals who are not themselves licensed.

The first step in the enforcement process is assessing the severity
of the violation. Severity Levels range from Severity Level I, for jthe most significant violations, to Severity Level V for those of

:minor concern. Severity levels may be increased for cases |involving a group of violations with the skme root cause,
repetitive violations, or willful violations.

Enforcement conferences are held for violations assessed atSeverity Levels I, II, or III, and may be held for violations
assessed at Severity Level IV if increased management attention is

iwarranted, e.g., repetitive violations. An enforcement conference '

is a meeting between the NRC and the licensee to (1) discuss the
iapparent violations, their significance, the reason for their !

occurrence, including the apparent root causes, and the licensee's
corrective actions, (2) determine whether there were anyaggravating or mitigating circumstances, and (3) obtain other-
information that will help the NRC determine the appropriate ;

enforcement action. The decision to hold an enforcement conference i
! does not mean that the agency has determined that a violation has ;

I

1
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occurred or'that enforcement action will be taken. Enforcement
conferences are normally closed to the public. However, the
Commission has implemented a two-year trial program to allow
certain enforcement conferences to be open for public observation.

Civil penalties are normally issued for Severity Level III or
higher violations, absent mitigation, and may be issued for
violations at Severity Level IV if the violations are repetitive or
similar to previous Severity Level IV violations. Civil penalties
are normally issued for any willful violation.

The NRC imposes different levels of civil penalties based on a
combination of the type of licensed activity, the type of licensee,
the severity level of the violation, and certain escalation and -

mitigation f actors. These . factors are: (1) who identified the
violation, (2) was the corrective action prompt and extensive or
untimely and only marginally acceptable, (3) was the violation a
reflection of prior licensee performance, (4) did the licensee have
prior opportunity to identify the violation, (5) were there
multiple occurrences of the violation, and (6) how long did the
violation or its impact endure.

If a civil penalty is to be proposed, a written Notice of Violation
and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty is issued and the licensee
has 30 days to respond in writing, by either paying the penalty or
contesting it. The NRC considers the response, and if the penalty
is contested, may either mitigate the penalty or impose it by
order.

If the civil penalty is to be imposed by order, the order is
published in the Federal Reaister. Thereafter, the licensee may
pay the civil penalty or request a hearing.

In addition to civil penalties, orders may be used to modify,
suspend, or revoke licenses. Orders that modify a license may
require additional corrective actions, such as removing specified
individuals from licensed activities or requiring additional
controls or outside audits. The NRC issues a press release with a
proposed civil penalty or order.

NOTE: Persons attending open enforcement conferences are reminded
that 1) the apparent violations discussed at open enforcement
conferences are subject to further review and may be subject to
change prior to any resulting enforcament action and 2) the
statements of views or opinion made by NRC employees at open
enforcement conferences or the lack thereof, are not intended to
represent final determinations or beliefs.

l
.

'
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Enclosure 4
.
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INSING PROCEEDINGS-
..

Appendix C-Generaltietessent
Poesy ano Procesure terNftC
EntoressmentAcuans

"Ihble of Contents

Preface

L Introducnan and Purpose-
II. Statutory Authenty

A. Statutory Authority
B. Presseural Frenewerk

gg, ee mum.
IV. Seventy of Violations

A. Agreganea of Violatheme
B. Rapestrve Violaceams

C. Willful Violetaene
D.Violaenome of Reperums , msn ,a

V.Enforcesment Conferesses -
VL Enforcement Acnome

A. Notice of Violeuen i

B. Qvil Penesty
1. Bees Qvil Peneity

g 2. Qvil Penalty Adlesemame feesses
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5 (c)IJoommee Perfonmemme
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C Ordere ,

D.Reinted Ah=esseve Aestema
VILImerase of Discrones

A. Escalataos of Enferemmmet Sament
(1) Qvil Penaltase

*

(2) Orders
(3) Daily Qvil Peneinse

. B. Mitiganos of Enforcement Sensac
(1) Seventy 14 vel V Violsetene
(21 fW 6eentdied Seveneyinve

IV Vlotenene
(3) Violat6ans identAed During Este

Sheodowns er Werk Stoppassa
(4) Violations inve6ving Old Destyi a ,
(5) Violetasme Adamedled Due to provi

Enesisted Enfow Asman I

(el Violatismo seveeveig Spaman
n--

C Eamnase of Discreams br sa Ops '
facility

VIE.Inforcement Actismo amontving
*

Indeveduale
IL Insomrote end inemmedste todusene
L Emieromment Actaen Aemsmet Nemite
XL Referveis to the Depenment of last I
XIL Publie D6amissure si Eadmesmmans , !
XEL Rassemang coasd Emdenament A :
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PART 2 o RULES OF PRACTICE FOR DOMESTIC IJCENSING PROCEEDINGS ~ 7
.

-

pg
,, case ano reautres tne exercise of violates NRC reautrements suca that adiscretion after consiceration of theseThe followmg statement of general pohetes ano procecures. In no case. basic component could be signaficanth

impairec. Section 235 provices thatpohey anc procenttre expiams the however, will licensees wno cannot
enforcement coucy ano proceoures of enmmat penames may be imposed on

acmove ano m:imtam aceounte nevets oithe U.S. Nuclear Rewulatory Commission ;; persons wno mtenere with inspectors.protecuon ne permitten to conouct ; Section 236 provides that enmmalano its staff m mmatmq enforcement licenseo actmties.
acuans. ano of the presioina officers and :c penalties may oe imposed on pareces

$ nuclear facthty or to nuclear fuel '''the Commission m reviewmg these it. Statutory Authonty and Proceaural " " * * * * ' * * " " * * "#-

Framewomactions. This statament is app: cable to
Allegen or suspecteo enmmal violat6onenforcement in matters mvolvmq the A. Stotutory A uthonty of the Atomic Energy Act are referredpubhc health and safety, the common

The NRC's enforcement turisoscuan is the Department of lustice for
detense and secunty, and the

drawn from the Atomic Energy Act of apPropnate scuon.
environment.' This statement of general

1954. as amenced. and the Energypobey and procedure is published m the Reorgantration Act (ERAl of 1974. as
Code of Federal Regulauona to provide amended.
widespread dissemmenon of the
Commission's Enforcement Policy. Secuon tel of the Atomic Energy Act
However, this is a poiicy statement ena ontes NRC te conouct msoectionsa.

a: nvesuganone erd to issue orcers asnot a regulation. The Commission may m:
deviste from this statement of pohcv ,e necessary or desirable to

prc, ste the common defense andand procedure as appropriate under the secunty or to orotect health or tocircumstances of a parucular case.
mmimize aanger to hfe or croperty.

1. !ntroeucson and Purpose Secuan 188 authonzes NRC m revoas
3; The purpose of the NRC aniorcement bcenses uncer certam circumatsnces
'Ti program is to promote ano protect the (e g for matenal falso statementa, m

$ rootological health and safety of the response to conditions that would have

3 public.inciuding employees health ano warranted refusal of a license on an
safety, the common defense and ongsnal apphcation, for s hcensee a

fatture to build or operate a faality insecunty. and the environment by:
@ accordance with the terms of the permit* Ensurme compliance with NRC d' or heense, and for violation of an NRCregulanons and license conditions:
f reguistion). Section 234 authonzes NRC* Obtatnms prompt correction of

violations artd adverse quality 3 to impose cml penalties not to exceed

conditions wmch may affect safety: sinn nnn per violation per day for the
* Detemng future violstions and violanon of certam spoofied licensms

occurrences of conditions adverse to primstons of the Act. rules. orners, and
quahty: sad license terms implementmg these

* Encouragmg tmprovement of provtsions and fer violations for which
licenses can be revoked. In andition tolicensee and vendora perfonnance and

by exampaa. that of industry, meiudana the enumerated previsions m secnon

the crompt idenufication and reportins 7.34. secuens 64 arvi 147 authortze tne
of potenuas safety proolems. impoemori of emi penalties for

Consistent with the purpose of this violauona of requianons implementmg
those prtmstons. Secnon 232 authorizesprogram. prompt and vigorous
NRC to seek intuncuve or otherenforcesneat action will be taken when equitable rehef for vioist6an of

dealms with licensees. vendors. regulatory requirements.
contractora, and employees os any of
them who do not actuevo the necessary Seedon aos of the Enagy

mouculous attennon to dotati and the Reorganutsuon Act authonses NRC to
high stancard of comph== which the impose emt penalties for knowmg and
NRC expects.* Each enforconnent scuan conemous failures to provide certam
is depencent on the carcanatances of the safety informanon to the NRC. .

Chapter 18 of the AtoaucEnerTy Act
primdes for verymg levels of crimmat
penalties (i.e monetary fines and* A,ee., ensemei k *"" """

" * * " * " * " * " * * " unpnsonmenti for willful violanone of
* N " " * " **** * **" '"'' *** " the Act and regulations or orders tesued

. . ems,'et y emme er serwome en es ames'= an under secuons 66,161f bl.151(11. or
Nac.n.--- Heenme w u y. 181fc) of the Act. Section 271 provides
i nt, ,,, re, meere en seenes. et that enmmal penalues may be imposedsacuce Thre8ers.* m = $e==a=='a

sus etemenesi me esmer**= ease. = inom am." on certain mdividuals employed by
wswee the NRC detereumme met siis segretetsw to finna constructmg or supplying basic
,, m ,,,,, ,s ,,, e , - - _. components of any unlisauon facility if
,ne,,te,.t. ine ,, me emne, w m 6. seest the indivtdual knowmgly and willfully
u assimonia. seemme sessa== suewent
van m as se es u ame men.
hesemano en meersmuse en Desmans Vlo and X
ene.es.see

E'] _ ._ _ _ ._. - -- -- - - - - - -
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PART2 e RULES OF PRACTICE.FOR DOMESTIC UCENSMG PROCEGINGB-..

B. ProceaurelFrameworx IIL o=ra==blM-=
In recogmuon that the requistaan e ISubpart B of to CFR part 2 of NRC's

The Execuuve Director for Operations " * " * * " " '""**Y''"'regulations sets forth the procedures the (EDOl ano the prmespal enforcement "" *
NRC uses m exeretsmg its enforcement
authonty.10 Cm 2.201 sets forth the officers of the NRC. the Deputy * [, '

'

procedures forissums nonces of Executive Director for Nuclear Matensi * "
Safety Safeguarns and Operations , ,

violanon.
.

Support (DEDSI and the Deputy appsopnete enforcement ========
The procedure to be used m. assessme Execuuve Director for Nuclear Reactor includins the decision to issue a Noti

cml pensities is set forth in 10 CFR Regulation. Regional Operanons. and of Violation. or to propose erimpose
2.205.This requianon provides that the Researca (DEDR), have been deleested cini penalty and the enount of this
cml penalty process is imtiated by the authonty to approve or tesus all penalty. after considering the genera
issumg a Notice of Violauon and

escalated enforconnent acnons.* The pnnciples of this statement of poney
Proposed imposanon of a Civil Penalty. DEDS is responsible to the EDO for the the technical sigmficanos of the
The licensee or other person is provided NRC enforcement programs. The Office violations and the surrounding

circumstances.an opportumty to contest in wntmg the of Enforcement (OE) exercises oversight
proposed imposition of a cml penalty, of and implannents the NRC enforcement Unless Com=iaiaa e=a==hation a
After evaluation of the response. the programs. The Director. OE. acts for the noufication is required by this poucy
civil pensity may ne mitiested, remitted. Deputy Executive Directors in the staff may depart, whose warrents
orimposed. An opportamtyis prowded enforcement matters in their absence or in the public's interest. from this poin -

with the approval of the appropnotefor a hearms if a cml penalty is as delegated. Subiect to the overeignt Deputy Execuuve Director and
.imposed. lf a emi penalty is not paid and direcuan of OE. and with the

consultation with the EDO as 1followmg a heanns or if a heenna as not approval of the appropnate Deputy
warranted. (See also Section Vll. )reauested, the mat'ter may be aeferred to Executive Director. where neemanary
" Exercise of Discronon.") |C the U.S. Department of lustice to R the regional offices norinally issue

$ mstitute a cml acuan m Distnct Court. y Notices of Violation and proposed civil
wntten nonficauon of all anformesser ]I

The Commission well be prended
Z The procedure for issens an order to penalties. However. subject to the same

acuans mvolvmg civil penaltime er -* institute a proceeding to mooify. oversight as the regional offices, the orders. The Co . . . < will also be |
o

suspend. or revoke a license or to take OfBee of Nuclear Reactw Regulatmn 7, provided notice a those seems where |
other acuan agamst a licensee or other (NRR) issues Notices of Violation and ;;; discretion is exercised and disemassa I

1

person subject to the junediction of the proposed cml penalues a wndws and
g Section Vll B.S. In addition. the

Commiasma is set fontiin to CR 2.202. suppliers and the Office of Nuclear , r a-==a will be comenhed pnor t
The licensu w any other peson Matenal Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) * taking scuen in the folisering actuatic -
adversely afiscted by the order may issues Notices of Violation and (unless the urgency of the atuation
request a heanns.The NRC la propoM eMi malum m cern6cate

dictaus immediate acneak
authonsed to make orders immediately holders and to fuel cycle facilities for (1) An action affaceng a licensee's
effective if required to protect the public violations myolving matenal control and opersuon that regares helemmag the
health. safety, or mterest. or if the acconnung.Escaland enforcement public health and safety er ensumen
violanon is willful. Section 2.204 sets out actions are normally coordmated with defense and secuntyimpueseems of t
the procedures for issuing a Demand for the appropnate offices by the OE. operstag with the poesnent radiologi
Informauon (Demand) to a licensee or Enforcement orders are normally issued or other hasards sanomated with
other person subject to the by a Deputy Executive Director or the comanned opersoon:

Commissioner s iunediction for the Director. OE. However. orders may also (21 Proposais to i=Pa== emi pensit
purpose of determmmg whether an be issued by the EDO. especially those in amounts greater than a times the

order or other enforcement action
invoivmg the more significant matters. Seventy taveli values shouse si Tab
The Directore of NRR sad NMS8 have 1A:should be issued. The Demand does not also been delegated authenty to issue (3) Any -g _2 enforesment acts.provide hesnnt nghts, as only orders. but it is expected that normal that involves a Severity lavel!informanon is bems sought. A licensee use of this authority by NRR and NMSS violation:must answer a Demand. An unisconsed will be connned to actions not (4) Any enforcessent ecoes thatperson may answer a Demand by either associated with compliance issues. The involves a finding of a metanal false .providing the requested information or Director. Ofnos of the Controller, has statement:explaining why the Demana should not been delegated the authonty to issue (5) Exercising discret6ea der mattenhave been issued. orders where licensees violate meeting the enteita of Secues VII.A.1
Commission regulations by nonpsyment for a==ia= ion conomitatism:r
oflicense and inspecnon fees. (6) Refraimag from taking

enforcement action for matters moote
the entens of Secuan VII.BJ:

(7) Any proposed enforcessent actii -
that involves the issuance of a civil* m wm escemos en:_ _ :eenen se penalty or order to en unlie duses en this peHecy sneens a Notice of Woletion ser

any Severity tave61. IL or til vio6stion: a carti individual or a cml penalty to a
penalty for any 6evenev invoi 8. II. ItL or IV licensed reactor operatoli
viosesion ene eviv proer tiseen upon a v otehen.

C
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PART2 o RULESOFPRACT1CEFORDOMESTICUCENSINGPROCEEDINGS..
M#

.

18) Any acuan the EDO believes Compensons of siemficance between B. Reperstwe violotsons

warrants Conumanian mvolvement: acuvity areas are mappropnete. eor D** ** " "'Y * I"*"8Y Id"I
(9) Any enforconnent case myolvmq an example. the immentacy of any nazard V or IV violauon may be mcreased to

Office of Invesuganon 101) report wnere to the public associated with Seventy Seventy Level IV or ill respecovely. if
NRC staff (othat than 01 staff) does not Laval I violations m Reactor Opersuons

the violation can be considered e
arnve at the same conciunions as those is not directly comparable to that repetitive violation.* The purpose of
in the 01 repon concermns issues of associated with Seventy LevelI escalaung de sewnty inel of aviolabons in Fac1hty Construcuan.
intent, repetitive violation is to acknowledge

(10) Any proposed enforcement scuon Suppiaments i through VIII provide the added sigmficance of the situanos
.

on wnich the Commission assa to be exampies and serve as guidance in
based on the hcensee's failure to

conauited. deternumns the appropnate seventy implement effecun cormetin accan festlevei for violations in each of the signt
IV. Seventy of Violadens acuvtty areas. However. the examples the pronous violation. The decision to

escalate the seventy level of a repentive
Regulatory requirements * have are neither exhauseve nor controlling. in nolstion will depend on the

varying degrees of safety, safeguards.or addition, these e=== pies do not create circumstances. such as, but not lunited
enytronmental sigmficance. Therefore, new requirements. Each is designed to to, the number of times the noistion has
the relative importance of each - illustrate the signiaea- that the NRC occiarred. the smislanty of the misumas

E violation. meluding both the t=e""=1 $ places on a paracular type of violation _ sad their root causes. the adequacy of _

* sigmficance and the regulatory e of NRCrequirements.Eachof the
g ymnous conective scuona. the pened

f eigmficance is evaluated as the first steo % examples in the supplements is of tisme besmen the mlations.and taea
e in the enforcement process. * pre 4cated on a notation of a regulatory of die mlanons@vu

; p-(anamma may also be proposed forConsequently, violations are nonnally regairement.

catesonzed in terms of five levels of The NRC renews each case being o

considered for enforcement acnon on its repensive Severity Level IV violations as
seventy to show their relauve discussed m Secuan VIS
importance withm esen of the followmg own monts to ensure that the seventy of

a notation is character * sed at the level C. Willful Violationseight activity arees: best omted to the signine=aa= of the

[y*,*jy _ ___ paracular violation. In some cases. Willful violations are by de8mities of

sposal circunstances may warrent an particular concern to the t'a=='a===macuen.

adjustment to the seventy level because its regulatory program is basedgg,s,g , ,,,,
IV. Health Phynces on liemaamas and their contractors.
V.Transeerience: categorization. W ag e a m M
VI. Fuel Cycle sad Malenals Operemens: g, Aagngocon of pf07,,j,,, @d commmucating with
VII. Misee -- Matters and integrity ann
VUL Emergency Pivparessoas. A group of violations may be candor. Willful violations cannot he

Licensed activities will be placed in evaluated in the aggregate sad assigned tolerated by either the Comuneseen er a

the actmty area most suitable in hght of a smals. increased seventy level licensee. Licensees are expected to take

the parncular nolation involved thereby roeusting m a Seventy Level I!! siparant reinedial action in respement

including scavities not directly covered problem,if the violations have the same 20 wdiful violations ea======ste with

by one of the above litad areas, e.g. underlying cause or programmatic the circumstances such that it

export license activities. Within each de8ciencies. or the molations demonstrates the sonouanees of the

aconty area. Seventy LevelI has been cominbuted to or were unavoidable violation thereby creatmg a deterrent

assioned to wolations that are the most eaa==guences of the underiyms effect within the licensee's orgemeanos.

sigmficant and Seventy level V problem. Nonnally. Seventy level I and While removal of the personis not

violanons are the least mi9-Armat. II violations are not aspeseted into a necessanly required. substanual

Seventy Level 1 and 11 violanoes are of higher seventy level h="-- y acuan is expected.

very sigmficant regulatory concern. In '!he purpose of agyugating nolations
general violations that are scinded in is to focus the liconess's atteenon on the
these seventy catesones involve actual fond ==.al underiytng causes for
or high potannal impact on the puolic. which enforcement action appears
Seventy Level til violations are esase warranted and to re8ect the fact that
for s - a~-* regulatory comoors. several violations enth a common cause
Seventy levelIV violatises are ISee may be mere segmunemat CoUectively
sonous but are of more than maner than mukvideaUy and may therefore.
concern: 1.e. if left unserraceed, theF warrmat a more substantial enforcement *

could lead to a more sensus soonern- schem. in adsdom. a civd penalty for
Seventy invel V violations are of =m"'' multiple coeurremens of a violation with
safety or ennronmental commers. the same root comme may be subiect to

escalation of the base cml penalty. (See
Section VI B.I.(e))

e De tsun 'repsuesve vio6assen" or "sameter
violeman'' es used as this po6acy steemanas mamme a
vielsesen ehet seenemmely esund beve huma
pressmand try a laammene e servemove mamma der a* De terum seguemmenus" es amad en then enter
prevemms vesseuse aerusedy ecourtime (tl weems es

monas e isomey homens segueummus such as a past same peere of the anspostase at samus,er ist he
stasman, sesenemsk kommme esamesa. esamsmani

pened enehan the lese eine ammasammen. wesaksser a
seemanntammL er armer. lamgur.

'emCaC30I~rD 2-7s
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Therefore, the safenty levei of a
circumstances surroundme the matter. A When neeoed to protect the public !

,

violat:en may oe meresseo if the licensee will not normally be cited for a
health ano safety or common defense |circumstances surrouname the matter failure to report a condition or event
and secunty. escalated enfomssmentinvolve careless disresero of unless the hcensee was actually aware
actaon. such as the issuance of an I

'

requirements, decepuon or other
of the constion or event that it failed to immemately effecove order modifytag.mdications of milfulness.The term report. A licensee will. on the otner

" willfulness'ss used m this policy hand. normally be cited for a failure to be taken pnor to the enforcement
suspennmg or revoking a license, will !

embraces a spectrum of wolations report a condition or event if the conference. In these cases, anransmg from oeliberate intent to wolate
or falsify to and includmq careises licensee knew of the informauon to be enforcement conference may be held . .
disresard for regarements. Willfulness reported. but did not recogmas that it

after the escalated enforemmasu acuon '
does not melude acts which do not noe

was reovired to make a report. taken.

to the level of careless disregard e.g., V. Eafsscament Conferences
madvertent clencal errore m a document j

submitted to the NRC. In detennung Whenever the NRC has learned of the VI. Enforcement Actions i

the s,pecific seventy levei of a violanon existence of a potonnat notation for
I

mvomng willfulness. consideranon will which escalated enforcement acnon This secuan desenbes the
.

be given to such factors as the position may be warranted. or mcomn8 enforcement sancuona avadable to the <
nonconformance on the part of a vencor. NRC and specifies the conditions unde |
the NRC will normally provide an winich esca may be used.no basicnvo vi atio e consee

,

official * or non-eupervisory employeel- ppnunny 6 an enfwnent sancuens are Notices of Violation. civi2 ;

the stemficance of any underiving cottference with the licensee. vador, or & penalties.ad orders of vanous types. :

3 As discussed further m Section VI.D.E violanon, the intent of the violator (i.e pNn p" 18 28 *n W88
5 missed adaunistrauw macheniens sucS

.

3 as Notices of Nonconformanos. Notices [careness disresord or delibersteneesi. action. Although enforcensit
E ano the economic or other novantase,if conferences are not normally held for ;

of Devianon. Confirmatory Action3 any, gameo es a resuit of the violanon. !" 3*''"'Y I'v'l IV viol 8 tion 8 they m8Y latters. letters of repnmand, andbThe relauve weight given to each of Q e scheduled if increased management
these factors m artmng at the . attention is warranted e.g if the D==mada for Informanon are ased to -

,
'

approonste severity level will be 3 notations are mpenum ne purpose of suppl ====t the enforconnent proymen.1 '
selecung the enforcement samenons todependent on the circurnstances of the the enforcement conference is to (1) be apphed. the NRC will considerviolation. However. the seventy level of discuss the notations or 3

a willful seventy level V violation will nmiconfonnances. '. heir sigmficance. the enforcement actions taken by other i

be increased to at least a seventy level reason for their occurrence, including Federal or State regulatory bodies
IV. the apparent root causes, and the henng concorrent runsdwan sunk as i

D. Violotions of fleportmg fleguirements licensee's or vendor's corrective actions.
in transportanon metters. Usually. |
whenever a notation of NRC - ip) deternune whether there were any regiurements is identified. enferosament tThe NRC expects licensees to prende agravanns or mitigatag circumstances,

complete. accurate. and timely and (3)obtam other mfoteauon that action is taken. The natere and extent c '
informanon and reports. Accordingly, will help the NRC detertume the the enforcement acnon is intended to
unless otherwise estegenzad in the appropnate enforcement action. reflect the senousness of the nolation
Supplements. the seventy level of a During the ensforcement conference. violations, a Notice of Violat6es or a i

involved.For the vast maurity of
,

violation mvolving the failure to make a the licensee. vendor. or other person will
Notice of Nonconformance is the norms ireqmrod report to the NRC will be based be given an opponunity to provide enforcement scuon.upon the sigmficance of and the

informanon ea====a==* with the purpose [
,

circumstances surronan's=9 the matter of the conference. *acinding an ;
that should have been reported.
However, the severity level of an explanation to the NRC of the !

untimely repon. in contrast to no report. innmaa. te correenve acnons (if any) i

may be reduced dependag on the that were tahan following identification
<

of the potential violation or '
nonconformance and the long term

,

comprehensive accons that were taken
or will be taken to prevent recurrence. _,4

Licensees. vendors. or other persons will '

be told when a meetag is an
enforcement conferetice. Enforcernent
conferences will not normally be open ;

to the public. ;

,!

' The tone hcenese sindel* es seed in this
poissy steesesses sneens a festates emeeresser er
ehsee, e hessess inesesseL e seeseen sedeer *

ofDeer. er en amaterund eser of timmenos sessenet
.

*

whether er not itseed en a hessmeL Masonehenomenog
an snevisteers tot mete. essesse loost }
cetessnenties ter enufel esse esseseems smervidse6e ,

'

who een be eenosassed haemose emetale enu
!coneneer seveses desesse, anoindues the seesteen of

itie inevidosa sesserse se the heemsee a
,

oreenseateenes streetese end the snewsdeel's
essoneseshteen rosetave se the everesent of hennese -
.etivo e .no i. es ses .4 he.-se miseenei.

_ _ . _ . _. . _ . _ . . - - - -
.g-
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A. Notice of Wolation 1. Dase Civil Penalty 2. Civil Penelay Adiustment f actors

A Notice of Violauen 5 s wntten The NRC imposes different levels of in an effort to recoemse and

nouce settag forth one or more penalties for different severity level encourage 30o0 performance. ceter poor

vioisuons of a legally bindme violauons and different classes of performance, and emanastse noisuons

requirement. The Notice of Violeuon licensees. venoon. and other persons. of particular requistory concern, the
Tables IA and 1B show the base civil NRC reviews each proposed civd

normany requares the recipient to
previos a wntien stacament desenbing

penalties for vanous reactor, fuel cycle. penalty on its own ments end. after

(1) the reasons for the nolation or if
matenals, and vendor programs. (Civil considenna all relevant circumstances.

contested, the basis for disputmg the pensattes issued to individuals are may adjust the base civil pensinues

violation:(2) corrective steps that have determmed on a case-by. case basis.1 shown m Table 1A and 1B for Seventy

been taken and the results achieved: f 31
The structure of these tables generally Level L IL and til violations based on an
takes mto account the granty of the assessment of the followmg civil penalty

correcuve steps that will be taken to violation as a pnmary consideration and adjustment factors. Civil penalties for
prevent recurrence: and (4) the date the abdity to pay as a secondary Seventy LevelIV vioisuons are
when full compliance will be schreved. considereuon. Generauy, operations normally proposed at the base values
The NRC may require respana== to invoinns greater nuclear matenal identified in the tables without
Notices of Violation to be under oath. inventones and greater potential a=====ing the cml penalty adjusument
Normally. respasses under oath wdl be consequences to the public and licensee factors.
requared only in *aaaaaaaa with emi mpioyws mcein mgher emi penaltaes. While manageaient mvolvement.
penalues and orders. Regarding the e-- - 7 factor of direct or indirect. m a violation asey

The NRC uses the Notice of Violation abdity of vanous classes of licensew to lead to an acrease m the emi penalty.
'

as the usuas method for f the Pay the civil pensities. it is not the the lack of management mvolvement
existence of a nointion.issuanos o"f a e intenuon that the econosuc may not be usea to nutigate a civd
Notice of Violation is nonnelly the only g mPact M a cml penahy be so spem j penahy. AUomas maugsum m das louer
enforcement acuan taken. except in g

cases wnere the entene for issuance of
7 that it puts a heensee out of business e case could encourage lack of
a lordersasthw san cant penalties. an E maame=aat inwimment in hcomed

-
' ;; activities and a. decrease a protammen ofemi penaitsen and orders as set forth in used when the mtent is to suspend or

| me pubuc hesi a asf.ty.Secens VI.B ad VI.C. - - m i.rm mate h aa a .cu.to o,

"[" ' adversely affects a heaa==a's ability to (a) Jdsouficocon. The purpenas of this*****
safely conduct hcensed activities. The factor as to encourage licensees tog ,

,8
warrant dismtma bang esenmed suci' deterrent effect of civil penalties is best monitor, supervios, and audit nonvities
that the NRC refrains from issuing a served when the amounta of the in order to assure safety and
Notice of Violat6on.(See Seeman VILB. penalties take into account a licensee's raa"ph== Therefore the baseavd

g " Mitigation of Enlacement Sanctions. ) "abihty to pay." In determining the Penalty shown in Tables 1A and 15 may-

* in addition. licensees are not ordsmanly amount of civil penalties for licensees be antigated up to som when a licensee

O '#" "'I**"""
""IU"8 I''."such as for whom the tables do not reflect the

identifies a notation and secnisted up to -c
C

o matters not within ther centuel ability to pay. the NRC wdl consider as 505 if the NRC identafias a noietion.
eqmpment failures that wwe not necessary an meresse or decrease on a The base ami penalty may mise he
avoidable by reasonable licensee case by. case basia. Noemanly,if a mitigated up to 255 when a lacemens

identifies a nolatka ruesdting frees aquality assurance measures or licensee can demonstrate financial
management controls.Genersuy. hardship the NRC willconender self di-Aamag event * when the

licensee demonstrates instistive anhowever. liceneses are held responsible payonente over tiene. including mterest. idonefying die root osues of the -for the acts of their employees. reeer han educang &e mest of b violation. in addition, the base avdAccornmely, this policy should not be civil penalty. However, where a hcenses
construed to excuse personnel errors. claims finanmal hardship, the hcensee Pensity may aino be muugated where

warranted if a hcensee idonense a
B. Civd Puolty will nonnally be requared to address

violation as a reemit of its review of awhy at has sufScient resources to safely
A civil penalty is a monetary penalty cadacth Wh @y genwic nou8 cation. Whus singsten

une des faceris appropriate der athat may be imposed for nolation of (1) ucame an
certain specified licenses provisions of licensee identified violation that was
the AtomicEnergy Actor not reported to the NRC a separete
supplementary NRC rules or orders: (2) afecesimu acuon will norsmally be
sny reqmrment for wiuch a hcenne may issued for the licensee's failure to make
be revoked: or (3) repornas b requad report.
requiremente under secuen aos of the ,

Energy Reorganisation Act. Civil
pensities are designed to =nphaansa the
need for lasting tunedaal action and to
deter future notations both by the
involved licensee as weil as by other
licensees conductms aunnier acuvines.

Civil penalties are proposed (absent
.w, .. u,,i .sse en ens

mitigating circumstances) for Seventy poner mmam usensanevensesimsaan8rlevel I. IL and !!! violat6 ens. and may be
obsesus er hemma ensw=mm = umen-*

proposed for repsutive Seventy lavel IV ,,,,,, g g ,, M '"""#
violations or for any wdiful violation. In
addition, civil penshies wdl noremanly be 6,,,,,,,, . . m,y ,.n. .ammmmmeer

.insa ere marsap.emesseed for knowuis and -
violations of the reperung regarements
of secuon aos of the Energy
Reorgenasanon Act.

AugustSt1998@eestl 2-80
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ib) Correcure a(tron. The purposes of
this factor wnere a heensee s coor anor notification: or (3) throuen otherthis factor is to encourage beensees to performance appears to clearty be reasonable moscation of a potential(1) take the immediate acuens necessary improvmg. Prior performance. as used m problem or violation. suca asupon discovery of a violation that will this policy statement. refers to the observenons of employees andrestore safety and compnance with the licensee a performance normeily ( } contractors.ana had failed to takelicense requisuon(s). or other within the last two years of the effective convective steps. Priorrequirementisi: and (21 devieop and inspecuon at resue or(2) the pened notification may include findange of the '

implement fin a timely mannert the within the last two mapecuens. NRC. the heensee. or mdustry made atlasung actions that will not only prevent whichever to longer. in assessing the other faciliues operated by the hasasserecurrence of the violation at issue eut licensee e prior periormanca.
where it is reasonable to expect thewill be appropnetely comprehensive, consideranon will be given to. among licaa=== to take ecuan to idennfy orgiven the significance and complexity of other things. the effectiveness of
prevent sunnlar proolems at the feeditythe wolation, to prevent occurrence of previous corrective acuan for sindar subject to the ensorcement action atsimilar nolations. Therefore, the base probiosis. overall performance euca as issue. in assessing tius factor,cmi penalty shown m Tables 1A and 1B Systematic Assessment of Licanoes considereuon will be given to. amongmay oe either mingsted or escalated by Performance (SALP) evaluations for other things, the opportumties avealableas mucn as 50% depenome on the Power reactors, and the lacanese e pnor to discover the woistion, the ones ofpromotness and extensiveness of the enforcement history overall and m the discovery, the statlanty between the

hcensee a correcuve scuon. In assessmg area of concern. meluding escalated and wolation ena the notification. the penedthis f actor. censideration will be eiven non-escalated enforcement actions and of time netween when the violationto. amons other thmgs. the timesir'ess of any enforcement actions that the NRC
occurred and when the nouficanon was

i
the corrective action hncludme the exeretseo discreuen ena reframed from

,

promotriess m ceveiopmg the senedule issumg in accordance with Sectson issued. the scuon taken (or planned) by i
the licensee m res,ponse to the ifor tone term correcuve actionL the VII.B. Notwithstandas soon onor _ notification. and the level ofdegree of hcensee mmative O.e performance, mitigation of the civil 2 management review that the notification !

2

wnetner NRC invosvement was recuired R penalty based on this factor is not y received for should have received).
before acceptable action was takeni. the g normally warranted where tne current - Escalation of the emi penalty basest '

_ adecuacy of the licensee's root cause * ViOI.ation reflects a suostanual decime m 2 solely on pnor noutication is normally '

R annivsis for the violation. and. given the 3 performance that has occurred over the not warranted where the liceasse$ sigmficance and compiexity of the issue. time smca the last NRC Inspection. in appropnately reviewed the nonSostion i
the comprenensiveness of the correcuve addition, this factor should not be for opphcotson to its acuvities and3 action (Le., whether the acuan is apphed for those cases where the

reasonable action was either taken orfocused narrowly to the specific ~ licensee has not been in existanm long planned to be taken within a reaseeable i
i

violanon or broadly to the geners1 ares enough to establish a pnor performance time.
of concern). Notwithstaname good or mopecuen history. Similarly. (e) Multiple occurrences. De puspose ;
comprehensive correcuve scuon. if mitigouon based on this factor is not of this factor is to reflect the added j

,

immediate correcuve scuon was not normally appropnate where the area of 'sirune=a== resulting fross multiple '
taken to restore safety and compliance concern has not been previously occurnmens of the violation. Thessiers,
once the violauon was identified. inspected. unless overell performance is the base emi penalty shown in Tables
mitisation of the civil penalty based on good.

1A and 18 may be escalated by as much
this Iactor will not normally be (d) Prior oppersunity to sdenerfy. The as 2005 where multiple exampies of a

-

considered and escalation may be Purpose of this factoris to encourage paracular nolation are identified dunag
i
'

considered to sodress the licensee's licensees to take effecove ecuan m the inspection pened. Escalation of the
failure. ruponse m opponursenes to identify or civil penalty based on this factor will

h 1 Licensee performancs. The prevent problems or nolations. normally be considered only whom there
jpur~~~s of this factoris to recognise and erefore, the base cml penalty shown are multiple exampies of Seventy lavel

enc"ourege good or improvmq licensee in Tables 1A and 1B may be escalated I. II. or til violations with the same root
performance and to recosmza and deter as mu as 100% for cases wnem the causes. Aheniauniy. separem cani
poor or dechamg parformance, licenses should have idenufied the penalties may be imposed for sech
Therefore the base cml penalty shown vioisuon sooner as a result of pnor violation.

j

t

in Tables 1A and 18 may be mingsted opPonumties. such as (1) through (f)Duressori. The purpose of this fasser
by as much as 1005 if the current normal surveillances. audits. or quahty is to recogmse the added signsAnnaan
nolation es an isolated failure that is assurance IQA) actmties: (2) througa assomated with those noistions (or the
inconsistent with a heensee's . pnor notice i.e specific NRC or industry impact of those wolations) that connene
outstandmgly good pnor performance.

*
The base cml penalty may also be
escalated by as much as 100% if the
current noianon is reflective of the
licensee e poor or dechnins prior
performance. Neither mmeauon not
escalation may be appropriate based on

_ _ _fdTL _ _ _ _ _ _ - -
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1

or remam uncorrected for more than one The civil penalty adluatment factors normally the only adiustment factors ,
day. Therefore, wnether or not a presented m paragraprts (a) througn (I) that will be considered to lower a base
hcensee is aware or clearly should have are additive. However. m no instance civil penalty will be identification and
been aware of a violation. the base civil will a civil penalty for any one violation corrective ecuan factors. In addition. as
penalty shown in Tables 1A and IB may exceed $100.000 per day. provided m Section VII. *Exeresse of
be escalated by as muen as 100% to Notwithstanding the application of the & Discretion." discretion may be exercised
reflect the added techmcal and/or civil penalty adiustment factors. a civil M by either escalating or mitigatmg the
regulatory signsficance resulting from the penalty will normally be proposea in an E amount of the civil penalty arnved at
violation or the impact of it remainmg g amount of atleast 50% of the base value 3 after applymg the civil penalty
uncorrected for more than one day.This 3 in Tables 1A and 1B for Seventy LevelI adjustment factors to ensure that the '

factor should normally be applied in 5 and 11 violations myolvmg proposed civil penalty reflects the f

casas mvolvmq parncularly safety 3 overexposures. release of radioactive NRC's concern regardmg the violation at |
sigmficant violations or where a matenal. or loss of radioactive matenal issue and that it conveys the appropnate ,

sigmficant regulatory message is to emphasize to the licensee the message to the licensee. )
warranted. In lieu of escalatmg the civil senousness with which the NRC views i

penalty based on this factor. the NRC these events and the importance of |
may impose daily civil penalties for conducting licensed actavities m a
violations that contmue for more than manner to avoid these violationa. in ;

one day. (See Section VII.A.1" Daily considenng mitigation for these cases. ,

Civil Penalties.") |

.

TAsa.E 1 A-Bass Civu. PENALTIES

T- i*

; p,,,, ,
,
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C Orders compiy with requirements where suen for not taking the scuon as proposed,
An order is a written NRC directive to

failure is not willful and adequate the licensee mil ordmanly be afforded
modily suspend. or revoke a license: to correcuve acuan has been taken.
cease and desist from a given procuce (3) Revocanon Orders may be usea: an opportensty to show why the order

(a) When a hcensee is unable or
should not be issued in the proposed

or actmty: or to take such other acuon
as mey be proper (see to CPR 2.2021. unwdling to comply with NRC manner by way of a Demand for

Informanon. (See to CFR 2.204) .requirennents:
Orders may also be issued in lieu of. or
in addition to. cmi penalties as (b) When a licensee refuses to correct D.MotedAdmimsuouve AcDons

a violation:
a ppropnate for Severity Level I. II. or 111 (c) When licensee does not respond to In addition to the formal enforcement
violations. Orders may be issood as

a Nouce of Violation where a response
,, a.m.m. of Notices of Violadon.

,

follows: civtl penalues. and orders. the NRC alsowas required.
(1)1.lcense Modificahon orders are uses adaunistrouve =' such(d) When a licensee refuses to pay enissued when some change m heensee applicable fee under the Conunnasion s as Notices of Deviauon. Notions of

equipment. procedures personnel.or regolenons: or Nonconformance ConBrmstory Action
monasement controls is necessary. (e) For any other reason for which I.etters, letters of repnmand. and

(2) Suspension Orders niey be used:
revocanon is authorised under secuon Demands for informauon to sure ====t {n

(a) To remove a tiuvat to the public
; health and safety, common defense and 138of the Atonnic Energy Act(e.g.any its enforcement program. The NRC

|
condition which would warrant refusal expects licensees and vendors to adhere i

.;; secunty, or the environament
lb) To stop facdity countruction when. of a license on an arismal appitcauoni. to any obhgehens and comasaments !

t (i) Further work could preclude or M)Casse and Desist Onlers may be resolung from sese processes and willm
4

* sigiuficantly hinder the identificadon or used to stop an unsethonsed acuvity not besatste to issue appropnate orders i

correction of an unproperly constructed that has continued after notencation by to ensee sat these oblicanoes and
communnents are met.NRC that the activtty is unauthonsed. 5safety.related system or consoonent or g (5) Orders to nel-===ed persons. 1) Noticas of Deviation are wnnenTe no(tices describing a licensee e failure ,tolii) The hcensee's quahty assurance <

e including vendors and contractors, and
pro 5tamimplementatsonis not adequate t employees of any of thems are used u seuely a comannment where the2to prende confiderice that constructiori
actmties are being property carned out wines the NRC has identaSed deliberate comenenen involved has not beena

misaaah hat may cause a licensee to made a lessuy bindme regarement. At
(c) When the licensee has not,

responded adequately to other be in violation of an NRC requsrement or Notice of Deviation requests a licensee

enforcement scuon: whose incomplete orinaccurate to prende a wntten explananen er

(d) When the licer.see meerferes with
Infonneuon is deliberstely submitted or statement desenbing corrective steps

the conduct of an mopect6on se where the NRC loses de reasonable taken dor planned). the resuits acideved. '
asserenes that the licenses wdl meet and the date when cortective eenen wdlmvestigation: or

le) For any reason not men noned NRC requirements with that person be completed.

above for whudi license revovation is involved in licensed activities. (2) Nodcas Mod- am
legally authertsed. Unless a separate response is wnnen notices desenbing vender's

Suspensions may apply io all or part warranted pursuant to to CFR 2.201. a faHuns to meet conunnsnents N
of the licensed actmty. Ordinanly, a Notice of Violation need not be issued have not been made legally b= hag

licensed activity is not suspended (nor is - where an order is based on notadons requirements by NRC. An exampie is a

a suspension prolongeal for failure to desenbod in the order.The nolebons commutment made in a procurement -

desenbod in an order need not be con et me s 1i '

**h ,f, [ Nonconformances request non hcensees
g, x B. Hoes

g

or is de a
that the public health, interest. or safety
so mquins. or when se onieHe ,, ,,,,,, ,,gg

responding to a violation myolvmg be conspieted, and measures taken to
<

willfulness. Otherwise. a pnor P ,, ,

opportunity for a hwanns on the order is (3) Confirmatory Action LAtters
afforded. For cases m which the NRC (CA1.s) are letters confirmme a -

beheves a basis could reasonably exist licensee's or vendor's agreement to take

.

|

|

|
!
!

cum.
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1

cenam acuons to remove sigmficant to be of significam requistory concern. If adiusted civil penalty to ensure that the '

concerns about health and safety. the appucation of the normal guidance proposed civil penalty reflects the
safeguards. or the environment. In this pohey does not provide an NRC's conceni regarding the violauon at

(4)14tters of repnmand are letters appropnate sancnon. or ti particularly issue and that it conveys the appropneu
addressee to indmduals subject to senous violations occur. suen as m message to the licensee. In addition to
Commission tunediction idenufying a cases mvoivmg willfulness. repeated the approval of the appropnate Deputy I
sigmficant deficiency m ther poor performance m an area of concern. Executive Director, consultation wah I

performance of licensed activities. or senous breakdowns m management the Commission is required if the
(5) Demands for informauon are controls. the NRC may apply its full denanon m the amount of the anl

demands for mfonnauen from heensees enforcement authonty where the acuan pensity proposed under this discretion
or otner persons for the purpose of is warranted. NRC acuon may mclude from the amount of the civil penalty
enabling NRC to determine whether an (1) escalatmg civil penalties. (2) issum8 sseessed under the normal proemos is
order or other enforcement scuon appropnate orders, and (3) assessms 2 more than two tunes the base avd
should be issued. g civil penalties for conunums nMations g penalty shown m Tables IA and 15.

a

on a per day basis, up to the ett 5 toryaVE Emmasa of Dismeman (2) Oralers. The NRC will. whereEE limit of $100.000 per violation. per day. . neessaary issues orders m conguncuanNotwithstannimg the normal guidance I (1) Citrilpenalties. Notwuhetandmg with civil pensitnes to achieve or j
1

acontained in this pohey, the NRC may the outcome of the normal civd penalty
formahse em'reenve acuens and m demi 1choose to exercise discronon and either

escalate or iningste enfacement 3ty ] [ Q on a p
"

I * " " " * * * ""' Ition of
sancuons within the Comunission's Fumemples of enforcement actions that 1

b ** *
g statutory authonty to ensure that the ", could be taken for sinnlar Seventy lave
~ resusung enforcement acnon 1.11. or III viointions are set forth in 1

{ sppropnately reflects the level of NRC Table 2.The actual progression to be
* '

Ex e or a is dta nconcern regarums the violation at issue
with the EDO as warranted. the NRC used in a panicular case mu depend on

the circumstances. Enforcement jano conveys tne appropnate message a may exermee &savnen by eteerthe licensee. proposing a civd penalty where s==enaa= will normahy escalate for

A. Escalotron of Enforcement Sanctions apphcation of the factors would mesmag similar violations.
I

The NRC considers violations otherwise result in sero penalty or by
catesonsed at Seventy Level L 11. or III further escalating the amount of the

TAet.E 2.--EXAMputS OF PmOomEss00N OF EsCA&ATuo ENeoncensENT ACTIONS FOft SIMeLAR VIOt.ATIO888 IN THE SAME ACTfvrfY

AmeA UNDER THE SAME LICENSE l
I

| Nemmer af eneer weseum Seat Wie M W WIS
' isse essessen W uusut sie sueuse use geses

tweesteser menen a peessiSmassy W Vismann i

i to: 2sW $ 3W

|t *

t I a+e i a+4+e1 8

|| 3, 4+t+Cl a+4+e

m aa 3+44 a+t

Nem
L Cae pasm
c. Sussesusse et aflemas essene getal Sto Ones omoges e sesseest out stese e senemusse esmeense visi sie scenese een seems si emessus em en

esem sumsunseL er sum W gue MesseL en emeum
C. Cem ens 4 en WW ter 6 em er seuseman of Ste heums, se em gystsyt was et eDeneneter N
d. Fuster enest se m

i

!

|
|

|

|

_
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.

(3) Daily em/peno/cas. In order to
(b)It was or will be corrected within a (3) Violauens idenufied Dunngrecosmse the added techmcal safety reasonsole time. by specific corrective Extended Shutdowns or Worksignahcance or regulatory significance acnon committed to by the licensee by Stoppages. The NRC may refresa from

for those cases where a very strong the end of the mopecnon. mciuding issens a Notice of Violation or amessage is warranted for a sigmficant immediate corrective acnon and proposed civil penalty for e violataca
violation that conunues for more than comprehensive corteente action to

that is identified after (t) the NRC hasone day, the NRC may exerase prevent recurrence: taken sigmficant enformement acuan
discreuon and assess a separate (c)It was not a willful violation. based upon a maior safety event
violation and attendant emi penalty up (2) Licensee identdied Seventy LAvel Contnbuttag to an extended ebendown i
to the statutory limat of $100.000 for esen IV and V Violations. The NRC may an operenng reactor or a sensorial
day the violation contmuss. N NRC reimm m assuang a Nonce d Hmosse W s wwk sagege et a
may extrase this discronon tf a licena" Violation for a Seventy invellV or V

construction sited. or(ii) the hemmese
was aware or clearly should have been notation that sa documented in an enters an ex'aaetad shutdown or work
awere of a violation, or af the licensee inspecnon report (or official field notes stoppage reisted to generally poor
had an opporiumsy to identify and for seem matenal caseel provided ht A ~ - our a long pund d uom
correct the noietion but faded to do so.

the inspecnost report includes a brief parvided that the violation to
desenption of the corrective acnon and documented in an mapsenen report (or .
that the violation meets an of the official field notes for some matenal Ifollowmg cntena:

cases) and that it meets all of theB. MitigorJon o/ Enforcement Sanctions (a) It was identified by the licensee. fouowmg entena:
Because the NRC wants to encourage including as a result of a self. disclosing (a) It was either licensee idemened asevent a reemit of a comprehenerve proyese loand support licassee initiative for self

(b)It was not a violation that could problem identencation and corresnanidentification and correenan of reasonably be expected to have been that was developed m reopease to theproblems, the NRC may exernse prevented by the licensee's correenve
shutdown or idenafied as a reemit of an !discretton and refram from issums a acnon for e previous violation or a - empioyee allegemon to the hesmose:(if_ civil penalty and/or issuang a Notics of pronous licensee noding that occurred the NRCIdemanes the nelausa and allR Violabon under certon circunstances. within the past two years of the of the other entens are met.the NRC* In addition. while the NRC may exercise inspecnon at assus or the pened within should detannine whether sedernement

- this discrenon for nolations meenne the the last two inspecnons, whichever is accan is necessary to acidoos samedial'a required critena where the licensee longer: . action. or if discreuen may still b
failed to make a regered report to the 3 (c)It was or will be corrected within a g appropnate.)
NRC. a separate enforcessent action will = masonsbio due. by spoonSc conocaw (b)It is based upon activities of theg
nonmally be issued for the beensee's * acnon comentated to by the licanese by licemene pnor to the evente leading to

- the and of the ==p=an'a= ineinding a the shutdown:nfourm m make a mpet. W *

unusediate correenve acuan and (c)It would not be categensed at a
" " * * " " 'y are se

fdlows: prevent recurrenner Ili
(d) It was not a wiuful violation or if it (d)It was not willful; and

was a wiHful violation: (e) h lie ====es deciaise to restart
(i)h taformation conoemme the the plant requires NRC comeurnemos.

(1) Seventy level V Violations. The violation,if not regered to be reported. (4) Violanons involvtag Old Design
NRC may refrain from isemos a Notice **8 Freemptly prended to appropnate issues.The NRC may refrem frous
of Violation for a Severity lavel V NRC persommal, such as a resident propomag a civil penalty for a Seventy
violation that is dan ====ted in an inspeamr er mesonal econom or breach 14mi11 orIII Mados swiths a past
inspecuon report (or o(8da! Add notes chief: probless, such as na segmeones, domen.
for some matenal casest providek that (ii) The violation involved the acts of or notellation. provided that the
the inspection report meindes a bnef a low led kha % documenad h as hopsom
deswiption of the correcove ecuan and licement MRdd as d=Amad in secnon report @r MRdal Add notes der some
that the violation assets an of the IV.C): matenal caseel that saal=d== a
followmg criteria: flu)b vidados appers m be de desatpden W the oorsoceve sense and

(a)It was not a violatlan that could
lealeted action of the employee without that it meets all of the fouoweg ersterna
...., levolvement and the (e)It was a licensee identiSed as areasonably be expected to have been

prevented by the licensee's corrective violaties was not caused by lack of receit of a licensee's voluntary ferenal
action for a ptonous nointion or a

=*=ag=====* overueght as evidemoed by initiative, audi as a Safety Systems
either a history ofisoisted willful Funemanal' --- - DesissL

,

previous licensee nading that occurred violations er a lack af adequate audits Remementation Progreek or otherwithin the past two years of the or supervte6en of employees: and proyees that has a dan =ad sospe andinspecuan at issue, or the pened withia (iv) mynne==* remedial action tisestable and is being spuestselythe last two mopecuens whicheveris aa=======sts with the cir====*=aa=, i =f ====*=d-A

longer: was taken by the licensee such that it (b)It was or will be normated.
d===aa=weted the eenousases of the incieshag inimediate correettw acties
violation to other employees and and long tenn - earrect8ve
contractors. thereby creatmg a deterror1 action to prevent recurrenos, withis a
effect within the licensee's organizanon, reasonable time following tdestinceties
Whde removal of the employee from (this actica should trivolve expandirig
licensed scuvttles is not necessanly ' the initiative, as necessary, to identify
reqmrod. substanuel disciphnery action other failures caused by similar root
is expected. causes): and

. - -____ W n - ___ - ______- ___ -
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(c) It was not itkalyJo be identified performance of the licensee. and other does not pnmde a animer home64 er mar.as
laher the violation occistredl by routme relevam circumstances. meludmq any fact be doennement to endsey la the perm-w '

licensee efforts sucn as normal g that may have cnangen smca the pleas condusas. Emmunes endosaammes (
surveillance or quahty assurance (QA) 3 violauon. prowded pnor notice has been discroues br piamas esempung to saareep is

|I' Y * ** 'activities. E given the Commission. This discrenon is p sampiy a m
In addition. the NRC may refrem from g expected to be exercised only where usugly leave the piant sa a conduwe in

issumg a Nouce of Violauon for cases appucation of the normal guidance m which it could esponemos undeswehte
that meet the above entana provided the pohey is unwarranted. transasets. la such mass. thera--.-==
the violauon was caused by conouct would espea that discsonen womed he
that is not reasonably imked to present eassamed wuh mopeat to ogms=m==a er

performance (normally, wolataons that 'Y"*" only when at has at neem m'~

are at leasa three years old or violauons C Isaruse of Duasons for an Openrang fc*o"m*Et)The equi
-

'
er dessoccurnns durms plant constnscuon) and F8C'88'T not periana e ansery fumanon in the made in

there had not been pnor notace so inat O n o m em an,cinasmseemsms m e ,ense which opmenen is to enmar- (2) the sehty.

the hcensee enould have reasonably who's a ucumsee's eemplanase me a fuama= pertened by es egimpammet er
idenufied the wolation earher. This T**h*8"' *p- a===== (n) 1.tauuas sysiaan as of only amarginal sedsey henset,

I"exercise of discretion is to place a ",",* provided la the ensumus mens% ,,

prenuum on hcensees mitiatmg efforts to
[..p.t wemmam er puhmmmes W woung.$, c[a dsuna mapaum a mia. % w

g 6 n** , 7 % |nha
identify and correct subtle woistions .=a= oreyseums samusammama ea * !that are not likely to be identified by tampprapnaan mek the .p-a, piena ,,, ap- . that a taapprogram fw !routme elforts before degreded safety ensaiuses. er emmensemy deleys a piant "c the periacalar piens a==dt**=== se shot at dame '

systems are called upon to work. stasesp withmus a =====f==d'ag hometh and mas pswende a emissy hemmat, er aney. 6e inst.6

(5) Violations idenufied Due to **0"Y M 18 **'* """"""*'" ** $ be desmemunal es sedsey la the pasander
NRCstaR mov messo est en endens the !P ant a==d "==Previous Escalated Enforcement Acuon. epp6acahh n w een hosen ensmuna.

The NRC may refrem from issums a This sinissammam dn====== mu enly be m- m , wmNotice of Violation or a proposed etvil esenmeed g the NBC seaf is clear 6y seansend vklados wnH ocuar mer a imp 6y est
pensity for a voletion that is idenuhed that the emnea is emmaisemma wie pressates ,,,g,,,,,,, e ,,,,a ,,m ,,,,,,,,d g,
after the NRC has taken escalated the puhuc haakh and saisey. A usamoso any veisstem est any have en es4

enforcement action for a Seversty Level senaams the amen of animenset vtonadas et asses. la esca case whose the
11 or til violation provided that the **'"am"m'a"m""g'g'33 cammy=mmen- whegg gg,d

''"'d**"""** NRC stadi has casema es enesense enduummems
inwewolation is documented in an inspection diarwama e=d==a====8 acege well SesmBauy
muss u shows.esal W knowed as wmmm-mm; report (or official field notes for some

| soon as posaddeisywrinua p aa m wuse wnd.ed hd m me
3 metonal casest that includes a wbtch domsmasses the emisty homes ist the =pumace tw which saferummam
e descnpuan of the corrective action and a requase and pasendes wheesser eeer discsoues wee used. The endosamumet assaan
O that it meets all of the following cntens: e informensa the NBCstaE deems necessary to is inesaded as emaphasass that usammens

(a)It was a licensee idenufied as part 3 *naana, a deedma m wheehwer mot to should eat ro6y on the NBC's mulheesty to*

* ''n"e'"op"p"s'o"p"ne"ss"Ragtemal Ad=an=iaaster. o'
* * " ' " ' ' ' emasese **duemment escreetas as a someoneof the corrective ecuan for the previous

subsutute inr enanphance er for sequesome aescalated enforcement actiott: his dessemen may onesase discsemen whose hcamme taa-ad==='
(b)It has the same or similar root the aa====pa- en tempesury and Finsuy. it ta apacted that the NRCstaR

cause as the nolation for which ca==- -ins when as amendenset is not mu narmes salmnessas discsonen a mis
escalated enforcement acuon was The Dheenar.OfBas of Nucisar ares tairoquemaly. Ahhanagh a plant must abus
issued: ""P""""" "' hi* '"E"'* **F down. solueues asunnes easy be - y====d

1

(c)It does not substantsally change *"""" 8"'8" d ** 8'9888 or plant seuemp may to deisyed. nhuma me

pwind of one u"'"npusu es NBC mar m"I"m*'''88 'I*"8'''w'mont elaceuse, he NRC
"""""""""" ""'' *""8 'h* I"ithe safety si icance or the character ea eeeof the regu!atory concern ansin6 out of pnienes se emmenemy er umgem Daense medy hemms a has hues roguesad.

the mitial violauon: and ,.=-d=== maner the pessimmons of to CyR ne danesian to hsego endoseemsme as
(d)It wee or mil be w .aad so.stfalial er tel. no pumma emasannes dismensmary, whose sedenmuses emessaien

including unmediate corrocove action esdenummut Womethea mu dommment the is to be emmessed. ht is to be amusamme easy

and long term comprehensive corrective dommen. If the NRC staEls clearly eaan=d em sucen
actson to prevent focurrence, within a For an opendag plaat.his amass of scusa to wommed from a henkh and mimy

enimu mmpa hiemaded u A_reasonable time following identificatnon. m

ra==a-t== the peammatal seasey amanequemens(6) Violations involving Specsal ,g ,, ,,,,,,,, pg,,, ,,,,,,,, ,ig g,
-

Circumsnaaaaa Notwithstandaag the ,,,--p==ying openedemas risks and i=ay- *=
outcome of the norsnel civni penalty or to ehmemens ensates, inspumes. er syseum

'

assessment process (La., base civil remhgement whiedt is naappseynees imr the
penalty adjusted based on appsication of partsender plant emadstisms. For pianas la a
the civil penalty adjustment factors sheedews amedselen. menadas endmousset ,

dismouma is teemaded to sedues savedews t

addressed in S.ectnen VI.BL as prended '** '8***""* '8 "'*'8 I"'''*'* *m Section III. . Respoembiuties." the w rn upam m m w hh h h h'appsopre m
appropnato Depaty Execouve Director g, g, ,,,,g ,i,, ,,,gg,,,, a g,g, g ,;
may reduce or refress frous tesuing a
civil penalty or a Notics of Violauon for

,

a Seventy level 11 or til violation based
on the unents of the case after
considerms the guadanos m this t

statesment of policy and such factors as
the age of the violation, the safety
sigmficance of the notation, the overell

A~ r-VTu~~~W~~m * En
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* inadvertently misems an * Dereliction of duty,
insiendicant procedural requirement * Falsifyms records required by N1 !
when the action is routme, fairly regulations or by the facility license. '

uncomplicated. and there is no unusual * Willfully prending. or caussag a
circumstance mdicanns that the licensee to provide, an NRC inspecto +

,

procedures should be referred to and invesagator with inaccurate or
followed stephy-step. incomplete mformation on a anatter '

* Compliance with an express matenal to the NRC.
direcuan of management. such as the

,

Willfully withholding safety* '

Shift Supervisor or Plant Manager, sigmficant mformauon rather than '

resulted in a violation unless the making such informanon known to-

individual did not express his or her appropnate supermoory or n=4=bal
VIIL Ecfor====a Actions invoi concern or objectson to the direction. personnel in the licensee's ongensaathIIndnduals * Individual error directly resulting Submitung false mfonneteen and ;

a

Enforcement actions involving from followmg the techacal advice of a result gainmg unescorted access to ;

individuals. including licensed an expert unless the advise was clearly nuclear power plant. '

operators. are sigmficant personnel unreasonable and the licensed * Willfully providing false data to a-

acuans, which wdl be closely controlled individual should have recognised it as $ licensee by a contractor orother pers
such. who provides test or other services.and judiciously apphed. An enforcement a: ;

action involvmg an individual will . Violations resulting from t when the data affects the licanese's
normally be taken ordy when the NRC is inadequate procedures uniese the compliance with to CFR part 30 [

a

satisfied that the individual fully individual used a faulty procedure appendix B. or other requietory !

understood or should have understood.
knowmg tt was faulty sna had not requirement.

{

his or ner responsioility: knew. or snould attempted to get the proceoure . Willfully providing falso '

corrected. cernficauon that components meet thhave known. the required acuene: and
Listed below are examples of requirements of theirintended use,au <knowmgly, or with careless dtsregard

R situations which could result in as ASME Code.(i.e with more than mere neghgencel
* enforcement actions mvolvmg Willfully supplying, by venders o ;failed to take required actions which .g

have actual or potential safety mdividuals. licensed or unlicensed. If eqmpment for transportation of
& sigmficance.Most transgressions of 3 the scuans desenbed in these examples radioacuve matenal. casks that do no ,

e individuals at the level of Seventy Level are taken by a licensed operator or comply with their certificates of i

E III. IV. or V violations will be handled
taken deliberately by an unlicensed compliance.

|7, by citing only the facility licensee, mdindual. enforcement action may be * Willfully parforming unauthonse

More senous notationa. including taken directly against the mdividual bypasems of required reactor or other ;!

those involving the integrity of an However. nolations mvolving willful facility safety systems.

individual (e.g lying to the NRC) conduct not amountmg to deliberste ;
-

t

concernmg matters within the scope of action by an unlicensed mdividualin
-

the individual's responsibilities, will be these situsuons may result in '

considered for enforcement action
enforcement action'against a licensee ~

agamst the individual as weil as agemst that may impact an individual The ;

the facility licensee. Action against the situeuons melude, but are not limited to. . Willfully takma actions that violate

individual however, will not be taken if violations that myolve. Techmca: Specification Limiting Conditti ,

the improper acnon by the individual . Willfully causms a licensee to be in for Operones or other useass-
was caused by manage ====t failures. violanon of NRC reqmrements.

k h*u
*

2 i mhes
The followmg examples of situations . Willfully takins action that would
illueurste this concept: have caused a licensee to be m wolation E of mains aksa the NRC's destas e

* Inadvertentindividualmistakes
of NRC reqmroments but the acnon did iogasegsendoseenset the Toshmismi i

3 9=ma.=a6== or other Basusseandeles e !
resulting from inadegoate trotning or not do so because it was detected and the operuser meses the sequesesmen et te jcorrective schon was taken.guidance prended by the facility
licenses . Recognisms a violation of GRso.se(sL1.a unismstheopsuuserse i

..-=.=====may esasadenas all the soiesem '
procedural requirements and wdifully ====== == sunsundaag the sessenes
not taking corrective action.

* Willfully defeatmg slarms which ~

have safety sigruficance. .

* Unautnonsed abandomng of reactor
controls.

j

. _ _
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5.The deeree of suoervision of the Examoies of sanctions inut may be~

~

in cecidmg wnether to., issue an indmdual Le.. now closely is the appropnate assmat mdividuals are:
enforcement scuan to an unhcensed individual momtorea or suonted ano the + lssuance of a letter of repnmand.
person rather than to the licensee. the likehhood of detection leuch as a * issuance of a Notice of Violation.
NRC recosmzes that ludgments will radioerapher worums mdepenoently in and
have to oe made on a case by case the field as contrasted with a team + issuance of Orders,
basis. in makmq these decisions. the ectmty at a power plantl. Orders to NRC-licensed reactor
NRC will consider factors such as the 6. ne employer s response. e.g operators may mvoive suspension for a

E followmg: disciplinary acuan taken. spectiied period. modification, or
2 1. The level of the mdmdual within 7. The atutude of the wrongdoer, e.g., revocation of their mdmduallicenses.
I the orgamzauon. admtssion of wrongdoing. acceptance of Orders to unheensed mdividuals might
3 2. The indmduara tratmas and responsibility. include provisions tnat would:

expenance as weil as knowledge of the 8. ne degree of management + Prohibit involvement m NRC
potennal consequences of the responsibility or culpability. licenseo actmties for a specified pened
wrongooms. ; 9. Who identified the masconduct. of time (normally the pened of

3.The safety consequences of the 3 Any proposed enforcement action suspension would not exceed five years) J

misconduct. cc mvolyms individuals must be issued or until certam conditions are satisfied.
4. The benefit to the wrongdoer. e.g % with the concurrence of the appropnate e.g., completing specified training or

personal or corporate gata. * Deputy Execuuve Director. The meetmg certam qualifications.
Commission wdl be consulted onor to + Require notification to the NRC - |
lesums a cml penalty or order to an before resuming work in licensed J

unheensed mdividual or a cml penalty activities.
to a licensed reactor operator. Prior * Regere the person to tell a
notice will be given to the Commission prospective employer or customer
on Notices of Violation without civil engaged in licensed activities that the
penalties that are issued to unheensed Person has been suoject to an NRC
indmduals and enforcement actions order.
taken agamst other unheensed persons. In the case of a lie ===ari operesor's
such as corporsuons or partnetships. . failure to meet applicable fitnesoderw

~ The particular sanction to be used 2 duty reqmroments (10 CPR 55Ja(f)), the
should be determmed on a case-by-case * NRC may tasue a Notice of Violation or
ba sts.* g a cml penalty to the Part as 11- or

a en order to suspend. modify, or revene
the Part 55 license. nose actions usey
be taken the first time a licensed .
operator fails a drug or alcohol test. that
is, receives a confirmed positive test
that exceeds the cutofflevels of to CFR
part as or the facility licensee's casoff
levels. if lower. However nonmally only
a Notice of Violation will be isoned for

~ the first confinned positive test in the
absence of aggravating car -*=-
such as errors a the 4 - of
licensed duties or evidence of preimaged
use.In addition.the NRC intends to
issue an order to suspend the Part se
license for up to three years the essend
thne a liosased operator exceeds thmes
cutoff levels. In the event there ese less
then three years remoaning in the terut
of the individual's license, the NIIC esey -

conader not renewmg the individears'

license or not issums a new licasse after
' the three year pened is - ' he'

-

NRC Intends to issue an order to revoke .

the Part 55 license the third thee a
licensed operator exceeds those aused
levela. A heensed operator or appiteemt
who refuses to paracipate in the drag
and alcohol testas programs. r.sium ser inemd. mis e.n a ie emt peneauen
established by the facihty bconsee er,e.same as of oie samer semesammemme Act

of tert se enamese. Nac enu em as imaay unesse
e cavel pommesy esammet me anskviemel Hoesswer
seamma ast of the Aimens naargy Act (AEAl pues

rthe - esammessy to esmosas arvet sammenes
on "esy paramn." "Pereen* is bromaly esAmed as
Sesame 11e of she AaA to imaande andreedmais a
vensey of ersammensma, and any suprememnesses er
esamen. Then erves see Caummmmmama emetersey se
impuso quod pumasass en emessynes ed insumanus er
on amassues enemme wenn a wiseseem of a
regumumme emessy tenoemos en inom e ammmmmad.

August 31.1993 (resso 2 se
. _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ - - _ _ _ - _ .
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who is involved trl the sale. use. or to sucn factors as (1) the degree of
possession of an allegal drug is also

knowiedee that the commumcator informatin became avadable or the
advenm.mont m technology wee madesubiect to license suspension.

should have had. regardmg the matter.
the imtial subental was coneesed.revocanon. or denial.

in addition. the NRC may take in view of his or her position, tramme.
The failure to correct tasonernes or

enforcement scuan agamst a licensee and exponence. 4) the opporturuty and incesspiete mformauon which the
that may impact an individual. where time availab's pnor to the

licensee does not identdy as =P e='8
the conouct of the individual places in commumcr,aon to aseme the accureev normally wdl not conectute a espareti
question the NRC's reasonable or compseteness of the inforeshon.13) violation. However, the mennessannonithe degree of intent or M = d any. surron=dimg the failure to careest mayassurance that licensed actmties will be
prepeny conducted. The NRC may take mvolved. (4) the fonnality o'l the be considered relevant to the
enforcement acuan for reasons that commumention. (5) the reasonableness deterannanon of enforcementaction I
would warrant refusal to issue a hcense of NRC reliance on the informanon. (6) the initial inaccurate or =a===riate r

on an ongmal apphcation. Accordmgly, the importance of the informanon which statement. For example, an
appropnete enforcement acnons may be was wrong or not provided, and (7) the unantenhonally inaccurate or secompli ,
taken regardmg matters that raise issu*e reasonableness of the explanation for submission may be treated as a score
of integnty, competence. fitnese for duty, not prowding complete and accurate seven maner if the heenseelater

informauon. g detennmes that the initial subesttal mor other matters that may not
necessardy be a violation of specific Absent at least carelese disregard, an m I" ''''''"d d*** "'I 88"88I 'I 8' d
Comnussa mquimmenu. incomplete or maccurate uneworn oral 5 eam wm clear opponades to ,

;

In the case of an nae- 1, person. statement normally wel not be subject 3 ideoufy es enor. Ifinformeen not
whether a firm or an mdividual. an order to enforcement schon unless it involves emmend was moosnued by a liosae !

,

modifvmg the facility license may be sigmnenntinforemanon provided by a as agediennt. a separem asteem may ,
'

issued to require (1) the removal of the licensee official However. enforcement be made fw en fadure to psende !
'I ''0**"' "I*'"*"*"' I" **Y '''''' Iperson from alllicensed acuvities for a acuan may k uka fw an 8

specified penoo of nme orindennitely, unantennonally incomplete or maccurate " " "'***** *
(2) pnor notice to the NRC before oral statement provided to the NRC by a actums a not emmenne er pmanag

infonnanon raise queenone ,abent itsutilizing the person m hcensed actmties. hcanoe ne a w o m on behaH d a
or (3) the licensee to provide notice of hcansee. d a mooni was made d d* ,,,,,,,,,f,,,,,,,,,,g,,,,,

the issuance of such an order to other miiniennum and pron ed to um trustworthmess. the Commseeles sesy
- persons mvolved in licensed acuvities hcensee esmby perennag an exercise its authonty to innes ordare
R making reference inqmries. In addition. E opportumty to correct the oral v6.e. suspending or reveldag the
E orders to employers might require 3 infensum. such as if a tunsanpt of du henne.Th Conamianum reengenes & -
P ratraining, additional overessht. or E C " """""8d " #f "**888 " """8'Y enforcement deternmations meet be
'a Independent venacation of activities 3 cataining du enor was made availaWe made on a case by. case basse. taidag

performed by the person. af the person is I8 ** hcomm inen conaderatiors the isomes deamber
in this secnon

to be involved in heensed acavities. , _

a unnlyy
11 Inaccuress and '===r&='" When a heenese has correctedlafonnaden

laeonerste or incomplete infonnauon.
A violation of the regulations the daa-aa to taene a Nation of

involving submittal of incomplete and/ Violation for the initialinaccurate or
or maccurate mformanon. whether or incomplete mformation normally will be
not considered a matenal falso dependent on the cir===-
statement. can reemit in the full range of including the ames of detention of the
enforcement sanctions. The labeling of a errar, the ea==h==== of the correenon,
conunarucation failure as a material whether the NRC or the licenses
false statement wdl be made on a case. Identi8ed the problem with the
by-case basis and wel be reserved for comanuncation. and whether the NRC'

egregione molettone. Violatione rehed on the infonnation pnor to the
involvmg mascurate or incomplete correenon. Generally,if the matter was
infonnetson or the fallere to provide promiptly identified and corrected by the
sisodicant infonmanen identt8ed by a hcensee pner to relianos by the NRC. or
licensee nonnauy wdl be categensed before the NRC raised a quesmon aboutt based on the gedance hereta. in Section the infonnetton, no enforcement acnon ,

IV"Seventyof Violations."andin
wdl be taken for the laitial inaccurate orSupplement Vll. incomplete information. On the other

The Co==ia=>an recognisse that oral hand. if the ausmionnanon to identifiedinfortnanen may m some situations be after the NRC rehoe on it, or after some
inherenuy tria rehable than wntten quesnon is raised regarding the
subauttale becanes of the ebeence of an accuracy of the infonnauen then some
opportmuty for reA=ne== and enforcement acnon normally will be
management review. However, the taken even dit is in fact corrected.
Conumesson must be able to rely on oral However. if the initial subauttal was
conunanscations from hemasse offleists accurate when made but later turns outconcenung mitmArant gnigemanon, to be erroneous beceues of newly
Therefore. in determansas whether to discovered informanon or advance in
take enforcement action for en oral technology, a citsuon normally would
statement. consideration may be given not be appropnate if, when the new

, - . _ _ - _ = ____ __ _ _ _- _ -__ - _________ _ _ - _ ______________-_-
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X. Enforcement Action Agenast Nos. XI. Referrais to the Department of Supplement I-Reactor Operauons
,Licaneses jusdos-

This suppsement provides exanspies ofThe Commission a enforcenwn pohcy Alleged or suspected crimmel violations m esca of the five seventyis also apphcable to non. licensees. violations of the Atotmc Energy Act levels as guidance in determining themeludmg empioyees of licensees. to (and of other relevant Federailaws are apprognate seversty level for notauons
contractors and subcontractors. and to referred to the Department of lusuce in the area of reactor operations,employees of contractors and (DOI) for mvestiganon. Referrol to the A. Seventy Level /-Violationssubcontractors, wno knowmgly prov de DOI does not preciude the NRC from invoinns for example:components, equipment. or other rocos takmq other enforcement scuan unoer 1. A Safety Limit. as defined m to Cmor services that relate to a licensee a this pohey. However, enforcement 50.36 and the Techmcal Specificationsactmties suoiect to NRC regunauon. The acuens will be coordmated with the bems exceeded:prohibitions and sancuons for any of DOIin accordance with the 2. A system * designed to prevent orthese persons who engage m dehberate Mesmrendum of Understandmg
misconduct or supaussion of incomplete

between the NRC and the DOJ 53 FR
mitigate a senous safety event not being
able to perform its miended safetyor inaccurate mformanon are provided

50317 (December 14.1938).in the rule on e iberst iMuct. function 48 when actually called upon to l
e.g.10 Cm XH.Puldic Disciemme of Enfermament *8'EC I

Vendors of products or services Acdoma 3. An accidental enticality: or 1

provided for use m nuclear activities are Enforcement actions and license" 4. A licensed operator at the controis I

subject to certain requirements designed responses. m ar:cordance with 10 CFR of a nuclear reector. or a semor operator i
to ensure that the products or services 2.790 are publicly available for directmg licensed actmties. mvolved in
supphed that could affect saimy are of ; inspection. In addition. press releases procedural wrote which remit in. or
high quahty.Througa procurement g are ganarally issued for orders and civil exacerbate the consequences e,f. an alert i

contracts with reactor hema ==as. cc pensities and are issued at the seine or higher level emergency and who, as a

vendors may be required to have quality t time the order or proposed imposition of g" , , ,," ,[jg[
,

' * '
assurance programs that meet * the civil penalty is issued. in addition. p

!E applicable requirements mciudme 10 press relamana are usually issued when a *a ""w
3 CFR part 50. appendix B. and 10 CFR proposed civil penalty is withdrawn or g 3. SmnWm |stans-

+

E part 71. subpart H. Vendors supplyms substantially maugated by some amount. I"''I'I"8 I" "*"'I*
2 products or services to reactor. Press releases are not normally issued 1. A system designed to prevent or

matensis, and to Cm part 71 licensees for Notices of Violation that are not mitigate unous safety mnts not beme
are sub ect to the requirements of to a p==-3 by ordere or proposed civil able to perform its intended safetyi
CFR part 21 regarding reporting of pommities. fianction:
del ba 2. A liemanad operstor involved in the

When me ons terunne that XUL Raspemms Clemed Enfasessment use. sale, or possession of illegal drugs
violations of NRC requirements have Actisms or the consuniption of alcohouc
occurred. or that vendors have failed to If significant new infonnation is beverages, within the protected ares: or ,

fulfill contractual comautments (e.g.,10 received or obtemed by NRC which 3. A licensed operetor at the control of
CFR part 50, appendix B) that could indicates that an enforcement sanction a nuclear reactor, or a semor operator
adversely affect the quahty of a safety was incorrectly apphed, consideration directmg licensed activities, mvolved in
sigmficant product or service, may be given. der ==i==* on the procedural errors and who as a result of
enforcement action will be taken. cire===ana- to reopemens a closed subesquent testing. receives a confirmed
Notices of Violauon and civil penalties enforcement action to increase or positive test result for drugs or alcohol '

wdi be useo. as appropnete. for licensee decrease the seventy of a sancuon or to C. SeverrtyLere////-Violations
,failures to ensure that their venoors correct the record. Roopamens decisions invoiving for exampie: Lhave programs that meet appiscable will be made on a case-by case basis. 1. A sigmficant failure to comply with '

requirements. Notices of Violation will are expected to occur rarwiy. and require the Action Statement for a Techmoal
be iseued for vendors that violate to the spec 8e appnyvel of the appropnate Sp==8'e= tion Limitmg Condition forCFA part 21. Civil penelues will be Deputy Execouve Director. Operation where the appropnate actionimposed agamat mdmdual directors or was not taken within the roquared time.responsible officers of a vendor

sock as:organisauon who knownsiy and .

conmously fail to provide the nottee (a) la a ,,, _ _ _ _ d. water reactor. in '

routred by 10 CFR 21.211b)(1). Noticos the appucable modes, havmg one high-

of Nonconformance will be used for -

venoors which fail to meet casamutmaner
related to NRC activities.

e ne ein er.ase se esse en theos
.opeammanus unemeseesammswo m e and
mamasuseat esMuse syssamh as weel as phynami
eyesensk

se =gmenadsg emissy fumans." masas she tenni j
asleer fumanum, ans se sei emessed tousse a lmes ed 1

redumemmer. A tems ed one subsyeese esas see -{daimet she enemmend saissy Isammes as immt se the i

other suheresse e acessens

I

I

__ ,
. . _
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pressure safety infection pump t

mopersole for a pened m excess of that D. Seventy LevellV-Violshons
allowea by the action statement: or .involvmg for example: Suppisement II Part 30 FamheyF_

__

tb)in a poiling water reactor one 1. A less sigiuficant failure to comply
-

,

pninary contamment isolation valve with the Action Statement for a This supplement prowdes exanipie: i
mopersole for a pened in excess of that Techmcal Specification Limitml violations in each of the Ave seventy '
allowoo by the acnon statement. Conditson for Opersuon where the levels as guidance m detennenmg the

2. A system dessened to prevent or appropriate action was not taken within appropnate seventy levW fw vidauo *
mitigate a senous safety event: the reqmrod time. such as: in the area of part 80 facility

(al Not bems able to perform its (a)in a pressurised water reactor. a construcuan,

mtended funcuon under certam 5% deficiency in the required volume of . A.SewntyLevelI-Violations
conditions (e.g. safety system not g the condensate storage tank:or invo6ving structures or systems that si |

3 (b)in a boiling water reactor, one cotapleted " in such a manner that th !operable unless offsite poweris
available: matenels or components not E subsystem of the two mdependent MSIV would not have satisfied their miende :
enwronmentally quahnedh or ; leakage control subsystems inoperable: safety related purpose.

2. A failure to meet the requirements B. Seventy Level //~ Violations
,

(b) Being degraded to the extent that a
of to CFR 50Je that does not result in a

involving for example:
detailed evalueuon would be required to Seventy Level L IL or!!! violation: 1. A breakdown in the Quahty

,

i
determine its operability (e.g.
component persmeters outside 3. A failure to ineet repuistory Assurance (QA) program as exempliA.

approved limits such as pump flow requuements that have more than mmor - by de6ciencias in construction QA .

rates. heat exchanger trensier safety or environmental significance: or related to more than one work activity 3
s

4. A failure to make a required (e.g., structural pipmg. elecencel. '

charactenstics safetyvalveinit Licensee Event Report. foundational.These deficienciessetpomts. or valve stroke timesh E. Seventy Level V-Violations that nonnally involve the heensee's failure
+

E 3. Insttentiveness to duty on the part have mmor safety or environmental conduct adeouste audits or to take3 oflicensed personnel.
'

significance. prompt corrective scuon on the basis c :E 4. Changes m reactor parameters that E such audits and normally involve !

3 cause unanticipated reductions m 3 multiple examples of deficient -
maryms of safety: f constmetson or constacuan of unknee t

5. A significant failure to meet the 3 quahty due to inadequate program
reqmrements of 10 CFR 50J9. Including impla===eation w ,

'

!a failure such that a regered license 2. A structure w sysum that is
{amendment was not sought completed in such a manner that it com i

6. A licensee failure to conduct have an adverse effect on the safety of :
adequate oversight of vendors resulting %","ve''r*t
in the use of products or services that g,,,g,g,, g,,y La vel ///-Violat6ons

r
,

are of defective or mdetennensta ,,,,,3,
and that have safety segmficance: quality 1. A deAcaency in a licensee QA ' '

7. A breakdown in the control of pmgram for constacuan reland to a '

licensed activttles involving a number of smgle &cuvuy W.g suucturW.
vinistions that are related (or. if piping. electncal or foundational. This <

isolated. that are recurring violationst significant deficiency normally involves ;

that collectively represent a potenually the liconese's failure to conduct !

significant lack of attention or adequate audits or to take prompt '

carelessness toward licensed correcuve scuon on the basis of such -- !
responsibilities: or audits. and normally involves multiple - I

8. A licensed operetor's confirmed examples of deficient construction or I

positive test for drugs or alcohol that construction of unknown quahty due to i

does not result in a Seventy Level I or 11 inadequate program mapiamentation: [
vmistion, 2. A failure to confirai the dessen

safety requirements of a structure or '

9. Egmpment failures caused by system as a result of madequate
,inadequate orimproper metatenance preopersuonal test program !

that substantially comphestes recovery implementstion: or .Ifrom a plant transsent.
i

nar
PJr

!
! H he leven 'comeisted'' es used se thte

sussiemene meene caenseenen of coneuwenen
enetushne eeview and acceptance erv stw
construcuen QA oceanisenun,

2Gm
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3 A fadure so mame a riquireo to CFR C Seventy Leveill/~Violauons 8. A breaudown m tne security
so.smi report. mvoivir s, for exampie: program mvoinns a numoer of

D. Seventv LevelIV-Violauons 1. A isilure or maoility to control violations that are related f or. af
mvoiving tailure to rneet rotunatory access througn established systems or isolated. that are recumng noisuonst i

Jreautrements meludmq one or more procedure?. sucn that an unauther: sed that collecuvely reflect a potenusuy
Quahty Assurance Cntenon not individuallie not authonzea sigmficant lack of attention or '

amountmg to Seventy Level 1. !!. or 111 unesconed a.'.ceu to prote :ted ersal careieseness toward licensed
violations tnat have more then mmor could easily gum unoetected access a responsibilities.
safety or environmentai sienshcance. into a vital area from out tde the D. Seventy LevelIV-Violations

E. Seventy Level V-Violations that protected area: invoinns for example:
have mmor safety or environmental 2. A failure to conduct any search at 1. A failure or mabdity to control |

sigmficance. the access control pomt or conductmg access such that an unautnonsee i

an inadeounte search that neuhed in ind:Musi Es. authonsed to proteemd
Suppiement lil-Safeguards the mtroducuon to the protected area of area but not to vitai areal could esedy

This suppiament provides examples of firearms. exploesves. or mcenotary gain undetected access mto a wtai area
violanons m esca of the five seventy donces and reasonable facsindes frois monde the protected area or mto a
levois as guidance m deterummg the thereof that could sigmacantly assist controiled access area:
appropriate seventy level for notations reasological sabotage or theft of 2. A failure to respond to a suoposted
m the area of safeguarca. strategic SNM: event in either a timely manner or with '

A. Seventy Levell-Violations 3. A failure. degradauen. or other an adeounta response force:
involving for example: danciency of the protected area 3. A fanuss to unpienent to CR pena

1. An act of radiological sabotage m intrusion detecuon or alarm assessment 25 and g5 with respect to the
which the security system old not systems suca that an unauthonsed mfonnotaan addressed under secuen 142
function as required and. as a resuit of mdsndual who represente a threat could of the Act, and the NRC approved

; the fadure, mere was a sigmhcant event, g prometably circumvent the system or secunty plan reievent to those parte:

3 sucn as: . 2 defeat a specific zone with a high degree 4. A failure to make, siamtam.or
'

e la) A Safety Limit. as denned m 10 m of confidence without snander prende los entnee in asuardanes with

T' Cm 50.36 and the Techmcai % knowiedge. or other eigencant to CFR 73.71(c) and (dt where the 7

* Specificanons. was exceeded.
* deersaanon of overall system onutted infonnation (t) is not otherwise

(b) A system designed to prevent or capacihty: E avadable in esady retnewable records.

mingate a senous safety event was not 4. A sigmficant failure of the 3 and (ii) sigmficandy contnbutes to the
able to perform its mtended safety safeguares systems designed or used to E abdity of either the NRC or the heessee
function when actually called upon to prevent or detect the theft. loss.or 3 to identify a programmatic breakelows:
work: or diversion of strategic SNM: 5. A fadure to eaad=e* a proper search

(c) An accidental enucahty occurred: 5. A fadute to protect or control at the access centrol point:

2.The theft. loss. or diversion of a cleasified or safeguards information 6. A fadure to property secum er

formula quanuty 88 of special nuclear cortsidered to be significant whde the protect el====And or safeguards

matenal(3NM): or informanon is outside the protected area information aneide the protected aree
,

3. Actual unauthonzed producuan of a and accessible to those not authonsed whsch could seenst an mdividualia en

formula quanury of SNM accasa to the protected area: act of tediological sabotage er theft of .

'

B. Seventy LevelII-Violations 6. A sigmficant failure to respond to stratgc SNM where the informataan
art everit either in sufficient time to was not removed from the protoceed

myolving for example:
1. The entry of an unauthortsed provide protection to vital equipsient or area: ,

mdividual is who represents a threat strategic SNM. or wuh an adequate 7. A fadure to control access such that ;

mto a viisi eres ** frora outande the
response force: an op'sortunity exists that condd allow ,

7. A failure to perform en apprognate unauthinsed and undetected ecsansprotected stee: or
2. The theft loss or diversion of SNM evaluauon or background mvesugauon into the protected area but which was i

"-
so snet mformation relevant to the neither easily orlikely to beof mooerste strategic sigm6cance ** in
access determination was not obtained 8. A fadere to eaad=e* an edeguate - !which the secunty system did not
or considered and as a resuit a person. search at the exit from a snetonal access 1

funcuan as required: or
3. Actual unauthonsed production of who would likely not have been granted area:

access by the licensee,if the required 9. A theft or loss of SNM oflow ,

SNM' !invesugeuon or evalustaan had been strategic sigmAcomes that was not -
periormed. was granted accese: or detected within the time pened i

spenned in the secanty plan.other .j
relevant document. or requisuses er ;

10.Other no&ations that have more ,

i see w cnt n a ser me enhanson ei " forma 6s than minor safeguards sitaane==
ovenniv/ E. Seventy Level V-Violataeas that

a ne term unesiennene imemeser se e es 'a have amor safeguards sigmAcanes. |
mie ww.nonuneene someone was ..e nei 1

i

.umensee nor entrance seie une eres en eessesen. er ,

900 euthensee te enter in ilie Ineamer entgege. 4

a n eesirow .iisieroe eesomeis m e ;
-

suppeosment incluese enet erees one mesones accese
* * In esterannine oneteer easses esa to esse 6,erees.

a See se CFR r3 2 for the eenaseson ed "secciel taissa, faciers seca se secessemenistv. identshoksisty. i

nucteer metenet el meespose seressess easmaissence. and sees el pesemen ensand be comesesres. I

Decommer M,1H3 Doest) 2M
l
;
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Supplement IV--Health Physics 410 CFR Paruerspee A.-E.

)> (Reserwe $8 FR 67657.1 Seemens as.1an-aa.3431Part 20)

S Ehe huelm
3 S> This sucolement orovides examones of

involyms for exemois:

5 cioiations in eacn of the dve seventv ievete 1. A rantation exposure durmt any
3 as autaance m cetermining the sopropnete year of a woruerin excess of 2S rems

seventy levei for viotations in tne area of total effective dose ocunvalent. 75 rems
heatta pnysics.10 CFR part 20" to the lens of the eye. or 250 raas to the

ska of the wnole body, or to the feet.-

ankles. hands or forearms, or to any
other organ or neous: '

2. A reonanon exposure over the
gestation pened of the emoryo/ fetus of
a declarea pregnant women m excess of
2.5 reme total effective dose equiveient:

3. A radiation exposure durms any
year of a minorin excess of 2.5 reme
total eflective does equivalent. 7.5 reme
to the lens of the eye. or 25 reme to the
skin of the whole bocy or to the feet.
ankles. hands or forearms, or to any
other organ or tissue:

4. An annual exposure of a member of
3 the ovosic in excess oi t.0 rem total
e effective cose ecutveient:

5. A release oirsaioscuve matenal toa
en unrestncted area at concentrations m
excess of 50 times the limits for
met.ibers of the public as desenbod in 10
CTR 20.1302(b)(2)(i): or

6. Disposal oflicensed matenalin
quantities or concentrations m excess of
10 times the limits of to CFR 20.2003.

G. Seventyl.avel/!-Vialatsono
invrAvmg for example:

1. A radietton exposure during any
year of a worker t.: excess of to rems
total effective does equivaiset. 30 rems
to the lens of the eye. or 100 reme to the
sida of the whole body or to the feet.
ankles, hands or forearms. or to any
other ortaa or tasses:

2. A radianos exposure over the
j gestanon pened of the emoryoffetus of

a declarse pregnant woman m excess of'

1.0 rem total effective does equivalenc

.

" Possumman _ . .. . and samoussend
viewsome ammunne eenes e edu.emeens er sammt
eessgemar aussenes aman wid be emmens me a emme.
br ense ames.

's {Ramerved se FR 87WF.]
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.

A rac.ation exoosure ounne any " A failure to mane a 24 hour L A rautation oose rate m an
. ear of a not m excess of I r.e,m total notiricanon reautreo ov to CFR unrestncten or controlled area m excess
k:iectis e case eautvaient: 3.0 rems to the 20.2202tbl or an immentate nottricauon of 0.002 rem m anv 1 nour i2 mtihremi
ens of tr'c es e. or .0 rems to tne skm of requireo ov to CFR 20.001tal(1)(il: hours or 50 mithrems m a year:
me wnote vocs. ur to the feet. anxies. i A suustantial outential for 4. Failure to mamtam ano tmolement
unos or : rearms. or to any otner organ exposures or reteases m excess of the raatation programs to neco ractation

at assue.
,

appitcacie timits m 10 CFR cart 20 exposures as now as is reasonaoly
4 An 4..nual exoosure os a memoer of il 20.1001-20.2401 wnetner or not an acmevaoie; i

5 ime ouunc m excess oi 0.5 rem total exposure or reiease occurs:

| exc. Doses to a memoer of the cuchcineffectise sose eouivaient: 9 Discosal of bcensco matenai not ess of any EPA seneraily appucable
: A re. case os raoicactive matenal to cosereo m seventy Les cis i or 11: environmental racianon stannards. sucn

an anrestricteo area at concentrations in 10. A release for unrestncted use of as 40 CFR part 190.
; excess oi ;0 times tne hmits for contammatea or racinacuve matenat or 6. A failure to mane the 30-dav

.:en: orts o: ine cuenc as cesenced m 10 *outoment tnat poses a reaststic notihcation reoutreo by to CFR
i CFR 20.'.Z2:bil21hl(except wnen potentian for esposure of 'he puniic to 20.2201f a lt t )(ii) or 20.2203ta h
, pcration uo to t:5 rem a year has been leveis or coscs exceeum: tne annuai A fatlure to mane a timeiv wntten
1 anornveu ov inc Commission unoer dose nmits for memoers at the ouchc. or report as recuireo by 10 CFR 20 2201tbl.
! ! 20.1301tch; that reflects a orogrammatic truther than 20.2204, or 20.2206: or

> Disocsai of hcensed matenalin an isoiatect weenness m the rautation 8. Any other matter that nas more ,

. juantmes or concentranons m excess of
'

controi orogram: than a mmor safety. ncaith. or
| tive i;mm me hmits of to CFR 20 2003: 11. Conouct of hcensee activ.ucs 03 4 environmenist siamhcance.
, of techracativ unousufied cerson: / Severtry Levei V-Violations that

A 'a::ure to make an immediate 12. A signaiscant tailure to control are of a mmor safety, health. or
,ounc.ition as reoutreo by 10 CFR heenseo ma:enai: or enviro tmental siemhcance.

- /[l-Violations ,""n i s n una ' Suppiement V-Transportauon""" " *

3, , nu n e of
,voivm2 tot examme: - vioiations tr:at are reuetco tur. if This supplement provides examotes of.1. A raatauen exoosure dunng any 2

,

isolated. that are recurnnas that E violations m eacn o' the five seventy
_ vest of a utmer m excess of 5 rems $ collectisetv represent a calentiailv 2 leveis as guidance .n determming the

'otal effect:ve cose eouivalent.15 rems O suantricant saca of attention or 3 appropnate seventv levei for violations
- 'o tne tens a: tne eye. or 50 rems to the * careiessness towaru bcenseu % m tne area of NRC transportation

~

o skin of tne wnole body or to the feet * responsioiiities. requtrements ''.
ankles. canos or forearms, or to any I. Severirr Level IV-Violations A. Severtry Level 1-Violationsother organ or ussue: involvmg for exampie: involymq for example:. A raciation exposure over the
gestanon cenon of the emoryorfetus at-

. Exposures m excess of the hm:ts of 1. Failure to meet transportanon
to CFR 20.1201. 20.1207. or .'O.1208 not requtrements that resulted m loss ofa cectarea pregnant woman m excess of
consututma seventv 1.evei 1.11. or !!! control of radioscuve matenal with a

' vi lations: breach m package mtegnty suCh thai the
x e i vnen cos a re i sc o

2. A release of radioactive matertal to matenal caused a raa,tation exposure towith the orovisions of i 20.1208(d));
an unrestricted area at concentrations m a member of the puuhe ano there was3 A ractation exposure during any
excess of the hmits for memoers of the clear potential for the pubhc to receivetear of a minor m excess of 0.3 rem total

' fecuve cose equivaient:1.S tems to the pubhc as referenced m to CFR ntore than .i rem to the wnole body:
et

20.13021b)(2)(i) (except when operanon 2. Surf ace contammation m excess oflens at :ne eve or 5 rems to the sxm of
'ne wnote coov. nr to the feet. anxies. up 10 0.5 rem a year nas oeen approveo 50 times tne NRC limit; or

by the Commission uncer i 20.1301t cik 3. External racianon levels m excess5anos or torearms. or to any other onJan
of 10 times the NRC limit.x ussue.' B. Severrty Levei ll-Violauons

4. A wormer exoosure above myolnng for example'.

reautatorv nmits wnen sucn excusure 1. Failure to meet transportauon
reflects a crostammauc trather than an requirements that resulted m loss ofisolateot weauness m the radiation

control of radioacuve matenal with acontros eroeram:
bacn in padage inwqnty d h5. An annuus exposure of a member et
there was a clear potennat for thethe puohc m excess of 0.1 rem total
member of the public to receive moreeffective cose ecurvalent (except when than .1 rem to the wnole body;

operanon up to 0.5 rem a year has been
2. Surface contammauon m excess ofapprovec by the Commission under

10. but not more than 50 times the NRC
i 20.1301tet): 08"U6. A reiease of radioactive matenal to 3. External radiation levels m ex as |an unrestncted area et concentrations m i five. but not more than 10 ttmes t eexcess et two times me effluent

NRC limit: orconcentranon hmits referenced in 10
CFR 20.13021bil2)(i) (except wnen
operation up to 0.5 rem a year has been " Some woneseration reeenemmenee are seemed

* *s', men ene mammen mmwe a me use -
approvec by the Commission under ' cum suma se a eneper ens a camer. m e

-

,

120.13011c)P- name w e.sei e rue.re omeers awares==me
acess ordi he shrocios esemot the rossammans
nes . an. ,m.

_

~ i es som
may se one er mere sJ ihe inessmens eversed. . )

!
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'

4. A failure to maks required mittal Suppl-t VI-Fuel Cycle and 7. A breasdown m the corttrol ofnottficanons associated mth Seventy Matenais Operemons licensed acurities avoivas a numoer of iLami! or !! violatmas.
C Seventy Leve/III-Viciations His suppi provida ampia d violaticas that are related (or, af

invoivmg for example: violations m each of the five seventy so see , t at are scunas notadonsi ,

1,,,g, ,, gma..,= m deteremme the "I'*U Y "P"**""*8'''""*NY
1. Surface contammation in excess of appropnete seventy level for violations sgnancant lack d auenten or *

five but not more than to tunes the NRC in the area of fuel cycle and matenals **" ***"*** mwerd hansedlimit ruponsibilities:operations.
.

2. External radiation m excess of one A. Seventy LevelI-Violations 8. A failure. during radiographic
but not more than five times the NRC involvmg for example: operations to have present or to use

ilimit 1. Radiation levels, contammanon radiognphic equipment.radaban
3. Any noncomphance with labeling. levels. or releesee that exceed 10 times surwy instruments, and/or personnel

placardmg. shippmg paper packagmg. the limits specified in the license: maastoring donces as mqared by to
loading, or other reqmromonto that could 2. A systeen designed to prevent or CFR part 34:
reasonably result in the followmg: mitigste a sonous safety event not being 9. A failure to subesit an NRC Form

(a) A swa=~ failure to identify the operable when acteelly required to 241 tn accordance with the requerements
type. quannty, or form of matenal: perform its design functiose in i180Jo of to CFR part 180: or

,

i

(b) A failure of the camer or recipient 3. A nuclear enticauty accident or 10. A failure to receive requesd NRC
to exercise adagnate controis: or ;;; se. A failure to follow the procedures ofapproval pnor to the unplementation of ,4 '

(c) A substannal potential for either ; quauty managanoat pmgram, g a chany a HM aceWees set has
personnel exposure or cone ===* tion 5 reqared by I 35.32, that results in a gn g --1 or progresuname ;abow mplemry hats or am 3 death or senous miury (e.g substantial m: . == =. such as. a change en
transfer of matenal: mgan smpasnnen4 to a panent. 3 ownsminp lack d en RSO or

4. A failure to make required initial B. Seventy Leveill-Violations -- of an RSO with an
''

not:5 canon assometod me Sewnry gayogy,g go, ,,..pi .J_ "* ' individual: a changein the,

Lewi!H Wolances or 1. Radiation levela. contandnation location where l'eanand activities are
levels. or releases that exceed five times bekas conducted, or where hoessed5. A breakdown m the licensee's the hmits specahed in the hcense: matenalis being stored whose the new,

R Program for the transportation of 2. A systeen d===Taad to prevent or facilities do not meet safety gendelines:glicensed matenalinvolving a number of mitigata a sanous safety event being or a change a the quantity or type of. violations that are related (or,if inoperable; or radoacetve asterial being pressened or
,

31solated. that are recurrmg violations)
." ' used that has radiological sig=*eaara

la of on 3 A P'3'=e==nal proyeenmode failure D. Seventy Leve/IV-Viciations
carelessames toward licensed gla the inrA====*ada= of the inndWas fw e@<

responsabih6es. : smenagement propent by 10 1. A fait are to maintain paesets
D. SeventyLevelIV-Violations g CFR 35.32 that results in a hospitalind who how cobalta j

'" g""8 g" ,,, ,pi,.
b.6 mad-6 ase stion.

comem.11#, or andman.tes impiants or to ,
1. A breech of package integrsty condert.requered leakage er

,,g;,,,,,,,,, g,,,,, ,, g, ,,, y,,,,,g ywithout extemairadatissa lewis _

exceedag the NRClimit or without C SerenryLeve/Ill-Vlolations cahbrated equipment:
contamnacon lewis excendag 6n k v d v mgfw swa==pla- 2.O s w w on h haw so m
times the NRClimitet 1. A failure to control secess to than annor safety or envuommental .

hcomed maarsals for mdados s4 M =- = w . I
2. Surface contasunstion in excess of

but not more than five tunes the NRC
poposes a =p==Aad by NRC

'

hat regemenene: ~

2. Poeseessen or use of unsethertsed
gg,gg

3. A failure to repeter as sa equipment or materials in the conduct of mangement Pmpam.
authertsed user of an NRC.Cartined E hemasse activttles which doyedes [Q,q, ", " " *
Transport packages y safety: , provided the i

3. Use of radioactive maternal on Whru an imissed.do am desmonares !4. A aaaaamplianan with shipping -
Papers. maridag, labeling, placarding a hemmene where such use se not s

. ,,,g,,, g, g, .

packaging or loading mot amounting to a authonsed: glap anaa of the Qhe proyees an.d I
g ,,,,,""I,,,,,,,g,Seventy level 1.H. or15 violation: 4. Conduct of licensed activities by a E isinvdad:blure to5. A failure to domesseste that techancelly er"M person: 3, ,

packages for opemal dann redanacdve 5. Radiation levels. conna==aation
g, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

matenal meets appheahA= regulatory levels, or releases that exceed the limits Isikudo hka corranive scaleas as r

requiremente: specined in the license: toquhed by 635.32: or
,,

6. A falhare se demommeste that _

packages meet DOT *p==8a=- for 6. Substantial failure to implement7AType A packages: at A Wlme m k dw raisedsthe quality niensgesaset royam as
7. Other violations that have sense - requared by 6 35.32 that foes not result R mquirmi by Il 3s.32 or J5.33.-

than nunor safety or environmental 3 in a m'andminiseration: failure to report y E S*"*"'T 8"*I Y- Y3*I*"I""''h*'4
sigmficance. ~ a m'=d='a'==stion: or prope===,,, han enor safety a ennronmental

E. Seventy Level V-Violations that I weakness in the implementation of the 3 signdicanos.
3 unuty manag====e propam that |

have minor sefety or esmrommental q
signdicance. seemits la a m'aad='='===stion.

-
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Suppiament Vil-M" -- Mattore B. Seventv Levet //-Violations C. Seventy Levet ///-Violauons
"** ** "

This suppiement prendes examples of "*""#*" '** "'"" *"#""'"'**""
violations m each of the five seventv ini rmata n that is provioed to the NRC mformation (not is prended to the NRC
levels as guidance m deteraming the (a) by a hcensee official because of (a) because of inadequase actions on the
appropnete seventy level for violations careless oisresard for the completeness part of licensee officials but not
mvoivmg miscellaneous matters. or accuracy of the mformauon. or (b) if amounung to a Seventy LevelI or 11

A. Seventy Level 1-Violations the informanon. had it been complete violanon.oribtif the mformation.hadit
invoivmq for example: and accurate at the time provided. Likely been complete and accurate at the use

1. Inaccurate or mcomplete would have resulted m regulatory acuon pronded. Likely would have resulted in
mformanon 28 that is prended to the such as a show cause orcer or a a reconsiderauon of a requistory
NRC (a) deliberately with the different regulatory position: position or suostanual further mquiry
knowledee of a licensee official that the 2. Incomplete or maccurate such as an additional mapecuan or a
information is mcomplete or meccurate. information that the NRC requires be formal request for information:
or ib)if the informauon. had it been kept by a licensee which is (a) 2. Incompiete or inaccurate
compiete and accurate at the time incomplete or maccurate because of information that the NRC requires be <

prended. likely would have resulted in careless daaregard for the accuracy of kept by a licensee that is (a) incomplete ,

regulatory acuon such as an immediate the information on the part of a licensee or maccurate because of inadequate
order required by the public health and official or (b) if the informanon. had it actions on the part of licensee ofncials
safety. R been complete and accurate when 5 but not annountmg to a Severity Lavoi t

5 2. Incomplete or marr=ste y reviewed by the NRC. likely would have E or 11 violation. or (b) if the inforumetton.
a informanon that the NRC requires be - resulted in regulatory acuan such as a 5 had it been coinplete and accurate when
5 kept by a licensee that is (a) incomplete 3 show cause order or a different 3 reviewed by the NRC likely weedd beve
'; or maccurate oecause of falsification by regulatory position: resulted in a reconsideration of a .;

or witn the knowledge of a licensee 3. "Significant mformation identified regulatory posinon or substaneel further
official or (b)if the mformanon. had it by a licensee * and not prended to the mquiry such as an additional iaay====
been complete and accurate when Commission because of careless or a formal regemet for informanome

,

renewed by the NRC. likely would have disregard on the part of a licensee 3. A failure to provide "sigmacant
resulted in regulatory action such as an official: informauon identiSed by a liconess' to
immeciate oroer required by public 4. An action by plant management. the t'a=====iaa and not amounting to a
health and safety considerations: above first-Ime supervision m notation Seventy Levell or 11 violation:

3. Informauon that the licensee has of to CFR 50.7 or similar regulations - 4. An action by first-line supervision
identified as havmg sigmficant agamst an employee in violation of 10 CFR 50.7 or saudiar
implications for public health and safety 5. A failure to provide the notice requistions aganast an employes: .
or the common defense and secunty required by to CFR part 21: 5. An inadequate review or failuss to

6. A failure to remove an mdividual review such that if an appropnote("sigmficant mformanon identified by a e

licensee") sad is deliberately withheld from unescorted access who has been renew had been made as required,a to

from the Commission: involved in the sala. use. or possession CFR part 21 report would have been
4. Action by semor corporate of illegal dmgs within the protected area mada

management in violation of to CFR 50.7 r take acuan for on duty misuse of 6. A failure to complete a suitable
.

r

or similar regulations against an alcohol. presenption drugs, or over-the- inqary on the basis of to CFR part as,
employee: counter ange: keep records concermag the den 6al of

5. A knowmg and intentional failure 7. A failure to take reasonabia action acones, or respond to ingenee v
when observed behanor within the canoenung an mala of scenes se that, asto pronde the notsce required by 10 CFR
prometed area or credible infonnation a result of the failure. a pereen

part 21: or
6. A failure to substantiallyimplement concermag activities within the panously domed access for Sh ;

the required fitness-for-duty program.a s protected area mdicates possible duty reasses was unproperly penned
unatness for duty based on drug or acones:
alcohol use: or 7. A fatime to take the requued acean

8. A deliberate failure of the licensee's for a pereen comanned to have been
Employee Assistance Progreat (EAP) to tested positive for illegal drug use er
notify licensee's ====ga-ame when take action for onente alcohol asse met
EAP's staff is aware that an individual's amounting to a Severity lave! E
condition may adversely affect safety vloistion: *

.-

related activtues. 8. A failure to assure, as requised, that * ~
contractors or vendore have en essettee

** in esseres en emmesian as ans sessammans R- - 5 "_., progress or i

resasees,ww.nn.m er immenseem udsmaness ans
g. A breakdown in the 8^- S _, ,insa

messei. ms. esamm ense as mee"' ** preyes givetving a nanbar of

|C,",,.'"7'.e e'I.E.I"'ue'.".'.""'" violations of the beme elemente of them
ommer cone s mme av.c. Stmose. dor dety program that

causatively w6est a signisonna leek of ;an. eses., -s,r e=
attention er coralessness towards ir i.e.,me .no cra suias,
g the ebleEdives Of10 M E10. !

l

I

_ . _ . . . _ -.
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D. SevenryLevelIV-Vlolations A. Sevents Level 1-Viotstioneinvolvmg for exempisP. invoivmg for example:
1. Incomptete or maccurate In a general emergency. licensee

informsuon of more than amor failure to promptly (1) correctly cleasdy
signdicance that is provided to the NRC the event.12) make required
but not amounung to a Seventy Level L notafications to responsable Federal
IL or til violation: State, and local agencies. or (3) respond

2. Information that the NRC requires to the event (e.g assess actual or
be kept by a licensee sad that is potential offeite conseguances. acuvate
incomplete or maccurate and of more emergency reopease facilitils, and
than minor sigmficance but not sagssent shut staff.)
amountmq to a Seventy 14 vel L II. or 111 B. Severstylevelll-Violatione
violation: involvmg for example:

3. An madequate review or failure to in a sus esmorgemey. liconese failure to
rrview under 10 CR part 21 or other promptly (1) correctly clasedy the event.
procedural violations associated with 10 (2) maka regoired notifications to
CR part 21 with more than manor safety respoemble Federet State, and local

& sigmficance: g agencies, or (3) respond to the event
3 4. Isolated failures to meet basic 2 (e-3 assess actual or potential offsite
a: elements of the fitnese forwiuty program g consegusaces, activate emergency
~ not mvolvmg a Seventy 14 vel L IL or 111 % response facdities, and augueset shdt
* iolation: or * staff):orv

5. A failure to report acts of lie ====d 2. A lieman=a fallere to meet or
operetors or supervisors pursuant to 10 IWt one esmergency plaamag
CFR 26J3. standard involveg a-* or' ' E. Seventv Level V-Violatione noufication: or
involvmg for example: C. Severrey Levelll!-Violations

1. Incomplete or inaccurate involving [ofeJfoegefer
linformetion that is provided to the in as alert. licenses fallere to

Comm2ssion and the incompleteness or promptly (1) correctly clamedy the event. ]
1inaccursev is of mmor sigadicance: (2) make regered notifications to
I2. Information that the NRC requires r==ra== hla Federet State, and local

be kapt by a licensee that is inconspiete agencies, or(3) respond to the event
or maccurate and the incompleteness or (e.g., assoas actual er potential offsite
inaccuracy is of mmor sigeficance: consegessoas. activate emergency

3. Minor procedural requirements of response facdities, and supeant shift
10 CFR part 21: or staff):

4. Minor violations of fitness-for-duty 2. A licenses fallere to meet or
requirements. inapimament more than see emergency
S"fT - VIII-Essergemey P t "* * ** 'A

hen.
3. A breakdown in the oestret ofThis supplement provides examples of licensed activities involving a number of

violations m esca of the five seventy violations that are reisted (or,if '
levels as guidance m deteramung the ' isolated, that are recarrug violations)
appropnete seventy level for violations that collectively represamt a potentially
m the area of emergency preparooness. signsficant lack of atteenon or
it should be noted that citatione are not caro 6eamamma toward lieaan=d
normally made for violations mvolving responsibilities.
emergency preparedness occurring D. Severity Level /V-Violations

idurtng emergency exermans. However. involvmg for example: '

where exercises reveal (i) tretning, A licenses failure to meet or
procedureL or repetitive failures for implement any emergency plaamns
which corrective semens have not been standard or requarement not directly
taken. (ii) an overall concern regardag related to aseesesment and notification.
the licensee's abdity to implement ite E. Severity Level V-Violations that -

plan in a manner that adequately have mmor safety or environssental
protects public health and safety or (iii) signsficance.
poor sed entiques of the hcensee's
exercises, enforcement action may be
appropnate.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - - - - -----_---I---------k----------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - -- "
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Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324 ,

License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62 i
;

Carolina Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. R. A. Anderson :

Vice President |
,

Brunswick Steam Electric Plant |
P. O. Box 10429 ,

Southport, NC 28461 |
:

Gentlemen: g

t
-

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-325/93-55 AND 50-324/93-55) !

,

This refers to the Readiness Assessment Team Inspection conducted by H. O.
Christensen of this office on December 6-15, 1993. The inspection included a ,

review of activities authorized for your Brunswick facility. At the
conclusion of the inspection, the findings were discussed with those members
of your staff identified in the enclosed report. .

!

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the report. Within
these areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel and observation of
activities in progress.

In the areas inspected operations, engineering, self-assessment capabilities -
and the work control process), you are capable of. supporting Unit I restart

i

and power operations. However, prior to restart the following issues need to
be resolved: (1) approximately 100 local leak rate test surveillances will

'

expire before the completion of an 18-month operating cycle; (2) complete
additional training on procedures and inferination contained in NRC Information
Notice 93-89 on the reactor vessel water level reference leg backfill
modification; and (3) core shroud issues and associated refuel floor
oversight.

Based on the results of this inspection, certain of your activities appeared
to be in violation of NRC requirements, as specified in the enclosed Notice of
Violation (Notice). In addition, the enclosed Inspection Report identified
activities that violated NRC requirements that will not be sub, ject to
enforcement action because the licensee's efforts in identifying and/or

I

correcting the violation meet the criteria specified in Section VII.B. of the
Enforcement Policy.

audp5|$f - \
;

liJ !

l
I
'

____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - _. _ _ _ . - - -
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JAN I 31993
Carolina Power and Light Company 2

,

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, and its enclosures, and any reply will be placed in the NRC
Public Document Room.

,

'
The response directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,

k " ,

I
8 llis W. rschoff, Director

~ I Division of Reactor Projects
'

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation
2. NRC Inspection Report

w/ Attachment
,

cc w/encis: ,

H. W. Habermeyer, Jr. !

Vice President |
Nuclear Services Department
Carolina Power & Light Company
P. O. Box 1551 - Mail OHS 7
Raleigh, NC 27602

,

t

J. P. Cowan
Plant Manager Unit 1
Bramswick Steam Electric Plant i

P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461

C. C. Warren ;

Plant Manager Unit 2
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant i

P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461 ,

(cc w/encls cont'd - See page 3)

,

f

!
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MI
Carolina Power and Light Company 3

(ce w/encls cont'd)
Mark S. Calvert
Associate General Counsel
Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602

Dayne H. Brown, Director
Division of Radiation Protection I
N. C. Department of Environment,

Comunerce & Natural Resources
P. O. Box 27687
Raleigh, NC 27611-7687

Karen E. Long
Assistant Attorney General
State of North Carolina,

| P. O. Box 629
' Raleigh, NC 27602

Robert P. Gruber
Executive Director
'Public Staff - NCUC
P. O. Box 29520
Raleigh, NC 27626-0520

Public Service Commission
State of South Carolina
P. O. Box 11649|

| Columbia, SC 29211

Donald Warren, Chaiman
Board of Commiissioners
P. O. Box 2571
Shallotte, NC 28459

Mayor
City of Wilmington
2518 Park Avenue
Wilmington, NC 2840

Mayor
City of Southport

| 201 East Moore Street
Southport, NC 28461

Mayor
City of Boiling Spring Lakes
336 Cedar Road
Boiling Spring Lakes, NC 28461

- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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- ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Carolina Power and Light Company Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324'

Brunswick Units 1 and 2 License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62

During an NRC inspection conducted on December 6-15, 1993, violattens of NRC
requirements were identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C
the violations are listed below:

A. Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires that written procedures shall
be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities
referenced in Regulatory Guide 1.33, November 1972. Included in the
covered activities are maintenance procedures and instructions.

Contrary to the above,

1. Preventive maintenance procedure OPM-FLT508, Diesel Generator
Starting Air and Control Air Filters, was not adequately
maintained, in that torque specifications for the control air
moisture-trap cap screws (obtained from the vendor on November 12,
1993, to preclude recurring gasket failures) ware not included as
of December 11, 1993. As a result, the control air moisture-trap
associated with EDG 4 was reassembled on November 29, 1993, with
technically deficient cap screw torque. This condition went
undiscovered until NRC intervention on December 10, 1993.

2. As of December 11, 1993, Preventive Maintenance Routes IMSLAAC and
IMSLAAB (Filter Inspection / Replacement On Starting / Control Air For
EDGs 1 and 2, respectively) were not adequately maintained, in
that both required inspection / replacement of a Hankison
Dehydrafilter which no longer exits. This component was
eliminated from the control air systems of EDG 1 and 2 on July 17,
and October 5, 1993, respectively.

3. On December 14, 1993, maintenance instructions provided in Work
Request / Job Order 93-BFLR2 (Troubleshoot Service Water Pump A
Discharge Valve 2-SW-V14) were not adequately established, in that
motor operator valve coupling replacement instructions did not
reflect required torquing.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

B. Technical Specification 6.8.1.a. requires that written procedures shall
be established, implemented, and maintained as recommended in Appendix
"A" of Regulatory Guide 1.33, November 1972. Paragraphs A.3 and A.4 of
Regulatory Guide 1.33 recommend procedures for equipment control,
temporary changes, jumper control and administrative procedures.
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Carolina Power and Light Company 2 Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324
Brunswick Units 1 and 2 License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62

Instruction 01-13, Valve and Electrical Lineup Administrative Controls,
Operating Procedure Step 4.6, requires that all valves will be
maintained in the position required for the Operating Procedure (0P)-
valve lineup. It further states that if a valve is-being operated in
the course of an approved procedure it will be returned to its OP lineup
position when the procedure is completed.

Plant Procedure PLP-22, Temporary Modifications, Step 5.6, closecut,
requires that temporary modifications (TPM) sketches be removed from the
control room drawings when the TPM is closed.

Plant Notice PN-30, Integrated Recovery Methodology, Step 6.7.5,
requires that for open items, the outage scope deletion form shall be
used for the deletion of an ites that is in the integrated startup
schedule.

Administrative Instruction AI-59, Jumpering and Wire Removal, Step 5.3, f
requires that after the completion of the job, the wire is reconnected,
the jumper and wire removal tags shall be attached to the work request
(if contaminated, tags should be disposed of properly and explanation i

,

attached to the work request). j
Contrary to the above:

1. On December 9,1993, valve IE41-F036 had.not been returned to its
OP valve lineup position upon completion of special procedure 1- ,

SP-93-070, RCIC/HPCI Low Pressure Testing Using Auxiliary Steam.
Based on this finding, the licensee identified three additional
valves that had not been returned'to their OP valve lineup
positions.

-;

2. On December 11, 1993, a TPM (1-92-0336) sketch was not removed
from the Unit 1 Core Spray drawing D-25024 following closeout of ,

the TPM on September 30, 1993. The licensee conducted an audit of '

temporary modifications on December 13, 1993, and identified
additional problems with control of TPM sketches.

3. Open Item 93-ATDDI, Drywell Fan Isolators, was deleted from the :
!startup schedule without completing the outage scope deletion

fom. t

4. As of December 10, 1993, several jumper'and wire removal tags in
the Unit I drywell were not properly removed after work had been '

completed.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).
t

C. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Etion, states in part,
Measures shall be established to assure that conditions di:-te to '

quality, such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations,

i

m ., wye.r+.>---m iip- -. . . - - - ..-s., - + - , . . - - - - e- w
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Carolina Power and Light Company 3 Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324 |
Brunswick Units 1 and 2 License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62

,

defective material andiequipment and nonconformances are promptly +

,

identified and corrected. ;

Contrary to the above, the corrective actions for violations B.1, for
NRC inspection Report 50-324/93-201, dated June 23, 1993, were

,

'

inadequate, in that on December 14, 1993, an unauthorized operator aid '

(span gas data sheets) was identified on the drywell hydrogen and oxygen'
,

monitor, CAC 4409 and 4410. The data sheets were unauthorized due to 'l
the cancellation of Maintenance Procedure OMI-16-040A, Replacement of '

-

CAC-QT-4409/4410 Calibration Gas Cylinders, on November 2,1993.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I). !

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Carolina Power and Light Company |
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, DC
20555, with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region II, and a copy to the .

.

NRC Resident Inspector, within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting
this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a ,

" Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) :
!~the^ reason for the violation or, if contested, the basis for disputing the

violation, (2) the corrective steps that have been taken and the results :
'

achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If an :

iadequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, ant

order or demand for information may be issued as to why the license should not ,

be modified, suspended or revoked, or why such other action as may be proper
should not be taken. Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given !

to extending the response time. |

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this 13th day of January 1994 j

i
,

I

|

,

i

4

4
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Report Nos.: 50-325/93-55 and 50-324/93-55
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Licensee: Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551

7 Raleigh, NC 27602

Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324 Licensee Nos.: DRP-71 and DPR-62
'

|

f Facility Name: Brunswick 1 and 2

Inspection Conducted: Dyenber 6 - 15, 1993
/3 /NTeam Leader: 8 m

HWold O. Christensen, Chief Cate/ Signed |
Reactor Projects Section 1A
Division of Reactor Projects

Team Members: R. Carroll, Project Engineer
j M. Thomas, Reactor Inspector

J. Lenahan, Reactor Inspector
C. Patterson, Senior Resident Inspector
R. Musser, Resident Inspector
C Hughey, Resident Inspector

I.' Parker, Rattation Specialist

9hApproved by: b - !

Davif M. VerrelJi, Chief Date Sighed ;
!Reac4or Projects Branch 1

Division of Reactor Projects

SUltiARY

Scope:

This special team inspection was conducted to assess the readiness of
Brunswick Unit I for restart and power operations. This inspection involved
the areas of operations, engineering, self-assessment, and work control.

Results:

In the four areas inspected; operations, engineering, self assessment '
capability and work control process; the licensee is capable of supporting
Unit I restart and power operations. Prior to Unit I restart the following
issues must be resolved:

- Approximately 100 local leak rate test surveillances will expire
(June 1995) before the completion of an 18-month operating cycle.

j

-
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Complete additional training on procedures and NRC Information Notice on the-

reactor vessel water level. * (ference leg backfill modification.

- Resolve the core shroud issues and refuel floor oversight.

During the inspection four violations were identified. The first violation ,

was for failure to follow procedures with four examples: failure to lock open
a HPCI drain valve, paragraph 2.b ; the failure to remove a temporary
modification sketch from control drawings upon completion of the niodification, ,

paragraph 2.a; the failure to remove 10 jumper and wire removal tags when the +

work was completed, paragraph 2.b; and the failure to process an outage scope
deletion on a work order, paragraph 4.c. The second violation was for -
inadequate maintenance instructions paragraph 5. The third violation was for .

the inadequate corrective action for the control of unauthorized operator
aids, paragraph 4.c. The last violation, which will be an NRC identified non-
cited violation, was for inadequate radiation work practices.

In the operations area the number of operator work-arounds and temporary
modifications are relatively small, paragraph 2.a. The four systems walked
down by the inspectors were appropriately maintained and were ready to support
Unit I restart, paragraph 2.b. |

'The' engineering backlog is large, but appears manageable. The licensee has :

plans to out-source the backlog and have it reduced by 1995. This process .

will be a challenge to the licensee to ensure that a quality product is !

produced, paragraph 3.a. The reactor vessel shroud repair lacked adequate
quality control coverage and the test qualification procedures for bolt .

tensioning were inadequate, paragraph 3.c. These issues will be addressed
further in NRC inspection report 93-58.

The licensee's self-assessment capability, both line organization and the
Nuclear Assessment Department (NAD), was satisfactory. Issues were being :

identified and corrective actions were being addressed. The NAD Unit 1
Startup Readiness Assessment identified that management of contractors ,

involved in refuel floor activities needed strengthening. The licensee took
some actions to address this issue; however, additional oversight was still !

needed, paragraph 4.a. The PN-31 process, Line Management Self-Assessment of
Readiness for Restart of Unit 1, appears adequate to ensure plant systems, ,

processes, and people are ready to support Unit I restart, paragraph 4.c. ,

The. work control process has improved; however, weaknesses still exist. The
process is functioning and controlling the maintenance backlog. .The
maintenance backlog on both Units is manageable and no operability issues were :

identified, paragraph 5. |
\.

<

+

-- ,- -
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REPORT DETAILS
.

1. Persons Contacted
,

*W. Cavanaugh, President and C00, CP&L
*W. Orser, Executive Vice President, Nuclear Generation
*H. Haberneyer, Vice President, Nuclear Services
*R. Anderson, Vice President, Brunswick -

*W. Campbell, Vice President, Nuclear Engineering Department
'

*C. Hinnant, Director, Site Operations
*J. Cowan, Plant General Manager, Unit I r

*C. Warren, Plant General Manager, Unit 2 i
i

*R. Grazio, Manager, Nuclear Engineering Department - Brunswick
*G. Miller, Manager. Technical Support
E. Quidley, Integrated Scheduling Manager, Work Control
C. Pardee, Manager of ECCS, Tech Support
G. Anthony, HPCI System Engineer, Tech Support
K. Horn, Unit Two Scheduling Manager, Work Control ,

*K. Ahern, Manager, Work Control ;

K. Huggins, Unit One Outage System Scheduler, Work Control
J. Lyash, Manager of Operations Support, Operations
D. Lichty, Unit One Operations On-Line Scheduler, Work Control
E. Hutt, Senior Reactor Operator, Operations :

L w* . Enployees ;

Other licensee employees contacted included maintenance supervisors,
craftsmen, engineers, technicians, operators, and office personnel.

9

!

NRC Personnel

*S. Ebneter, Regional Administrator, Region II (RII)
*J. Johnson, Deputy Director, Division of. Reactor Projects (DRP), RII ;

*G. Lainas, Assistant Director for Region II Reactors, Office of Nuclear ;
Reactor Regulation (NRR)

*S. Bajwa, Acting Project Director, Project Directorate II-1, NRR ,

*P. Milano, Project Manager, NRR
'

*R. Prevatte, Senior Resident Inspector - drunswick, DRP, RII

* Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used in the report are listed in the last !i
'

paragraph.

2. Operations (71707, 71710)

a. Operator Work-arounds

The inspector reviewed the status of the Unit One operator work- j

arounds for potential adverse effect on plant operators. This '

consisted of reviewing control room annunciators / instruments and
temporary modifications. During this review, the following .
procedures were used:

. . . _ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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01-55 Annunciator System
01-05 Annunciator Status 1

PLP-22 Temporary Modifications I
01-70 Operator Work-Around Identification and ,

Tracking
AI-109 Performance of Nuclear Safety Reviews

Operator Work-Arounds

This is defined in 01-70 as anything other than the initial ;

response to an event or equipment failure'that requires an
operator to perform additional work or to take compensatory action-
because something does not work as it should. The goal
established was for less than 20 and on December 7,1993, there
were 15. The inspector reviewed the list which was compiled of -

issues already tracked on clearances, LCOs, increased frequency
pts, or other. Each of the active items was reviewed and adequate '

disposition was planned or scheduled. This classification was
more of a management tool for focusing attention on the number of
items.

RTGB or Control Room Annunciator and Instruments

The goal for control room annunciators and instruments was less
than five with a current count of 17. The inspector reviewed the ;

list with operations management. Each of the items were being
resolved. Although the goal was being exceeded, the goal was less
than the operating Unit 2 goal of 40 which had a current count of
51. The applicable procedures were reviewed. The procedures give
specific guidance for disabling annunciators and annunciators with
multiple inputs. These requirements are tied to PLP-22, Temporary
Modifications, that is also tied to AI-109, Perfomance of Nuclear
Safety Reviews. Therefore, certain annunciators, if disabled, may
require both processing a temporary modification and a
corresponding safety evaluation. >

During the review of the RTGB list in the control room, the -

inspector questioned why an RTGB item concerning a ground alarm on
480 volt substation IE was still open.. The description of the
problem was that on October 15, 1993, a ground alarm was received, >

the alarm relay was picked up , and after five minutes the alam
cleared. The request was to investigate as soon as possible and
WR/JO 93-BCFD1 was written. On November 2, 1993, maintenance
detemined that little could be done to locate the' problem since
the alam had cleared. On November 8, 1993, the system engineer
requested the work request be deleted. As a result of the
inspector's questioning this item was closed on December 12, 1993.

|

|
|
I

,

I
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Temocrary Modifications

The inspector reviewed the temporary modification log sheets and
!there were 16 active modifications. The goal was less than 20.

Two were designated as safety-related and the others were not ;

1safety-related. The safety evaluations were reviewed for the two
temporary modification classified as safety related. |

1

EER 92-0065, revision two, was written concerning operation of the
~

.

;

RCIC system. This EER evaluated a problem with oxygen increase in
the torus during RCIC operation and addressed operation of the
vacuum pump and vent line. Operation of RCIC was not affected by ,

this temporary modification.

EER 93-0585 evaluated a temporary hose connection from the ;

domineralized water system to the CRDs. The temporary hose
!provides a means for maintaining water flow through the CRD system

during periods when the CRD pumps are removed from service. This :
connection was for Operational Condition 5 and the vessel |

defueled.

The inspector questioned the classification of temporary
modifications 1-92-0280, RHR A and 1-92-0280, RHR B. They were !

designated as nonsafety-related. This modification raised the RM ;

;keepfill relief valves and pressure regulator setpoints to reduce
the differential pressure across the regulating valve. The system ,

was classified as a safety system on the RHR side of the isolation +

check valves and nonsafety on the keepfill side. Since the :

modification was on the keepfill side the temporary modification
was classified as nonsafety. The safety assessment was detailed
and complete addressing safety system operation. >

The inspector reviewed the Unit I control room drawings to verify ,

!that temporary modifications were included. Several drawings
contained a sketch of the temporary modification' attached to the '

!system drawing with the temporary modification number and EER
number identified. However, one sketch without any identification ,

number was attached to core spray drawing D-25024 sheet 2 ,

concerning a temporary makeup connection to the fuel pool. The ,

temporary modification had been closed on September 30, 1993, and
-

the sketch should have been removed. The licensee initiated an
ACR (93-398)~to correct the problem. The temporary modification i

process (PLP-22) was started in March, 1993. In July 1993, the
licensee perfoneed a self assessment on the process and identified -
a number of weaknesses. Revision l'to PLP-22 was issued on
August 13, 1993, to correct the weaknesses. This revision i

tightened the controls for tracking numbers and controls for ,

closure of temporary modifications.
t !

As part of the corrective action for ACR 93-398, the licensee
conducted an audit of temporary modifications on December 13,

,

! 1993,- and found additional problems with control of TPM ' sketches. |
!

!

!

i

- . . . -.- -- -
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During the transition from revision zero to revision one of |
PLP-22, the existing or old TPMs were not adequately controlled. |

Revision zero of the proccoure required only sketches attached to |

control room drawings but revision one required that TPM sketches
.

be attached to control room, work control, and clearance center
drawings. For ten older TPMs the sketches were not added to work |

control and clearance centers.

This is a failure to follow procedures in accordance with PLP-22, !
and is the first example.of, violation 93-55-04. TS 6.8.1.a t

requires procedures in regulatory guide 1.33 be implemented for
temporary changes. PLP-22 implements this requirement and
requires removal of sketches once TPMs are closed and estabitshes !
requirements for control of TPM sketches. i

In summary, no restart issues were identified concerning the control of
operator work-arounds, RTG8s, and temporary modifications. Items were
being tracked and procedures were adequate to address safety issues. ;

One violation example concerning failure to follow procedures for i

temporary modification sketches was identified.
,

b. System Readiness

Hiah Pressure Coolant Injection System
,

The Unit 1 HPCI system was walked down to confirm system readiness
'
,

by verifying proper system alignment (of valves, breakers, and
_

remote indications), adequate material condition, and to ensure -
that piping and components were installed in accordance with plant i

drawings. During the walkdown, P&ID D-25023, sheets I and 2,
"High Pressure Coolant Injection System" and procedure 1-0P-19, ;

"High Pressure Coolant Injection System Operating Procedure" were i

utilized by the inspector.

A number of deficiencies were discovered by the inspector during. |

the ' system walkdown. The first deficiency was identified while ;
'

verifying valve positions. The inspector found that valve IE41-
F036, the Supply Drain Pot Normal Operating Orifice Upstream .

Isolation Valve, was in the open position while the system
alignment specified in 1-0P-19 requires the valve to be in the ;

locked open position. The valve lineup which was being maintained t

in the Unit I control room listed the valve's status as locked ,

open. Upon being informed of this matter, the licensee' initiated !

an investigation into the circumstances leading to the valve not ,

being in the locked open position. The HPCI system engineer ;

informed the inspector that this condition was the result of a ;
'

recently perfoneed special purpose test,1-SP-93-070, "RCIC/HPCI
Low Pressure Testing Using Auxiliary Steam," during which HPCI was
operated using low pressure steam from the auxiliary boiler. The
investigation revealed that the' valve in question, IE41-F036, was
manipulated by the special procedure and returned to the open ;

position in lieu of the locked open position. Additionally, the j

.
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licensee identified three other valves (1-MS-V63, 1-MS-V64, and 1-
E51-F038) which were manipulated during the performance of the ,

special procedure and not returned to the locked open position. {

The licensee initiated an ACR (93-344) to document this matter. 1

Paragraph 4.6 of 01-13, " Valve and Electrical Lineup :
'

Administrative Controls," requires that all valves and breakers
will be maintained in the position required for the OP valve
lineup. This is a violation of 01-13 and will be tracked as the
second example of Violation 93-55-04, failure to follow .

Iprocedures.

.

A second deficiency noted by the inspector was a missing conduit
cover on a 2 inch conduit above the motor operator for valve 1- !'

E41-F004. A second conduit cover on the north wall'of the HPCI
room was observed to be loose. Additionally, two pipe caps were !

: observed to be missing downstream of valves 1E41-V23 and IE41-V14.
These deficiencies were documented on WR/J0s for disposition. '

Other minor discrepancies noted on the walkdown were that the HPCI -

system check valves and relief valves were not labeled and that an
inconsistency existed on the HPCI P&ID in that the instrument
valves were not always depicted. j

The second portion of this inspection effort dealt with a review !
of problems known to have affected the HPCI system at Brunswick _ t

and other BWRs of similar vintage. The first item reviewed dealt ,

with the licensee's efforts in assessing the Quad Cities rupture !

disc event. The licensee informed the inspector that based on
their review of the Quad Cities event and the fact the discs ,

installed at Brunswick differed from those installed at Quad
Cities, that no preventive maintenance requirements ~ including
visual inspections during outage periods was required. The ;

'
inspector informed the licensee that other utilities, are
performing visual inspections of the discs at periodic intervals. i

Additionally, the inspector and the licensee independently
contacted the vendor about any requirements'for PMs/ inspections on

'the discs. The vendor indicated that although no PMs were
required, they recommended that the discs knife blades be '

;

inspected and that the discs be replaced on a maximum of a 5 year
interval. Based on this recommendation, the licensee conducted |

visual inspections of the outer rupture disc knife blades, to i

verify that they are still sharp. Additionally, when the licensee
enters their third 10-year IST interval, in 1996, they will
implement the requirements of ASME/ ANSI OM-1987 to replace the ;

'

disc every 5 years.

Another item reviewed in this area dealt with the service life and ;

shelf life of the HPCI EGM and EGR speed control components. ,

Based on problems experienced at another BWR facility with the !

EGM, the inspector questioned the licensee to determine if any |

similar problems had been experienced at Brunswick. The licensee !

initially indicated that they knew of no problems of any kind ;

related to failure of these components as they related to shelf
,

--|
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life. However, after contacting GE, the licensee was informed
that the EGM had a. shelf life of 5 years (based on capacitors not
being recharged)' and that the EGR had a shelf life of 10 years.
The licensee then contacted the manufacturer of the EGR and EGM,
Woodward, who stated that the EGMs on the shelf should be removed
from stock once every 18 months and connected to a power source
for approximately 24 hours to prevent the deterioration of the
electrolytic capacitors used in these components. This
information is new to the licensee and had not been previously
provided by the vendor. The licensee determined that the
components (EGR and EGM) currently installed in the plant are
functioning properly based on satisfactory performance during
surveillance testing. The licensee is currently reviewing this
matter in order to detemine the proper storage and shelf-life
requirements. This will be tracked as IFI 93-55-08.

The inspector also reviewed the status of other components known
to be susceptible to problems / failure. Specifically reviwod, was
the status of the HPCI full flow bypass to the CST valve, E41-
F008, which is prone to erosion due to its use in throttling
during surveillance testing. The licensee provided the inspector
documentation demonstrating that the F008 valves in both units had
been recently replaced (Unit 1 in March, 1991, and Unit'2 in
November, 1991) with valves more suitably designed for this
throttling application. The inspector also reviewed the
licensee's actions as they related to past problems with the Topaz
Inverters used to supply control power to the HKI system. The
inverters are currently operable, however, the licensee plans to
replace the inverters due to age and the unavailability of
replacement parts. The inspector inquired about the licensee's
actions as they related to problems with the HPCI turbine

| mechanical overspeed trip design. . In February, 1987, GE issued
,

SIL No. 392, Supplement 1, which described a malfunction of the
trip device due to swelling of the tappet. GE's recommendation
was to replace the mechanical overspeed trip assembly with
modified assemblies preventing this malfunction. This replacement
has been accomplished on the Unit 2 HPCI turbine but not the Unit
I turbine. The licensee plans to replace the Unit 1 assembly
during its next refueling outage and will continue to follow GE's
alternate recommendation. The recommendation was to verify that
the unit trips and resets properly during each surveillance test.
The inspector verified that this test was contained in the
licensee's quarterly surveillance for the HPCI system.

The inspector also reviewed the backlog of work for the Unit 1
HPCI system. No major work items remained to be performed with
the exception of the repair of a steam leak-on the IE41-F001

|
identified during the low pressure test. The licensee plans to

i repair the valve prior to startup.
!-

Based on this review, the inspector determined that the HPCI
system was ready to support Dait 1 operations.

..
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Reactor Protection System

The inspector reviewed the status of the Unit 1 Reactor Protection
System prior to startup. This included a review of the integrated
backlog ites report, a walkdown of the major components, indepth
discussions with the system engineer, and a review of major work
completed during the outage.

Although a final turnover and acceptance of the RPS had not been
l completed by the end of the inspection, almost all of the work had

been completed. Final system turnover was not planned until all
required MSTs had been completed.

As of December 3, 1993, only 3 open WR/J0s remained. None were
assigned a priority of greater than 5. Only 1 open EWR remained
which was for the development of a temporary modification to be
used as a contingency based on problems experienced during Unit 2
startup with the turbine stop/ control valve closure scram prior to
reaching 30 percent power. q

|

The inspector reviewed a listing of WR/Jos completed on RPS since
April 1, 1993, and discussed selected items with the system j

engineer. Several actions had been taken to improve the
reliability of the RPS. Examples included replacement 'of all six
EPAs (Electrical Protection Assemblies) and several circuit
boards, replacement of obsolete auto and manual scram contactors,
replacement of RPS motor generator set motors with an improved
version and improvements in the preventative maintenance program.
These improvements were generally the same improvements completed
in Unit 2 prior to the April 1993 startup. Unit 2 had completed a
210-day continuous run with no apparent significant RPS
difficulties. The Topaz inverters associated with the RPS had- ,

experienced no recent spurious problems or failures; however, l

plans were to begin the commercial dedication process for a
commercially available and more up-to-date unit because of

I anticipated end-of-life reliability problems and the,

unavailability of spare parts.

The inspector completed a walkdown of the Unit 1 RPS which
included the RPS MG sets, EPAs, inside selected fuse panels and
cabinets, and HCUs. No obvious or apparent deficiencies not
previously identified were noted. The material condition of the
equipment was good. No labeling deficiencies were noted. General
cleanliness of the equipment was good. In addition, some selected,

I

system improvements discussed previously were verified to be
installed.

In summary, there had been many improvements to the RPS completed
since last April. These improvements were similar to those made
previously to the Unit 2 RPS which had proven to be very reliable.

__-____ - - - -__-_ __-___-___-__ - -______________________ ______ ________________________ _ ___ _ 3_ . j
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SRVs/ ADS Walkdown

The inspector accompanied a system engineer and senior reactor
operator on a preliminary walkdown in the drywell of the Unit 1 ,

ADS /SRVs, accumulators, associated piping, valves, supports and' -

snubbers. No significant discrepancies were observed. The SRV
tailpipe vacuum relief check valves were verified free by the
operator.

During the walkdown, the inspector observed several jumper and
wire removal tags attached to air piping leading to several SRVs.
These tags had been hung in-August 1993 when the SRVs had been
removed for offsite shipment. Although the SRVs had since been !

reinstalled and piping reconnected, the tags had not been removed.

In addition, the inspector found 3 tags hung on cables leading to
the SRM Channel B, and IRM Channels D and B motor modules. These i

tags were dated 1988. The work orders associated with these tags
showed that the work was completed in 1988. :'

1

Administrative Instruction 59, Jumpering and Wire Removal, !
Revision 21, paragraph 5.3 states that after the completion of the !

job, the wire is reconnected, the jumper and wire removal tag (s)
shall be attached to the WR/JO if. contaminated, tags should be
disposed of properly and explanation attached to the WR/J0. The. ,

10 jumper and wire removal tags were not properly removed after . -

the completion of work. This is the third example of Violation i

93-55-04, Failure to Follow Procedures. |
|

EDG Startino/ Control Air Systems |

Overall, the assessment of EDG Starting / Control Air Systems found
them capable of supporting dual unit operations. This readiness
assessment was based on inspector walkdowns of the starting /
control air system on all four EDGs, review of open items (i.e.,
WR/J0s, ACRs and EWRs), discussions with the system engineer,
review of completed workpackages, and observations of system
maintenance.

~

An indepth review of open items was performed on the following:

ACR 93-353, Inadequate Torque On Control Air System*

Moisture-Trap Cap Screws Resulted In Gasket Failure And
EDG 4 Inoperability

As discussed in paragraph 5.c., the inspector verified that |
all EDG control air system moisture-trap cap screws had been '
torqued +.o the recently acquired vendor's specifications and ,

'

assured procedural controls had been established to preclude
similar gasket failures.

.

es se e esaus e
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EWR 12599, Seismic Qualification Of Air Start Piping / Control*

Air Tubing Between Each EDG And Its Associated
Starting / Control Air Skid

As addressed in paragraph 3, this issue was found to be
acceptable.

EWR 10855, Excessive Movement On EDG 4 Starting Air Piping*

Movement of the starting air piping was visibly noticeable
with just the EDG pre-lube oil pump running. As addressed
further in paragraph 3, this is not considered an
operability issue.

WR/JO 93-BAFS1, Repair Failed Low Pressure Cylinder Valves*

On EDG 3 Starting Air Compressor No. 2

Identified as a degraded condition on September 16, 1993,
this WR/JO had been rescheduled several times due to the
onsite unavailability of a pilot-to-pilot valve low pressure
gasket. At the end of the inspection, the WR/JO was
scheduled to be worked during the week of December 20, 1993.
As this condition has limited compressor operation to the
high pressure cylinder only (i.e., operable, but very slow
to raise pressure in starting air tank No. 2), followup will
be accomplished under an Inspector Followup Item 93-55-09:
Followup On Repair Of EDG 3 Starting Air Compressor No. 2

Another EDG starting / control air system integrity issue pursued by
the inspector was the potential loss of control air due to a jet
assist 2XLOCA logic relay failure. (Reference IR 93-39 and ACR
93-238.) The scenario specific failure (welded closed contacts)
was attributed to the induced / dissipated current when the two 65
Watt jet assist solenoid valves are deenergized. To assure this
potential failure does not take place (i.e., contact rating not
exceeded) the inspector verified that at least one of the two jet
assist solenoid valves on each EDG had been replaced with one
having a 35 Watt rating.

The inspector also verified the installation and effectiveness of
the associated Generic Letter 88-14 modification to improve the
dew point of EDG control air. As coussitted in CP&L's response
dated April 18, 1991, PM 92-107 (Diesel Generator Air System
Moisture Removal) has been installed on EDGs 1 and 2 during the
current outage and is scheduled for installation on EDGs 3 and 4
during the upcoming 1994 Unit 2 refueling outage. A review of
sampling results for EDGs 1 and 2 (per 0-E&RC-0900) indicates ,

considerable post-modification dew point improvement (i.e., from
approximately +30 to approximately -30). With respect to EDEs 3
and 4, the inspector verified compensatory measures were being
perfonned as committed (i.e., draining of low points and traps
during A0 rounds).

]
1
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c. Clearance Process

The inspector reviewed the plant equipment clearance process using
the applicable procedures, discussions with personnel, and
observing a clearance in process. Records of completed
clearances, prepared clearances, and active clearances were also
reviewed.

The plant procedures reviewed were as follows:
!AI-58, Equipment Clearance Procedure

AI-58.1, Radwaste-Fire Protection Equipment Clearance
Procedure
PLP-21, Independent Verification

Clearances are initially prepared in the clearance center. This
group has five SR0s and several contractor personnel. Following ,

preparation, the clearance is taken to the work control center for i
'

integration into operations. The control SRO authorizes the
clearance and plant operators hang the clearance tags.

Comoleted Clearance

The inspector reviewed clearance 2-93-03705 on the CRD system to
support scram time testing and 2-93-02902 that tagged two fan4

breakers for painting. It was noted that safety systems require a
second review for preparation of the clearance and independent
verification for hanging and removal of the clearance tags.
Safety systems are designated in Attachment I of PLP-21.

prevared C1earance

The inspector reviewed clearance package 2-93-01563 on the reactor
feed pump seal water duplex strainer. The package contained the
clearance sheets and tags plus drawing D-02023 with the valve to
be tagged highlighted on the drawing. The isolation boundary was
adequately specified for the work to be performed.

In-process C1earance

The inspector observed the hanging of clearance 2-93-03218 to
remove a CRD hydraulic unit from service. This involved the

'

isolation of nine valves and pulling two fuses. An auxiliary
operator placed the clearances on the hydraulic unit for control
rod 18-43. This clearance required independent verification and
was first hung by one operator and later verified by another
operator. The clearance package was well prepared containing the

,

t
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clearance sheets and tags, marked up drawing, and operating
procedure for isolating the HCU. No problems with the process |

'

were noted.

Radwaste and Fire Protection Eouioment

The inspector questioned why there were two procedures for
equipment clearances. One general procedure, AI-58 was for most
plant equipment and another one, AI-58.1 was for radwaste and fire
protection equipment.

Additionally, the fire protection equipment (TS equipment) could j
be removed from service without knowledge and authorization of the |

control room SRO. The inspector toured the radwaste control roon j
that is manned by non-licensed operators. The clearance sheets i

and LCO tracking sheets for fire protection were maintained in J
this area. ;

The inspector expressed a concern that TS requirements for fire
protection were not under the control of the SRO. The licensee i

states that the fire protection control was placed under the !

radwaste operators to remove the administrative burden on the
control room operators. Plans were to consolidate the two tagout
instructions into one. This item was identified by the licensee
under ACR 92-349, Chlorination Piping Contained Chlorine During
Maintenance. This event occurred on May 12, 1992, and the a
corrective action to combine the two clearance procedures into one -
was to be completed by December 31, 1992, but due to various ,

reasons was changed to the current date of February 1, 1994.

In summary, the clearance procedures, preparation, and processing
were adequate, however, the corrective actions of ACR 92-349 have ;

not been timely. This corrective action will extend control over
fire protection equipment required by TS and the corresponding LCO ,

tracking to licensed operators.

3. Engineering (37700, 37701) i

a. Engineering Organization

Engineering Support for Brunswick is provided by two
departments, Technical Support, which includes the systems
engineers, and the Nuclear Engineering Department (NED). The-
Technical Support organization's functions include system
performance monitoring and improvement, providing engineering
assistance and technical direction to Operations and Maintenance,
inservice inspection, and initiating design changes. The Nuclear
Engineering Department is responsible for design and configuration*

control for Brunswick. The interface between Technical Support'

,

4
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and NED is through the Engineering Work Request (EWR) process, !

which is the method Technical Support uses to transfer / assign work I

to NED. The EWRiprocess is controlled by Engineering procedure I
'

ENP-12, Revision 34, Engineering Work Requests, Evaluations, and
Action Items.

The Technical Support personnel are located onsite. The training
for systems engineers is goed. More than 80 percent of the
systems engineers have cowleted advanced training, referred to as
certification, in their assigned system.

Prior to the current extended outage, the majority of the NED ,

staff were located in the corporate office in Raleigh. A small |
NED staff was located esite. The personnel in the onsite office i
were primarily contract angineers, with a few CP&L personnel !

occupying key management positions for the onsite staff.

In order to provide improved design engineering support to the
Brunswick site, CP&L senior management has reorganized NED to
decentralize and relocate the NED staff to the Brunswick, Harris, !

and Robinson sites. The relocation from Raleigh to the site is
scheduled for the Susener 1994. All key positions have been
filled, except for the head of the Electrical Engineering Design
Unit. The majority of the sub unit manager positions have also
been filled. Additional design support for the Brunswick site is i

provided by Architect-Engineer (A/E) fims whn have been' retained-
to complete specific design projects. The licensee plans to out-
sou?ce additional design work in 1994 to A/E firms to reduce the
cterent backlog of design work. The inspector concluded that the
current NED organization and the future organization plans will |

Isupport operation of both units.

b. Engineering Backlog

!M inspector reviewed the backlog of engineering work items in
Technical Support and NED. The backlog in both groups has t'een
reduced during the current outage.

The backlog in Technical Support includes approximately 270 EWRs, :

75 facility action commitment tracking system (FACTS) items, 48
procedure revisions, 38 engineering evaluation reports (EERs)
action items, 47 internal action items, and 30 other items. The
FACTS items involve response to NRC inspection findings, generic
letters, infomation notices, and/or bulletins, responses to INPC
items, corrective actions for adverse condition reports, and
responses to findings identified by the Nuclear Assessment
Department (NAD). The EWR is a formal document initiated to
identify and track requests for technical assistance from
Technical Support or NED. Engineering Evaluation Reports document
the results of any evaluations perfomed by engineering, and are
used to respond to EWRs. EER Action items, also called
Engineering Action Items (EAI), are items resulting from

'

I
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engineering, typically EERs, include actions and methods to
correct or compensate for plant conditions. EERs, and EAls are
controlled by procedures ENP-12. The inspector reviewed the items
in the Technical Support backlog and concluded that there were no
operability concerns which would not be resolved prior to Unit 1 :
restart.

Discussions with the Technical Support manager disclosed that the |
current plans are to reduce the backlog to less than 100 total
items by April, 1994. The inspector concluded that the plan for. ,

reduction of the Technical Support backlog are adequate, and that ,

the current backlog will not affect restart of Unit 1 or operation !
of either Units 1 or 2.

The backlog in NED is considerably larger, numbering approximately
8000 items. This large backlog is a result of the large number of
items worked during the current extended outage, and the large
backlog which existed at the start of the outage. The inspector
reviewed the NED backlog and discussed the plans for reduction of
the backlog with the NED site manager, and other NED personnel. ,

The backlog items, and the schedule for reducing the backlog is ;

summarized below:

* 1360 EWRs. The majority of these EWRs were identified
during the current outage, and involve civil / structural
deficiencies identified during either the hotside, coldside !
or material condition walkdowns. A large number are non-
safety related. These items have been screened by either ,

Technical Support or NED engineers who detemined they did
~

,

not affect operability of any system. Approximately 1000 of '

the EWRs will be out-sourced to an Architect Engineering
'fim. The contract is scheduled to be awarded in January or

February, 1994. The contract will require completion of
design work on the 500 highest priority EWRs by aid 1994,
with the rest to be resolved by aid 1995. The remaining
EWRs will be closed out in NED. The long term goal is to
reduce the total backlog of open EWR to less than 400. The
NED site manager stated that a large number of EWRs will be
resolved and closed out in the next Unit 2 refueling outage. ,

Approximately 50 new EWRs are opened each month.

The inspector reviewed the listing of EWRs and concluded
that none of the EWRs affected operability of any Unit 1
system. The inspector selected two EWRs related to the :

diesel generators for further review. These were EWRs 10855
'

and 12599. EWR 12599 concerned seismic qualification of the
diesel generator control air piping. This item was
classified as a short term structural integrity (STSI) item
common to both units. The inspector discussed this ites- .

with licensee engineers to determine its effect on ,

operability of the diesel generators. During the discussion '

one of the licensee's engineers recalled that he had

. ,

b
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completed calculations to resolve the issues. The engineer
identified the calculations as calculation numbers PID 1534-
38 and PID 1534-44. The inspector reviewed the calculation
and noted that these calculations had been completed in
early 1988. The calculation showed that the diesel
generator starting air lines and the control air tubing were
qualified in their existing configuration, except for a pipe i

'

support which required modifications to its baseplate. This
work was completed in 1988. This is not an operability or

j' startup concern. The inspector discussed the resolution of
EWR 12599 with licensee engineers who indicated, that it
would probably be closed out based on the previously 4

completed calculations. The licensee engineer who issued
the EWR had not been aware that the reference calculations'

had been completed in 1988 to address the original concern.

EWR 10855 was issued to request NED to investigate and
evaluate excessive movement of the starting air header on
diesel generator 4. Initial screening of this EWR resulted
in the determination that it was not an operability concern. ]
The inspector concurred with this assessment. The inspector
reviewed a draft copy of EER-93-0398, Revision 0, which was |
issued to waluate this problem. The cause of this problem
was attributed to close proximity the air start piping to
the lube oil piping which causes vibration of the air start
piping. A modification has been proposed to install a
rubber gasket material between the two- systems to dampen and
eliminate any movement.

3500 Engineering Drawing Changes. These drawing changes*

involved changes to 1400 drawings to correct errors
identified by operations or maintenance personnel, and
changes to 2100 drawings affected by completed
modifications. The licensee has screened the drawings and
verified they do not involve those required for use in the
control room, or other critical drawings. A contract will
be awarded to an A/E to complete the drawing changes. It is

estimated that work will start in February, 1994, and will
be completed in 1995, prior to the next scheduled Unit 1
outage.

* 800 civil Calculations. These calculations require updating
to incorporate the results of field changes when
modifications were field completed. All the changes have
been reviewed by NED engineers who detemined that the
changes would not invalidate the original calculations. A
contract will be awarded to an A/E fim in February.1994
with a scheduled completion by the end of 1994. An
additional 800 calculation updates will be generated during
the next Unit 2 outage. These will also be out-sourced to
an A/E, with a completion date of 1995. The calculations

1
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which require updating do not affect startup of Unit 1 or f
operation of either Unit.

,

i

590 Vendor Manual Updates. These updates are required to :*

incorporate manual changes identified by equipment vendors. ;

These changes also affect maintenance procedures. A i

contract will be awarded to an A/E in February, 1994, with a
'

completion date of December 31, 1994, to resolve the vendor
manual and maintenance procedure changes. |

,

180 EER Action Items. A contract will be awarded to an A/E*

firm to resolve some of the EER action items. The remaining ,

will be resolved in-house. This project will be completed i

by the end of 1994 or early 1995.
,

145 FACTS Items. These items will be resolved by April,*

1994 .

35 Adverse Condition Reports (ACRs). These are internal
.f

*

ACRs identified by NED within the NED e m r.ization. The
backlog will be reduced by April,1994.

57 Changes to Design Basis Documents (DBD). 1 hose affecting :*

safety-related DBD will be resolved by December 31, 1993.
The remaining, which affect balance-of-plant (nonsafety '

related) DBD, will be resolved in 1994. This work will be ;

done by the in-house NED staff. ;

EDBS Updates. EDBS is a computer data base containing*

equipment tag numbers, component identification numbers, -

part numbers, quality classifications, environmental
qualification data, Appendix R data, maintenance data, etc.
When the EDBS was originally implemented, it contained only ;

safety related equipment and some major 80P components. The
'

system is now being updated to include all B0P equipment.
This will involve entering equipment data on 53000 line ;

items, and an additional 35000 part numbers. The inspector
discussed the-impact of these changes on safety-related
equipment with NED procurement engineers. These discussions
disclosed that the plant "Q" list which lists safety related ,

equipment is correct. The Q-list is controlled by procedure ,

ENP-33.5, Structures, Systems, Components, and Parts Quality :
Classification Analysis and Dedication of Commercial Grade
Items for Use in Safety-Related Applications. An
independent assessment of the Q-list was recently completed
by an independent contractor. The results of the assessment'
concluded that procedures ENP 33.5 was adequate to control
the Q-list, that the procedure was being properly .

.|implemented, and that the "Q" list was accurate. The
procurement engineers stated that changes to the Q-list are
made in a timely fashion and that no backlog exists
regarding changes to the Q-list . The portions of the EDBS

_
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pertaining to parts quality classification is also
maintained current. Changes to the EDBS resulting fron

,

|
installation of a modification are made within 30 days
following declaration of operability or partial operability

|of the modification. A backlog does not exist in this area.
Therefore the inspector concluded that the deficiencies in |
the EDBS do not affect startup of Unit 1 or operation of |
Units 1 and 2. |

* 770 PIDs. PIDs are Project identification numbers for I
'

projects authorized to be implemented for the plant.
However, not all 770 projects are active. Licensee .

personnel are currently reviewing the PID list to detemine I

which projects are completed and which ones should be !

canceled or re-scoped. The inspector reviewed a meno dated :

November 2, 1993, Subject: 1993 BNP NED Detailed Project |
List, which lists the current projects working in NED. '

Although the number of PIDs adds to the backlog of work in
NED, they do not impact startup of Unit 1 or operation of

1Units 1 and 2.

The overall assessment of the backlog in NED is that although it
is large, a plan is in place to reduce the backlog to a manageable :

'level by 1995. The current backlog does not affect system
operability. However, the large numb'er of projects which will be
out-sourced represent a challenge to NED in the area of contractor !
management, and achieving the proper level of owner review to I

assure they receive a quality product.
_

i

c. Plant Modifications (PM) |

The inspector reviewed plant modifications to assess the
licensee's programs for updating procedures and drawings affected
by the modifications, perfoming training on the completed
modifications, and to assess the licensee program for
implementation of modification.

PM 92-107, Diesel Generator Air System Moisture Removal.*

This modification involved installation of two new high-
capacity desiccant dryers for the diesel generator starting
air system. The new dryers were installed in parallel with !

moisture indicators, to permit isolating one of the dryers I

when the desiccant requires replacement. The original dryer
involved a removable filter cartridge which required
frequent replacement. Replacement of the cartridge required
taking .the diesel out-of-service. The modification has been |
completed on Diesel Generators one and two, and a partial I

operability has been declared for the PM on these two
diesels. The modification will be implemented on Diesel'

three and four during the next Unit 2 refueling outage. The
inspector reviewed calculation number OSDA-0004-92107,
Seismic Qualification of Filter-Dryer for Diesel Generator

.- .. .. . - _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Starting and Control Air System. This calculation was
completed to document the seismic operability of the new
large capacity dryers. The inspector examined the complete
modification on Diesel Generator number two, and verified
that the new piping and the dryers had been installed in
accordance with design requirements.

PM 84-081, Diesel Generator Fuel Storage Tank Level 1*

Switches. This modification involves the installation of I

new level switches for the diesel generator fuel oil storage
tanks. The modification relocated existing piping
associated with the level switches and was completed for I

diesel tank rooms one and two. The modification was I

declared partially operable for Unit 1. The inspector |
reviewed the Unit annunciator procedures 1-APP-UA-19, 1-APP- i

UA-20, 1-APP-UA-21, and 1-APP-UA-22 and verified they had
been updated to incorporate the changes required by the ,

modification. The inspector also verified that critical
drawings had been updated prior to declaring partial
operability for Unit 1.

PM 91-038, Steam Leak Detection System Upgrade. This |
*

modification involved installation of new instrumentation
|and electronic microprocessor units which monitor ambient

temperature in the proximity of HPCI, RCIC, RWCU, RM piping
and in the main steam tunnel. This modification will
improve plant performance by reducing plant trips and LERs |

resulting from instrumentation errors, extend surveillance
intervals, and resolve ACR 91-0502. The inspector reviewed
drawing number D-25027, Sheets 1A and IB, drawing number .

'

72078, and drawing number F70083, Sheets 1-3, and verified
they had been revised to incorporate the changes to |

hardware resulting from the completed modification. |

The inspector reviewed the following procedures and verified
they had been revised to reflect the modification:
Emergency Operating Procedure E0P-3-SCCP; Annunciator j
Procedures 1-APP-A-01, 1-APP-A-02, 1-APP-A-03, and 1-APP-A- :

04; Operating Procedures 1-0P-01 and 1-0P-14, and Operating |

Instructions 0-01-05, 0-01-18, and 0-01-50. Additionally, j

the inspector reviewed the special test procedure used to '

meet the system surveillance test requirements. The special !

test met the surveillance requirements for the steam leak i
idetection system.

PM 93-038, Unit 1 Core Shroud Repair. This modification ,

*

involves installation of reinforcing clamps on the core |
shroud in the area of the top guide support ring to replace i

the function of two welds, H2 and H3. |
\

|

g.

| '

1

|
. _ -
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The inspector witnessed qualification testing of the shroud
clamp bolts performed on a mock-up of the core shroud. The
testing on the mock-up was perfomed as a result of
questions raised by NRC inspectors during the inspection
documented in NRC Inspection Report Numbers 93-58 concerning
the validity of the original qualification tests. On
December 11, 1993, the licensee initiated testing of the
shroud repair bolts on the mock-up. The testing was
perfomed using GE procedure B1-SR/VT-001, Revision 0,
Brunswick Unit 1 Shroud Repair Project Tensioner Load Test
Verification Instruction. Prior to start of the test the
inspector questioned the licensee regarding calibration of
the load cell. The licensee provided a copy of the
calibration data for the load cell, which was performed by
United Calibration Corporation, through the full range of
the load cell capacity of 300,000 pounds. The load cell was
connected to an micro processor which the licensee stated
indicated the pressure (load) acting on the load cell in
pounds, divided by ten. The inspector questioned the
licensee regarding the use of a multiplication factor of
ten. They stated that this was used in previous testing.
The inspector noted that the load cell reading indicated a-
load of negative 5000 pounds when the load was zero. The
inspector was infomed that at zero load, the load cell data
is spurious.

The initial onsite test was ~ started on the 2.5 inch diameter
upper shroud bolts. The test was stopped after two data
points were obtained because the new data did not agree with
the original test date. After the test was terminated, the
inspector questioned licensee regarding the use of the test
equipment and the adequacy of the test procedure. The
following problems were disclosed:

(1) The micro processor had not been calibrated with
the load cell. The licensee assumed it had,

been.

(2) The licensee had no instructions for operating
and/or reading the micro processor, nor a wiring
diagram to verify the micro processor had been
properly connected to the load cell. (After the
test was teminated, additional information was
discovered on the calibration data sheets
regarding wiring the micro processor.)

(3) Licensee and GE engineers were not familiar with
operation of the load cell, its operating
characteristic, or the limitation of the
equipment.

|.

l
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After the initial test was terminated, the test
procedure was revised to Revision 1 to provide for
reading the load cell output using a calibrated
voltmeter. The load cell output, which is read in
millivolts, was converted to pounds using the
calibration data. The inspector witnessed several
additional tests performed on bolts installed in the
mock-up. The test data was erratic. However, the i

data did provide some confirmation of the original l

tests. Subsequent to this inspection, the licensee |
performed additional testing using ultrasonic test
equipment. The results of this testing and the :
inadequacies of the testing on December 11, 1993, are |
discussed in Inspection Report 93-58. Resolving the I

shroud repair issues is identified as a restart issue, 'l
IFI 93-55-03.

PM 91-001 and PM 92-073, Hardened Wetwell Vent.*

Training for these modifications were conducted as
part of the LOR phase VII during 1992. The inspector
reviewed the training package for this ites. This
included training on the modification and applicable
procedures. This modification was discussed with the
control room operators who were knowledgeable of the - 1

equipment, controls, and system operation. *

PM 93-031, Level Reference Leg Continuous Fill System.*

Training was conducted on this modification in phase
VI of LOR during August - September 1993. The~
licensee in response to NRC Bulletin 93-03 made a
modification connecting the CRD charging water header
to the cold reference legs at a some point below the
condensing pots. The training on the procedure
changes was not clear since the form specifying the
plant modification did not state which procedures were
changed and another form indicated this would be
completed in February 1994. From discussions with <

control room operators, they were not knowledgeable of
how the system would be operated or maintained.
Additionally, they were not aware of the problems
discussed in NRC Information Notice 93-89, Potential
Problems With BWR Level Instrumentation Backfill
Modifications, dated November.26, 1993. Accordingly, 1

additional training is needed for this modification
covering operating procedures and problems as
discussed in Information Notice 93-89. This item is
considered a restart issue and will be tracked as IFI
93-55-02.

e

4
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PM 89-001, Digital Feedwater. Training on this*

modification was conducted using classroom lesson plan
OPS-CLS-SM-032-C. The training was in phase V of the-

LOR. Also, training is scheduled again as part of the
startup training scheduled for December 20, 1993,
through January 20, 1994. The system was discussed
with operators in the control room who were
knowledgeable of the equipment operation. This
modification had been placed on the simulator and ,

training has been perfomed on it.

In susunary, training has been conducted on the plant modifica-
tions reviewed as part of the LOR program. Unit 1 startup
training is planned for December 20, 1993 - January 20, 1994.
One exception was that additional training covering procedure and
industry experience on the reference leg fill ' system should be
completed prior to Unit 1 restart. The licensee committed to
include this additional training on the operating procedures and
Information Notice on the reference leg into their Unit I startup
training. The inspectors concluded that the licensee's
modification process (i.e., programs for implementing
modifications, revising procedures and drawings, and providing ,

operator training on the completed modifications) will support
startup of Unit 1 and operation of both units.

d. Engineering Followup Items

(Closed) Inspector Followup Item (IFI) 324/93-40-01,*

Recirculation System Piping Whip Restraint Clearances

During walkdown inspections in the Unit 2 drywell performed 1

in 1992, prior to restart of Unit 2, the inspector |

identified inconsistencies with several whip restraints on i

the recirculation system piping. The inspector reviewed the l

licensee's corrective action for this item for Unit 2, prior-
to Unit 2 restart, during an inspection documented in NRC
Inspection Report Number 93-20. The licensee's corrective
actions were found to be acceptable for Unit 2 restart.
However the IFI remained open pending further review of its
applicability to Unit 1. The licensee has also addressed
this problem with the Unit I whip restraints. The inspector
examined several whip restraints during a walkdown
inspection conducted during the inspection documented in
Inspection Report 93-50. No discrepancies were identified
regarding the whip restraints. The licensee has issued EWR
93-0155 to document the settings of whip restraints for both
Units 1 and 2. This work will be completed after restart of
Unit 1. The inspector reviewed preliminary restraint data
and concluded that this' issue is resolved for restart of
Unit 1.

'"
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(Closed) IFI 325,324/93-45-02, Cumulative Effects of STSI*

Items in Connon Areas

During the current outage, the licensee identified some
additional STSI items in common areas which required either
corrective or evaluation for cumulative effects prior to ,

restart of Unit 1. Three STSI items were identified which !

met the criteria in CP&L Report No.1 MISCB-1005, Rev. 0, |

STSI Cumulative Evaluation - Unit 1. As of October 1993, |

the report documented three STSI items which required j
further review.

Completion of repairs to leaks in service water j.-

piping to diesel generator one, per WR/JO 93-
" AAEI. The inspector reviewed the WR/JO and |

verified the leaks had been repaired, i
hydrostatic tests were performed, and the work i

was accepted by QC.

NED Review of proper tie rod gaps in expansion |-

joints on all eight diesel generator jacket
'

water heat exchanger / service water piping. The
inspector reviewed EER 93-0615 which documents
review of the gaps. The review showed the gaps '

were acceptable on diesel generators one and ;

two. For diesels three and four, the gaps will J

require some adjustment. However, the
evaluation showed that the existing gaps are .

acceptable and the piping is operable. The gaps 1

will be adjusted during implementation of PM 91- !

071 and 91-072, when replacing the service water
inlet piping.

An operability review was required for panel 2--

VA-MI-DG, taking into consideration the STSI
item on the panel in combination with trouble
tags with associated adjacent % and 1 inch
diameter conduits. This review was completed in-
calculation 2 DG8-0034-92083, Revision C. The
existing conditions were found to be acceptable.

The licensee issued Revision 1 to Report 1 MISCB-1005 to
document closure of this issue identified in Revision 0.
The inspector concluded that the canulative effects
evaluation were acceptable '-v restart of Unit 1.

1

l

|
!

~"
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4. Licensee Self-Assessment (35502, 40500) s

,

a. Nuclear Assessment Department (NAD)

iThe inspectors reviewed selected NAD assessment reports in order
to determine their adequacy and effectiveness. Findings
identified during the NAD assessments were reviewed to determine ;

the status of open items applicable to Unit I and to verify that :

the findings identified were adequately addressed prior to Unit 1 |
restart. Additionally, the inspector assessed the independence of
NAD from the line organization. The inspectors reviewed the
following as,sessment reports: -

,

B-MA-93-01, BNP Maintenance, Issued March 3, 1993
,

-

!

B-CA-93-01, Corrective Action Management Program, Issued |-

April 16, 1993 ;
:

B-SP-93-03, Engineering Products Special Assessment, Issued |-

'April 23, 1993
IB-SP-93-05, NED Design Process and Product Evaluation,-

Issued May 28, 1993
.

B-OP-93-01, BNP Operations Assessment, Issued June 10, 1993 !-

.

.

IB-0M-93-01, Brunswick Nuclear P1 ant Outage Management-

Assessment, Issued August 3, 1993 ;

C-NED-93-01, Nuclear Engineering Department, Issued !-

September 7, 1993

B-SP-93-06, Brunswick Startup Readiness Assessment, Issued |-
.

September 8, 1993

B-DC-93-01, Control of Documents Assessment, Issued-

September 22, 1993 .i

B-CA-93-02, BNP Corrective Action Management Assessment,-

Issued October 11, 1993 i

B-SP-93-12, Brunswick Work Management Process Assessment, |-

Issued November 27, 1993

B-TQ-93-01, Brunswick Training and Qualification, Issued-

November 27, 1993

During the review of NAD assessment B-SP-93-06, the inspectors
noted that NAD identified an issra concerning the licensee's need
to strengthen their management of contractors involved in refuel
floor activities. The licensee took action to improve oversight
by assigning a project manager to monitor contractor activities on

_ __ _ ___ _ _ _ ____._ - . _ _ _ _ _ .. . - _ , - .-
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|the refuel floor. However, NRC (NRC Inspection Report 93-58)
inspectors identified findings during the core shroud repair |
activities which' indicated that additional oversight was needed in :

selected areas. These areas include: 1) additional QA/QC _ |
coverage of contractor activities and 2) a more detailed review of |

contractor test and qualification procedures. Even though NAD and i

QC personnel were monitoring the core shroud repair activities on
the refuel floor (in addition to the plant providing management J

oversight), these efforts were not effective in identifying the i
'

deficiencies identified by the NRC. The NRC findings are
discussed in greater detail in NRC Inspection Report 93-58. ;

!

The inspectors determined that the NAD assessments were thorough ,

and effective in identifying numerous issues and weaknesses during
observations of plant activities. The scope of the assessments :
reflected current concerns and reviewed the status of previously ,

identified NAD issues. The assessment scope process was enhanced |

by NAD's system for tracking Issues and commitments. The !

inspectors further noted that, in most instances, plant -

departments provided timely responses with adequate corrective !

actions specified for the NAD findings. The plant departments i
were still in the process of completing the specified corrective

'

actions for some of the findings. Not all of the corrective
actions were specified for completion prior to Unit I restart. ;

The inspectors reviewed selected items designated for completion i

after restart and determined that the licensee had provided
adequate justification for those items. Additionally, discussions ,

with Brunswick management, HAD management and a review of the NAD ;

assessments indicate that the assessments were independent and ;

performance based.
'

b. Line Organization Self-Assessments

The inspectors reviewed selected self-assessments performed by ;

various departments within the line organization. The licensee :
'

made a couaiteent in the Brunswick Nuclear Three-Year Plan dated
December 15, 1992, (Initiative TY-303, Improve Ability to Identify i

and Correct Problems) to develop and implement a self-assessment |

program. The line self-assessments were reviewee for adequacy and .

effectiveness. Self-assessments perfomed by the following |

! departments were reviewed: Operations, Maintenance, Technical ;,

Support, Work Control, Regulatory Compliance, Nuclear Engineering 1'

'

Department (NED), and Environmental and Radiological Controls.

The inspectors determined that the line self-assessments reviemed i

were adequate to meet the requirements of Plant Program 0-PLP-25,
Self-Assessment. This program guideline was developed to address
the Three-Year Plan Initiative TY-303. Most plant departments had
not perfomed many self-assessments under 0-PLP-25 in that they
developed their assessment procedures to meet 0-PLP-25 in July
1993. Corrective actions were developed to address the findings
identified in the line self-assessments. The inspectors noted

.
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that the Technical Support Department had performed more self- |
assessments than most other plant departments. The self- ;

assessments performed by Technical Support were considered to be
thorough, in-depth, and aggressive in identifying areas for ;

improvement within Technical Support and NED. The Technical |
Support self-assessments were considered a positive aspect of the !

line organization's self-assessment program. j
t

c. Licensee Restart Assessment Processes

The inspector reviewed PN-30, Integrated Recovery Methodology;
PN-31, System Turnover to Operations and Line Management Self-

,

Assessment of Readiness for Restart of BNP-1; and the Unit 1 :

Startup and Power Ascension Plan; to determine if the licensee's
!processes are adequate for Unit I restart. PN-30 was the process

used to identify and determine if an open items (deficiency) would ,

be repaired prior to Unit I restart. The PN-31 process was used
to determine if plant systems and line organizations are ready to
support Unit I restart.

h

'The inspector reviewed the Integrated Backlog Items Report (IBIR)
for three systems. The IBIR list all open items on a plant system j
and identifies which items are required to be worked prior to :

restart. The review of the IBIRs for the reactor building HVAC, i
control building HVAC and standby gas treatment system indicated |
that open items were categorized appropriately for work prior to !

Unit I restart. However, the inspector identified several work i

items that were categorized as "need" (should be worked prior to j
startup), but were deleted from the need category without the
proper outage scope deletion form being completed. A review of i

the items indicated that the majority were completed under
different WR/Jos. However, WR/JO 93-ATDDI, Implement fixes to i

!drywell HVAC short-term structural integrity issue, was deleted
without completing the outage scope deletion form. This foru !
documents that the ites was recommended for deletion by the system ;

engineer with technical basis for deletion; was reviewed and |
approved by PNSC; and the deletion was approved by the plant j

manager. The failure to document the WR/JO deletion from the IBIR ,

is a violation of procedure PN-30, and this is another example of i

Violation 93-55-04, Failure to Follow Procedures. The item
(drywell fan isolation) is scheduled for repair during .the next
Unit 1 outage.

By December 7, 1993, 50 of 70 systems were accepted by operations
using the PN-31 process. The inspector reviewed the completed
system walkdown reports, the system turnover checklists, and the
readiness affirmations. The process appears adequate to determine
the status of the systems and identify discrepancies that may
affect system readiness. The items identified did not appear to
affect system operability and WR/J0s were initiated.

:

:

1
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The inspector reviewed the training material and records for the
Unit 1 Startup and Power Ascension Plan. The training included
the temporary startup organization, the testing plan, the
assessment hold-points and other items. Unit 1 operators received
the training on the power ascension plan. Additionally, all
Unit 1 SCOs and CDs received a minimum of 36 hours of
watchstanding on Unit 2 while the unit was at power.

The licensee developed a Unit 1 Startup and Power Ascension
contingencies list for the identified problems noted during the
Unit 2 startup and power ascension. This list identifies the
problems, the corrective action (contingencies), the responsible
department and the status of the actions. A review of the list
indicates that good progress was being made to address these
issues.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's actions on the restart
issues from the Operational Readiness Assessment Team Inspection
(Report 50-324/93-201) conducted in April 1993. The team
identified four restart issues. These issues were 1) performance |

'

of an alternate safe shutdown drill; 2) backlog of maintenance
procedure changes; 3) unauthorized operator aids; and 4) backlog
of corrective maintenance. These items were adequately addressed
by the licensee before Unit 2 restart. The inspector reverified
the corrective actions for Unit 1. The licensee has completed
alternate safe shutdown drills and perfomed the periodic ttct on
the ASSD sound-powered phone system. Additionally, the number of l

backlogged procedures that were technically inadequate have been !

reduced from approximately 500 to 41 as of December 6,1993. The
inspector walked down the control room back panels with a control
room operator and noted that one operator aid was in question.
This aid was a Span gas data sheet that contained the calibration
gas information for the Hydrogen /0xygen Drywell monitors, CAC-
4409/4410. The Span gas data sheets were controlled under
Maintenance Procedure OMI-16-040A, Replacement of CAC-QT-4409/4410
Calibration Gas Cylinders. This procedure was deleted on
November 2, 1993 because it was determined that gas cylinder
change out was within the skill of the craft. However, the data
sheets were not removed from the panels until identified by the
inspector on December 14, 1993. Leaving the Span gas data sheet
on the panel after the controlling procedure was cancelled
represents an unauthorized operator aid. The failure to remove
the span gas data sheet is a violation for failure to take
adequate corrective action for the control of unauthorized
operator aids (Violation 93-55-06).

.

The inspector determined that the licensees restart assessment !
processes were adequate to ensure plant systems, processes andt

people were ready to support Unit I restart. Additionally, the
,

Startup and Power Ascension Plan was adequate to ensure a
controlled startup process.

:

.
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5. Work Control (62703, 61726, 62700, 83750)

In March 1993, Brunswick Unit 2 implemented a new work control process.
This new process has only been implemented in Unit 1 over recent months.
Unlike the work control process that was in place prior to the dual unit
shutdown on April 21, 1992, the new process (see Attachment) has made
plant maintenance a site responsibility instead of solely being that of
the Maintenance Department. PLP-24, Work Management Process, in i

conjunction with process group desk top guides, address the processing
path of a work item (e.g., corrective maintenance, preventive
maintenance, minor maintenance, surveillances, modifications, etc...)
and the specific tasks each responsible group performs as the work item
is processed to completion. Although this new process is considered to
be a vast improvement over the previous method of work control, it is
not without some problems. Accordingly, the licensee has established
various means (i.e., Work Control Process Focus Team for process ;

assessment / adjustment, Daily Integrated Schedule Compliance Report to |
focus on schedule compliance problems, and various other feedback
mechanisms) to promote continued work control improvement,

a. Scheduling ,

This portion of the work control inspection effort focused on the
scheduling organization and how it affected the work control ;

process. Prior to the establishment of the work control '

organization in March 1993, the scheduling of work was ;

accomplished by SWFCG - Site Work Force Control Group which was <

not entirely dedicated to the scheduling function. By SWFCG not
!being solely dedicated to scheduling, the lack of a sophisticated

scheduling mechanism, and the inclusion of prioritization of
maintenance work as a function of the scheduling organization lead
to an ineffective scheduling process.

In March 1993, the licensee established the Work Control
Organization as delineated in Plant Program Procedure 0-PLP-24,
" Work Management Process." One of the results of faming the work :

Icontrol organization was the establishment of a dedicated
*

scheduling organization called Integrated Scheduling. Integrated
Scheduling is headed by a manager with two supervisors reporting
to him. These individuals head the scheduling organizations for
each of the two units. The individual unit's scheduling
organization is further broken down into on-line scheduling and
outage scheduling.

All work conducted at the plant, including preventive and
corrective maintenance, TS surveillance activities, and
modifications is scheduled by integrated scheduling. An exception
to this is that emergent work items, as detemined by plant
operations, may be worked without going through the planning and

- scheduling process. ,

s
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For corrective and preventive maintenance activities that can be
perfomed on-line, the scheduling organization has established a
12 week rolling schedule that contains every plant system. Each 5

.

of the 12 weeks, labeled as A through L, has an assigned list of |
systems to be worked during that particular week. When the on-
line schedulers receive a work ites for a particular system, the -

scheduler then assigns the work item to be worked during the ,

designated system work week. Approximately 5 weeks before each .

!particular work week, a preliminary work list designated for that
week is compiled. During the next 3 weeks, the preliminary work- ,

list, through a variety of on-line schedule development meetings, i

is trimmed down to a final weekly work schedule. This work ;

schedule is combined into the weekly integrated schedule. Other |
items scheduled based on the system designated week are preventive ;

maintenance items and TS surveillance tests. !

!

Unit 2 has been under this scheduling process for approximately 5 I
4

months. Of the work being scheduled in Unit 2 on the final weekly
J]work schedule, approximately 60 - 70 percent is being

accomplished. This number has improved over the last few months i

and should continue to improve. Unit 1 initiated a form of the ;

on-line scheduling process in November 19g3. Because the unit is
'

still in a outage condition, and the fact that the program is in ,

4

its initial stages, the percentage of work being accomplished on 1

Unit 1 is not as good as Unit 2. ;

Work items that are designated for work during an outage or forced >

outage are scheduled by the individual unit's outage system
|schedulers.

A problem which continues is the inability to predict the number
of hours required to complete an individual task. The licensee
hopes to improve in this area by getting input from the
maintenance foreman.

The integrated scheduling portion of the work control. process
represents a vast improvement to the means previously used by the
licensee. A continued decrease in the Unit 2 maintenance backlog
since July, has demonstrated the licensee's ability to adequately
schedule work. Licensee work control and scheduling management
demonstrated an attitude that schedule compliance was a goal of
the organization.

b. Planning

For the purpose of assessment, the planning function is considered
to be the process of planning for the work and providing a work
package to accomplish it. As seen on the attached process
diagram, the planning function is accomplished by six major
groups:
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Planning - plans by schedule, identifying necessary*

materials and support.

Material Management - procures and provides identified*

materials.

E&RC - provides ALARA and RWP requirements.*

Clearance Center - develops and provides necessary*

clearances.

Work Management Center - prints the "hard copy" of the WR/JO |*

(which has passed electronically through the process up to I'this point), defines PMTR, assembles work package, obtains
Implementor review, and delivers package to Work Control
Center when scheduled to work. !

Work Control Center - authorizes work package, implements*

setting of clearance by control room, and releases package ,

for Implementor perfomance. (This function is perfomed by I
the radwaste control room if work concerns fire protection

'

or radwaste systems.)

The lack of formal planner training was identified as one of many
planner impediments prior to the dual unit shutdown.
Subsequently, formalized planner-related training was conducted in |

'

November 1992. The development of an initial planner training
program (Three-Year Plan Initiative TY202-15G) is currently on
target for completion in December 1993.

Unlike the previous work control method, planners are no longer
required to make ISI calls. Governed by a single PMTR process (0-
PLP-20, Revision 1, Post-Maintenance Testing Program), ISI and TS ,

PMTRs are now made up front by the Work Management Center. The
Work Management Center also double checks planner assigned PMTRs;
thereby, keeping Operations from being the only stop gap as -

before. By its involvement prior to (i.e., work package assembly
and delivery) and after work perfomance (i.e., package review and i

archive preparation), the Work Management Center has not only
provided planner relief but has alleviated some of the demands ,

previously placed on the maintenance supervisor. Consequently,
maintenance observations and discussions with maintenance workers
and supervisors indicate that this has afforded the maintenance 1

'

supervisors more availability at the job site than~ before.

c. Maintenance Observations

As part of the planning function assessment, the inspectors
reviewed work packages associated with the WR/Jos listed below.
Maintenance observations were made on asterisked (*) WR/Jos.

1

!

I
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*WR/JO 94-PC7001 Semi-Annual Inspection / Replacement
of EDG-2 Starting / Control Air
Filters (PM Route No. IMSLAA8)

WR/JO 94-PD1001 Sami-Annual Inspection / Replacement
of EDG 1 Starting / Control Air
Filters (PM Route No. IMSLAAC)

*WR/JO 93-BCQA1 Change Lube Oil in EDG 2 Starting
Air Compressor No. 1

WR/JO 93-BELR1 Replace EDG 1 Jet Assist Solenoid
Valve SV-6552-1

*WR/JO 93-BBMIl Check Calibration of EDG 2 Starting
Air Compressor No. 2 Pressure Switch
PS-6521-2 and Tank Pressure
Indicator PI-1677... Resolve
Disparity

*WR/JO 93-BFLR2 Service Water Pump A Discharge Valve |

2-SW-V14 Troubleshooting
,

*WR/JO 93-BEPB1 Inlet / Outlet Scram Valve Cracking
Pressure Adjustment (HCU 10-23)

*WR/JO 93-BEXP1 Inlet / Outlet Scram Valve Cracking )Pressure Adjustment (HCU 22-03)

(1) On December 10, 1993, the inspector's preliminary work
package review for WR/JO 94-PC7001 (EDG 2 Starting / Control
Air Filter Replacements) revealed that supporting preventive
maintenance procedure OPM-FLT508, Diesel Generator Starting
Air and Control Air Filters, had not been revised to require
the control air system moisture-trap cap screws to be
torqued to 100 inch-lbs. Because of repetitive gasket
failures / blowouts, the moisture-trap cap screws-in the
control air system of all four EDGs had been torqued to 100
inch-lbs on November 12,.1993 (reference ACR 93-353). To
preclude further gasket failures and possible EDG
inoperability, a procedure change request was submitted to-
include the vendor recommended 100 inch-lb torque value in
OPM-FLT508. However, due to a low priority assignment the
change had not yet been made. Upon this discovery, the
inspector inquired as to how many EDGs underwent similar
filter replacement preventive maintenance (and hence
utilized OPM-FLT508) since November 12, 1993. Two were
identified -- EDG 4 (perforimod under WR/JO 93-QYL006 on
November 29,1993) and EDG 1 (perforimod under WR/JO 94 -
P01001 on December 6, 1993). As work package review i

indicated that the EDG 4 control air system moisture-trap |

cap screws were only torquad to 75 inch-lbs, WR/JO 93-BFLSI

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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was initiated / completed on December 10, 1993, to increase j

the cap screw torque to 100 inch-lbs. Although a similar
filter replacement was also performed on EDG 1, the
procedural steps dealing with the moisture-trap were marked
"NA" and indicated an earlier performance during the
emergent 100 inch-lb torquing on November 12, 1993 (WR/JO
93-BDUY1). -A temporary change to OPM-FLT508 was issued on ,

December 12, 1993, which was in time to support the EDG 2 PM <

(WR/JO 94-PC7001) on December 13, 1993. The failure to ,
'

maintain OPM-FLT508'as required by TS 6.8.1 resulted in
inadequate torque being applied to the EDG 4 control air
system moisture-trap cap screws during the November 29,
1993, performance of WR/JO 93-QYL006 (Preventive Maintenance
Route NO. 2MSL083). As such, it is identified as the first |

example of Violation 93-55-05: Failure to Establish / ;
'

Maintain Maintenance Instructions / Procedures.

Further review of the aforementioned EDG 1 and 2 packages ;

(WR/J0s 94-PD1001 and 94-PC7001) also revealed that each I

required inspection / replacement of a Hankison Dehydrafilter
which no longer exists on EDG 1 and 2. This component was
eliminated months earlier (EDG 1-July 17,1993; EDG 2- i

October 5,1993) under Plant Modification PM 92-107, Diesel
Generator Air System Moisture Removal. This failure to -

maintain current preventive maintenance work instructions as i
'

required by TS 6.8.1 is identified as a second example of'
Violation 93-55-05: Failure to Establish / Maintain i

Maintenance Instructions / Procedures. ]

During the December 13, 1993 pre-job briefing for WR/JO 94- I

PC7001 (EDG 2 Starting / Control Air Filter Replacements), it ,

was indicated that parts reserved for similar work the I

following week on EDG 3 had to be used. A closer review of !

the EDG 2 work package revealed that the parts had not been I
reserved. The inspector also performed a closer review of |

the corresponding EDG 1 work package (WR/JO PD1001) which I

was performed on_ December 6, 1993 - . parts had not been |
reserved for it either. Apparently, the normal window for i

these two semi-annual preventive maintenance routes began in j
January 1994, but had been moved to accommodate the December -

1993 scheduled EDG work weeks. Being routine preventive
maintenance routes with pre-established work instructions
and PMTRs on AfetS, printing "hard copies" of the associated
WR/J0s was possible. However, since the olanner was not
informed of the intended earlier pardmaance, parts were not
reserved. This issue not only reflects a weakness.in the
planning function, but indicates a scheduling-related
communication problem as well. To assure parts are reserved
for routine preventive maintenance routes in the future, the
licensee indicated that automatic parts reservation would be
implemented in January 1994. In the interim, compensatory

. . _ . .--- --_ _ -_ _ __ _ -
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measures (i.e., direct schedular-to-planner communications
and utilization of a data query system by planners) have
been established.

(2) On December 14 and 15, 1993, the inspector observed
maintenance / troubleshooting activities on Service Water
Pump A Discharge Valve 2-SW-V14. Plant Operations had
initiated a WR/JO due to the valve being stuck in the closed
position. The inspector reviewed WR/JO 93-BFLR2 prior to
maintenance initiating work. The WR/JO contained general
work instructions for troubleshooting the valve that
appeared adequate to the inspector. The mechanic |

demonstrated to the inspector that a clearance for the work ;

had been placed. The inspector reviewed the clearance and i

determined it to be satisfactory for the intended work. The
mechanic further demonstrated that he had " signed on" to the
clearance through the licensee's computerized clearance
system.

A pre-job briefing was held to discuss the details of the
work to be perfomed. The initial plan was to uncouple the
valve from the operator to determine if the problem existed
with the valve or the operator. The inspector witnessed the ,

removal of the coupling. Upon removal of the coupling, the
mechanics demonstrated that the operator rotated freely,
thus indicating that the problem existed within the valve.
After removal of the coupling, it was noted that the
coupling threads had been damaged and would require
replacement. After consulting with maintenance supervision
and the maintenance engineer, it was decided to temporarily ,

recouple the valve to.the operator in order to use the
" hammer blow" feature of the operators hand wheel in an
attempt to unseat the valve. This attempt to unseat the !

valve was successful. .

!

'

The following day, after obtaining a replacement coupling
for the valve, the licensee planned to install the coupling.
The inspector discussed this evolution with the assigned
personnel in the maintenance shop. When the inspector

.

'

questioned the mechanic about any torquing requirement for ,

the coupling, the mechanic stated that he had already asked
that question of the maintenance engineer and was told to
install the coupling " wrench tight." The mechanic then
reviewed the procedure listed in the work package for
maintenance on the valve, OCM-VBF501, Jamesbury Model 815L, -

150 PSI, 4 Inch - 60-Inch, Lugged Body, Wafer-Sphere,
Butterfly Valves, and found specific torquing requirements .j
for the coupling. The coupling was then installed as '

specified. A review of the scope change added to the work
package for installation of the coupling revealed that
inadequate instructions had been provided to the maintenance
personnel. Although procedure OCM-VBF501 was referenced in

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . -. .
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the work package, the scope change to replace the coupling
did not specifically reference the procedure or list any
torquing value. The inspector believes that if this matter
had not been questioned, the coupling would have been I

installed without being properly torquad. This is another |
example of Violation 325,324/93-55-05: Failure to '

Establish / Maintain Maintenance Instructions / Procedures.
'

(3) In October 1993, the Unit 2 start of motion control rod
scram time average exceeded Technical Specification
requirements during scram time surveillance testings.
Slower than normal times had been observed during previous !

,

surveillances but were within Technical Specification
requirements. As a result, a diagnostic testing and i

'

maintenance was developed and implemented to reduce the
average scram time. This program revealed that scram
solenoid pilot valve (SSPV) time delays, scram inlet and
outlet valve opening delays, and scram test switch delays
all contributed to the slow times. Under this program
individual SSPVs were replaced as needed, cracking pressure
of the inlets and outlet scram valves were adjusted for
optimum performance, and test switches were replaced. This
program was expanded to included Unit 1.

|

Testing conducted on several removed SSPVs by the valve i
'manufacturer (ASCO), General Electric and CP&L concluded

that the use of a thread sealant (Loctite PST-580) on the :

valve fittings caused time-to-vent delays once the solenoids '

were de-energized. This sealant had been applied in a
manner that allowed carryover of some excess sealant onto
the exhaust diaphrages of the SSPVs during venting. This
caused some adherence in the diaphragm-to-exhaust port seat .

'

interface which resulted in slight time-to-vent delays.

The SSPVs in the south banks of both Units were replaced
during each Unit's most recent outage (August 1993 in
Unit 1). PST-580 was used as a thread sealant when the air
fittings were reconnected because the use of teflon tape
(original installation) was banned site-wide in 1988. The
remaining Unit 1 SSPVs on the north bank were rebuilt using

,

!

kits in 1991. Since the valve bodies were never removed,
teflon tape.(the original installation) remained as the
thread sealant and PST was never used.

Diagnostic testing and maintenance was in progress on both
Units 1 and 2 during the inspection. As of December 10,
1993, testing of 69 out of 137 HCus in Unit I had been
completed. Cracking pressure adjustments to the inlet and
outlet scram valves were required on 58 pairs of SSPVs.
Repair or replacement of 8 rod scram test switches (in the
control room) were required. Approximately 60 percent of
the SSPVs on both units required either rebuild or

- - - - i
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replacement. The criteria for SSPV replacement was greater
than a 60 millisecond response time between solenoid de-

'energization and diaphragm movement. This criteria was
developed based on testing of new valves by the licensee
which indicated an average response time of about 40
milliseconds and the average response time of " slow" valves
seen after Unit 2 problems. Teflon tape was used for all
reconnections.

The inspector observed the performance of diagnostic.
testing, cracking pressure adjustments, and valve |
replacement activities on Unit 1. Procedural compliance by I

technicians performing these activities was verified. The !

procedures listed below were reviewed: |
OCMOSV018, ASCO Solenoid Operated Scram Pilot Valves
Diaphragm, Core and Gasket Replacement, Revision 9,
December 2,1993. (This procedure specifically prohibits the
use of PST-580 thread sealant).

OCM-A0005, Stroking Hammel-Dahl Scram Inlet and Outlet
Pneumatic Valve Actuators, Revision 9, November 19, 1993. ,

During diagnostic testing on the Unit 1 HCUs, the SSPVs on ,

HCU 26-33 did open and vent during diagnostic testing. The
SSPVs were removed and replaced. The removed valves were
sent to the CP&L E and E center at the Shearon Harris Plant
for failure analysis. The results of that analysis
indicated that the failure was m due PST-580. The ,

sticking was thought to be due to the presence and j

degradation of a dark brown fluid at the core assembly / plug '

nut assembly interface (most likely residue from a metal !
cleaning fluid used during the manufacturing process). This
failure was considered by the licensee to be an isolated
case.

Corrective actions to identify and precluded future failures !

included the following:

Diagnostic testing and repair of HCUs was underway on*
,

both Units. Testing of all Unit 1 HCUs was to be .

completed prior to startup. Testing in Unit 2 was ;

approximately half complete. An average of 4 rods per |

week were being tested. ;

Gross failure of any new or rebuilt SSPVs would be !*

identified during testing after initial installation. j

Scram time testing will be required prior to the Unit |*

1 startup (during the vessel hydrostatic testing). !
Additionally, routine rod operability testing is i

required every 120 days. |

|
.
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Analysis of several removed SSPVs by outside 1.

independent laboratories was still in progress at the |
'end af'the inspection.

After a review of Engineering Evaluation Report 93-0650, -

Rev. O, and a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation both associated with
the issue, observation of testing and maintenance
activities, and numerous discussions with licensee 2

personnel, the inspectors considered the licensee's actions .;
*to be adequate.

The inspectors found no other work package discrepancies. Except
as noted above, the reviewed work packages were adequate to
perform the intended task. In all cases, PNTRs appeared.to be

'
,

commensurate with the work performed. For those work packages
where the associated maintenance activity was observed, pre-job '

briefings were considered to be appropriate, the tasks were
adequately performed, and supervisor oversight was apparent.

d. Surveillance ;

The inspector reviewed the various tracking systems to ensure that
required tests are completed prior to Unit I restart. Also, three
surveillance tests that had recently failed were reviewed to i

determine adequate disposition.

! The inspector reviewed the surveillance tracking program. This
system is computer based. Several surveillances for HPCI were ,

randomly selected from TS and checked to ensure they were being i

performed on time. For example HPCI Surveillance 4.5.1.c.1 is to
be performed every 18 months. This was perfonned on
October 9,1993, and was scheduled for April 8,1995.

;

The inspector also reviewed the licensee's recent assessment of
this area. Assessment report B-IAP-93-02 was conducted ;

June 18, 1993, through August 20, 1993, to show that the TS
surveillance testing program was effective in meeting
requirements. Fifty-eight randomly selected test was sampled and
all found to be acceptable.

,

Schedule of upcoming surveillances were checked' and a potential
*

problem was discussed concerning LLRT tests. These tests are 3

performed once every 24 months and the customary 255 extension l
time is not permitted for these tests. The tests were last' |
performed in April, May, and June of 1993 with an anticipated
startup date of the fall 1993. However, with the outage length
impacted by the shroud repair, the startup date is now in early
1994. This with an expected 18 month operating cycle will make
the refueling outage start around July 1995. Therefore, the 24-

|

i

!
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months allowed for LLRT (over 100 items) could be exceeded. These I

tests would have to be performed during a mid-cycle outage or an
extension on the 24 months requested from the NRC.

I

In addition, one other surveillance concerning SLC injection, t

OPT 06.2.3, would be overdue on June 16, 1995. Performance of '

this test requires that the SLC tank be isolated, firing of the ;

Squib valve, and the unit to enter a shutdown LCO. |

Resolution of these issues should be addressed prior to the unit !

restart. This issue will be tracked as IFI 93-55-01. i

The inspector reviewed the following three surveillances that were
recently completed and had to be reperfomed to pass:

OMST-BATT12Q, Diesel Driven Fire Pump. This surveillance*

was for the diesel driven fire pump. The test failed on i

December 6,1993, because the specific gravity of the
batteries was low. A surveillance test completion / exception

,

form was completed indicating the requirements were not met. '

Applicable LCOs were entered and WR/JO 93-BFDWI was issued :

to correct the problem. The test was reperformed on
December 7,1993, and the applicable fom completed :

indicating satisfactorily performance. i

PT-9.2, Sten Verification. This surveillance test did not*

pass on September 12, 1993, for two valves and LC0 T-1-92- '

403 was entered for tracking. The test was completed'on
September 30, 1993 with the appropriate tracking forms

,

completed. No problems were noted.'

0-PT-08.2.2b, LPCI/RHR System Operability Test Loop B. This*

test is a full flow test of the system through a test line
back to the torus. Leakage form the system to connectinti
systems is also checked. The test was performed initially
on October 27, 1993, but failed due to three problems. The- ;

minimum flow valve did not open, and leakage from the system
to the RHRSW flood-up connection and keepfill systems could
not be verified. Three other perfomances of this test were -

conducted on November 21, 25, and 26, 1993, to complete a
satisfactory test. The inspector reviewed the tests,
tracking foms, and held discussions with personnel familiar
with the problems and concluded the issues were resolved.

In summary, the surveillance tracking and test deficiency
resolution were adequate.

>

|
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e. Maintenance Backlog |

Unit 2 f

On-line corrective maintenance backlog for Unit 2 as of
December 14, 1993, was 979 items. This was below the
licensee's 1993 goal of less than 1200 items. Prior to the
startup of Unit 2 in April 1993 the on-line corrective
maintenance backlog was approximately 1200 items. This
number increased during power ascension testing and peaked
at just under 1500 items. This increase was attributed to
the restriction of maintenance activities to essential . items
to reduce the possibility of an inadvertent plant trip
during startup activities. Since the completion of startup,
the corrective maintenance backlog steadily decreased to its
current level. Since the first part of November not much
progress had been made in backlog reduction which the
licensee attributed to the year end vacation schedule of ;

maintenance personnel.

The on-line corrective maintenance running rate had also
been decreasing since completion of Unit 2 startup. As of ,

December 13, 1993, this rate was 76, well below the
'

established 1993 target goal of less than 120.

Based on a review of Unit 2 backlog data and discussions ,

with licensee personnel, it appeared that the licensee had
been successful in significantly reducing the on-line
corrective maintenance backlog as evidenced by a steadily ,

decreasing trend since startup. At the end of this ;

inspection, goals for 1994 had not yet been finalized by the
'

licensee.

Unit 1
,

The inspector reviewed the on-line and off-line corrective
maintenance lists for completeness and selectively verified
that the work priorities assigned were consistent with the
criteria specified in Nuclear Generation Group Manual 305-
05, Prioritization Process. Discrepancies noted were
resolved after further investigation. Items identified as
being a possible restraint to startup appeared to be -

legitimate.

The total corrective maintenance backlog has steadily i

decreased since it peaked at just under 2100 items during
May 1993. This peak could be attributed to a build up of
items that occurred when maintenance resources were heavily
focused on Unit 2. As of December 14, 1993, this total
corrective maintenance (both on-line and off-line) backlog
was just over 900 items.

I
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As of December 14, 1993, the on-line corrective maintenance
1

backlog was 607 items which was well below the licensee's
1

1993 goal of 1150. On-line corrective maintenance backlog
on FOCUS systems was at 192 items, which was well below the
startup goal of less than 650 items. Higher priority items
(1-4) stood at 44 with a goal of less than 80. Twenty-one

- of these items were on FOCUS systems. The extension of the
'

outage due to the core shroud work and the anticipated time
required to replace the jet pump beams has provided
additional opportunities to further reduce the backlog prior
to Unit I startup.

Off-line (outage) maintenance backlog as of December 14,
1993, stood at 300 items. Approximately 50 of those items
were scheduled to be worked prior to startup.

In suimmary, the Unit 1 backlog, both on-line and outage '

items, had been steadily decreasing since May 1993, and was
well under established goals.

f. ALARA P1anning

ALARA Work Controls |

:

The inspector reviewed the following procedures and guidance i

concerning the work control function and its relation with ALARA |

planning: |

OPLP-24, Work Management Process, Rev. 5, dated November 1, f=

1993;

0-E&RC-0230, Issue and Use of Radiation Work Permit,-

Rev. 28, dated March 13, 1993;

0-E&RC-4105, E&RC ALARA Planning, Rev. O, dated June 29,*

1993;

AI-53, ALARA Project Evaluation, Rev. 2, dated December 23, i*

1992; and

OW-004, E&RC Planning, Rev. 3, dated December 3,1993.*

The inspector discussed the documents with licensee
representatives and noted no problems with the methods or
procedures contained therein.

Environmental and Radiation Control (E&RC) Planners screened new
WR/Jos on a regular basis and checked the "Y" block for those that
required a Radiation Work Permit (RWP). WR/J0s proceeded through
the reeninder of the planning process and returned to E&RC if an
RWP was required. If the RWP blocks were inadvertently left
blank, WR/Jos would still return to E&RC as a backup measure to

;
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prevent work from proceeding without having proper controls in
place. The E&RC Planners detennined if the work could be
accomplished under an existing general RWP and, if not, a special ,

RWP was generated. The planners then developed an ALARA package
for related groups of WR/Jos. A similar process was followed for
ALARA reviews of Plant Modification packages.

The inspector noted that the licensee had developed approximately
68 ALARA packages since the Unit 1 Forced Outage began in April
1992. Eleven of the packages were for the Forced Outage, and 57
were for the Unit 1 Refuel Outage that began in March 1993. The
packages typically included multiple WR/Jos and RWPs and
incorporated other work needed to support the primary WR/J0s such
as temporary shielding, hotspot flushing, or scaffolding. The
inspector selectively reviewed the ALARA packages for content and
adequacy of planning. Four of the packages reviewed (Packages No.
1958, 2021, 2025 and 2045) were associated with the Refuel Outage
and two others (Packages No. 1953 and 1973) were part of the

'

Forced Outage work. The inspector noted that the packages
contained pre-job briefing material and attendees, area surveys,

: walkdown infonnation, special instructions, and post-job
evaluations that specified ALARA challenges, successes, lessons
learned, and dose received. Job-in-Progress reviews were'

performed if (1) 80 percent of the projected dose was received i

without a comparable amount of work accomplished, (2) the scope of
the job grew significantly, warranting additional budgeted dose,

i or (3) requested by management or ALARA personnel. The inspector
| noted no problems with the packages reviewed and found that pre- |

and post-job briefings were effective in identifying ALARA issues. ;t

.

Also, lessons learned were appropriately incorporated from '

previous work that was similar in nature. Data such as area!

surveys and dose per job /RWP was maintained and used for
historical purposes. Job-in-Progress evaluations were performed

; prudently and with appropriate justification. Associated RWPs
were well-written and contained effective controls and
requirements to facilitate work while maintaining exposure ALARA.

, |

The inspector noted two issues identified by the licensee that
related to the E&RC input into the planning process. The first ;

; issue concerned the fact that by certain manipulations of the >

'

|
computerized work planning system, the Automated Maintenance

' Management System (Mets), E&RC could be left out of the initial ,

planning stages. Although E&RC would eventually have input, the j
o lack of "early" input could result in significant work delays, '

both directly and indirectly, or more importantly, work performed 4

! at less than ALARA standards. The inspector noted that the 1

! licensee recognized this potential problem; however, the
likelihood of this becoming a significant problem appeared remote;

as it would require deliberate action to deviate from thei

procedure in this manner.

|

|
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The second issue concerned the scheduling of scaffolding.
Scaffolding is needed by many different disciplines for a variety
of jobs. Scheduling is a difficult task to do efficiently and
effectively. The inspector noted that the licensee had recognized
this and was working towards maximizing the use of scaffolding
from an ALARA standpoint.

Overall, the licensee's work control and planning process was ,

satisfactory froe an ALARA standpoint. ,

During observation of work activities, the inspector noted a minor
problem on the inlet side of the Unit 1 Condenser _ Bay while
workers were painting the area. The bay area was controlled and
posted as a contaminated area, except for the catwalks traversing
the bay which were maintained as clean. All of the area beneath
the grating of the catwalks was considered contaminated and a few
sections of the catwalk grating were removed to facilitate
painting.

A painter working on the catwalk needed a lanyard and could not-
easily reach the bayside to retrieve one due to the removed
grating. Therefore, he requested a nearby worker dressed in
protective clothing (PCs) working below the grating to infom
someone on the side of the bay of the need for a lanyard. A
worker at the bayside (in the clean area) retrieved a lanyarti and
brought it out on the catwalk to the edge of the removed grating.
However, instead of handing or tossing the lanyard directly to the
worker at the other edge of removed grating who requested it, the
lanyard was har.ded to the worker in PCs who then passed the
lanyard to the worker who requested it. The worker in PCs had his
feet and legs below the grating level in the contaminated area but
his upper body was above the grating level due to the removed
grating. The inspector noted this to be a poor work practice.

The worker who received the lanyard realized upon receipt that
there may have been a problem and took the initiative'to check the
lanyard for contamination. According to the worker, he left the
work area and frisked the lanyard, noting no increased counts. He
then took the lanyard to the small article monitor (SAM) at the
main exit of the radiologically controlled area (RCA) and counted
it there. He received an alarm indicating that the lanyard was
slightly contaminated. The worker then turned in the lanyard and
checked out another to return to work. Based on the minor" safety

'

significance and the initiative of the worker, a violation of-
CP&L's Radiation Control and Protection Manual was not cited as-
the criteria specified in Section VII.B of the Enforcement Policy
were met-(NCV: 93-55-07).

Postines
;

During tours of the plant, the inspector noted that housekeeping
was excellent. The licensee had taken significant steps to reduce4 ,

- j
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contaminated area, as well as improved the overall cleanliness of
a majority of the plant. Many areas were decontaminated from
floor to ceiling and a major repainting project continued during
the inspection.

In addition, the inspector noted that postings and labeling were
- appropriate in all areas toured. The inspector conducted

independent radiation surveys in many areas of the RCA, including
the Reactor and Turbine Buildings and outside areas, verifying
that a sufficient number of postings were posted and were clearly
visible and informative. The inspector found that the licensee
had recently removed or downgraded a number of postings in the
plant due to (1) an overall reduction in radiation levels
resulting from decontamination efforts and a relatively long-tern
shutdown period (Unit 1 - radioactive decay), and (2) a change in
management philosophy that eliminated wasteful "overposting" and
avoided desensitizing workers from an overabundance of signs. The
inspector noted this to be a good initiative on the part of the i

licensee. I

l

The inspector verified that areas posted and maintained as locked i

high radiation areas (LHRAs) were locked as required throughout i
the Reactor and Turbine Buildings. In addition, the inspector
observed the controls used for the temporary storage of highly
contaminated vacuum filters generated during the "swarfing".

portion of the Unit 1 core shroud repair job. The filters were
placed in high-integrity containers (HICs) in the spent fuel pool
after use. The HICs were then removed from the pool, dowatered,
and moved to a temporary outside storage area located on the north
side of the Diesel Generator Building. There the Hits were loaded
into large concrete culverts with covers inside an area shielded
with water shields. A locked gate was placed at the entrance to
the area and appropriate postings and barriers were noted.
Independent radiation surveys of the area outside the water
shields revealed no concerns.

During plant tours, the inspector noted an area within the Unit 1
Reactor Building in which an occupational safety hazard existed.
The area involved was the High Pressure Core Injection (HPCI) roof
on the north side of the Residual Heat Removal (RNR) system. The
concern noted by the inspector was the lack of a handrail (or
other means to prevent falling) near the point in which the
catwalk leading from RHR North connected to the HPCI roof. At
that point, a four.to five foot expanse existed at the edge of the
HPCI roof that was "open" and could provide a fall hazard to
workers in the area, as well as a huard to workers working on the
RlR floor below. During the inspection, licensee personnel agreed
that the area was huardous and initiated a work request to
provide some sort of fall prevention at that point on the HPCI
roof.

_
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6. Exit Interview j

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on December 15, 1993,
.

!

with those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspector described '

the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection findings
listed below and in the summary. Proprietary information was not

- included in this report.

Ites Number Descriotion and Reference

93-55-01 IFI: Restart issue, resolve actions on
LL.<T surveillances that will expire prior
to an 18 month operating cycle, paragraph
5.d.

93-55-02 IFI: Restart issue, complete additional
training on procedures and NRC information
notice on the reactor vessel water level
reference leg backfill modification,
paragraph 3.b.

93-55-03 IFI: Restart issue, resolve the core
shroud repair issues, including refuel

_.

floor oversight paragraph 3.b. and 4.a.

93-55-04 VIO: Failure to follow procedures, four i

examples, paragraphs 2 and 4.
'

93-55-05 VIO: Inadequate-maintenance instructions,
paragraph 5.c.

,

93-55-06 VIO: Inadequate corrective action for the
control of unauthorized operator aids,
paragraph 4.c. .

93-55-07 NCV: Inadequate radiation work practice, -

paragraph.5.f.

93-55-08 IFI: ' Shelf life and proper storage of
HPCI EGMs/EGRs, paragraph 2.b.

93-55-09 IFI: Review diesel generator #3 air
compressor #2 repairs, paragraph 2.b.

7. Acronyms and Initialisms

ACR Adverse Condition Report .

AI Administrative Instruction !

Alets Automated Maintenance Management System
A0 Auxiliary Operator .

BOP Balance of Plant
CRD Control Rod Drive

F

,

a
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EDBS Engineering Data Base System
EDG Engineering-Diesel Generator
EER Engineering Evaluation Report
E&RC Environmental & Radiological Control
EWR Engineering Work Request
HCU Hydraulic Control Unit

- HPCI High Pressure Coolant Injection
IFI Inspection Followup Item
IN Information Notice
IR Inspection Report
LOR Licensed Operator Requalification
LPCI Low Pressure Coolant Injection
NAD Nuclear Assessment Department
NCV Non-Cited Violation
NED Nuclear Engineering Department
O! Operating Instruction
P&ID Piping & Instrumentation Diagrams
PLP Plant Procedure
PMTR Post-Maintenance Test Requirement
PT Periodic Test
RCIC Reactor Core Isolation Coolant
RHRSW Residual Heat Removal Service Water
RTGB Reactor & Turbine Building Gauge Board
RWP Radiation Work Permit
SRO Senior Reactor Operator
TPM Temporary Modification
VIO Violation
WR/JO Work Request / Job order
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JAN I 4 1994

I

Docket Nos. 50-325, 50-324 ;
License Nos. DPR-71, DPR-62 i

Carolina Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. R. A. Anderson

Vice President
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION

(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-325/93-58 AND 50-324/93-58)

This refers to the inspection conducted by J. L. Coley of this office on
December 6-10 and 15-18, 1993. The inspection included a review of activities
authorized for your Brunswick facility. At the conclusion of the inspection,
the findings were discussed with those members of your staff identified in the
enclosed report.

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the report. Within
these areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and observation of
activities in progress.

Based on the results of this inspection, certain of your activities appeared
to be in violation of NRC requirements, as specified in the enclosed Notice of
Violation (Notice). The violations are of concern because they indicate a
weakness in licensee oversight of vendor activities.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

f$f

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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Carolina Power & Light Co. 2 JAN I 4 l994

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,

!
is I

Albert F. Gibson, Director
Division of Reactor Safety

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation
2. NRC Inspection Report

cc w/encis:
H. W. Habermeyer, Jr.
Vice President
Nuclear Services Department
Carolina Power & Light Company
P. O. Box 1551 - Mail OHS 7
Raleigh, NC 27602

Donald Warren, Chairman
Board of Commissioners
P. O. Box 2571
Shallotte, NC 28459

J. P. Cowan
Plant Manager Unit 1
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461

C. C. Warren
Plant Manager Unit 2
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461

Mark S. Calvert
Associate General Counsel
Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602

(cc w/encls cont'd - See page 3)
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cc w/encls cont'd
Kelly Holden, Chairman
Board of Commissioners
P. O. Box 249
Bolivia, NC 28422

Dayne H. Brown, Director
Division of Radiation Protection
N. C. Department of Environment,

Commerce & Natural Resources
P. O. Box 27687
Raleigh, NC 27611-7687

Karen E. Long
Assistant Attorney General
State of North Carolina
P. O. Box 629
Raleigh, NC 27602

Robert P. Gruber
Executive Director
Public Staff - NCUC
P. O. Box 29520
Raleigh, NC 27626-0520

Public Service Commission
State of South Carolina
P. O. Box 11649
Columbia, SC 29211

Mayor
City of Wilmington
2518 Park Avenue
Wilmington, NC 28403

Mayor
City of Southport
201 East Moore Street
Southport, NC 28461

(bec w/encis: See page 4)
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bec w/encis:
Document Control Desk
H. Christensen, RII
J. Jaudon, RII
G. Hallstrom, RII
P. Milano, NRR

NRC Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Star Route 1 Box 208
Southport, NC 28461

J. Strosnider, NRR
G. Hallstrom, RII

File Name S:\DRS\EB\BRU93-58.JLC

RII:DRS S RII:DRS RII:DRP-

b- -

JColey ake CJulian HChristensen
01/ 7 /94 //o/94 Ol/[f94 Ol/g\/94
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ENCLOSURE 1
]

NOTICE OF VIOLATICN I

Carolina Power & Light Co. Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324
Brunswick License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62

During an NRC inspection conducted on December 6-10 and 15-18, 1993,
violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C the violations ~are listed below:

A. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires, in part, that "Activi-
ties affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances and
shall be accomplished in accordance with these instructions, procedures,
or drawings."

Paragraph 2.0 of General Electric tensioner qualification procedure
B1-SR/ SCI-QUAL-002, Revision 0, states, "Tensioners are to be tested to
determine the resultant preload on the joint bolt. Testing will be on a
fixture against a calibrated load cell to determine preload as a
function of hydraulic pressure on the tensioner." In addition,
paragraph 3.0 states, " Equipment to be qualified will be of the same
configuration to be used at the site and as described in this
procedure." Paragraph 12.2.1 within Section 12.0 of the General
Electric Quality Assurance Manual states, " Suitable measuring and test
equipment with the proper range and accuracy shall be used to assure
compliance with... project specifications." Paragraph 12.2.2 of the same
section specifies, in part, " Records shall be maintained and equipment
marked to reflect current calibration status."

Contrary to the above, while preparing for_ installation of core shroud
clamps on November 13, 1993, tests were completed utilizing a bench test
setup which was not representative of the configuration used at the
site. Curvature of shroud surfaces and reduced area sections were not
accounted for in the test setup. In addition, data was taken utilizing
a load cell which was loaded beyond the calibration limits for the gage.
On December 11, 1993, General Electric test procedure B1-SR/VT-001,
Revision 0, was found to be inadequate in that the procedure did not
specify instructions for connecting the load cell with the
microprocessor, did not specify instructions for reading and
interpreting the indicated load, and failed to require calibration of
the microprocessor used to sense the load cell output and display the
applied load. In addition, on December 18, 1993, a post installation
bolt tension test was conducted on a mock-up of the shroud and the
bracket at the Brunswick facility. The tension test used the hydraulic
pressures established in the November 13, 1993, bolt tension qualifica-
tion test which were subsequently used to tension the bolting for the
twelve installed shroud brackets in Unit 1. The hydraulic pressure
established for tensioning the icwer shroud bolts resulted in a bolt
preload greater than that delineated in the General Electric design
criteria.

%ps@(9=
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Carolina Power & Light Co. 2 Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324Brunswick License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement 1).

B. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterior. V requires that " Activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances and
shall be accomplished in accordance with these instructions, procedures,
or drawings."

Paragraph 8.4.5 within Section 8.0 of the Gergral Electric Quality
Assurance Manual states that "The status of material or items shall be
maintained by a tagging system in accordance with Section 14.0 of the
manual." Paragrapn 14.4.1 requires the application of a "QC Accept"
sticker or tag on accepted materials after satisfactory receipt inspec-
tion. Paragraph 10.5.1 within Section 10.0 of the General Electric
Quality Assurance Manual requires in-process inspection to be "...per-
formed and documented on the traveler, work package and/or subtier docu-
ments...as appropriate to the inspection being performed." Paragraph
10.5.2 states, in part, "No work shall progress beyond an established
hold point until inspected by the person organizationally responsible or
having the authority for establishing the hold point." Also, a Measure-
ment Tool Check List which was part of bracket installation traveler
stated in part, " Complete the following checks prior to installation [of
the tool) in the reactor vessel."

Contrary to the above, on December 7 and 8, 1993, the inspector identi-
fied the following quality assurance and quality control violations:

(1) A lubricant used in the installation procedure for the shroud
repair was not tagged with a "QC Accept" sticker.

(2) Measu ement tool check lists within travelers for BRACK-15 and
BRACK-135 were not signed as required although the work had been
completed two days prior to this finding.

(3) Measurements for shim gap taken as required in Sequence 4A of the
traveler for MSHIM-315 were recorded on the incorrect data sheet
(MSHIM-225, SPCS-01, Steps 1 and 2) and were subsequently verified
by quality control.

(4) The hold point associated with Sequence 2B of traveler MSHIM-15
was not signed although subsequent steps had been completed and
signed off.

(5) A QC check of step 4A in the traveler BRACK-105 was not verified
and signed prior to completion of subsequent procedural steps.

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement 1).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Carolina Power and Light is hereby
required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear
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Carolina Power & Light Co. 3 Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324
Brunswick License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62

Reguiatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555
with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region II, and a copy to the NRC
Resident Inspector at the facility that is the subject of this Notice, within
30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation
(Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) the reason for the
violation, or if contested, the basis for disputing the violation, (2) the
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (3) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not
received within the time specified in this Notice, an Order or Demand for
Information may be issued as to why such other action as may be proper should
not be taken. Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to
extending the response time.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this 14th day of January 1994

I

|
4
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Report Nos.: 50-325/93-58 and 50-324/93-58

Licensee: Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602

Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324 License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62

Facility Name: Brunswick 1 and 2

inspection Conducted: December 6-10 and 15-18, 1993

Inspectnr: \ M /-7-3@i

M .~Coley Date Signed

Accompanying Pers n : P. J. Rush, NRR Intern

Approved by- '

/ /8 b
. Blake, Chief D' ate Signed.

terials and Processes Section
ngineering Branch

Division of Reactor Safety

SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine, announced inspection was conducted in the areas of
inservice inspection - observation of Unit 1 core shroud repair activities.

Results:

In the areas inspected, two violations were identified. One violation dealt
with the failure to provide adequate QA/QC oversight of the shroud repair work
activities 2.A (1). The second violation addressed engineering discrepancies,

' in determining the bolt preload for repair bracket fasteners on the Unit 1
core shroud, paragraph 2.A (2). An unresolved item was also identified which
involved Generai Electric's (GE) use of an alternative method of providing
approval signatures for engineering procedures, paragraph 2.A (1). Subsequent
to the inspector's identification of the above violations the licensee was '

proactive in immediately addressing their cause. The shroud repair activities
were stopped, all personnel on the refueling floor were given additional QA/QC
training, QA/QC coverage was strengthen, additional engineers were brought in

| from Raleigh, NC to assist in the tensioner qualification test, qualification
| testing to determine upper limits of the bolt preload were conducted, and

CP&Ls cognizant managers came to Atlanta on December 13, 1993, to report on '

the results of their additional qualification test and to discuss any open
questions on the shroud modification installation.

444/A5bg%--
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*R. Anderson, Vice President, Brunswick Nuclear Plant
c*M. Bradley, Manager, Nuclear Assessment Department

*J. Cowan, Plant Manager, Unit 1
*T. Eason, Quality Control

,

c*R. Godley, Manager, Regulatory Programs
co*R. Grazio, Manager, Nuclear Engineering Department
c*C. Hinnant, Director, Site Operations

*G. Honma, Manager, Licensing
*W. Levis, Manager, Regulatory Affairs

co*G. Miller, Manager, Technical Support
*J. Purkis, Manager, Projects

:*G. Thearling, Senior Specialist, Regulatory Affairs ,

:*J. Titrington, Manager, Unit 2 Operations
*S. Vann, Nuclear Engineering Department
:V. Wagoner, Nuclear Engineering Department
*C. Warren, Plant Manager, Unit 2
0D. Williams, Nuclear Engineering Department
oB. Wilton, Nuclear Engineering Department

Other licensee employees contacted during this inspection included
engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel.

Other Organizations

General Electric Nuclear Energy (GENE)

*L. Aiello, Manager, Site Services
:J. Charnley, Principal Engineer
:T. Hurst, Manager, Shroud Repair Program
*V. Kenney, Manager, Modifications and Services Quality
cP. Mayo, Manager, Shroud Repair Project
*J. Sherk, Manager, Plant Services

NRC Resident Inspector (s)

*P. Bryon, Resident Inspector
*C. Christensen, Reactor Projects Section Chief
*M. Janus, Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview on December 10, 1993
cAttended exit interview on Ottember 13, 1993
cAttended exit interview on December 18, 1993
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2. Observation of Unit 1 Core Shroud Repair Activities (73753)

Background

In October, 1990, GE issued a Rapid Information Communication Service
Information Letter (RICSIL No. 054) which reported cracking near a
circumferential seam weld in the beltline area of the core shroud in a
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) located outside the United States. The core
shroud is a reactor vessel internal component which surrounds the
reactor core and directs coolant flow. Although the shroud is not a
code component, the design stress intensities of the Brunswick Nuclear
Plant (BNP) reactor vessel internals are in accordance with the applica-
ble portions of Section III of the ASME Code Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code (1965 Edition through Winter, 1967 Addenda). The safety design
basis of the shroud is to:

(1) Provide a floodable volume in which the core can be adequately
cooled in the event of a breach in the nuclear system process
barrier external to the reactor vessel.

(2) Limit deflection and deformation of the reactor vessel internals
to assure that the control rods and the core standby cooling sys-
tems can perform their safety functions during abnormal opera-
tional transients.

Based on the recommendations contained in RICSIL No. 054, the BNP Unit I
shroud was visually inspected in July, 1993, and an approximate 360'
circumferential crack was confirmed in the inside diameter of the Top
Guide Support Ring, at weld (H-3) to the shroud mid-section. The H-3
Weld is 2.25" thick and subsequent ultrasonic examinations of the crack
revealed the depth of the indication to range from 0.95" to 1.71".
Additional in-vessel visual inspections were conducted, and other
circumferential and axial indications were confirmed elsewhere in the
shroud on both the inside and outside diameter. None of the additional '

cracks detected were as severe or as safety significant as the crack at
weld H-3. This weld was safety significant because if weld H-3 failed
completely and a large main steam line break were to occur, the hydrody-
namic loads across the shroud would be sufficient to result in the top
guide core structure being lifted above the fuel assemblies. Should
this happen the lateral support to the assemblies would no longer be
provided and control rods may fail to fully insert.

Although GE's safety analysis would have allowed Unit I to. continue
operation for at least one additional cycle, the licensee elected to
repair wold H-3. The repair consisted of installing twelve bolted

.

brackets at 30* increments around the shroud. This arrangement was !

designed to carry the full load of the weld joint. The brackets were
also designed to incorporate the H-2 weld since this weld had also

;

experienced cracking and could not be used for support. The brackets iwere to be installed on the outside surface of the shroud with two bolts '

attaching the bracket to the upper shroud above weld H-2, and two bolts
attaching the bracket to the shroud mid-section below weld H-3.

:
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A. Shroud Repair Activities

On December 6, 1993, the inspector arrived at the Brunswick
Nuclear Plant to observe the work processes used by the licensee
and GE for installing the brackets on weld H-2 and weld H-3.
Seven repair brackets had been installed on the shroud at the time
of the inspector's arrival. All bolts on five of the seven

'

installed brackets had been tensioned and all work was complete
with the exception of installing and tack welding the keeper to
the bolts. This work was performed underwater at a depth of
approximately 60 feet.

In order to verify that the repair was proceeding satisfactorily
the following areas were examined by the inspector: (1) bracket
installation, cleanliness control, and associate engineering
procedures, (2) the test procedure for determining installed bolt
preload, (3) the welding specification for the bolt keeper and
welder certification records for four welders, (4) the work
travelers for each of the shroud brackets, (5) material certifi-
cations for the repair brackets and their associated hardware
(bolts, fasteners, and washers), (6) QC/NAD surveillance check-
lists for monitoring the refueling floor activities, (7) inprocess
repair activities were observed at various stages of bracket
installation, and (8) a verification test of installed bolt
preload on a representative mock-up of the shroud was observed.

(1) Review of procedures, and work instructions

On December 7, 1993, the inspector reviewed the procedures / work
instructions listed below to determine whether they had been
approved, properly delineated the work scope, and provided for
verification of essential elements.

Document No. Title or Subject

GENE B1-SR/ SCI-001 Rev.3 Shroud Bracket Installation
Procedure

GENE D50YP5 Rev.6 Nickel-Graphite Thread
Lubricant

GENE D50YP12 Rev.2 Nonmetallic Impurity Limits

GENE 24A5116 Rev.2 Shroud Clamp Repair Procedure

GENE 25A5498 Rev.0 Weld Specification Procedure
Shroud Repair Tack Welding

GENE FDI No.0146-75200 Final Disposition Instruction
Rev.2
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1Document / Instruction Reviewed Cont'd

Document No. Title or Subiect

GENE 21A2040 Rev.1 Cleaning and Cleanliness
Control

:

CP&L AI-112 Rev. SC Control of Materials in the
Spent Fuel Pool i

Traveler Nos. BRACK-XX Installation of Bracket Clamps

Traveler Nos. MSHIM-XX Machining of Bolt Shims for i
Upper Bolts in Shroud Repair
Brackets

;

Traveler Nos. MKEEP-XX Machining of Keepers for Upper
Bolts in the Shroud Repair
Brackets

,

The above travelers were reviewed for completeness, adequacy in
controlling overall work progress, and quality control oversight.
The travelers govern the progression of work on the bracket
installation process. Various check lists, check points, hold
points, and measurements must be signed and verified at certain
stages prior to completion of subsequent work steps. The
inspection of the above travelers found problems, as described
below, indicative of a lack of effective quality control oversight i

on the repair process by GE.

The " MEASUREMENT TOOL CHECK LIST" within the travelers for
*

BRACK-15 and BRACK-135 were not completed although work on
these brackets had been completed two days prior to the
inspection. At the top of the check list sheets it is '

clearly stated that all checks on the list must be completed
prior to installation of the measurement tool in the reactor
vessel; however, none of the checks were signed and dated
although shim gap measurements for these two brackets had
been completed. The licensee and GE were informed of this
finding during the inspection. GE personnel stated that the
checks had been completed on December 5,1993, during the

,

installation procedure, but the check list was not properly
completed as required,

i

The inspector identified a procedure step with a quality*

control hold point not properly signed in the traveler
MSHIM-15. Step 28 of the traveler requires that the shim be
properly identified and the material heat numbers etched
prior to machining to the proper dimensions. This hold
point must be verified, signed, and dated by quality control
prior to completion of subsequent steps of the traveler;

;

,!
'

___
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however, the i.nspector found subsequent steps completed
without proper quality control signatures in Step 28.

The inspector reviewed the BRACK-105 traveler and found a*

quality control check not properly signed and dated in Step
4A. Step 4A required the upper bolts to be engaged in
accordance with the installation procedure. The step
included a hold point requiring verification by a designated
projects member and a quality control check. Although the
project's hold point was properly signed and dated
November 28, 1993, the quality control check had not been
completed at the time of the inspection.

The inspector reviewed traveler MSHIM-225 and found shim gap
*

measurement data within a subtier document. At the time, no
work had begun on installing the bracket at the 225* azimuth
of the shroud, but the subtier document (SPCS-01) to this
traveler had shim gap data entered in Steps 1 and 2. The
data was recorded on the sheet and the measurements were
subsequently verified and signed by quality control.
However, the data was for the measurements taken in
accordance with Sequence 4A for traveler MSHIM-315. The -

contractor had inadvertently entered the information in the
incorrect traveler. The problem was brought to the
attention of the project manager responsible for work
activity on the repair procedure. The shim gap dimensions
were then transferred from SPCS-01 in traveler MSHIM-225 to
SPCS-01 of MSHIM-315.

Paragraph 10.5.1 within Section 10.0 of The General Electric
Quality Assurance Manual (QAM-001) requires in-process inspection
to be " performed and documented on the traveler, work package
and/or subtier documents...as appropriate to the inspection beingperformed." Paragraph 10.5.2 states, in part, that "No work shall
progress beyond an established hold point until inspected by ;

;

person organizationally responsible or having the authority for
establishing the hold point." The above examples of inadequate QC
oversight were reported to the licensee as violation 50-325/93-58-
01, " Failure to Provide Adequate QA/QC Oversight of Shroud Repair
Work Activities". ,

|
The inspector's review of the above documents also revealed that
GE's engineering specifications and drawings did not have hand
written approval signatures on the face of the document.
Subsequent discussions with the licensee and review of data fur-

!

,

nished by GE revealed that as of May 25, 1993, GE no longer hand jsigned these documents. The reason GE deviated from having the
approval signatures on the documents was that many of these
documents are now created using word processors or CAD systems.
Hand written signatures on these documents would require that the
document be printed in order to provide a signed copy. GE based

.
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their justification for deviation from standard practice, on ANSI I
Standard N45-2.9 which governs record authentication. Paragraph ,

3.2.1 of this document states:

" Documents shall be considered valid records only if stamped, or
initialed, or signed and dated by authorized personnel or
otherwise authenticated. This authentication may take the form of
a statement by the responsible individual or organization. Hand
written signatures are not required if the document is clearly
identified as a statement by the reporting individual or
organization. These records may be originals or reproduced
Copies."

GE had initially stated in discussions with the inspector that
NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations (NRR) had been
notified of their decision to use an alternate method for the
documentation of approval signatures which would be traceable to
the document in the field; however, efforts to produce
verification of this action were unsuccessful. The inspector's
review of the alternate method used by GE revealed that it was a
good alternative method and therefore the inspector had no
technical bases to object to it's use.

Prior to the start of the exit meeting with management on December
10, 1993, the inspector was informed by the resident inspector
that NRR had been notified of the inspector's finding and that
they may not fully concur with GE's alternate method of procedure
approval. When this item was discussed during the exit meeting
CP&L's Vice President (BNP) committed to contact senior management
at GE and request that they resolve this issue with NRR. This
issue however was reported to the licensee as Unresolved Item 50-
325/93-58-03, " Concurrence for Alternate Method of Signing
Document Approvals".

(2) Observation of Work Activities

On December 6-7, 1993, the inspector observed repair activity on
the Brunswick Unit 1 Refueling Floor. The observed bracket
installation activities in progress during the inspection
procaeded according to the steps of the procedure. Two video
dispiays connected to cameras submerged within the vessel were
frequently monitored by the project shift supervisor to ensure the
activity progressed according to the installation procedure.
Discussions held with various personnel involved in the repair
activity revealed that workers were knowledgeable of both the
overall repair process as well as the present stage of the work;
tools and other components brought into the work area were checked
and logged into the controlled area; and repair bracket components i
were identified by at least two individuals prior to entry into

!the work area.
j

!
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During the inspection,.the inspector observed that all threaded
bolt surfaces were coated with a lubricating grease prior to entry
into the vessel. The inspector questioned whether the grease,
050YPSB Lubricant ("Never Seez"), was qualified for use in the
reactor vessel. GE personnel indicated that the lubricant is
commonly used in nuclear applications, however the can of grease
used for the installation process was not marked with a quality
control acceptance sticker. GE personnel questioned on the
absence of indication on the can stated that the lack of quality
control acceptance sticker had been overlooked by those involved
in the bracket installation process.

Paragraph 8.4.5 in Section 8.0 of the GE Quality Acceptance Manual
states, "The status of material or items shall be maintained by a
tagging system in accordance with Section 14.0 of this Manual."
Paragraph 14.4.1 states, in part, "After satisfactory receipt
inspection of material or items, acceptance is indicated by
application of a 'QC Accept' sticker or tag..." The licensee's
failure identify that materials in use during the installation
procedure were improperly identified is an additional example of
violation 50-325/93-58-01.

At the request of the inspector, GE personnel demonstrated the
assembled configuration of the upper bolt joint using actual
components (i.e. bolt, washer, bracket, nut, and shim). The
physical configuration of the components was such that the curved
shroud surface directly contacts the flat surfaces of the bracket
in the lower joint and the washer in the upper joint. GE
personnel indicated that this was true, noting that the curvature
of the shroud surface was minimal. The inspector recognized that
although the curvature was slight it could have an impact on the
resulMnt preload in the shroud bracket bolts. The inspector
requested the qualification procedures for the hydraulic
tensioners so that an independent assessment could be made to
ensure that required bolt preloads were obtained on the bracket
bolts during the installation process.

In order to assure the adequacy of the installation procedure used
at the Brunswick site, GE had performed two qualification tests.
GE test procedure B1-SR/ SCI-QUAL-002, Rev. O, attempted to
quantify the resultant preload on the joint bolt following
pretensioning the bolt and torquing the nut. Test procedure
B1-SR/ SCI-QUAL-004, Rev. O, assessed the viability of the I

installation procedures used to install the repair brackets on the
Unit I core shroud. All testing was conducted at GE's facility in
San Jose, California. I

The inspector's review of test procedure B1-SR/ SCI-QUAL-004,
Rev. O, revealed the environment for the test closelv simulated
the actual conditions which would exist during the installation of 4

the shroud brackets at the Brunswick site. The testing verified
the process of tightening the nuts on the bracket bolts to obtain
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consistent bolt preloads. The initial review of the test
procedure indicated that the methodology employed in the bracket
installation procedure (B1-SR/ SCI-001, Rev. 3) would ensure that
minimum design bolt preloads are obtained.

,

The inspector's review of test procedure B1-SR/ SCI-QUAL-002,
Rev. O, which was used to qualify the hydraulic tensioning devices
revealed that the test utilized an improperly calibrated
instrument and was not conducted in a manner consistent with the -

prerequisites of the procedure.

The purpose of the test was to accurately quantify the resultant
i

bolt preload for the upper and lower bolts installed on the shroud ~

bracket. The bolts are pretensioned during the installation
process using hydraulic tensioners. The data for the resultant
bolt pre-loads following pretensioning the bolt and tightening the
nut was recorded in the procedure. Bolts installed on a fixture
were loaded in tension using the tensioners; the nut was tightened
to a specified torque and the tension released; and the final
residual compression as measured on a load cell within the fixture :
was recorded. Several iterations of tensioning the bolt and
torquing the nut were necessary to obtain consistent compressive
bolt pre-loads.

.

,

,

The load cell used in the test fixtu're was supplied by
International Scientific Research. The rated capacity as
specified by the vendor is 150,000 pounds in compression. United
Calibration Corporation calibrated the load cell to 150,000 pounds
on November 9, 1993, in accordance with procedures which conform j
to MIL-STD-45662A and ASTM E-74. The load cell was found to be
accurate within one percent throughout the range of calibration. |

The tensioner test procedure specified that the bolt in the test
fixture was to be incrementally loaded using a hydraulic
tensioner. Hydraulic pressure to the tensioners was measured on a :
calibrated pressure gage. The pressure gage was calibrated by

;

Simco Electronics in accordance with NIST standards on November ~

. 12, 1993. The calibration range for the gage was 0 to 15,000 psig
|- with an accuracy of 12 percent over the entire range. ;

As required by the procedure, the 2.50 inch upper bolts were
incrementally loaded to 175,000 pounds in tension; the 2.75 inch
lower bolts were similarly tensioned in excess of 250.,000 pounds.;

! The upper load limits for both tests were in excess of the
[ capacity and range of calibration for the load cell. Compressive

load values, as measured on' the load cell located in the bolted'

joint, were recorded on test data sheets for each bolt size. 1

Numerous load data rec.orded on these sheets exceeded the range of !

calibration for the load cell. j
!

i

l

.
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Section 2.0, of procedure B1-SR/ SCI-QUAL-002, Rev. O, specifies
that the tensioners'are to be tested to determine the resultant
joint bolt preload on a fixture using a calibrated load cell.
Paragraphs 5.9 and 6.8 within the test procedure clearly state the
load cell will go out of its calibrated range. The use of the
load cell during testing beyond its range of calibration is
identified as the first example of violation 50-325/93-58-02,

,

" Engineering Discrepancies in Determining Bolt Preload on Unit 1
Shroud".

The inspector identified an additional problem associated with
test procedure B1-SR/ SCI-QUAL-002, Rev. O. The purpose of the
test as specified in Section 2.0 was to determine the resultant
bolt preload on the joint bolt. The resultant preload on a bolt
is a function of the physical characteristics of both the bolt and
the components of the bolted connection. However, the test
fixture used in the testing was not adequately representative of
the actual bolted joint for an installed shroud bracket. The
bolted joints of the bracket installed on the shroud have flat
surfaces which contact the curved surfaces of the shroud. In

,

addition, the force of the preloaded bolts carried by the joint in
an installed bracket is transferred through sections of reduced
area. The fixture utilized in the test procedure failed to
simulate these conditions.

The 2.50 inch bolts installed on the upper shroud section mate the
surfaces of the shroud, a 0.25 inch thick washer surface, a shim,
and the bracket. The curved surface of the shroud directly
contacts the relatively thin surface of the flat washer. The 2.75
inch bolts on the lower shroud section compress the curved shroud
against the flat surfaces of the bracket. The test fixture to
determine the resultant bolt preload consists of a flat plate and
a load cell. The flat plate was intended to simulate only the
thickness of the bolted joint in conjunction with the load cell in ,

'

the fixture. Thus, the effects resulting from the mating of
curved and flat surfaces was unaccounted for in the test
procedure.

The washer and shim installed in the upper bolt joints of the
bracket have a relatively small surface area over which the
compressive load is carried. The inner washer surface is in
contact with the curved shroud surface. A visual inspection of a
preloaded bolt installed on the test mock-up of the core shroud
revealed that the entire surface of the washer does not mate flush
with the shroud surface. The curvature of the shroud permits
contact between the outer shroud surface and the washer along a
vertical axis perpendicular to the bolted joint. The outer washer
surface away from the core shroud is in contact with a shin. The
load bearing surface of the shim is also low due to its U-shaped
configuration. The resultant preload in the bolt is dependent on

~.
_ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ .
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the load carrying surface area of the joint. The fixture used in
the test procedure did not attempt to model the complexities in
load bearing surfaces evident in the actual bolted connection.

Section 3.0, of procedure B1-SR/ SCI-QUAL-002, Rev. O, states,
" Equipment to be qualified will be of the same configuration to be
used at the site and as described in this procedure." The
inspector interpreted "the equipment" as the bolt, the components
of the bolted joint, and the hydraulic tensioner as utilized
during the actual installation process. The tests to determine
the resultant bolt preload failed to model the dimensional
characteristics of the bolted joint as specified by the procedure.
This failure to adhere to procedure is identified as the second
example of violation 50-325/93-58-02.

The inspector's review of qualification procedures for installing
brackets and tensioning bolts to obtain the required preload found
that the process did not ensure that the maximum design bolt pre-
loads were not exceeded during the installation process. The
licensee agreed at the initial exit interview held on December 10,
1993, to supply the inspector with additional information to
clarify preloads on previously installed shroud bracket bolts.

In response to the inspector's concerns, GE conducted a series of
tests on December 11-12, 1993, in an attempt to quantify the bolt
preload. These test were also witness by an NRC inspector on site
at the time. In these tests, a 300,000 pound capacity calibrated
load cell was used to measure bolt preload. The load cell was
connected to a microprocessor which the licensee stated indicated
the pressure (load) acting on the load cell in pounds, divided by
ten. The inspector question the licensee regarding how they knew
to use a multiplication factor of ten. The licensee stated that
this was the factor used in previous testing. The inspector also
noted that the load cell was indicating a reading (load) of
negative 5000 pounds when the load cell was in an unloaded
condition. The inspector questioned this reading and was informed
that at zero load, the load cell data was spurious.

The initial onsite test was started on the 2.5 inch diameter upper
shroud bolts. However, the test was st?pped after two data points
were obtained because the new data did not agree with the San Jose
data. After the test was terminated, the inspector question the
licensee and GE engineers regarding the use of the test equipment
and the adequacy of the test procedure. These questions disclosed
the following problems:

(1) The electrical digital meter to display load cell output had
not been calibrated in conjunction with the load cell. The
licensee assumed it had been.
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|(2) The licensee had no instructions for operating and/or '

reading the microprocessor. The licensee also had no
instructions, i.e. wiring diagram, to verify the

. imicroprocessor had been properly connected to the load cell iat the test site.
i
,

(3) Licensee and GE engineers were not familiar with operation-
of the load cell, its operating characteristic, or the I
limitation of the equipment.

The licensee was notified that failure to calibrate the
microprocessor was another example of violation 50-325/93-58-02. '|

After the initial test was terminated, the test procedure was
revised to provide for reading the load cell output using a cali- .

'

brated voltmeter. The load cell output which is read in
millivolts, was converted to pounds using the calibration data.
The inspector witnessed several additional tests performed on
bolts installed in the mock-up. The test data was erratic.
However, the data provided some confirmation of the San Jose test, !
but indicated that because of the curvature of the mock-up, the '

load cell readings were questionable.

At the licensee's request, a meeting was held in the NRC Region II o
office on Decemoer 13, 1993. Representatives from CP&L requested' l
the meeting to present results from the shroud bolt testing '

conducted on December 11-12, 1993. Preliminary results from the
testing indicated that the installed bolt preloads were higher
than previously anticipated. Test results for the upper bolts
were at or slightly higher than the design. limit for bolt preload.
Lower bolt data was not available at the time of the meeting.
Since the early indications revealed bolt preloads were too high,
the licensee had requested that General Electric provide the
maximum allowable limit for the bolts should the design limits.
need revision. The licensee stated in the meeting that the limits
could be extended to 124,000 pounds and 163,000 pounds for the
upper and lower joint bolts,'respectively. It was also stated in
the meeting that anomalous load cell readings were recorded during ithe testing. The abnormalities were believed to be caused by-
asymmetric loading on the load cell.

The licensee and NRC restated all inspection findings discussed in
the exit interview held on December 10; 1993, to ensure common
ager. ant. The inspector ccasitted to return to the site to
verify the recently obtained test data and review the revised
qualification procedures.

The inspector returned to the Brunswick site on December 15, 1993.
CP&L personnel responsible' for oversight of the testing presented
the results from recent testing to the inspector. The licensee
explained the complications involved with incorporating the load
cell within the test fixture to measure the resultant preload.

~
~

. . - - -
- ______ _ __ _
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Test results were presented which indicated that asymmetric
loading of the loadi cell could lead to significant inaccuracies in
computing resultant preload when directly using load cell output.
In light of this discussion the inspector verified by independent
calculation the accuracy of the origins' load cell data recorded
in GE test procedure B1-SR/ SCI-QUAL-002, Rev. O. Using the
readings of hydraulic pressure to the tensioner the applied load
can be determined. Load cell data recorded on the test data
sheets was compared with calculated tensioner load based on the
hydraulic pressure. The comparison revealed that the load cell
readings contained considerable error throughout the entire test
range. These errors were caused not by the overloading of the
load cell nor by inaccuracies in reading tensioner hydraulic
pressure but by incorporating the load cell into a test setup
which produced erroneous readings. Subsequent testing confirmed
that the load cell could not be loaded in a manner as was done inthe initial testing. In light of this discovery the inspector
notified the licensee that the minimum bolt preload on the
installed shroud bracket bolts may not be met as was stated
previously in the initial exit interview held on December 10,
1993.

GE and the licensee then developed an alternative technique to
measure bolt preload. General Electric procedure 81-SR/VT-002,
Rev. O, provided a method to quantify preloads based on calcu-
lating an elastic stiffness for a bolt and then subsequently
measuring the elongation of the installed bolt. The resultant
preload could then be computed by multiplying the bolt stiffness
and elongation.

The inspector reviewed the procedure and witnessed testing on
December 18, 1993. All instruments, tools, and gages used in the
test were properly calibrated. The methodology used to derive the
bolt preload was discussed with GE and the licensee and found to
be acceptable.

Since past test results were influenced by asymmetric compression
of the load cell, GE developed an alternative method to use the
load cell output for load measurements. The inspector requested
the licensee submit information to review this approach to compute
the resultant bolt loading. A submittal dated December 28, 1993,
was reviewed by the inspector justifying the use of load cell
readings as was done in test procedure B1-SR/VT-002, Rev. O. The
methodology employed to calculate the resultant joint compressive
load was found to be acceptable.

GE performed two tests to quantify the bolt preloads, one test for -
the upper bolts and another for the lower bolts. Due to the
repeatability of results demonstrated in previous testing
witnessed by the inspector this approach was acceptable. The
results of the testing confirmed that the preloads on the
installed lower bolts were not within the required design limits.

:
__. . - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The lower bolt preloads were found to be in excess of the upper !
design compressive load limit by approximately 20,000 pounds. The !
measured preload for an upper bolt was within the required design

:range; however, the margin between the measured preload and the !
upper design limit was insufficient to ensure that the bolts had qnot been installed above the design limits. The licensee had. :
previously indicated during the meeting held in Atlanta, Georgia, |on December 13, 1993, that the upper design limits for bolt :preload could be raised from their current values. In light of i
the test results, the inspector requested that the design preloads' i
be modified to account for higher than anticipated preloads on the i
installed bolts. i

!
As a result of the problems with the qualification test procedures !
encountered early in the inspection and the fact that the 1

modification stress report (GE-NE-523-143-1093) stated that j
thermal stresses were neglected in the design analysis prompted ;

the inspector to perform an independent calculation of bolt !

thermal stresses and their effects in conjunction with preload
stresses. The calculations revealed that the thermal expansion

imismatch between the bolts and the shroud / bracket assembly will '

elevate tensile stresses in the bolt by approximately fifteen !
percent. On December 16, 1993, the inspector asked the-licensee !
to supply additional information regarding the impact of thermal
stresses induced in the bracket bolts. The inspector reviewed the i

analysis dated December 17, 1993, which confirmed the calculations :
on thermal stresses. 4

The licensee submitted a response to the NRC dated December 28, I
1993, which revised the upper design bolt preload limits. The ;

inspector reviewed'the licensee's. calculations which, contrary to -

the statement within the' stress report, did include the effects
;

from thermal stresses. The inspector identified one inconsistency jin the analysis which over estimated the amount of stress
relaxation ~in the bolts after installation. NRR will further-
review the licensee's submittal to revise the design limits and i

determine the acceptability of their methodology. |

(3) Review of Completed Documentation

The inspector reviewed completed records for the activities listed '

below to ascertain whether the documentation met regulatory j
requirements and licensee commitments. i

a. Walder operator qualification tests were reviewed for-
j!welders that would perform the underwater tack welding of

the keepers on the shroud bolts. The welding procedure ;

specification (WPS)-followed by the welders during the'- i
-

welding of the test coupons was UW-8.8.10-W. Six coupons |
were welded by each welder. The coupons were subsequently '

load tested until failure. The test results for all four j
i
i

.
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welders met the drawing requirement of 2,000 pounds minimum
and 12,000 pounds maximum load. The welders qualified were:
G.S.M, L.R.R, R.J.S, and C.H.R .

b. The Certified Material Test Reports (CMTR) for materials >

used in the bracket repair of-the Unit I reactor vessel
shroud were reviewed by the inspector. These materials
consist of the brackets (heat nos. 24319 and 24313), the
bolts and nuts (heat no. 9E7474) and the shims and washers
(heat no. 500910). GE reported a deviation to their design
specification (E50YP20 Rev.4) in that the 304L stainless
steel forging material used for the core shroud modification
brackets failed the sensitization test criteria. The' test
method (ASTM A262, " Standard Practice for Detecting
Susceptibility to Intergranular Attack in Austenitic
Stainless Steels," Practice A) uses an oxalic acid etch to
chemically attack and dissolve precipitates at the grain
boundaries. This standard accepts material unless a 100
percent linear ditching of any one grain boundary is found
in a sample. The GE design specification for sensitization
testing rejects a heat of material if greater than 5 percent
linear ditching is observed. The analysis of the bracket
material resulted in ditching of 71, 70, and 29 percent.

The GE and CP&L technical position was to re-anneal the
material with special controls on the heat treatment in an
attempt to bring the material back into conformance with the
specification requirements. These efforts however, failed
to achieve the desired results in that, again each sample
from the re-annealed block failed the acceptance criteria.

GE and CP&L then decided to test samples of the material in
accordance with the more precise standard Practice E (ASTM
A262). The standard Practice E involves immersing samples
in sulfuric acid and copper sulfate for 24 hours followed by
a 180 degrees bend test (the bend radius equal to the sample
thickness), and a visual examination for intergranular
cracking, fissures, or " orange peel" effects. All of the
nine (9) samples passed the standard Practice E test, which
was done on coupons from each heat of material from the
original heat treatment.

The inspector reviewed CP&L evaluation of the material
deviation NED-B-5263, " Resolution of Material Deviation to
304L Stainless Sterl Forgings". This evaluation concluded
that; since each heat of material passed the standard ASTM
A262, Practice E test, the material was acceptable. In
addition, no welding would be done on the bracket that could
thermally sensitize the bracket material, and compressive
stresses will exist when the bracket is loaded during normal
operation, and a crack cannot propagate in a compressive
stress field. Therefore, intergranular stress corrosion

~.
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cracking of the bracket material is not a concern because
the material has been demonstrated to be resistant to
intergranular attack (<0.02 carbon, and passes the ASTM
A262, Practice E test) and tensile stresses are not high )

,

enough in the brackets to initiate cracking. <

Within the areas examined, no violations or deviations were .|
identified except as noted in paragraphs 2.(1) and 2.(2) above. *

B. Independent Review of Jet Pump Tensioning Activities
f

During the present refueling outage for Brunswick Nuclear Plant
Unit 1, the licensee had also scheduled to replace the jet pump
hold down beams in response to recently identified IGSCC problems
encountered at other BWRs. These bolts which hold the beams in .

place are tensioned in a manner which is similar to the process
for installing the bolts on the shroud bracket. As a result of
the problems identified during the inspection regarding the ,

qualification of the hydraulic tensioner and installed bolt
preloads on the repair bracket bolts, the licensee was asked to
submit information regarding the qualification procedure for the '

hydraulic tensioners used to tension jet pump hold down beams.
The inspector reviewed the licensee submittal dated December 28, .

1993. The qualification process for these tensioning devices used
acceptable methods which assure that adequate design preloads are

,

met during the installation process. The inspector found the
qualification procedure for the jet pump hold down beam
acceptable.

3. Exit Interview :

The inspection scope and results were summarized on December 10, 1993,
with those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspector described
the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results
listed below. At the licensee's request of December 10, a second
meeting was held in the Region II NRC office in Atlanta, Georgia, on
December 13, 1993. At the meeting, the licensee presented preliminary '

results of recent tests conducted in response to NRC concerns presented
in the initial exit interview. In addition, the inspection issues were '

restated by both the licensee and the inspector to assure agreement
between'the two parties. The inspector agreed to return to the
Brunswick site on December 15, 1993. Qualification testing to resolve ~ j

test procedure concerns raised in the initial inspection was observed by
the inspector on December 18. A final exit interview was held on

,

December 18, 1993. The licensee committed to furnish the inspector with
additional information regarding several inspection issues discussed in,

the body of this report. All documents have been received, reviewed, -

and found to be satisfactory by the inspector.- Although reviewed during :this inspection, proprietary information is not contained in this
!report. Dissenting comments were not received from the licensee.

;
i
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(0 pen) Violation No. 50-325/93-58-01, " Failure to Provide Adequate QA/QC
Oversight of Shroud Repair Work Activities", paragraph 2.A.(1)

(0 pen) Violation No. 50-325/93-58-02, " Engineering Discrepancies in
Determining Bolt Preload on Unit 1 Shroud", paragraph 2.A.(2)

(0 pen) Unresolved Item No. 50-325/93-58-03, " Concurrence for Alternate
Method of Signing Document Approvals", paragraph 2.A.(1)

4. Acronyms and Initialisms

ANSI - American National Standards Institute
ASME - American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials
BNP Brunswick Nuclear Plant-

BWR Boiling Water Reactor-

CAD - Computer Aided Design
CFR - Code of Federal Regulations
CMTR - Cortified Material Test Report
CP&L - Carolina Power and Light Company
FDI - Final Disposition Instruction
IGSCC- Ints' granular Stress Corrosion Crackingr
GE General Electric-

GENE - General Electric Nuclear Energy
MIL Military-

NAD - Nuclear Assessment Department
NED Nuclear Engineering Department-

NIST - National Institute of Standards and Technology
No. - Number
Nos. - Numbers
NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR - Nuclear Reactor Regulations
QA - Quality Assurance
QAM - Quality Assurance Manual
QC - Quality Control
QUAL - Qualification
Rev. - Revision
RICSIL Rapid Information Communication Service Information Letter
STD - Standard
WPS - Weld Procedure Specification

I
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Docket Nos. 50-325. 50-324
License Nos. DPR-71. DPR-62

Carolina Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. R. A. Anderson

Vice President
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429 '

Southport. NC 2B461

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION

(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-325/94-01 AND 50-324/94-01)
This refers to the inspection conducted by E. D. Testa of this office onJanuary 3-7, 1994

and the inspection conducted by 0.B. Forbes of this officeon January 21-25, 1994.
authorized for your Brunswick facility.The inspection included a review of activitiesAt the conclusion of the inspection,
the findings were discussed with those members of your staff identified in theenclosed report.

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the report. Within
these areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel, and observation ofactivities in progress.

Based on the results of this inspection. certain of your activities appeared
to be in violation of NRC reoutrements, as specified in the encloseo Notice ofViolation (Notice).

These violations are of concern because failure to
establish adequate procedures for personnel performing radiological work and
failure to perform adequate radiological surveys may result in unneccessary
exposure of personnel to radiological and other hazardous conditions.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and its enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

i
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Carolina Power and Light Company 2
,

,
'

The responses directed by this letter ano the enclosed Notice are not subject !

to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required 1

by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. Pub. L. No. 96-511. i

j
Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

.
'

Sincerely,
!( '

kWilliam E.' Cline, Chief
,

Radiological Protection and ;

Emergency Preparedness Branch ;
'

Division of Radiation Safety ,

iand Safeguards
;

Enclosures: i
,

1. Notice of Violation !

2. NRC Inspection Report
,
.

cc w/encis:
H. W. Habermeyer, Jr.
Vice President !

Nuclear Services Department
Carolina Power & Light Company !
P. O. Box 1551 - Mail OHS 7
Raleigh, NC 27602 a

,

J. M. Brown !

Plant Manager Unit 1
.

'

Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461

C. C. Warren
Plant Manager Unit 2
Brunswick' Steam Electric Plant i
P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461 !

'

!

Mark S. Calvert
!

Associate General Counsel
Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602

cc w/encis: (Cont'd on page 3)

. --
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Carolina Power and Light Company 3

(cc w/encis: cont'd)
Kelly Holden. Chairman
Boaro of Commissioners
P. O. Box 249
Bolivia. NC 28422 '

Dayne H. Brown. Director
Division of Radiation Protection
N. C. Department of Environment,

.'
Commerce & Natural Resources

P. O. Box 27687
Raleigh, NC 27611-7687

Karen E. Long
Assistant Attorney General
State of North Carolina
P. O. Box 629
Raleign. NC 27602

i
Robert P., Gruber
Executive Director
Public Staff - NCUC
P. O. Box 29520 ;

Raleigh, NC 27626-0520

Public Service Commission
State of South Carolina
P. O. Box 11649
Columbia, SC 29211

bec w/encis:
Document Control Desk
H. Christensen. RII
P. Milano, NRR

NRC Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Star Route 1. Box 208

'Southport, NC 28461

:
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ENCLOSURE 1

MOTICE OF VTOLATION

Carolina Power and Light Comoany
Brunswick Nuclear Plant Docket Nos. 50-325 ano 50-324

License Nos. DPR-71 ano DPR-62

During an NRC inspection conoucted on January 21-25, 1994, violations of NRCrecuirements were identified.
In accordance with the " General Statement ofPolicy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," the violations are listedbelow:

A.
Technical Specification 6.8.1 reouires that written procedures shall beestablished implemented, and maintained covering the activities
recommended in Appenoix A. Paragraph G. " Procedures for Control of
Radioactivity" of Regulatory Guide 1.33. dated Novemoer 1972.

Contrary to the above, on January 19. 1994. the licensee failed to
establish and provide an adeauate procedure (s) spec.ifying engineering
and work controls necessary to effectively control radioactivity
commensurate with the hazards of the specific work evolution beingperformed in the Unit 1 Reactor Cavity area.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV).
B.

10 CFR 20.1501(a) requires each licensee shall make or cause to be made,
surveys that (2) are reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate
(ii) Concentrations or quantities of radioactive material and (iii) The
potential radiological hazards that could be present.

Contrary to the above, on January 19, 1994. during performance of work
in the Unit 1 Reactor Cavity area. the licensee failed to perform-
aceauate surveys to evaluate the potential raciolog1 cal hazaros that
could be present from unknown concentrations or quantities of airborne
radioactivity that existed in areas of the Unit 1 Reactor Building not
evaluated or established for the control of airborne radioactivity.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement IV).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Carolina Power and Light Company
is hereDy required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S.Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTH:

Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C.
20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region II, and a copy to the
NRC Resident Inspector at the facility that is the subject of this Notice,
within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation(Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) the reason for the
violation, or, if contested, the basis for disputing the violation, (2) the
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (3) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the

If an adequate reply is not

-4N315hl3V'
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Carolina Power and Light Company 2
!

3runswick Nuclear Plant Docket Nos. 50-325 ano 50-324
License Nos. DPR-71 and DPR-62

(
i

receivea within the time specified in this Notice. an oroer or Demand for
Information may be issued as to wny the license snould not be modified.
;usoenced, or revoked, or wny sucn other action as may be proper snould not betaken.

Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extendingthe response time.

Dated at Atlanta. Georg,1a
thisp'*Tay of f g/7 1994c
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Report Nos..
50-325/94-01 and 50-324/94-01

Licensee: Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602

>

Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324 License Nos.: OPR-71 and OPR-62
Fac11ity Name: Brunswick 1 and 2

Inspection Conducted: January 3-7. and January 21-25. 1994 5

Inspectors: . I'E - [ 7 f <.' /2 ; / 9 '/E. D. Testa. P.E., Senior Raciation Specialist Date Signed

A. A. Ah3 MuhvD r8. Forpesa Ra la on Specialist
D' ate Stgned%lf) ()

(' % I/-its(< e r( 2 23 dE. B. 75 T r, Ra la01on Specialist
l Date S;gned"

.

%,h6 35 !44/-
Approved b N

W. H. Rankin, P.E., Chiet '

Facilities Radiation Protection Section
Oate< Signed

Radiological Protection and Emergency Preparedness Branch
'

Division o+ Raciation Safety and Safeguards

SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine, unannounced inspection of the licensee's radiation control (RC)
program involved a review of health physics (HP) activities including ,

organization and staffing; training and qualifications; internal and external
exposure controls: control of radioactive material; ALARA: audits and
appraisals and changes to the program since the last inspection.

In addition to the routine inspection performed, a reactive inspection related
to'an inadvertent spread of contamination was conducted and details of this
reactive inspection are included in this report.

Results:

Based on observations, interviews with licensee management, supeivision,
personnel from station departments, and records review, the inspector found !
the licensee's program for occupational radiation safety was functioning

!

I
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aceouatelyloprotectthehealthandsafetyoftheraciationworkers.
Imorovements were noted in the plant pnysical appearance. Painting and floor
resurfacing continued in Unit 1. The inspector noted a positive attitude of
the heaith physics workers and considers this a program strength. The ALARA
program was successfully working to reduce personnel exoosure and reduce out
of core radiation source terms. The successful clean-up of the Reactor Water
Cleanuo (RWCU) Phase Separator Room using robots was noted as a practical
positive demonstration of the ALARA program. The inspector noted the health

cnallenges associated with resumption of hydrogen water chemistry. physics challenges associated with Unit I start-up, Unit 2 refueling and ALARA
areas inspected, two violations were identified. In the

One' violation was identifiedas a failure to establish adequate procedure (s) specifying engineering and
work controls necessary to effectively control radiological work as required
by Technical Specification 6.8.1. (Paragraph 8.). A second violation was
perform adequate surveys to evaluate the concen(trations or quantities of ~ identified as a violation of 10 CFR 20.1501(a) 2)(ii)(iii) for failure to
radioactive material; and the potential radiological hazards that could bepresent (Paragraph 8.).

>

t

4

5
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

+K. Ahern. Manager. Work Controi
-L. Aielle, General Electric

+*R. Anderson, Vice President, Brunswick Nuclear Plant+*H. Beane, Manager, Quality Control
+M. Bradley, Manager, Nuclear Assessment Department+*J. Cowan, Plant Manager. Unit 1

+*J. Ferguson, Manager, ALARA
+R. Grazio, Manager. Nuclear Engineering Department*J. Harness, Manager, Nuclear Assessment Department+J. Heffley, Maintenance Manager. Unit 2
+G. Hicks, Manager. Training
*G. Honma, Manager. Licensing
*T. Jones, Senior Specialist Investigator

+*W. Levis, Manager, Regulatory Affairs
+G. Miller, Manager, Technical Support

+*C Robertson, Manager, Environmental and Radiation Control+*R. Smith, Manager, Radiation Control
+S. Tabor, Senior Specialist Investigator
+J. Titrington, Operations Manager, Unit 2

+*P. Snead, Corporate Director, Radwaste and Environmental+*C. Warren, Manager, Unit 2
+G. Warriner, Manager, Control and Administration
+K. Williamson, Manager, Nuclear Engineering Department

Other licensee employees contacted included engineers, technicians, andoffice personnel.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

+*R. Prevatte, Senior Resident Inspector

* Attended January 7, 1994 Exit Meeting
+ Attended January 25, 1994 Exit Meeting

2. Organization and Staffing (83750)

The inspector reviewed and discussed with licensee representatives
changes made to the Radiation Control (RC) organization since the last
inspection of this area conducted October 4-8, 1993, and documented in
Inspection Report (IR 50-325/93-46 and 50-324/93-46. As a result ofrealignment of corpora)te support, the site added several new positions.
Two Senior Specialists have been added, one specialist to coordinate
training for the Environmental and Radiation Control (E&RC) Staff and
the other to provide professional support for the health physics (HP)
program. These positions have been filled by former corporate support
personnel. Seven additional RC technicians positions have been added and
three have been filled. One additional RC Supervisor has been added to
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supervise the seven additional tecnnicians. At the time of the
inspection the seiection process for this position was in progress. One
Manager. Radiation Control was in the process of transferring to the
corocrate office and his successor had been appointed at the conclusion
of this inspection. The ELRC Unit permanent approveo staffing level was120 personnel.

,

The licensee continued to maintain an experienced core technician staff
of junior and senior technicians. The technician staff included senior ;

technicians, junior technic 1ans, and HP clerks. The inspector noted a :

positive worker attitude and considered this to be a program strength.

Based on discussions with licensee representatives and observations of
activities in progress. no concerns were identified regarding the
licensee's organization and staffing. The staffing level appeared
adequate to support the activities associated with the operation of one
unit ano the ongoing ano olanneo activities for start-up of the otherunit.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.
3. Self Assessment Programs (83750)

1

Quality Assurance (QA) Auditsa. >

The inspector reviewed the licensee's self assessment program for i

identification and correction of radiological deficiencies. Sincethe last NRC inspection of this area in May 1993, one QA audit
'

related to the Environmental and Radiation Control function had
'

been performed by the Nuclear Assessment Department (NAD):Report
File Number B-ERC-9301. conducted November 29 through Decemoer 7,1993. The inspector reviewed the audit report ano discussed
selected findings with licensee staff personnel. The audit
appeared adeauate in scone to address the major program areas and
included procedure and documentation review and field evaluations.
Ouring the course of this audit the licensee QA auditors reviewed :

documents to include: Plant Operating Procedures, the Radiation
Control and Protection Manual. Technical Specifications. and the
Off-Site Oose Calculation Manual. The NAD Team interviewed
management personnel, supervisors, and technicians. The QAauditors reportedly conducted a tour of all accessible areas of
the RCA, offices, facilities, and laboratories observinghousekeeping, chemical control material condition, work on the
Unit 1 Refueling Floor, prepara, tion of radioactive shipments,
performance of radioactive surveys and analyzing samples, ALARA
practices, use of dosimetry, Radiation Work Permit (RWP)
practices, posting of areas, and dose rate information. 1

!

l
|

|
I

|
!,
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'The 0A audit ider da d the weaknesses to be issues that requirea

management atten:1on and interdepartmental cooperation.
The QA iaudit addresse' the current actions currently being developed andimplemented v.th the HP Supervisor.

The audit also discussed ;

;

corrective *2ttons which had been implemented to close
issues / findings identified during previous audits. ;

,

The inspector reviewed the findings of a Site Investigation Team
(SIT) which was established to investigate the root causes of the
contamination event discussed in Paragraph _8 which resulted in an- <

inadvertant spread of contamination. The inspector reviewed the
'

SIT findings for licensee self-assessment of root cause analysis :

which appearea to be a program strength. |
~

!b. Radiological Awareness Reports (RARs)

The inspector also reviewed selected RARs for 1993. These included- !

procedural violations. Radiation Work Permit (RWP) violations, and i
ipoor work practices resulting in personnel and/or area .contamination. IDuring reviews of.the selected RARs, the inspector

noted thorough investigations, appropriate and comprehensive i

corrective actions, as well as visibility with the responsible :j
department manager. i

1

In general, the inspector found the licensee's Self Assessment i

Program to be adequate for self-identification of radiological
;

findings. In addition, corrective action to findings noted were'
-

accomplished in a timely manner. i

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.
_

4 Planning and Preparation (83750)
'

The inspector' discussed with licensee representatives the planning and- '!

,

preparation for the expected restart of Unit I which included HP
staffing, training, equipment,.dsie reduction methods to be employed,.
decontamination efforts, radwaste'raduction and. work scope sequencing.

-

The inspector also: discussed the planning and preparation for the
upcoming Unit 2Erefueling outage. ;

The licensee has a plan to transport several more rail cars of spent
fuel prior to the end of. the calendar year. The inspector reviewed the

I

radiation surveys on two rail cars used for shipment in December and ,

~found no problems. -

In general, the inspector did not determine problems with planning and
:

_

1

Work, as discussed in Paragraph 8. preparation with exception to- the planning for Unit 1, Cavity Seal ~ Ringj

No violations or. devivions were identified in this area.

, _ _ _ _ - _. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ __!
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5. ladiation Protection Training (83750)

10 CFR 19.12 requires, in part. that the licensee instruct all
individuals working in or frequenting any portion of a restricted area
in the health protection aspects associated with exposure to radioactive
material or radiation; in precautions or procedures to. minimize

the applicable provisions of the Commission regulations:in the purpose and function of protection devices employed; in
.iexposure:

I
in theindividual's responsibilities; and in the availability of radiation) exposure data.

I' )
j

Continuing Training Program and determined that continuing training isThe inspector discussed with training representatives the Health Physics
'
l|

conducted quarterly.
Training Session which was mandatory for all HP personnel.The inspector attended a Health Physics Continuing

.

session was interactive and addressed issues of substance.
The training

instructor solicited feeoback from the students and discussed feedbackThe trainingfrom previous sessions.
The Radiation Protection Manager and his

supervisory staff also attended the training sessions. The inspector
reviewed the student handouts and licensee lesson plan TP-RR934AB-1,
Revision 0 which was used by the instructor in the training session.
The training was five hours in length and included the followingobjectives:

Contrast the old RWP philosophy / methodology to the new RWP
-

philosophy / methodology.

Discuss the HP technician, supervisor, and planner
-

responsibilities in the planning package process.

Identify the 10CFR20 requirements for access control of High
.

Radiation Areas (HRAs).

Describe acceptable methods for implementation of access control
-

for HRAs and Very High Radiation Areas (VHRAs) described inRegulatory Guide 8.38.

Describe the BSEP alternate method for controlling access to HRAs
-

described in licensee Technical Specification (TS) 6.12 and
10 CFR 20.1008.

Identify the requirements for control and support of site
.

radiography activities in accordance with E&RC-0290, including:
Dosimetry-

-

L
- Personnel Monitoring

Postings-

Communication-

In follow-up to the training observed and the contamination event
discussed in Paragraph 8, the inspector observed briefings conducted by
HP personnel for workers prior to entering the radiologically controlled

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ - -
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area (RCA) for work evoiutions wnich requireo ore-job briefings and also
observed a briefing conducted for workers continuing work evolutionsfollowing the contamination event. The briefings included reviews of
current radiation surveys with emonasis on nigh oose areas ano low dosesalting areas.

Workers were also informeo about the locations.of hotspots in an overall work area and cautioned not to work six feet or inthe overhead without notifying HP.
workers entering the RCA, in this regard, was considered adeouate.The interaction between HP and the

The licensee has recently installed computer access terminals at the RCA
control point to be used by workers logging into the RCA on an RWD.
inspector observed the use of the terminals by workers logging into theThe

RCA, to determine the effectiveness of training. The inspector
discussed various RWP requirements with HP technicians and also
discussed exposure tracking capabilities of the system. At the time ofthe inspection, the licensee was preparing training plans and software
to implement a new Digital Alarming Dosimeter (DAD). The inspector also
3iscussed features of the new system to preciuoe unauthor1zeo access to
the RCA by unaualified workers as well as the training to be provided toqualified workers.

Based on the above, the inspector concluded the licensee was effectivelyperforming continuing training for HP tecnnicians.

No violations or deviations were identified.
6. External and Internal Exposure Controls (83750)

10 CFR 20.1201(a),(b),(c),(d),(e), and (f) requires that the licensee
shall control the occupational dose to individual adults to annuallimits specified.

Personnel Dosimetrya.

10 CFR 20.1502(a) recuires each licensee to supply appropriate
monitoring equipment to specific individuals and requires the useof such equtpment.

10 CFR 20.1501(t) requires that dosimeters used to comply with
10 CFR 20.1502(a, shall be processed and evaluated by a processor

'

accredited by the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation
Program (NVLAP) for the typos of radiation for which the
individual is monitored.

- The inspector selectively reviewed the licensee's dosimetry
program to ensure the licensee was meeting the monitoring
requirements of revtsed 10 CFR Part 20. During tours of the
plant, the inspector caserved proper use of thermoluminescent
dosimeters (TLDs) and self reading dosimeters (SRDs).

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.
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b. Whole Body Exposure
.

The inspector oiscussed the cumulative whole body exposures for
plant and contractor employees. The 1993 goal of 850 person / remwas exceeded.
total for the year to be aoout 872.The licensee determineo the person / rem cumulative

.

'

Several work activitiescontributed to the overage. Unanticipated repair work for the
'

Unit 1 shroud of approximately 26.7 person / rem and the extensive
Unit 1 painting and coatings campaign for the reactor and-turbine

-

building added an additional 33.8 person / rem.
Unit I remained inextended outa

of the year. ge for the entire year and Unit 2 for a small portion
There was however a carryover to the 1994 dose i

budget of an estimated 35 person / rem associated with the Unit 1 Rx
Reassembly and an additional 96 person / rem for continueo painting
in the Reactor and Turbine Buildings and an additional 20 person /
rem associated with Unit 2 torus restoration. 1

business plan had estimated a dose goal for 1994 ofThe five year
550 person / rem.
151 person / rem would total about 700 person / rem.The aoditional unanticipated exposure of aboutThe original
goal of 550 person / rem was based on 11 outage weeks allowing for34 person / rem / week.

Additional work activities for the outage
include ISI, maintenance, and modifications. The operational dose i

estimates for both units for the remainder of the year were
'

estimated at 2.4 person / rem / week / unit (223 person / rem).
>

The
challenge level person / rem goal was requested to be 650 based on
the carryover and added work scope. .'

.

Licensee representatives stated and the inspector independently
confirmed that all whole body exposures assigned since the
previous NRC inspection of this area were within 10 CFR Part 20
limits. The inspector indeoendently verified the licensee dose
assessments for the nine positive wholebody counts for the -
calencar year and determineo that the internal doses were small ;

percentages of applicable regulatory limits. ;

j

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.
c. Notices to Workers ,

10 CFR 19.11(a) and (b) require, in part, that the licensee post
current copies of 10 CFR 19, 20, the license, license conditions,
documents incorporated into the' license, license amendments and e

operating procedures, or that a licensee post a notice describing ,

these documents and where they may be examined. |

10 CFR 19.11 I

to Employees (d) reouires that a licensee post NRC Form-3, Notice
Sufficient copies of the required forms are to be.

posted to permit licensee workers to observe them.on their way toor from licensee activity locations.

!

_ _ . . _
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During the insoection. the insoector verified that NRC Form-3 was
posted properly at various plant locations perm 1tting adeouate ,

worker access.

location where the license, procedures, and supporting documentsIn addition, notices were posted referencing the
i
-

could be revieweo. i,

No violations or deviations were identified in this area. }

{d. Breathing Air Quality
,

.

30 CFR 11.121 requires that compressed. gaseous breathing air meet
I

the applicable minimum grade requirements for Type 1 gaseous air
'

Specification for Air. G-7.1 (Grade D or higher quality). set forth in the Compressed Gas Association (CGA) Commodity-
'

'

The inspector reviewed licensee procecure 0-E&RC-0135. Samoling Of
!Breathing Air To Meet Grade O Air Soecifications. Revision 4 and

discusseo with the licensee representatives the program for
'

testing and qualifying breathing air as Grade D. i
Review of

breathing air testing records verified that the liccaree was
'

calibrating in-line carbon monoxide monitors and sampling in-use
'

breathing air systems for certification in accordance with i
procedural requirements. '

For the tests reviewed, breathing air
met Grade 0 requirements with the exception of one breathing line
sampled in Unit 2 Reactor Building on the 50 foot level at
location 2-SAV 148 which indicated levels of Carbon Dioxide to bei
1000 to 1500 ppm.

Records reviewed indicated the breathing line !

was secured from use and resampled on November ,

29, 1993. The
later sample indicated carbon dioxide levels to be 800 ppm which :

!was an acceptable carbon dioxide levels for meeting Grade 0 airspecifications.
|
t

No violations or deviations were identified.
.

7

Control of Radioactive Material and Contamination, Surveys, and
;
i

Monitoring (83750)
;
'

!

10 CFR 20.1501(a
such surveys as ()1) may be necessary for the licensee to comply with therequires each licensee to make or cause to be made !

!

regulations and (2) are reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate ;

the extent of radiological hazards that:may be present. ?

>
;

Posting and Labeling :a. :

10 CFR 20.1904(a). requires, in part, each container of licensed i

material containing greater than Appendix C quantities to bear a
durable, clearly visible label identifying the radioactive
contents and providing sufficient information to permit |

,

individuals handling or using the containers, or working in the |

vicinity thereof, to take precautions to avoid or. minimize :

exoosures. During tours of the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Reactor
''

Building, Unit 1 Turbine Building, Radioactive Waste Processing i

i

-!
;

. -- . . - .. -- . . ~ .. ., ,_ , .
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Building ana various radioactive material storage locations, the
inspector independently verified that selected raoicactive
material areas were appropriately posted ano that selected
containers were labeled consistent with regulatory requirements.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.
b.

Personnel and Area Contamination

Unit 1 has undergone and continues to undergo a major painting andcoating campaign. Surface preparation for the dados, pumps and
the number of PCEs controlled. pipes and subsequent painting provided a tough challenge to keep

The plant looks extremely clean
and the new surfaces increased the brightness in the areas for
worker safety and the coatings provide a surface more easilydecontaminated.

During plant tours, the inspector observed adequate housekeepingand contamination control practices. The inspector observed
handling, packaging, and surveying of contaminated equipment for
movement and judged the work evaluations satisfactory.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.
c. High Radiation Areas

TS 6.12.1 required in part, that each HRA with radiation levels
greater than or equ,al to 100 mrem /hr but less than or equal to
1000 mrem /hr be barricaded and conspicuously posted as a HRA.
addition, any individual or group of individuals permitted to In

enter such areas are to be provided with or accompanied by a
radiation monitoring device which continuously indicates the
radiation dose rate in the area or a radiation monitoring device
which continuously integrates the dose rate in the area, or an
individual qualified in radiation protection procedures with a
radiation dose rate monitoring device.

During tours of the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Reactor Building, Turbine
Building, and Radioactive Waste Processing Building, the inspector
noted that all HRAs and locked HRAs were locked and/or posted, asrequired.

Independent surveys performed by the inspector i

concluded the licensee had been successful in their efforts to
reduce general area radiation levels in various areas by
hydrolazing numerous clogged floor drains.

The inspector reviewed Procedure OE&RC-0040, Revision 11. dated
November 17, 1993, titled High Radiation Area Key Control and )
performed an independent inventory check of selected Locked HighRadiation Keys. The inventory check found no problems. All were

:

properly signed out per the procedure and/or accounted for. The

I
l

-
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licensee performed a 100 percent verification check of the keys
and the lock cores to insure operaoility.
the emergency keys located in the Control Room.The check also included
found compatible with the lock cores. All keys were

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.
d. Independent Surveys

During facility tours, the inspector independently verified
radiation and/or contamination levels in Unit 1 and Unit 2 Reactor
Building, Turbine Building, Radioactive Waste Processing Building
Low Level Waste Handling Building. areas, and other radioactive material storage areas including the

The inspector also performed
radiation surveys of selected HRA boundaries including posted HotSpots.

The inspector revieweo the Hot Spot Engineering DataReport.
the hot spots being tracked and the priorities assigned towork on the hot spots for dose reduction. The licensee has

contact and 30 cm. survey readings for each of the identifiedspots and an action plan to
reduce the dose associated with thespots.

This plan includes but is not limited to the following:
flush, cut out, shield or make the area inaccessible workers are
made aware of hot spots during RWP briefings.

The inspector reviewed Procedure AI-112, Revision SC dated
February 23. 1993, titled Control of Materials in the Spent FuelPools. Activities associated with the refueling of Unit I wereobserved by the inspector. In response to several clarification
questions posed by the inspector the Radiation Control Group
certified that all work activities during the Unit 1 outage
including the shroud projact were performed in accordance withthis procedure.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.
8. Contamination Event of January 19, 1994

Initial Conditionsa.

Unit 2 was operating at 100 percent power. Unit I was in coldshutdown. The reactor vessel head had been previously installed
on Unit 1 and a reactor vessel hydro was in progress which was
causing heat from piping below the reactor cavity to rise through
penetration openings to the inside of the reactor cavity sealring.

The heat increare upward from the reactor cavity created a
chimney effect moving hot air from the seal ring up to therefueling floor.

A portable worksite ventilation duct was located
in the reactor cavity at the time of the event to control airborne
contamination during work evolutions in the cavity but appeared to
be inadequate to control airborne radioactivity during the workscope performed.

|

|
|

4
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b. Description of Event

On the evening of January 19. 1994. the licensee scheduled work .
.

the old gasket from the seal ring flange area, cleaning the sealactivities in the Unit 1 Reactor Cavity area to include removing[

Dome on the reactor seal flange. ring flange, installing a new gasket, and seating / installing the
j

Contract workers met with HP
personnel on the Unit I refueling floor to obtain a briefing on !

perform scheduled work. radiological work controls prior to entering the reactor cavity to
After being briefed by HP on radiation

controls to be implemented and protective clothing (includingfull-face respirators)to be worn, the workers-entered the Reactor
i

Cavity area to perform work at approximately 2115 hours. i

Subsequent to the work being performed, an HP technician in
:

!conversation with the contractors and the Refueling Floor
Technical Manager decided shielding of the bellows area should be.
performed to reduce radiation exposure to the workers. ,

The HPused a hose to fill the bellows area of the cavity outside the i

seal ring flange with water to cover the highly contaminated
bellows area for the purpose of providing the shielding. ,

Approximately six to eight inches of water was added to the !
bellows area by the HP. !

'

The first two flange protectors removed by the workers were .
i

:

brought to the top of the cavity before HP and the decontamination
t

personnel were ready to receive the protectors. Surveys
determined contamination levels on the flange protectors were !
100/200 mrad smearable. The decision was made by HP to place the i

protectors in the lay down area and temporarily cover them with
!

herculite.
500 mrad smearable.The next set of smears indicated approximately IDuring the work evolution, HP repuired that
the remaining highly contaminated flange protectors be bagged in
the cavity area prior to movement to the refueling floor lay down

After removing the flange protectors, workers began
area. :

removing and bagging the old gasket and proceeded to clean the |
dry, highly contaminated flange with abrasive material which ;

included scotch-brite pads'and wire brushes. ;

Licensee procedure
OSPP-RPV502, Revision 8C, dated October 6, 1993, was the procedure-
used by the contractors which provided instructions for the workevolutions being performed. The procedure addressed the use of.

",

cloths, scotch brite pads, water and/or alcohol to clean and
prepare the flange for installing the new gasket and seating the

.

!
Dome. The procedure did not specify the use of wire brushes for !

cleaning; however the procedure stated the tool list was {
reconmended and not all inclusive.

!
At approximately 2135 hours HP detemined personnel exiting the
refuel floor had contamination on their shoes.

I
Followup.

contamination surveys indicated contamination had been spread
beyond the contaminated area to the uncontaminated area of the
Unit 1 refueling floor (117 foot level). Immediate radiological

.

7---~ .,. ,,e ; . - , . - - . - - , . , ,
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casualty control efforts were initiated by HPs on the refuelingfloor which included taking gross wipes to determine the possible
spread of contamination and high volume air samples to determine

'

air quality. The HPs working the floor oetected high levels of
contamination on the previously uncontaminated side of the
refueling floor in front of the contamination boundary step offpad. Survey results in front of step off pad indicatedapproximately 200,000

disintegrations per minute (DPM) on a grosswipe.
the first investigative high volume air sample indicatedDuring the clean area investigation of the 117 foot level,
approximately 2.9E-9 uCi/cc or .217 Derived Air Concentration(DAC). The following backup high volume air samples indicated a
rapid decrease in airborne radioactivity as a result of
contamination settling out or being removed by building
ventilation. The maximum DAC on the 117 foot level during the peak
performance of work could not be determined because, no

'

representative air sampling was performed as determined by the
licensee during the licensee's investigation and verified by theinspector.

As a result of the initial surveys being performed, operations was
notified that work on the refueling floor 117 foot level was shut
down and personnel were removed from the floor.

In all, the personnel contamination events determined seven shoe
contaminations, and two facial contaminations. Personnel with
skin contamination were decontaminated and nasal smears on
individuals with skin contamination were determined by thelicensee to be negative. ;

i

c. Recovery i

Efforts to contain the contamination once detected beganimmediately. Gross wipes were performed in previously
>

uncontaminated areas of the Reactor Building to detect any
possible spread of contamination to previously uncontaminated i

Areas in which any activity above background was detectedareas.

based on wipes over large areas, were roped off, posted as
'

contaminated areas, and controlled until more detailed surveyscould be performed. ;

Surveys indicated contamination had passed
through an open equipment hatch to lower elevations of the Unit 1 i
Reactor Building.

Potential contamination was detected in areas
j

of the Unit 1 Reactor Building to include the 117 foot clean area,
i

the 98 foot elevation, the 80 foot east and 80 foot west
elevations, and the 20 foot elevation near the elevator. i

These
areas were decontaminated and detailed surveys performed to dis- !

I

establish contaminated area postings. The decontamination effort
was completed during the onsite inspection. |

The licensee reviewed security records to determine any
individuals logged into the reactor building during the time ofthe event.

The licensee recalled all of these individuals to be
i
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whole body counted.
The inspector reviewed the wnole body survey

results which determined no positive uptakes of radioactivity for
any individual in the Unit 1 Reactor Building dur1ng the event.

d. Inspector Followup

During the inspection. the inspector reviewed procedures. reviewed
records, and interviewed selected personnel including personnel
involved with work evolutions on the refuel floor that evening toassess potential root causes of the event. As a result of theinspector's followup to this event, the inspector identified
several potential root causes of which any one or a combination
thereof, may have contributed to the inadvertent spread of
contamination beyond posted contamination barriers. The potential
root causes identified included the following:

The licensee's technical procedure being used by contractors
*

performing the work had not formally been reviewed or
concurred on by HP personnel. The procedure did not address
any radiological engineering controls for this work
evolution, nor were any other procedures available or
prepared to address radiological engineering / work controls
for the specific work being performed. A license procedure,
Desk-Top Guide for Radiation Control Technicians,
Revision 0, dated June 4, 1993, described the performance of
surveys to be performed when the potential for changing
conditions occurred which included the use of high volume
air samples to provide early indication of airborne
radioactivity; however, this instruction was not applied to
this work evolution by HP personnel, nor did this desk
instruction address engineering controls applicable to this
work evolution.

RP personnel responsible for work being performed in the
-

Unit 1 Reactor Cavity did not attend the technical briefing,
conducted by contract personnel, which was held on the
evening of the 19th to discuss the procedural evolutions to
be performed in the reactor cavity that evening as described-
above. Interviews with personnel involved in the briefing,
determined that RP was not informed of the briefing. ,

An inadequate turnover among HP refueling floor supervision
*

i
failed to adequately inform the on-coming evening shift HPs
of the work scope to be performed in the Reactor Cavity. The
Desk-Top Guide included a section on Job Coverage Turnover
which also addressed the possibility of areas likely to goairborne. This Desk-Top Guide was not applied in regards to
questioning the potential for areas going airborne outside

|of the Reactor Cavity, such as the refueling floor and other
levels of the Reactor Building.

4

~ '
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The HP briefing conducted on the refueling floor for
*

contract workers entering the reactor cavity did not
adequately discuss the scope of the work being performed. i

The briefing addressed the radiation controls and the
'

ipersonnel contamination clothing to be worn: however, work i

scope, contamination controls, and any special engineering
.controls were t discussed with the workers entering the *reactor cavity.

Statements provided by the HPs following
the event determined that they were not aware of the total
scope of work being performed. An ALARA plan had not been
prepared by the licensee to aid in briefing workers on

'

radiological controls for this specific work evolution;
however ALARA plans have been used by HP on other evolutions

'

involving high levels of contamination with airborne !

potential. i

The HPs providing work coverage in the Reactor Vessel Cavity
*

|

area did not stop work, to question the adequacy of work- i

controls, when the scope of the work extended beyond what ;

the HPs initially understood it to be. i
'

The necessary in process surveys were not performed to
-

*

determine potential changing radiological conditions
commensurate with the engineering controls, environmental

;

conditions that existed at the time, and work scope being
.

'
observed by HPs.

The inspector discussed with licensee managers and reviewed actions by -

the licensee to continue work on the Unit I refueling floor and in the
refueling cavity area to complete the seal ring flange area preparations ,

and install the Dome. i

without any radiological consequences.These actions were accomplished by the licensee!The licensee prepared- specific
|ALARA plans to effectively provide guidance to HPs and contractors

performing work, to_ ensure. workers were adequately briefed on- !

contamination control, and to ensure HPs performed the necessary surveys !

highly contaminated work.to respond to any changing conditions that might occur while performing-
;

Engineering controls were used, which !

included wetting down of the flange area, to control airborne ,

radioactivity. The inspector had no concerns with licensee actions or. {
practices during the continuance of-work. i

'

After reviewing the sequence of events and the actions taken by the
licensee, the inspector informed the licensee that there were two-
apparent violations associated with the event.The first violation
involved a violation of licensee TS 6.8.1 which requires that written

,
'

procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering j

the activities recommended'in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33,November 1972. Contrary to this TS requirement, on January. 19, 1994,.
|
!

the licensee failed to establish and provide an adequate procedure (s)
specifying engineering and work controls necessary to effectively !

control radioactivity commensurate with.the hazards of the specific work 'l
evolution being performed in the Unit 1 Reactor Cavity area. ;

The
j
i

!

,

ed -
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TS 6.8.1 is a violation (VIO) of regulatory requirements (VIO 50-325, failure of the licensee to provide an adequate procedure as required by
324/94-01-01).

The second violation involved a violation of 10 CFR 20.1501(a) whichrequires:

(2) Are reasonable under th? circumstances to evaluate (ii)Each licensee shall make or cause to be made surveys that
Concentrations or quantities of radioactive material; and (iii) The
potential radiological hazards that- could be present. Contrary to theabove, on January

19, 1994, during performance of work in the Unit 1
Reactor Cavity area, the licensee failed to perform adequate surveys to
evaluate the potential radiological hazards that could be present from
unknown concentrations or quantities of airborne radioactivity that,
existed in areas of the Unit'l Reactor Building not evaluated or
established for the control of airborne radioactivity.- The failure ofthe licensee to perform adequate surveys to evaluate the potential
raciological hazards that could be present is a violation of regulatory-requirements (VIO 50-325, 324/94-01-02).

Two NRC-identified violations (V10s) were identified.
9.

Program for Maintaining Exposures As Low As Reasonably Achievable(83750)

10 CFR 20.1101
practical, proc (b) states that the licensee sh'all to the extent

edures and engineering controls based upon sound
radiation protection procedures to achieve occupational doses to members
of the public that are as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).

Regulatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10 provide information relevant to attaining
goals and objectives for planning and operating light water reactors and
provide general philosophy acceptable to the NRC as a necessary basis
for a program of maintaining occupational exposures ALARA.

During the inspection, the inspector reviewed and discussed with
'

cognizant licensee representatives ALARA program initiatives andimplementation for 1993.
The inspector reviewed and discussed the

status of the ALARA. Suggestions Program implemented by the licensee and
determined the program to be an effective measure used by the-licensee
to reduce exposure. The licensee tracks the suggestions. Outage doses
have continued to trend downward and general area radiation levels have
been reduced as a result of improved ALARA pre-planning packa
briefings, and area and system decontamination effectiveness.ges,

ALARA initiatives and was achieving a significant reduction of.personnelThe inspector determined that the licensee was aggressively implementing1

doses.

The inspector reviewed the Reactor Water Clean Up (RWCU) phase separator,

room cleanup. This project reclaimed the area in the -3ft RWCU phase
separator tank room. This job used a pair of robots to remove the l:
previously spilled resins for disposal. The inspector reviewed selected

.
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snippets of the approximately 120 hours of video tape from the clean-up
activities. The job activities appeared to be well coordinated and thefinal results exceeded expectations.

No violations or deviations were identified in this area. '

10. Exit Meeting (83750)
'

The inspector met with licensee representatives indicated in Paragraph 1
I.at the conclusion of the inspection on January 7, 1994. The inspector

summarized the scope and findings of the inspection. The inspector also i

discussed the likely information content of the inspection report with ,

regard to documents or processes reviewed by the inspector during the
,

inspection. The licensee did not identify any such documents or
processes as proprietary. Dissenting comments were not received fromthe licensee. -

Item Humber Status Descriotion and Reference
,

50-325, 324/94-01-01 Open VIO - Failure to establish and !
provide an adequate procedure (s)
specifying engineering and work
controls necessary to effectively !

control radioactivity commensurate ,

with the hazards of the work being
performed as required by TS 6.8.1

,(Paragraph 8.). '

50-325, 324/94-01-02 Open VIO - Failure to perform adequate
surveys to evaluate the extent of
concentrations or quantities of
radioactive material; and the
potential radiological hazards that
could be present as required by
In CFR 1501(2)(11)(111)
(Paragraph 8).

,

4
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Docket Nos.: 50-325 ana 50-324
License Nos.. DPR-71 ano DPR-62

Carolina Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. R. A. Anderson

Vice President
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant

P. O. Box 10429
Southoort NC 28461

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION

(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-325/94-02 AND 50-324/94-02)

This refers to the inspection conducted by Richard L. Prevatte of this office
on January 5 - February 4 1994. The inspection included a review of
activities authorized for your Brunswick f acility. At the conclusion of the
inspection the findings were discussed with those memoers of your staff
identified in the enclosed report.

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the report. Within
these areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures
and representative records, interviews with personnel and observation of
activities in progress.

Based on the results of this inspection, certain of your activities appeared
to be in violation of NRC requirements, as speci.fied in the enclosed Notice of
Viniation (Notice). This violation is of concern because procedural
inaceouacies resulted in a loss of shutdown cooling. Under different
circumstances this could have resulted in more serious consecuences.
Therefore, actions should be taken to ensure that future activities which
could affect shutdown cooling are adequately reviewed and controlled.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specif.ied in the encloseo Notice wnen preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions.you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice,' including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, its enclosures, and any reply will be placed in the NRC Public
Documenc Room.

,_h . _ / - 23(3)
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The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice (s)are not
suoject to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as

,

reou1rea by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. Pub. L. No. 96-511. i

!Should you have any questions ccncerning this letter, please contact us.
I

Sincerely,

t

\ g

' isb . Merschoff. Director
Division of Reactor Projects

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation
2. NRC Inspection Report

cc w/encis:
H. W. Habermeyer Jr.
Vice President 1

Nuclear Services Department
iCarolina Power & Light Company

P. O. Box 1551 - Mail OHS 7
Raleigh, NC 27602

J. P. Cowan ,

Plant Manager Unit 1
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461 - -

C. C. Warren '

Acting Site Director
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429 i

Southport, NC 28461

Mark 5, Calvert i

Assoc ~iate General Counsel
Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Bo'x 1551 :

|Raleigh, NC 27602 \. I

Dayne H. Brown, Director
Division of Radiation Protection.

N. C. Department of Environment, i

Commerce & Natural Resources i

P. O. Box 27687 |
Raleigh, NC 27611-7687

'

(cc w/encis- cont'd - See page 3) i

.'|

. - .|
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Carolina Power and Light Company 3 CE3 N

(cc w/encls cont'd)
Karen E. Long
Assistant Attorney General i

i

State of North Carolina
:P. O. Box 629
IRaleigh, NC 27602
l

Robert P. Gruber
Executive Director
Public Staff - NCUC
P. O. Box 29520
Raleigh, NC 27626-0520

Public Service Commission
State of South Carolina
P. O. Box 11649
Columola. SC 29211

Chairman Brunswick County
Board of Commissioners ,

1

P. O. Box 249
Bolivia NC 28422 I

i

Mayor
City of Wilmington
P. O. Box 1810
Wilmington. NC 28402

Mayor
City of Southport !

201 East Moore Street , .

Southoort. NC 28461
!

i
1

.
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ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Carolina Power and Light Co. Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324Brunswick Units 1 and 2 License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62
,

During an NRC inspection conducted on January 5 - February 4, 1994, a
violation of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10
CFR Part 2, Appendix C, the violation is listed below:

10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Criterion V requires that activities affecting
quality shall be prescr1 bed by documented procedures appropriate to the
circumstances and shall be accomplished in accordance with these
proteoures.

Contrary to the above, on January ll, 1994. Maintenance Surveillance
Test 1-MST-RHR27M, Residual Heat Removal Shutdown Cooling Reactor
Pressure Instrument Channel Calibration, Revision 9, was inadequate in
that it did not require the isolation logic to be reset after the second
trip signal.
fuel pool cooling.This resulted in a loss of residual heat removal and spent

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I). '

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Carolina Power and Light Company
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, DC
20555, with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region II, and a copy to the
NRC Resident Inspector within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting
this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a
" Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each violation:
(1) the reason for the violation or, if contested. the basis. for disputing the
violation, (2) the corrective steps that have been taken and the results-
achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further ,

violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If an
adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order or demand for information may be issued as to why the license should not
be modified, suspended or revoked, or why such other action as may be proper

<

should hot be taken. Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given.to extending the response time.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this 28th day of February 1994

1

.

.

r
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Report Nos.: 50-325/94-02 and 50-324/94-02

Licensee: Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602

Docket Nos.. 50-325 and 50-324 License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62 -

;

Facility Name: Brunswick 1 and 2

Inspection Conducted: January 5 - February 4, 1994

Leaa Inspector: J// 7/P/1 -

R."L. Prevatte, Senior pidentffnspector Date Signea

Other Inspectors: P. M. Byron, Resident Inspector
M. T. Janus. Resident Inspector
R. E. Carroll, Project Engineer
C. Hughey, Resident Inspector - Grand Gulf
R. Bernhard, Senior Resident Inspector - Grand Gulf

,R. Musser. Resident Inspector - Browns Ferry
b ,, 4 OfNApproved By: v

H. T. Chrfstensen, Chief 1

Otte Sign 6dReactor Projects Section lA
Division of Reactor Projects ,

SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine safety inspection by the resident inspector involved the areas of
operations, maintenance, surveillance, engineering support, plant support, andother areas. Inspections were conducted during normal working hours, on back
shift, tieep back shift, holidays, and weekends.

Results:

In the areas inspected, a violation was identified-involving an inadequate
procedure for residual heat removal shutdown cooling reactor pressure
instrumentation channel calibration. This resulted in an eight minute loss of

1

shutdown cooling on Unit 1, paragraph 3.b.

;

.- - _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - .
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'n unresolved item was identified involving the adequacy of testing of a
containment atmosonere valve paragrapn 3.b. -

The line management affirmation process (PN-31) has had a positive affect on
.

,

plant eersonnel by establishing good communications and enforcing new and
'

improveo standaros, paragrapn 2.c. t

,

A weakness was identified in the area of preventive maintenance on the control-building air dryers, paragraph 4. .
'

A weakness involving configuration control on balance of plant equipment wasalso identified, paragraph 2.a. ;
~

!

Unit 2 operated at essentially 100% power for the reporting period.
Unit I was restarted on February 1, 1994.,

!
,
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REPORT DETAILS

. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

K. Ahern. Manager. Coerations Support ano Work Control
R. Anderson, Vice President. Brunswick Nuclear Project
G. Barnes Manager. Operations Unit 1

*M. Braoley, Manager, Brunswick Project Assessment
*J. Cowan, Plant Manager. Unit 1
R. Grazio, Manager, Brunswick Engineering Support Section

*J. Heffley, Manager Maintenance. Unit 2
*G. Hicks. Manager, Training
C. Hinnant. Director of Site Ooerations
G. Honma. Manager, Regulatory Comoliance

*P. Leslie, Manager Security
W. Levis. Manager. Regulatory Affairs

'R. Loor1 ore, Manager. Maintenance. Unit 1
G. Miller, Manager. Technical Support
C. Robertson. Manager. Environmental & Radiological Control*J. Titrington, Manager. Operations. Unit 2

*C. Warren, Plant Manager. Unit 2
G. Warriner, Manager. Control and Administration

*E. Willett, Manager, Project Management

Other licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen,
engineers, technicians. plant operators, office personnel ano securityforce members.

*Attenced the exit interview.

Acronyms and initialisms used in the report are listeo in the last
paragraon.

2. Operations

Operational Safety Verification (71707)a.

The inspectors verified that Unit 1 and Unit 2 were operated in
compliance with Technical Specifications and other regulatory'

requirements by direct observations of activities, facility tours,
discussions with personnel, reviewing of records and independent
verification of safety system status.

The inspectors verified that control room manning reouirements of
10 CFR 50.54 and the Technical Specifications were met. Control
operator, shift supervisor, clearance, STA, jumper / bypass, and
daily / standing instruction logs were reviewed to obtain
information concerning operating trends and out of service safety
systems to ensure that there were no conflicts with Technical
Specification LCOs. Direct observations of control room panels,
instrumentation and recorded traces important to safety were

!
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conducted to verify operability and that operating parameters were
within Techn1 cal Spec 1fication limits. -

The inspectors observed
shift turnovers to verify that system status continuity was
maintainea. The inspectors also verified the status of selected
control room annunciators.

Operacility of a selected Engineereo Safety Feature division was
verified weekly by ensuring that: each accessible valve in the
flow path was in its correct position: each power supply and
breaker was closed for components that must activate upon
initiation signal: the RHR subsystem cross-tie valve for each unit
was closed with the power removed from the valve operator: there
was not leakage of major components: there was proper lubrication
and cooling water available: and conditions did not exist which

-

could prevent fulfillment of the system's functional requirements.
Instrumentation essential to system actuation or performance was
verified operaole by observing on-scale indication and proper
instrument valve lineup, if accessible.

Conficuration Control

There were four configuration control events during the inspection
period:

-

On January 2, instrument drain valve 2-F0-IV-127 on the OG
fuel oil system was found open when it was required to be
closed. An operator identified the discrepancy by observing
fuel oil seeping around the pipe cap on this instrumentationdrain line. This valve was placed in the correct position
and ACR 94-016 was written to document the event. t

,

-

On January 5, two A0s observeo condensation an the suction
piping of the 1A reactor feeowater-pumo (RFP). ,

Pursuing
this coservation. they found the 1A RFP suction valve (COD-V49) open.

This valve was under clearance 1-93-2672
(boundary extension H) which required the valve to be shut.
This event was documented by ACR 94-009. '

-

On January 31, an auxiliary operator discovered in RFP Room
2A that the outlet inboard drain valve ~ (2-FW-V48) on*

Feedwater Flow Valve 2-FW-FV-V47 was open. System Operating
Procedure 2-OP 32, Condensate and Feedwater System Operating ;Procedure, requires the valve to be shut. The operator
placed the valve in the proper position. The licensee is

|
.

still investigating this event. '

!
On February 2, an auxiliary operator discovered that valves .)

-

1-B32-F019 and F020, Recirculation Sample Line Isolation
!Valves, were shut. The normal lineup is in the open iposition. Clearance 1-94-430 was hung on IB32-F020 and

canceled on January 29, 1994. The restored position for
this valve should have been open as required by Operating

|
!

_._______._ _ ___ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ .
- -
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Proceoure 10P-02. Reactor Recirculation System OperatingProcecure.

These four events were all identified by auxiliary operators and
the vaives were placeo in the proper position unoer the directionof a iicenseo operator. None of the events resulted in eouipment
malfunctions. The licensee continues their investigation of these
events.

!
The licensee is concerned about the increased numoer or
configuration events. On January 28 the Operations Managers for
both units assembled a coaching paper containing a description of
recent events. The snift supervisors then Driefed their shifts on
these configuration events to heighten crew awareness.

On January 28, clearance 2-94-00562 was written to remove the lube
oil storace tank conoitioner from service to allow for filterreplacement. The clearance was developed for the breaker for the
lube oil storage tank transfer pumo, 2-2TE-CT5-52. rather than the
lube oil storage tank condition breaker. 2-2TE-CV9-52. This
discrepancy was identified before the clearance was accepted and
the croper tag was then hung. This is an example of the operators
identifying a potential clearance problem.

The inspector discussed his concerns with the licensee. In
addition to the crew briefings, they are reviewing the clearance
process in an attempt to simplify it. They have organized a task
force to study the process and revise procedure AI-58, Equipment
Clearance Procedure. The licensee has concluded that
simplification of the process snould reduce the configuration

iThe liransee's difficulty <in correcting thiserrors.
iconfiguration control issue is considered a weakness.

Unit 1 Core Reload Verification (60710) I
a.

On January 13, the licensee performed a core reload verification.
This was performed by three individuals, a QC inspector, a nuclear
engineer, and an SRO, who observed the video taping of the
location of each fuel element on a TV monitor. They independently
recorded the fuel element serial number for each physicallocation. At the end of each row, two of the observers read their

'

recorded data for that row to the third. This data was reviewed
against the core load sheets. Any discrepancies were immediatelyresolved. The inspector observed this evolution and did not
identify any problems. He also reviewed the procedural steps of
procedure OENP 24.13, Rev. 2, Core Verification and found them to
be adequate.

The above video tapes were also independently reviewed by an SRO
and a nuclear engineer who compared their observations with the
core reload sheets for an additional verification. The inspector
reviewed the above tapes, including the tapes which verified core

. - _ _ - _ _ . _-_-______ __
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!height. The insoection for core height ensures that all fuel lelements are fully inserted. The inspector indepenoently verified '

that selected fuel elements were in their proper location. He '

also concluded that the licensee's process nas sufficient depth to
ensure that fuel is loaded into its proper location.

c. Unit 1 Restart Activities

In preparation for the Unit I startup following refueling, the
licensee performed Periodic Test OPT-8.1, Reactor Pressure Vessel
Hydrostatic Test, on January 21. The purpose of this periodic
test is to provide for system pressure testing of the Class 1
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary piping and components in
accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The
inspector observed the start of the testing, the establishment of
the test conditions and performeo portions of the drywell
walkdown with the QC inacectors to identify any leaks followingthe four nour soak time at test pressure.

During his observation of the control room during this evolution,
the inspector observed good control of the test evolution, proper
use of procedures, ar.d good communications and coordination of thedifferent phases of this test. The inspector noted that a control
aperator had been dedicated to monitor and maintain test pressureconditions. This operator used the new plant process computer

i

system to monitor the various test parameters in one location
allowing him to identify and avert any adverse trends or
degradations in condition. The licensee also assigned a second
senior control operator on Unit 1 to assist and control the
testing and startup evolutions, thereby eliminating some of the
burden on the Unit 1 SCO. The inspector considered the use of the
two additional dedicated operators to be a conservative approach
to. ensure ~the safe conouct of this test.

The inspector observed portions of the drywell walkdown following
the four hour soak at test pressure to identify leaking piping and

The walkdown was performed by QC personnel who hadcomponents.
-

previously performed and were knowledgeable in this task.
The QC

inspector performed the walkdowns in accordance Nith OPT-80.1, and
identified and quantified the existing leaks. The inspector'

discussed the inspection with the QC inspector. He did not
identify any major deficiencies or adverse conditions during this
inspection. The results of the inspection were reported to the
control room and work tickets were processed for repairs. These :

repairs are scheduled to be re-inspected during a low power entryduring the unit start up.

In accordance with CP&L's Plant Notice, PN-31, Systems Turnover to
Operations and Line Management Self-Assessment of Readiness for
Restart of Unit 1, each manager was required to assess and confirm
his organization's readiness to support the safe and reliable
restart and operation of Unit 1. These assessments, in
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conjunction with the completion of the pre-startuo work scope,
were establishea to assure CP&L management that Unit I was ready
to restart. The final step in this process reauired each section

,

and selected unit managers to formally meet with the site Vice
{President and affirm that their area was ready for Unit I restart.
l

IAn inspector attended the following meetings to observe and
!

evaluate this process: Training, Outage Management Regulatory '

Affairs. Project Management. Nuclear Engineering, Maintenance.
Environmental and Radiation Control, Operations, and Technical
Support. The meetings lasted about one and a half hours, and were
conducted in a very positive atmosphere. Numerous questions wereasked by the site Vice President. If clear positive answers were
not provided, that manager was sent back to research and/or
provide actions to address the issue. The inspector noted that
the Vice President's standaros ano expectations were clearly
definea and communicated to his managers. This process appears to
be establishing good communications and enforcing new and improved
standards for the plant. It also appears to be having a positive

,

affect on plant personnel and improving the-plant's readiness for
restart and successful power operations. This process and its
implementation is considered a strength.

General Plant Operating Procedures (GP) were reviewed with respect
to changes made since the restart of Unit 2 and associated
operator training. The gps reviewed were:

GP-01, Prestartup Checklist, Revision 126*

GP-02, Approach to Criticality and Pressurization of thee
Reactor, Revision 47

GP-03 Unit Startup and Synchronization. Revision'32*

GP-04, Increasing Turbine Load to Rated Power, Revision 28e

GP-05. Unit Shutdown, Revision 63e

GP-10, Rod Sequence Checkoff Sheets. Revision 20*

Commensurate with the scope and significance of the GP changes
made, associated operator training was considered by the inspectorto be approprihte. The inspector also reviewed GP-09, Initial
Criticality After Core Alterations, and verified that it was also -

included in the Unit 1 Startup/ Power Ascension Plan. Accordingly,'

the inspector confirmed that the Power Ascension Plan was included
in the startup training provided to the operators.

As specified in the Unit 1 Startup and Power Ascension Performance
Objectives and Management Plan, normal shift makeup has been
augmented with a shift test coordinator and designated test teams.
The purpose of this restart shift aug'nentation is to assure

-

testing is adequately controlled and conducted in accordance with
the detailed Startup/ Power Ascension Test Plan / Schedule developed
by the Power Ascension Test Manager. The inspector reviewed the
current Test Plan / Schedule-(Revision 3) and ISP-93-058, Unit 1
Startup and Power Ascension Guidelines and Checklists, Revision 1.
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Based on this review and the similarity to controls employed
during tne restart of Unit 2. the inspector considers the
established Unit I controls to be approortate for the conduct of
startuo/ power ascension testing.

In addition. :he licensee's staffing plans and watch bills were
revieweo for the restart of Unit 1, including the areas of:
operations snift manning, the shift test coordinators, nuclear
engineers, startup duty managers, system engineering support,maintenance support, and engineering support. The personnel
assigned to these tasks were knowledgeaole in their respective
areas and the staffing levels appear adequate to support Unit I
restart.

On January 27. the inspector accompanied licensee personnel on a
final walkdown of the Unit I drywell prior to closure. The
purpose of the insoection was to complete or verify completion of
previously 1oentifieo items, and to ensure all areas of the
drywell were clear of trasn. cebris, cables, hoses, etc. Prior toentry, the inspector attended a pre-job brief for personnel
entering the crywell and reviewed a list of discrepancies
previously identified by the licensee for disposition prior to
final drywell closure and reactor startup. In addition, the
inspector reviewed Administrative Procedure AI-127, Drywell
Inspection and Closecut, Revision 1, dated June 12, 1993, which
gives general guidance for drywell inspections.

During the walkdown, the inspector noted several minor
housekeeping items, radiological control signs, ropes and sampling
equipment, and temporary power cables. These observations were
passed on to licensee personnel in'the drywell to insure that
these items were removed or secured prior to drywell closure.
Licensee OC inspectors noted several additional housekeepingdiscrepancies. No temporary filters on or around the drywell
coolers were observed, and no trash or debris was observed in any
of the downcomers. In conclusion, housekeeping in the drywell was
satisfactory and no significant equipment discrepancies were
observed by the inspector. The inspector also verified that the
licensee corrected all identified deficiencies prior to finaldrywell closecut.

'

.

The inspector walked down accessible pcrtions of the following
areas for equipment condition, general area cleanliness,
combustible material control, and proper radiological controls.
The following was observed:

(1) Intake structure (including circulating water motors / pumps)
- housekeeping was good
- some temporary heaters were in place for cold weather

protection
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-

a large numoer of mussel / clam snells were observed on
the sides of the inlet water coxes unoer the travelingscreens

- the circulating water pump motor bearing oil cooler
radiators were extremely corroded and ruccer hose
connections on outlet of cyclone separators for lube
water to the circulating water pumps were sprayingwater

-

heavy corrosion was noted around the traveling screens

(2) Turbine building (including feedwater heater rooms,
turbine / generator general area, main steam stop and control
valves and main steam lines general area, steam jet air
ejector rooms, feedwater pump rooms. Condensate booster pump
rooms, heater drain pumps area. lower condenser bay area,
condensate pumps area. turbine building samole room)
- SJAE rooms - excellent condition
-

FWP rooms - excellent condition, associated instrument
racks in good condition

-

condensate booster pump room - good condition although
not painted

heater drain pump area - excellent condition-

lower condensate bay area - good condition - some-

performance monitoring instrumentation cables were in
disarray in some areas

- condensate pump area - contaminated area but
housekeeping was good - minor oil leaks observed on a
couple of valve actuators 4

- turbine building sample room in very good condition
-

MS stoo/ control valve,' main steam line areas in good
condition

-

observed several remote cameras located for use during
operations to reduce personnel raoiation exposure -
good practice

-

use of tags on temporary power cables is a good
practice. Tag denotes use, person responsible, and
supervisor's name.

(3) Radwaste building
,

- large double doors (trouble tag dated 10/24/91) not
!fully closed (partially open - not able to be closed)

and door from outside into Unit 1 CFD were (elevation
23') wide open (trouble tag dated 7/1/92) with sign
saying contact SRO prior to propping open - per TS
3.11.2.1 - concern was that these areas were !

3

unmonitored released paths. Subsequent conversations '

with E&RC management indicated that they were aware of
these pathways and potential releases from these areas
had been evaluated per ENP-54
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-

Unit 1 precoat tank mixer motor neld on with a rope
-

In general, housekeeping in raowaste was very good

(4) Service water building
- lots of components identified by trouble ticket as

corroded *
-

bottom two floors painted and in very good shape
- top floor prepped for painting

work ongoing in the area, pump replacement in process
-

no significant discrepancies-observed on any Unit 1 or
-

Unit 2 nuclear service water pumos

(5) Containment Atmospheric Dilution and Containment Atmospheric
Control Building, Augmented Off Gas Building, Transformer
Yard. Switchyard and Battery Rooms - no discrepancies wereidentifiec

In summary, housekeeping in the areas toured was very good.
Efforts to provide high quality painting of floors and walls was
very noticeable. Discrepancies observed were provided to licenseemanagement for resolution.

t

The inspector performed a walkdown of all of the elevations of the
Unit 1 Reactor Building. This walkdown was performed to identify
any potential problems which needed to be addressed prior to
restart and to verify that all previously identified discrepancies
were corrected.

The major systems, components and areas. inspected during this tourincluded: core spray pumo rooms, CRD pumps. RHR rooms. HPCI room,
RCIC system, RHR heat exchangers, HCUs, RHR service water booster
pumps, RBCCW. SBGT trains, SLC, reactor _ building ventilation room,
the refueling floor, and the spent fuel pool.

During the walkdown, the inspector looked for indications of
material degradations, component malfunctions, and valve and ,

breaker mispositionings, removal of temporary power supplies and
work equipment, and general housekeeping problems.

;

The inspector.

identified a grease leak on a valve operator located on the 0 loop
of the RHR system. :This leak was reported to the system engineer

'
,

*

who initiated a trouble ticket for its' repair. The-inspector also
identified a minor leak'on a flange on the discharge of the O RHR
Service Water Booster Pump. This leakage was reported to the unit

,senior. control operator,
t

The general appearance of the Unit 1 reactor building has greatly _
i

improved, with new paint on many systems, floors and walls, and a
general clean up and decontamination effort to maintain :

contaminated areas at a minimum.- The painting and cleaning effort -(
will continue during and after the unit startup. |The inspector
also noted during the tour that there were a number of light bulbs

|
;

, - - - . . - -. .
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in need of replacement. These were captured by the licensee's ownidentification program. Other than the two minor aistrepancies
noted above. no major problems or issues wnich would prevent the
successful startuo of the unit were identified.

The inspector also reviewea the control of components and
equipment associated with safety systems. The inspector conducted
tours of the control room and performea walkdowns of the Reactor
Turbine Gage Boaras and verified that all the safety systems were
properly aligned. The inspector reviewed the established controls
for valve manipulations. position changes, and the valve lineup .

process and found them acceptable. He also reviewea the control
room logs and the daily work tickets to verify that identified
discrepancies and deficiencies were tracked and capturea by the
system for evaluation and repair. ;

Additionally, the insoector followea the scheduled and emergent
work activities in the areas of maintenance, plant maaification,
startup testing, and system turnovers. Each of these activities
progressed wall and all work needed to support Unit I restart wassatisfactorily completed. All startup preparations were completed
on January 31, and Unit I restarted on February 1, 1994. Startup
and power ascension testing commenced on February 2. The
following problems have occurred since startup.
-

Air trapped in the reactor water level reference legs
resulted in declaring several instruments inoperable until
the instrument lines were purged.

-

A temperature monitor on the drywell was not working and wasreplaced.

-

An air leak in the valve actuator for a recirculation pump
seal staging return line developed a leak in the actuator.
This was rebuilt.

i-

A small steam leak on SRV J was identified by increasing !tail pipe temperature. The valve will be cycled and 1;
monitored to see if leak stops as pressure and temperature

t increases.>

.

- A phase to phase short in the bus bars for 480 MCC ITA
!resulted in an electrical fire that extinguished itself when

de-energized. j!

All of the above itens were effectively responded to and repaired
in a timely manner except the-leaking SRV and MCC problem which
were still being worked at the conclusion of the inspection
period. The inspector noted that on-shift communications were
excellent. Thorough and detailed pre-job briefings were being

| conducted prior to the start of important tasks or evolutions.
Maintenance and other support organizations provided timely|

-
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assistance wnen needed.
visible in the piant during Unit I restart. Unit r.a site management have been very

Other than the above
minor problems. no significant deficiencies have been identified. ,

'

Violations and deviations were not identified.
P

3. '4aintenance

Maintenance Observation (62703)a.

|
The inspectors observed maintenance activities interviewed
personnel, and reviewed records to verify that work was conducted

,

in accordance with approved procedures. Technical Specifications,
and applicable industry codes and standards. The inspectors alsover1fied that: redundant components were operable; aaministrative
controls were followeo: tagouts were adeouate: personnel were
cualified: correct replacement parts were usea: racioicq cal
controls were proper: fire protection was adequate; ouality ,

control hold points were adeouate and observeo: adequate post-
maintenance testing was performed: and independent verification
reouirements were implemented. The inspectors independently

.

t

ver1fied that selected equipment was properly returned to service.

On January 17. the licensee identified a body to bonnet leak of
,

approximately 1 gpm on the Unit 1 No. 2 stop valve,1-MS-SV-2.
WR/JO 94-ABBT1 was written to replace the body to bonnet gasket.
The inspector obse'ved preparations to remove the bonnet. It ;

appeared that efforts were performed sequentially rather than in
parallel. Examo'.es of this are as follows: the floor plugs were

4

removed, then *,cols assembled at the job site, the Herculite was ,

placed on the grating under the shop valve. and finally the craft '

commenced 'sosening the bonnet bolts. The inspector observed the
work actieity for approximately 21/2 hours ano during that time,
the Herctlite was spread out under the stop valves and three nuts
ware lorsened. The mechanics had difficulty in loosening the nuts
with the "hi-torque" device. The inspector noted that three
r J?ervisors observed the work effort and a maintenance foremanmade sev:ral appearances. This effort was later satisfactorilycompleted.

The inspector reviewed the work associated with WR/JO 94-ABBT1 and
-

found it adeouate. There was adequate engineering and HP support.
The inspector found the work practices to be acceptable. The work
effort took two days and was field completed on January 19.

.

b. Surveillance Observation (61726) i

The inspectors witnessed / reviewed portions of the following testactivities:
F
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OPT 4.1.1 Reactor Buildino Vent Exhaust Monitorino System
Functional Test

On January 31, during the performance of OPT 4.1.1, the STA found
that the Hardeneo Wetwell Vent Valve.1-CAC-V216, was not on the
list of valves being tested. The STA reviewed RCI 2.6, Cross
Reference to Technical Specifications, and Technical Specification
3.6.3, and concluded that CAC-V216 should have been tested duringthe performance of OPT 4.1.1. Subsequently, the licensee
perf.ormed a partial OPT 4.1.1 which includes CAC-V216. ACR 94-052
was written to document this issue.

Plant Modifications PM 91-001 and 92-073 installed the Hardened
Wet Well Vents for Units 1 and 2, respectively. The CAC V-216
valve is wired such that it can be operated manually from the RTGB
with an override switch or closed automatically by a Group 6
isolation signal. The licensee's initial investigation determined
that the post mooification testing did not test the valve's
operation from an isolation signal. The inspector reviewed
procedure RCI 02.6, Cross Reference to Technical Specifications,
Revision 12, Appendices A and B, dated Novemoer 4, 1993.
Appendix A lists 1-CAC-V216, Hardened Wetwell Vent Outboard:
Isolation Valve and Appendix B lists 2-CAC-V216, Outboard

1Suppression Pool Vent Valve as primary containment isolation1
'

valves. However, OPT 04.1.1, Revision 41, dated December 14,
1993, does not test these valves. The licensee, as part of the
resolution to the ACR, is conducting an' investigation to determine
if these valves are mis-classified. This issue is considered an |
Unresolved Item (URI 94-02-01), Inadequate Surveillance Procedure, |

j pending the inspector's review of the licensee's resolution of ACR
94-52. - -

'

OPT 12,8.C. Diesel Generator Operability Test

{ The inspector observed the performance of an operability'

performance test on DG No. 3 in preparation for a maintenance
outage on DG No. 1. The inspector observed that the operators
used the procedure, and the test was well supported by
maintenance, QC, and the shift supervisor. The inspector did not
identify any deficiencies and considered the crew's performance to
be acceptable.

Loss of RPS Bus A Power

During the restoration of IMST-DGilR, DG-1 Loading Test, Unit 1
experienced a loss of power to the A Reactor Protection System.
The loss of power resulted in the following ESF actuations:
closure of the Main Steam Line Drain Inboard Isolation Valve
1-B21-F016; closure of the Reactor Water Cleanup Isolation Valve
1-G31-F001; and isolation of the Reactor Building HVAC system.
Other systems which would have actuated were already running or

____ ______________ - ____ - _ __
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isolated in support of the test.
The licensee made a four hourreport in accoroance with 10 CFR 50.72 (b)(2)ii.

'

This event occurred while preparations were oeing made to parallel
DG No. 1 with offsite power to restore the normal electrical
alignment following the completion of the test. Emergency Bus I
was powered from DG No. I during the test. During this process,
the control operator improperly adjusted the OG frequency which

,

'

resulted in the trip of EPA breaker 2 and the loss of power to
RPS bus A. Following this event, the licensee aligned RPS bus A
to the alternate power source and commenced restoration of the

>

systems to their normal alignments. All systems functioned as
designed. No further problems were experienced or noted.

Diesel Generator load Tests

In preparation for restart of Unit 1, the licensee also performed
the reouired refueling outage DG load test. These tests are
conducted to determine the operability of the DG Emergency Power
System. The tests provide a loss of power signal to the E Bus
being tested, in conjunction with a start signal for the
decisional ECCS loads. The following tests were performed: IMST-
DG11R, DG No. 1 Loading Test: IMST-DG12R, DG No. 2 Loading Test;
2MST-DG11R, DG No. 1 Loading Test; and 2MST-DG12R, DG No. 2
Loading Test.

The inspector attended the pre-job brief prior to the performance
of IMST-DG11R on January 26. and noted that it was comprehensive
with an emphasis on potential problems and safety. Following the
brief, one inspector witnessed the performance of this test from
the control room while a second inspector was present in the OG
No. I control cell. This test provided a loss of power to

!

1

Emergency Bus El in conjunction with a start signal for the Unit 1
Division 1 ECCS loads. All four diesels started and DG No.1picked up its required loads. During the performance of this '

test, the strip chart recorder used to record response time data
indicated the IX LOCA Jet Assist Solenoids remained open for
approximately 27 seconds during this test. It was later
determined that this was a problem with the recorder. !,

As a
result, special procedure 0-SPP-LOG 005 was performed on January 29 i

'

and satisfactorily retested the Jet Assist logic portion of this j.

'

!test. The special procedure verified that the IX LOCA Jet Assist
solenoid only remained open for 4.3 seconds which is within the
required range of 3.6 to 4.4 seconds.

!

While parallelling DG No. I with offsite power, an operator error
!

|

resulted in the loss of power-to the A RPS and several ESF
iactuations previously described in this report. The inspector !verified that the licensee made the required four hour
!notification.
i

;
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An additional proolem with a chart recoroer also resulted in
having to reperform 2MST-DG11R on OG No. 1. The inspector
ver1fied that the test was satisfactorily reperformed on
January 27. No other problems were identified during the
performance of this test.

On Jantary 27, the inspector witnessed the successful performance
of IMST-DG12R. This test provided a loss of power to Emergency
Bus E2 'n conjunction with a start signal for Unit 1, Division II,
ECCS loads. The inspector was present in the OG control cell for
the performance of this test and verified that all DGs started and
ran as required, and that DG No. 2 loaded as required. During the
performance of this test, a minor exhaust leak was identified on
the number 2L cylinder which is scheduled to be repaired during
the next maintenance window. Test results indicated that the IX
LOCA logic jet assist timing relay (JATR) timed out (i.e.. jet
assist solenoids remaineo open) approximately 6.37 seconos, which
is longer than the reouired 3.6 to 4.4 second time period. The
licensee identified and evaluated this issue in EWR 13167 and
determined that it was not an operability concern. as the 6.37
second jet assist was bounded by an analyzed nominal 9 second
combined IX and 2X LOCA logic jet assist to the EDG's
turbocharger. As the IX LOCA JATR was energized for 2.37 seconds
longer than its nominal 4 second value, the inspector felt that
the E';R should have analyzed the 11.37 seconds of potential IX and
2X combined LOCA logic jet assist (i.e., 9 seconds + 2.37
seconds). This concern was discussed with the system engineer.
Subsequently, the licensee re-evaluated the operability concern
(11.37 seconds of comoined jet assist) in EWR 13169. This new EWR
(based on the findings of EER 91-0151, which had previously
determined that jet assist could be applied for 12.16 seconds
without affecting the control air loads for the associated EDG)
found the 11.37 seccnos of combined jet assist not be an
operability concern. The inspector reviewed EWR 13169 and found
no discrepancies or problems with this new evaluation.

The final required diesel loading test, 2MST-DG12R, was performed
satisfactorily on January 27, and observed by the inspector. This
test provided a loss of power to Emergency Bus E2 in conjunction
with a start signal for the Unit 2, Division II, ECCS loads. No'

problems or issues were identified during the performance of this
test.

During observation of the performance of these tests, the
inspector noted that all the tests were performed in a controlled
manner in accordance with the procedures and requirements coveredin the pre-job brief. The inspector noted a continued good use of
the procedure and that verified copies were present and in use by
the various test personnel at all testing locations. The
inspector also noted that the requirement of the pre-job brief of
strict adherence to proper communications between the control room
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and the test personnel in the field was followeo. The above tests
were well cooroinateo efforts with good performance oy the testcrews.

Loss of Shutdown Coolina

On January 11. following the performance of Maintenance
Surveillance Test (MST) 1-MST-RHR27M. RHR Shutdown Cooling Reactor
Pressure Instrument Channel Calibration, the licensee experienced
a loss of shutdown cooling. The loss of shutdown cooling resulted
from the closure of the inboard shutdown cooling isolation valve
(1E11-F009) following the removal of the testing clearance and therestoration of power.

The closure of the lE11-F009 valve caused
the 1A RHR pump to trip, resulting in the loss of shutdown coolingto the Unit I reactor. Shutdown cooling was last for
approximately eight minutes. ,

,

At the time of the event. Unit I was in the process of reloading
fuel, with approximately 421 out of S60 fuel bundles reloaded intothe vessel. During the eight minutes that shutdown cooling was
lost, no ct ges in vessel clarity or fuel pool temperature werenoted. Little or no decay heat was present, since the unit had
been in shutoewn conditions since April 1992.

The loss of shutdown cooling was the result of procedural
inadequacies.

Tha procedure allows the performance of the testing
,

with shutdown cooling in service ~. As a prerequisite, IMST-RHR27M
directs the placement of clearances on both IE11-F008 and 1E11-
F009 (the outboard and inboard shutdown cooling isolation valves,
raspectively) to maintain shutdown cooling . These clearances de-
energized the breakers for the valves, preventing their closure
during the testing. These steps had been added to the procedure
to allow testing with shutdown cooling in service during the last
procedure revision on April 25, 1991. The procedure has been
performed 20 times since then; however, shutdown cooling was not
in service during the performance of these tests.

Problems of this nature have not been previously identified duringthe performance of this test. Prior to Revision 8, dated June 1, :,

1990, the test was performed using jumpers to prevent the'

isolation relays from de-energizing. Revision 8 deleted the steps
to install the jumpers in accordance with the philosophy change to
not use jumpers during testing. Revision 9, dated April 25, 1991,
added the steps to de-energize the F008 and F009 valves if
shutdown cooling was in service. Neither Revision 8 nor 9 added

'

steps to reset the logic prior to re-energizing the valves.

The procedural inadequacy involved the failure to reset the group
isolation logic following the completion of the trip testing ofeach logic channel. In accordance with procedure IMST-RHR27M, 4
trip signal is inserted for the 1E11-F009 valve, verified, reset,
and tripped again. Following the second verification of the trip

t

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ - _ . . _ _ _
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signal the procedure directs the tester to perform the same
sequence of steos for the 1E11-F008 valve. Following completion
of the testing activities. the proteaure failed to provide
direction to reset the remaining logic trip signal prior to re-energizing the breakers. This failure to reset the trip si
resulted in the IE11-F009 valve stroking closed on the re gnal
energization of its breaker. This procedural inadequacy is
contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B and is a
Violation Inadequate Test Procedure (325,324/94-02-02).

The control operator and the senior control operator recognized
the condition immediately when the core spray or RHR pump running
annunciator alarmed and the 1E11-F009 valve was observed in midposition. An immediate attempt to reopen the valve failed. The
operator then depressed the group isolation reset pushbuttons, the
valve was successfully opened, and the A loop of RHR was returned
to its shutdown cooling line-up. In accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.72, the licensee made the appropriate
NRC notifications.

The licensee's proposed corrective actions were to revise IMST-
RHR27M to include steps to reset the isolation logic and verify
that the isolation relays are energized prior to re-energizing the
breakers for the isolation valves. In conjunction with this
effort, the licensee plans to review other related MSTs which test
isolation circuitry and verify that the procedures are adequate to
keep this from recurring.

Within the areas inspected, one violation was identified.
4 Engineering Support < .

Control Buildina Instrument Air Orver

The control room air conditioners tripped on January 17, due to lowinstrument air pressure. The control building HVAC instrument air
system provides air to the control building HVAC dampers. This closure
rendered ZA and 2B Emergency Air Filtration (CBEAF) system inoperable
and placed Units 1 and 2 in an LCO which required that a CBEAF system be
restored or that both units be placed in hot shutdown within 12 hours
[TS 3.7.2(a)(2)]. An investigation by the licensee revealed that the
iristrument air dryer was blocking . *ru ent air flow. The dryer was
bypassed and instrument air and both LBEAF systems were restored.

It was initially believed that due to extremely cold weather, possible
freezing had occurred due to moisture entrained in the instrument air
system. However; further investigation revealed that the dryer system-
had partially lost its refrigerant charge which resulted in it failing
to remove the moisture in the instrument air system. This allowed
condensate to build up in the air system and the extremely cold weather
caused it to freeze. The dryer refrigerant was recharged and its
operation observed to ensure it was functioning correctly.

~.
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The licensee initiated a root cause evaluation of this item to determine'the cause and neeoed corrective actions. It was determined that this
system did not have adeouate preventive maintenance assigned. The past
maintenance on this component and other refrigerant cooling systems had
in the past been under a contract with a local HVAC contractor. The
licensee nas founo this practice to be unsatisfactory and is presently
developing a maintenance program for these components to be accomplishedby plant personnel. This is identified as a weakness in the existingpreventive maintenance program.

An additional issue identified that the failures of this single
instrument dryer, which caused the loss of both CBEAF systems may not
meet single failure criteria. The licensee performed a 10 CFR 50.59
evaluation of this issue and determined that the failure of the air
dryer system was the result of a passive failure (loss of the pressure
integrity of the refrigerant tubing) of mecnanical components and was
not required to met the single failure criteria.

The inspector reviewed the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation, met and discussed
this issue with the engineer who performed the evaluation, and attended
a PNSC presentation on this issue. This conclusion was accepted by the
PNSC. The inspector also found the evaluation to be reasonable andacceptable. The inspector will follow the licensee's actions in
developing and implementing a PM program on this equipment.

Violations and deviations were not identified.
5. Plant Support (71707)

a. Radiological Controls
. .

The inspectors verified that the licensee's HP policies and
procedures were followed. This included observation of HP
practices and a review of area surveys, radiation work permits,
posting and instrument calibration,

b. . Security

. The inspectors verified by general observations that: the
security organization was properly manned and security personnel*

were capable of performing their assigned functions; persons and.

*

packages were checked prior to entry into the PA; vehicles were
properly authorized, searched and escorted within the PA; persons
within the PA displayed photo identification badges; personnel in
vital areas were authorized; effective compensatory measures were
employed when required; and security's response to threats or-
alarms was adequate.

c. Fire Protection
;

On January 28. at approximately 10:30 a.m., the inspector observed :
control room response to a suspected fire in the Unit 2 control

|

I
i

_ _ _ _
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room back panel area. The resoonse was initiated when an operator
smelled what seemed to be an electrical fire in the area.
flames or smoke were ever observed by the operators or the No openinspector. The fire bri
to the back panel area. gade was assemoled and quickly responded

An announcement was made by control room
personnel over the PA system to all plant personnel.

After a thorough search of the backpanel area revealed no fire, a
continuous fire watch was established in the area. The actual
source of the smell was never determined although a burned out
cabinet cooling fan was suspected. The smell dissipated quicklyafter the incident. The inspector concluded that the initial
response by control room personnel and the fire brigade was promptand followup actions were adequate.

Violations and deviations were not identified.
6. Other Areas

Evaluation of Licensee Self-Assessment (40500)
a.

The inspectors attended selected Plant Nuclear Safety Committee
meetings conducted during the period. The inspectors verified
that the meetings were conducted in accordance with Technical
Specification requirements regarding quorum membership, review
process, frequency, and personnel qualifications. Meeting minutes
for those meetings not attended were reviewed to confirm that
decisions and recommendations were reflected in the minutes andfollowup of corrective actions was completed.

At the January 13 meeting, a supplemental response to NOV
325,324/93-39-01 on the DG LOCA issue, an administrative-
procedural change to eliminate a HPCI door alarm, a procedural
change for space control authority, and an update on planned
testing for the testing of the reactor vessel reference leg water
level modification were discussed. The supplemental response was
sent back to have NED, Technical Support, and Regulatory
Compliance provide additional clarification. The other three
issues were items that did not require PNSC approval but were
presented to provide information updates which had been previously'

requested by the PNSC. This meeting had active participation and
good questions were asked by the PNSC members.

The January 28 meeting was conducted to complete the requirements
of Administrative Instructions, Drywell Inspection and PNSC Outage
Prestartup Checklist (AI-96). AI-96 is used to establish a
PNSC/ managers startup checklist.which tracks and statuses each
plant group's responsibilities and ensures that necessary issues
are also closed and the unit is ready for restart. This meeting
lasted for the majority of the day and each unit manager provided
a detailed discussion of the activities that had been completed
and provided a listing of all activities to be completed prior to
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startup.
The inspector attended, revieweo, and evaluated the

listing of startup exceptions that were provided by each manager.
Although the meeting was lengthy, it provided adequate detail on
each issue to ensure that the correct decision for readiness couldbe made by the PNSC and unit general plant manager. There were
several issues presented at the meeting that required completion
prior to Unit I restart. The inspector received a listing of the
open items and independently tracked these items until their
completion to ensure plant readiness for restart. Overall, the
above process as prescribed by AI-96 was found to be an effective
management tool to ensure restart readiness.

There were no significant concerns identified relative to the PNSCmeetings attended. The resolution of safety issues presented
during these meetings was considered to be acceptable.

b. Meetings with Local Officials (94600)

The Senior Resident Inspector (SRI) conducted several
informational meetings with local officials at towns near the
plant to provide an update on_the NRC's organization. mission, and .

!
responsibilities.

He also provided a summary of the plant status,
business telephone numbers of appropriate NRC contacts, and a
brief resume of the NRC resident inspectors. While making
arrangements for these meetings, the inspector offered to make a
presentation to the town and/or county governing board or meet
with officials selected by the municipal governing body.

The SRI met with the Mayor and Council of Yaupon Beach in a
regularly scheduled meeting on January 10, at 7:00 p.m. After the
presentation. several questions invo1ving past plant problems and
current plant status were answered.

On January ll, the SRI and a resident inspector attended the City
Council meeting at Carolina Beach at 7:30 p.m. After the
presentation, the Mayor asked several questions involving the
repairs on the reactor vessel shroud and plant readiness for
restartup. These questions were answered and the SRI offered to

| respond to any future questions the Mayor or Council may have.
i .

;
'

On January 18, the SRI and the Region II Branch Chief for Reactor-.

Projects, Branch 1, met with the Wilmington Mayor and Council
during a regularly scheduled council meeting at 6:30 p.m. Noquestions were asked following the presentation. The SRI offered
to respond to any future questions the Council or Mayor may have.

On February 1, the SRI met with the Mayor and Council of Boiling
Spring Lakes during their regularly scheduled meeting at 7:00 p.m.
After the prepared NRC presentation, several questions were asked
about a local issue involving a proposed quarry near the plant
site. The SRI stated that this issue would be reviewed by NRR and -

,

!
'

any questions regarding this issue should be referred to the NRR

.
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!Project Manager. An offer to provide his telephone number was !also made. tio additional questions were asked.
'

The inspector is currently scheduled to meet with the town of-Kure
!
:

Beach on February 15 to complete this series of meetingt. Thatmeeting will be reported in Inspection Report 325,324/94-04.
*

Nuclear Safety Review Comittee (40500) |
c.

The inspector attended the BNP Nuclear Safety Review'Comittee'
(NSRC) meeting held on January 12. The meeting was chaired by the
Site Vice President and was attended by the CP&L Vice President - .

Engineering and two outside members, Messrs. Byron Lee and Ken .

'Harris. The NSRC reviewed previous Action Item status and was
given briefings by various site organizations. The outside
members raised questions relative to the differences between the
site and the other two CP&l. sites. The Vice President-Engineering

i

raised many issues from lessons learned at Robinson and questioned
Brunswick's vulnerability to the same issues.

>

The. inspector
viewed the discussions to be frank and open and questions were.
asked about potential problems which the site had not considered.
The inspector believes that the NSRC provided added value to the' t

licensee's review process. '

Violations and deviations were not identified.
.

7. Licensee Action on Previous Findings (92701, 92702)

(Closed) IFI 93-55-01, Eighteen Month Surveillances. The Readiness
Assessment Team identified that Unit I had some 18-month surveillances|
which would expire within 18 months of startup. 'On January 19,.in a.
public meeting, the licensee informed the NRC that they planned to

'

refuel Unit 1 in Spring 1995, and no required surveillances would expire i

prior to that time. They additionally stated that in the event a
required 18-month surveillance was about to expire,,they would shut the '

unit down to perform the surveillance.
Readiness Assessment Team's concern.

. This response addressed the i

(Closed) IFI 325/93-55-03, Refueling Floor Activities. The Readiness ~

,

' Assessment Team identified that'several problems had occurred on the ;

r'efueling floor involving the work associated ~ with the reactor vessel. ,

!shroud repair and other refueling floor activities. They noted that the
licensee and other inspection groups had identified problems involving

'

personnel performance and management oversite.of contractor activities. ;
'

Inspection Report 325,324/93-54 covered the completion of the reactor !
vessel shroud repair activities, the~ start of core reload activities,
and identified equipment and personnel problems involving core reload,-

.

operation of the refueling bridge, and the lack of exclusion of foreign i
|material from the refueling floor area.
,

!

,, , - - . .
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iAfter identification of the above problems, the licensee took positive
isteps to strengthen their oversite and control of these activities by

appointing a stronger manager for the refueling floor activities and
iincreased NAD and QC oversite of this area. Subsequently, the reactor

vessel head was set and tensioned on January 17, and the unit entered
'

Mode 4.
The preparations for Unit I restart appeared to be progressing |without significant problems until activities involving installation of jthe drywell dome started. The cleaning activities associated with theefforts (i. e., removal of the flange protective covers, 0 ring removal, j

.

and flange cleanup) resulted in the creation of airborne activity which i
spread contamination on three elevations of the Unit I reactor buildin
This resulted in a work stoppage, cleaning of the contaminated areas, g. :

t

and reassessing how this task should be accomplished. Due to this
occurrence, a Health Physics / Radiation Protection Specialist Inspector

;
!was dispatched from Region II to investigate this event and evaluate the :licensee's corrective actions. (This will be documented in Inspection
iReport 325.324/94-01.) After cleanup of the above contamination,.the

drywell dome was installed on January 22, 1994. ,

!

(Closed) Unresolved Item 325/93-58-03, Concurrence for Alternate Method !of Signing Document Approvals. A regional inspector identified that iGE's engineering specifications and drawings did not have hand written-
approval signatures on the face of the document. This issue was !

;

discussed with NRR and they had a concern about the use of electronic !signatures for E-mail. Subsequent discussions with GE revealed that
they use a Computer Assisted Drawing (CAD) process for their drawings.
They use an alternative method which is in accordance with ANSI 45-2.9 ,

and NQA1. |
'

l
On January 6, GE discussed this issue with NRR. Since GE'does not useelectronic signatures in E-mail and approval signatures for CAD
generated drawings are maintained in a method which is in accordance .

!with ANSI 45-2.9, NRR no longer had concerns. GE documented the :

resolution of this issue in a letter to the licensee (LLA-94-040) datedJanuary 27, 1994. ;

The inspector discussed GE's response with Region II
and NRR and both are satisfied with GE's actions. This item is closed.

;

t

(Closed) TI 2515/112, Licensee Evaluations to the Environs Around
Licensed Reactor Facilities. The inspector reviewed the licensee's

!

.

program to evaluate the environs around the plant. This is not a formal- -- iprogram but is included under their program for annual FSAR updates.
The inspector reviewed Regulatory Compliance Instruction (RCI) 04.1,

.;

FSAR Changes, Revision 2, and noted that the procedure does not' i

!specifically address this issue. The inspector's review determined that
!the_ licensee has an informal' program to review changes in the environs'

which could affect the plant. ;

The licensee indicated to~the inspector-
that they pian to formalize the program by including it'in the next 1

revision of RCI: 04.1. 'I
t

The inspector reviewed the 1993 FSAR submittal and noted that it i

contained updated information relating to changes .in the environs ;

including a new natural gas pipe line which crosses CP&L property.
;

The -1

i

,
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,

inspector noted a small discrepancy in the physical location of the pipeline. The inspector informed the licensee who stated that the
correction would be included in their next annual FSAR update. ;

,'

The North Carolina Division of Emergency Management has a Brunswick Task |

.

Force which meets monthly. This task force is composed of
representatives from the state, Brunswick and New Hanover Counties, the .j
Highway Patrol, Coast Guard, the licensee, and others.

'

The task force
reviews drills, improved communications, cooperation and changes, as '

3

well as other significant factors affecting emergency management. The
licensee's representative disseminates task force information among the

.,

affected organizations for their review.
'

In addition, the inspector reviewed the licensee's submittal to the NRC .5
for the updated organizational structure, GLS-93-216, dated December'31, !1993. He also reviewed the licensee's request asking that the state
deny Martin Marietta's application for a mining permit for a quarry to
be located near site bounoaries. The inspector concluded from his .;

review that the license's program is adequate and addresses the i

necessary elements.. '
.,

!

Violations and deviations were not identified. j
!8. Exit Interview (30703) '

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on February 4,1994, .
.

.

iwith those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The-inspectors described i

the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection ~ findings in-'

ithe summary and listed below. Dissenting comments were not received'
ifrom the licensee. Proprietary information is not contained in this areport. <- '

Item Number .Descriotion/ Reference Paracraoh
.

94-02-01 Unresolved Item, Inadequate Surveillance P_rocedure
(paragraph 3.b.)

j
.

94-02-02 Violation, Inadequate Test Procedure (paragraph 3.b) I
9. Acronyms and Initialisms

ACR Adverse Condition Report !

s

ALARA -As Low As Reasonably Achievable
iANSI American National Standards Institute :A0 Auxiliary Operator

BNP Brunswick Nuclear Project
-

CBEAF Control Building Emergency Air Filters
CRD- Control-Rod Drive
DG Diesel Generator
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System#
ENP Engineering Procedure
ESF- Engineered Safety Feature

.

__- . . . - _ _ - - - - . _ - - . - . -.- --._ - . . .-
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EWR Engineering Work Request
FACTS Facility Automated Commitment Tracking System
FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
GP General Plant Operating Procedures
HCU Hydraulic Control Unit
HP Health Physics
HPCI High Pressure Coolant Injection
HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
INPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

| IPBS Integrated Planning, Budgeting and Scheduling'

JATR Jet Assist Timing Relay
LCO Limiting Conditions for Operation
LER Licensee Event Report
LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
MST Maintenance Surveillance Test

!NAD Nuclear Assessment Department
NED Nuclear Engineering Department
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR Nuclear Reactor Regulation
NSRC Nuclear Safety Review Committee
PA Protected Area
PM Plant Modification
PM Preventive Maintenance
PNSC Plant Nuclear Safety Committee
QC Quality Control
RAT Readiness Assessment Team
RBCCW Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water
RCIC Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
RFP Reactor Feedwater Pump
RHR Residual Heat Removal
RPS Reactor Protection System - -

RTGB Reactor Turbine Gauge Board
SBGT Stand By Gas Treatment
SCO Senior Control Operator
SJAE Steam Jet Air Ejector
SLC Standby Liquid Control
SRI Senior Resident Inspector
SRO Senior Reactor Operator
STA Shift Technical Advisor
TS Technical' Specification
URI Unresolved Item
WR/JO Work Request / Job Order

4

;

e
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Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324 ,
license Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62

-

Carolina Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. R. A. Anderson ,

*

Vice President
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant i

P. O. Box 10429 -

Southport, NC 28461
|

Gentlemen: |

i

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION

(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-325/94-04 AND 50-324/94-04) (.

This refers to the insoection conoucted by Richard L. Prevatte of this dffice
on February 5 - Maren 4, 1994. The inspection included a review of activities
authorized for your Brunswick facility. At the conclusion of.the inspection,
the findings were discussed with those memoers of your staff identified in the
enclosed report. 1

,

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the report. Within
these areas, the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures' '

and representative records, interviews with personnel and observation of .
iactivities in progress. j
1

Based on the results of this inspection, certain of your activities appeared I

to be in violation of NRC requirements. The violation is of concern because |it indicates a lack of attention to detail in the review and implementation.of .)
plant modifications.

,

! :

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions !
i

specified in the enclosed Notices when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional

iactions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to Ithese Notices, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of'
'

future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement,

action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of4

i this letter, its enclosures, and any reply will be placed in the NRC Public
! Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and.the enclosed Notices are not subject.

to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required;

by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.,

:

a

; 4MNyd -

!
;

.

I

_
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MAR 2 41994
Carolina Power and Light Company 2

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us, j
i

Sincere y,
,

eu #1-- 1Jon R. Joh o , Acting Director
Division of actor Projects

Enclosures:
1. Notice of Violation
2. NRC Inspection Report

cc w/encls:
H. W. Habermeyer, Jr.
Vice President
Nuclear Services Department
Carolina Power & Light Company
P. O. Box 1551 - Mail OHS 7
Raleigh, NC 27602

J. P. Cowan, Acting Director
Site Operations
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461

.

W. Levis, Acting
Plant Manager Unit 1
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant

i

P. O. Box 10429 ;

Southport. NC 28461
|

C. C. Warren
Plant Manager Unit 2 '

Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429 |
Southport, NC 28461

Mark S. Calvert
Associate General Counsel

" Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551 )Raleigh, NC 27602 j

(ce w/encls cont'd - See page 3)

|

- _ _ _ . . __ __ _
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- MAR 2 41994
.

Carolina Power and Light Company 3

(cc w/encls cont'd) ;

Dayne H. Brown, Director
Division of Radiation Protection

,

N. C. Department.of Environment, ,

:
Commerce & Natural Resources i

P. O. Box 27687 '

Raleigh, NC 27611-7687 l

Karen E. Long '

Assistant Attorney General
State of North Carolina
P. O. Box 629
Raleigh, NC 27602

|

Robert P. Gruber
Executive Director 4

Public Staff - NCUC
P. O. Box 29520
Raleigh, NC 27626-0520

Public Service Commission
.

State of South Carolina !
P. O. Box 11649

6

Columbia, SC 29211
i

Mayor
City of Wilmington

,

P. O. Box 1810 '

Wilmington, NC 28402

Mayor
City of Southport
201 East Moore Street
Southport, NC 28461

i

. . - _4 .--
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ENCLOSURE 1

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
1

Carolina Power and Light Company Docket No.: 50-324 |Brunswick Site License No.: DPR-62 ;

l
During an NRC inspection conducted on February 5 - March 4, 1994, a violation
of NRC requirements was identified. In accordance with the " General Statement
of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C, the violation is listed below:

Technical Specification 4.6.3.1 requires that each primary containment
isolation valve specified in Regulatory Compliance Instruction RCI-02.6,
Technical Specification Cross Reference, be demonstrated operable prior
to initially placing it in service.

Technical Specification 4.6.3.2 requires that each primary containment
isolation valve be demonstrated operable at least every 18 months by
verifying that on a containment isolation test signal each valve
actuates to its isolation position.

Contrary to the above, between April 23, 1993, and January 31, 1994, the
licensee failed to demonstrate that primary containment isolation valve
2-CAC-V216 would attain its isolation position upon the receipt of a
containment isolation signal.

.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Carolina Power and Light Company
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, DC '

20555, with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region II, and a copy to the
NRC Resident Inspector, within 30 days of the date of the letter transmitting
this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a
" Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each violation: (1)
the reason for the violation or, if contested, the basis for disputing the
violation, (2) the corrective steps that have been taken and the results
achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If an
adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order or demand for information may be issued as to why the license should not
be modified, suspended or revoked, or why such other action as may be proper
should not be taken. Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given
to extending the response time.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia i

this 24th day of March 1994

.gd#l/4W j
1

1
;

_ _ _ _ . _

._ _ _ ___ _ ___ ____j
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Report Nos.: 50-325/94-04 ana 50-324/94-04

Licensee: Carolina Power _and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551

-

Raleigh, NC 27602 '

Docket Nos.: 50-325 and 50-324 License Nos.: OPR-71 and DPR-62

Facility Name: Brunswick 1 and 2 :

/
:Inspection Conducted: Fe uary h- March 4, 1994
!G /3// r :

Lead Inspector: / (_A A~ ' M 3/32/M !

R. L. Prevatte. Senior Resident inspe(tor Ofte Signeo ;

Other Inspectors: P. M. Byron. Resident Inspector
M. T. Janus. Resident Inspector
R. Bernhard. Senior Resident Inspector - Grand Gulf
R. Musser, Resident Inspector - Browns. Ferry

|

,

L. Wert, Senior Resident Inspector - Hatch ;
C. W. Rapp,' Reactor Engineer j

/M.,W. Wrioht. Project Engineer
NN 'I ~ .Approved.By: /AV N

|T.~0. Christensen, Chief Date SignedReactor Projects Section lA
Division of Reactor Projects ,

r

SUlmARY

Scope:

This routine safety inspection by the resident inspectors involved the areas
!of Unit 1 startup/ power ascension, operations, maintenance and surveillance,- '

engineering support, plant support, and other areas. . Inspections were !conducted during normal working _ hours, on back shift, deep back shift,
holidays, and weekends.

Results:

In the' areas inspected, one violation was identified involving the failure to
perform adequate post modification and subsequent- surveillance testing on the

.

hardened wet well- vent installation, paragraph 3.c.

The startup/ power ascension plan and its implementation.on Unit I was
identified as a strength, paragraph 2.b.
Unit I was restarted on February 1, achieved full power on February 18, and
was released for normal power operation on February 23, 1994.

Unit 2 was operated at essentially full power during the reporting period.

_- . - . . . . _ - - - _ _ -
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REPORT DETAILS :

:
,

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees |
,

K. Ahern. Manager - Operations Support and Work Control "

R. Anderson, Vice-President - Brunswick Nuclear Project
*G. Barnes, Manager - Operations Unit 1 *

M. Bradley, Manager - Brunswick Project Assessment
*J. Cowan, Acting Director - Site Operations 3

:G. Honma, Supervisor - Regulatory Compliance i
*N. Gannon, Manager - Maintenance, Unit 1 '

*R. Grazio, Manager - Brunswick Engineering Support Section c

*J. Heffley, Manager - Maintenance, Unit 2 '

*G. Hicks, Manager - Training
;P. Leslie, Manager - Security

*W. Levis, Acting Plant Manager - Unit 1
*R. Lopriore, Manager - Regulatory Affairs '

*C. Pardee, Manager - Technical Support .

*C. Robertson, Manager - Environmental & Radiological Control i
*J. Titrington, Manager - Operations, Unit 2
*C. Warren, Plant Manager - Unit 2
G. Warriner, Manager - Control and Administration .'

*E. Willett, Manager - Project Management
-5

Other licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen,
<

engineers, technicians, operators, office personnel and security force -
:

members. I

!* Attended the exit interview.
|

Acronyms and initialisms used in the report are listed in the last 1
paragraph. /

,

2. Operations

a. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

The inspectors verified that Unit 1 and Unit'2 were operated-in '

compliance with Technical Specifications'and other regulatory
requirements by direct observations of activities, facility. tours,

.

i
discussions with personnel, reviewing of records and independent

iverification of safety system status.
|

'The inspectors verified that control room manning requirements of-
'10 CFR 50.54 and the Technical Specifications were met. Control.

operator, shift' supervisor,. clearance,STA, daily / standing-:

instructions and jumper / bypass logs were reviewed to obtain
information concerning operating trends and out of service safety
systems to ensure that there were no conflicts with Technical
Specification. Limiting Conditions for Operations.. Direct
observations of control room panels, instrumentation and recorded

, , . . . - - -_ - _ . -
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traces important to safety were conducted to verify operability
and that operating parameters were within Technical Specification
limits. The inspectors observed shift turnovers to verify that
system status continuity was maintained. The inspectors also
verified the status of selected control room annunciators.

Operability of a selected Engineered Safety Feature division was
verified weekly by ensuring that: each accessible valve in the
flow path was in its correct position; each power supply and
breaker was closed for components that must activate upon
initiation signal; the RHR subsystem cross-tie valve for each unit
was closed with the power removed from the valve operator: there
was not leakage of major components; there was proper lubrication
and cooling water available; and conditions did not exist which
could prevent fulfillment of the system's functional requirements.
Instrumentation essential to system actuation or performance was
verified operable by observing on-scale indication and proper
instrument valve lineup, if accessible.

No violations or deviations were identified. The licensee's performance
in this area was satisfactory.

b. Unit 1 Startup and Power Ascension (71710)
Sustained Control Room and Plant Observation (71715)

The licensee developed and implemented a comprehensive startup and
power ascension plan for Unit 1 to ensure the unit was returned to
service in a safe, controlled, and deliberate manner with all
equipment tested and verified to be functioning correctly. The
plan consisted of the following major elements:

a startup organization and staffing-

defined consnand and control responsibilities-

guidance for resolution of emergent issues-

assessment performance objectives-

power ascension plan schedule-

startup test plan requirements-

system walkdown requirements-

A manager was' assigned to develop and implement this plan well in
advance of its required date. Specific staff personnel were
assigned on a full time basis to support the plan. A schedule was
developed that provided for a 50 day startup, which included two
contingency outages if needed to perform emergent repairs. The
schedule included assessment hold points where an evaluation and a
deliberate decision must be made by the Site Vice President to
continue the startup sequence or shutdown and perform repairs.
The decision to continue was based on an assessment of plant

. operations, plant material condition, personnel performance,-
organizational responsiveness, schedule adherence, and the
' functioning of administration and work control processes.
Assessment holdpoints were pre-established prior to startup, prior
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to exceeding 40% power, and prior to returning the unit to normal
operation at 100% power.

In addition to the above assessment hold points, four decision
points were esta0lished (i.e., at cold shutdown, 165 psig, 15% and
60% power) which -equired an evaluation and determination by the
Unit 1 Plant Managtr to proceed with the startup. This decision
was based on plant eperation, material condition as determined by
system walkdowns, the completion of all needed maintenance, and
the satisfactory completion of scheduled tests.

The above plan was placed in operation in late January prior to
Unit I restart on February 1. The inspector did a detailed review
and evaluation of this plan prior to its implementation. He held
discussions with management personnel involved in developing and
implementing the plan. The inspector determined that the plan was
well developed. had extens1ve management input, and provided
highly effective controls and evaluation processes to ensure a
successful startup. The inspector also attended each decision and
assessment meeting and found that they were very thorough and
detailed. The inspector determined that the licensee's startup
and power ascension plan was well planned and effectively
implemented.

As a part of NRC action plan for unit restart, the resident staff
was augmented to support startup inspection activities. This
provided for 24-hour shift coverage with an observer stationed in
the control room to monitor the conduct of control room activities
and other important startup and test activities. The 24-hour
shift coverage started on January 30 and continued until the plant
achieved 60% power on February 14. The resident staff, with
selected assistance, provided general coverage of plant activities
and direct observation of important tests until the unit achieved
full power and was released for unrestricted operation on
February 23. The following is a listing by power plateau of
inspectors' observations including strengths, weaknesses, and
equipment problems that were identified during the startup:

Cold Shutdown to Reactor Critical

The preparations for reactor startup were completed and rod pull
commenced on January 31, 1994. Control rods were pulled to within
two steps of the Estimated Critical Position (ECP) and it became
evident that the reactor would not go critical at the calculated
ECP. Rods were driven in and nuclear engineering began
consultation with the fuels section in the corporate office to
determine why the reactor did not go critical at or near the ECP.
After extensive connunications between the site nuclear engineers
and the fuels section, it was determined that the ECP was overly
conservative and a new ECP was developed. Rods were pulled again
and the reactor achieved criticality at 11:35 p.m., on February 1.
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Other than poor communications between-the site and the fuels
section, no deficiencies were observed. :

i
Reactor Critical to 15% Power

,

During power ascension from startup to 15% power, testing was
conducted on nuclear instrumentation, HPCI, RCIC, the recently
installed digital feedwater control system, the reactor water

-

,

level reference leg backfill modification, the reactor feedpumps, ,

and the EHC system. In addition to the above testing, numerous :

PMTRs were conducted to verify equipment operability and an entry ;

was made into the drywell to identify any leakage at full. system 1

operating pressure. The following problems were identified or i

occurred during this power plateau: '

air trapped in reactor water level reference leg required [
e

venting -

a drywell temperature detector required replacemente "

e minor weeping past SRV J - this stopped when pressure and !
temperature increased

the air operator on a recirculation pump seal staging valvee
required repacking

,

an electrical short in B0P MCC 1 TA required repairs-e
,

several problems involving the overspeed and backupe
mechanical overspeed devices on the reactor feedwater pump
delayed placing these units in operation. Some inadequacies *

were also identified involving the procedures used to
startup and test the reactor feedwater pumps. Vendor iassistance was obtained in this area, but the licensee was
able to accomplish the required repairs without extensive H{assistance. J

Ouring this period of the startup and power ascension, the
licensee's performance was very positive. Evolutions in the
control room were performed in a very controlled manner with
nuclear safety being the first priority. Prior to the performance .

of any activity, a pre-job briefing was conducted for all !
individuals involved in the execution of the task. In general,
the briefings were thorough and described the task in detail.

,

Infrequently performed evolutions, such as rod withdrawal and SRV J

testing were further briefed in accordance with the licensee's-
procedure, PLP-17, Identification, Development Review, and
Conduct of Infrequently Performed Tests or Evolutions. These
briefings conducted by operations management emphasized strict
adherence to procedures, the licensee's self-checking STAR
technique, and a discussion of problems experienced by CP&L and
other licensees perfoming similar evolutions.

During the startup, the inspector observed the operations shift
turnover on a daily basis. During turnover, most critical

]activities were stopped so that a thorough turnover.could be '

conducted between the on-coming and off-going shifts. The

- _ . .
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turnovers observed by the inspector were very thorough and
detailed. This was particularly the case for turnover at the unit '

senior reactor operator position. Plant status, work activities,
LCOs, past problems, startup schedule, and other matters affecting
the unit were discussed in detail. '

,

Equipment performance during the initial phases of the startup for '

a plant that had not operated for approximately 21 months was
good. The digital controls for the Startup Level Control Valve, a !

newly installed modification, performed well during the startup..
However, the licensee did experience some equipment problems. For t

instance, a control operator experienced difficulty in withdrawing
numerous control rods. This was most likely due to venting |problems with the control rod drives. Additionally, a water level :
instrument, N004C, did not reflect the correct water level when -

compared to other instrumentation. This problem resulted in a ;
delay in the startuo process so that the instrument's reference
leg could be backfilled anc vented. Overall, the plant's -

equipment operated properly and allowed for safe power ascension. '

!

The operators performance during the startup was good. All
observed evolutions were performed in a careful ano deliberate
manner. Senior reactor operators controlled all evolutions
ensuring that the R0s and A0s understood their duties and

iresponsibilities prior to commencing important activities.
Problems that arose were quickly handled in a conservative and
safe manner. For example, on February. 2,'when water level
instrument-N004C was discovered to be outside its acceptable '

operating band, all power ascension activit.ies were stopped and
the proper TS LCO entered. Working as a team, the operators took .

the correct actions within the required time frame as specified in
the plant's technical specifications. Additionally, the control
room maintained a professional work atmosphere througnout the
startup. Control room access was controlled by the SR0s and R0s ,

as specified by plant procedures. '

Good command and control was also exhibited during a minor fire !
which occurred on February 4, at approximately.5:00La.m., due to a ;

phase to phase short in MCC.1TA (see paragraph 3.a.). Following
the initial report, the control room immediately notified and j
dispatched the fire brigade to the scene. During this time, .the
use of the plant page was restricted for emergency use only.

.,Operators-concentrated on their entry into the required procedures
!and the assessment of damages and recovery of lost systems.
!Effects of this fire were felt on both units, as Hydrogen Water

Chemistry was lost on Unit 2 as a result of the fire. Unit 2 '

response and subsequent recovery / stabilization efforts were
conducted in a smooth and efficient manner. The overall' response
to this event was well coordinktad and' controlled, demonstrating

|good use of command and control and a familiarity with emergency jresponse actions.-
,

_

l

!
i

-)
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Overall, this portion of the startup was performed in a cautious
and deliberate manner. Althougn meeting their schedule was
important, the safe operation of the unit was ovemhelmingly. the .!
most significant objective during the startup.

i15% To 35% Power i

The licensee's efforts at this plateau consisted of inerting the '

drywell, testing the main turbine and its associated protective i

devices, synchronization to the. grid, performing system walkdowns, ',
feedwater testing, and other performance and operational tests.

|:
The equipment problems experienced at this power level included i

the main turbine stop and control valves closing prior to
achieving rated speed. It was determined that this had been
caused by a faulty diode which was replaced. An incorrectly ;

3

adjusted limit switch on the turbine control valve resulted in an
,

automatic actuation of all four diesel generators while performing !turbine overspeed trip testing. A steam leak was identified and "

repaired in a drain line in the MSIV pit area. All the above -|items were correctly diagnosed and repaired in a timely manner. '

:

The inspectors continued to identify excellent pre-job briefings !
and exceptionally good internal'and external communications in-the !
control room and between plant operations and other supporting i
sections. Shift turnover continued to be-detailed and

.
;professional. All observed testing was performed in a deliberate !

and controlled manner with good support provided by all units. *

Management continued to provide good oversite and direction. -

One personnel error was identified when a vendor technician
inadvertently pushed the wrong button on the digital feedwater
control system in the back panel area. This resulted in_a rapid ,

change in reactor water level from 187 inches to 173 inches and
the system transferred from three element to single element
control as designed. The level was restored to normal and all
testing was stopped to address this item. It was determined that'
operations was not aware that the individual was entering data
into the system controls. The individual did not believe that his
actions would have any effect on system operations. Overall
performance at this plateau was good.

35E to 60% Power

This plateau consisted of placing the second feedwater pump in !

service, performing low power testing, LPRM calibration,
performing' system walkdown of the MSRs and heater drains, and the

,completion of performance, maintenance, and surveillance testing.. ~

No significant personnel or equipment problems were identified at -
this plateau. Operations and the support organizations continued ~

)

>
.

.

ur --. nw
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to perform well in a controlled and deliberate manner. After the
.unit achieved 60% power, NRC control room staffing was reduced to jthe observation of special tests.
!

60% to Full Power

This plateau consisted of additional testing of the OFW system at !
75% power, turbine valve testing at 80% power, followed by a !
period of fuel preconditioning at 80% power. This preconditioning i
was accomplished to reduce the potential for damage from any
debris that may exist in the RCS and fuel area. After fuel

,

'

preconditioning, power was reduced to 65% for a rod pattern change -

and power was then raised to 98% to attain Xenon equilibrium,
perform core parameter checks, and complete DFW system final !

acceptance tests. These tests included a reactor feedwater pump
trip and a recirculating pump runback from full power. '

Prior to performing the final acceptance test, the operators were -

given specialized training on these transients in:the simulator.
.!This training included exercises with and without faults. The

inspector observed this training and the plant acceptance testing.
|The tests were performed satisfactorily on February 22 and 23.

After the above testing and an assessment by the~ unit manager and '

~ Site Vice President, the unit was released for' unrestricted
;operations on February 23.

The above startup activities were conducted in'accordance with a !well organized, planned, and developed startup and power ascension iplan. Inspections of equipment and spaces prior to and during the !

.

unit startup indicated that significant improvements had been made
in the areas of' plant cleanliness, preservation, and equipment jmaintenance and upgrading. Operator and' support organizations- |morale and attitudes appeared to be positive and well focused on

,

the unit restart. Management involvement and oversite had !
significantly increased and provided very positive results. '

Considering that the plant had been shutdown for 21 months with a ;
large amount of work performed, the plant' restarted and perforised >

well with very few equipment and personnel problems. The startup. ;
and power ascension plan, including the performance of-the plant !

staff during the unit 1 restart, is considered a. strength,
'

Review of Operations LERs (92700)c.

(Closed) LER 1-91-27, Two Inoperable Control Rod
Accumulators Resuittin Entry into Technical Specification

. +

. 3.0.3. This event occurred when a CRD accumulator low
nitrogen pressure alarm was received on HCU 46-27 while an

. operator was recharging the_HCU 34-19 accumulator. With two '

inoperable HCU accumulators, TS 3.0.3 was entered when the '

Control Room declared the tecond HCU inoperable. The A0
recharging HCU 34-19 was dispatched to verify low nitrogen .'

pressure on the second HCU and to continue recharging'34-19.

-, , .. - -_. ._ _ _. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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HCU 34-19 was recharged and returned to service,-thus
exiting the TS LCO. The licensee recharged the accumulator
for HCU 46-27 and on January 25, 1993, submitted a TS change '

that would eliminate the reportability of this event.
P

(Closed) LER 1-91-15. Two Inoperable Control Rod
Accumulators Result in Entry Into Technical Specification-

.

!3.0.3. This event occurred when CRD accumulator low !nitrogen pressure alarm was received on HCU 30-47. t

Maintenance was in progress on HCU 30-19 to repair a
nitrogen leak at the same time. With two inoperable HCU
accumulators, TS 3.0.3 was entered. An A0 was dispatched to '

recharge the accumulator for HCU 30-47. The accumulator was >

recharged and returned to service, thus exiting the TS LCO.
The licensee completed the maintenance on HCU 30-19 a day
later. As previously indicated, a TS change was submitted
on January 25 1993, that will eliminate the reportability of
this event.

(Closed) LER 1-93-10 Hourly Fire Watch Technical Specification .

Surveillance Missed During Radiography. This event occurred when
an assigned fire watch was unable to enter an area and perform the ;
required hourly inspection due to radiographic activities. This
occurred due to a breakdown in communications between the jfirewatch, health physics personnel, and radiography. Only one
hourly round was missed. The individuals involved in this event- !.
were counselled and a faulty public address system phone that was !

a contributing factor was repaired under WR/JO 93-APLZ1. The '

inspector verified that the above actions had been completed.
.

d. Licensee Action on Previous Operations Inspection Findings (92701, ;
92702)

(Closed) Violation (325,324/93-19-01), Inadequate Corrective
Action to Correct Deficiencies in Clearance Implementation, Tagout
Audits, and Operator Shift Turnovers...On April 19,1993, clearance
2-93-1094 was hung which required the control switches for-
Containment Atmospheric Control Valves 2-CAC-V4, V55, V56, and V58. .

i

to be in the closed position. On' April 21, the inspector found,

these switches to be in the neutral position. A tagout audit on
April 20 and multiple control board walkdowns between April 19 and
21, 1993, failed to identify this discrepancy. This event was
similar to that described in Notice of Violation (Violation B)dated August 25, 1992. The licensee responded to the violation in
a letter dated June 25, 1993. .The licensee's corrective actions
were completed on April 1, 1993, and included:

Counseling of involved individuals-

Senior Operations Management reviewing the event with each-

shift, re-emphasizing their expectations

- __
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Each shift supervisor administering a control board 2

-

awareness /walkdown checkout card to each operator assigned !
to his shift '

- Operations management performing semi-weekly
assessment /walkdowns of the control boards with the R0s for |;
10 weeks '

- Implementing a new self-checking program called STAR (Stop, 4

Think, Act, and Review)

The inspector reviewed the assessments that had been completed by
operations management. He also reviewed the corrective actions

ifor items identified during the assessments. The items-identified ~

by operations management were not significant and were similar to
those observed by the inspector.

The licensee continually emphasizes the STAR process, and the
,inspector has observed a significant reduction in the numoer of

personnel related issues. The licensee also continues to give
.

'

control board walkdowns to the R0s. The inspector found the
licensee's corrective actions for these issues to be effective.

4

'

(Closed) Violation 325,324/93-52-01, Inadequate Control Room Logs.
This violation identified that an operator had failed to log when :
a control rod was found at position 46 instead of the required

,

position 48. An investigation found that the rod had not been
returned to position 48 after the performance of PT.14.1, Control !

.

Rod Operability Check, which exercised the rods weekly. This rod !
remained in the wrong position for 18 hours until identified by an - |oncoming nuclear engineer. ~This was identified during.a shift i
turnover, and it appears that both operators thought the other one

3would make the log entry. The licensee responded to the violation '

in a letter dated January 28, 1994. The licensee corrective
actions were to make a late log entry and counsel the applicable
operators and discuss the item with allLshift personnel. The
inspector verified that these actions had been completed. The

,

>

inspector also reviewed the licensee's existing guidance on log
;keeping (OI-71, Operations Shift Logs) and determined that it
|

provides adequate detail and guidance on log keeping. <

Violations and deviations were not identified.

3. Maintenance '
,

!a. Maintenance Observation (62703)

The. inspectors observed maintenance activities, interviewed . j
personnel, and reviewed records to verify that work was conducted '

in accordance with approved procedures, Technical Specifications, ;
;

and applicable industry codes and standards. The inspectors also ,

verified that: redundant components were operable; administrative I

controls were followed; tagouts were adequate; personnel were !

qualified; correct replacement parts were used; radiological '

:

;

. _ -, -
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controls were proper; fire protection was adequate; quality
control hold points were adequate and observed; adequate post-
maintenance testing was performed; and independent verification
requirements were implemented. The inspectors independently
verified that selected equipment was properly returned to service.

Outstanding work requests were reviewed to ensure that the
licensee gave priority to safety-related maintenance. The
inspectors observed / reviewed portions of the following maintenance
activities:

94 ACTRI Repair of Annunciator 04-23 Exhaust Hood A Vacuum Low
93-BCPNI Adjust MGU/MSC overspeed stops, IA RFPT
94-ACMSI Repair DG No. 4 jacket water heating pump motor
93-BCPNI Repair / adjust reactor feedwater pump 1A overspeed trip

mechanism
94-ADAMI Repair leak on 821 F038C steam line drain venturi
94-ACRV1 Repair damaged bus on MCC ITA
93-IR9001 Lever adjustment for RFPT MGU
94-ADBIl Troubleshoot spurious turbine trip and repatr/ adjust

limit switch on Unit I stop valve No. 1
MCC ITA Repairs

Inspection Report 325.324/94-02 identificd the occurrence of a
short and resulting electrical fire in turbine building MCC-1TA
that occurred on February 4. The main feeder breakar
automatically tripped and extinguished the fire. The fire and
damage to equipment was isolated to one cubicle in the MCC. The
damaged area included arc damage to one phase of a 600 ampere
vertical bus section adjacent to where the main power feeder cable
connects to this bus. The bus loads are all balance of plant '

loads.
!

Plant maintenance removed the two cubicle buckets in the A section 1

of the MCC and removed the damaged bus section. They did not have |a 600 ampere replacement bus section in stock so they performed an '

engineering evaluation (EER 94-0038) that allowed'them to install :
a modified 300 ampere bus assembly as a temporary replacement
until parts could be obtained from the manufacturer. These

|actions allowed Unit I restart to continue. '

,

The inspector reviewed the above EER and discussed it in detail
|with the engineers who performed the evaluation. Yhe inspector

found this repair to be acceptable until the correct replacement
.parts could be obtained and an outage of sufficient duration i

exists to permit replacement. The inspector observed the '

disassembly and inspection of the failed parts. No deficiencies
were identified during the above repair activities.

l
I

i
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RFP OversDeed Trio Repairs 1

The personnel working on this item experienced procedural problems
that required a procedure revision. The lead mechanic who
generally worked on this equipment was unavailable and it took a

.

|
significant amount of time for the assigned people to familiarize '

themselves with the equipment and make the necessary repairs and
adjustments. The individuals involved appeared to do an overall
effective job and clearly gained confidence on this equipment.

DG No. 4 Jacket Water Pumo and Steam Line Orain
.

The repairs to the DG jacket water heating pump motor and the
leaking steam line drain were performed in a timely manner without
impact on the unit restart.

No deficiencies were identified on the other observed WR/J0s.

b. Surveillance Observation (61726)

The inspectors witnessed / reviewed portions of the test activities
during Unit I restart. Through observation, interviews and record
review, the inspectors verified that: tests conformed to
Technical Specification requirements; administrative controls were
followed: personnel were qualified; instrumentation was
calibrated; and data was accurate and complete. The inspectors ;
reviewed the test results and ensured that the equipment was '

correctly returned to service:

OPT-14.3.1 In sequence Critical Shutdown Margin
t

OPT-50.2 SRM/IRM Overlap Verification and 1RM Range
6 and 7 Continuity Check

OPT-50.12 Measurement of In Sequence Critical Data
IMST-IRM25NA IRM Range Correlation Adjustment
PM-89-001 Digital Feedwater Testing (SULCV)
OPT-10.1.1A RCIC Component Test
OPT-10.11.L, 10.12.L.

,

& 10.13.L RCIC ASD Test '

OPT-9.3A HPCI Component Test '

OPT-09.10L HPCI Corponent Local' and ASSD Test
i

OPT-9.3 HPCI Operabtlity Test
OSP 93-049 Tune HPC1/RCIC Controllers '

PM 89-001 RFPT High Level Trip Test
DCM-TRB521 1st RFPT Overspeed Test
PM 89-001 1st RFPT MGU/MSC Functional Test i
OPT-37.2.1 & 1

OPT-37.2.3 1st RFPT pts
PM 92-152 1A RFPT Logic Redesign Acceptance
PM 89-001 Digital Feedwater Functional Test When 1st

RFPT Placed In Service
OCM-TRBS21 2nd RFPT Overspeed Test

|

:

!
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PM 89-001 2nd RFPT MGU/MSC Functional Test
0PT-37.2.1 &
PT-37.2.3 2nd RFPT pts
PM 92-152 IB RFPT Logic Redesign Acceptance Test
OPT-50.2 IRM/APRM Overlap Verification
OPT-11.1.2 SRV/ ADS Test
PM 89-001 Digital Feedwater Functional Test When

Control System Placed in Master Automatic
OPT-10.1.1 RCIC 1000 psig Operability Test
OPT-09.2 HPCI 1000 psig Operability Test
OPM-TRB507 HPCI Operational Inspection
IMST-HPCl39R HPCI Response Test

i

0PT-01.9E TIP Axial Alignment
ISP-93-071 Feedwater Valve Inspection
OPT-80.2 Drywell Entry and Class 1 Conditional

System Leak Test
OPT-20.3C Drywell Air Lock Leak Test
ENP-24.15 Full Core TIP Scan Before Exceecing 25%

Power
OPT-13.1 Jet Pump Operability
0P-26 Main Turbine Startup Tests *

OPT-40.2.11 Generator Voltage Regulator
0PT-01.11 Core Performance Parameter Check t
OPT-40.2.6 Main Turbine Overspeed Test
0PT-40.2.8 MSIV Closure Test ;OPT-26.8.5,
8.6,8.7, & 8.10 Main Turbine Valve Testing (SV, BPV,

CIV, NRV! !

,

PM 89-001 Digital Feedwater Control System !

Functional Test - When Placed in Three
Element Control

OPT-01.11 Core Performance Parameter Check
OPT-14.2.1 Single Rod Scram Insertion Time Test if ;

Required
OPT-1.90 TIP System Calibration 9 <40% Power
OPT-1.9 LPRM Calibration 9 <40% Power !

OPT-1.80 Core Thermal Power Calibration 9 <40% i

Power
OPT-50.13 APRM/LPRM Flux Noise Baseline Data 9 <40%

'

Power
PM 93-031 RPV Reference Leg Backfill Sensitivity

Test
OPT-37.2.2 RFPT 1A and IB Stop Valve Test
PM 89-001 Recirculating Pump Runback Test 9 455
PM 89-001 Digital Feedwater Functional Test When

Second RFPT Placed in Service
OP-26.8.16 Main Turbine Power / Load Unbalance Test
1MST-RPS28R MSL Rad Monitor Setpoint at 60% Power
OPM-NE001 LPRM Detector Performance Evaluation
OPT-50.3 TIP Reproductibility and Uncertainty

Determination 9 60% Power
OPT-01.9E Axial Alignment of TIP 9 60% Power
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OPT-01.9 LPRM Calibration 0 60% Power
OPT-1.8D Core Thermal Power Calculation @ 60% Power '

OPT-50.14 TIP Tube and LPRM Configuration '

Verification 0 60% Power ;
PM 89-001 Digital Feedwater Functional Test at 75% '

Power
OPT-40.2.5 &
40.2.9 Main Turbine Valve Testing

,

PM 89-001 Digital Feedwater Functional Test 9 100%
Power

1MST APRM11W APRM CH A, C, and E Channel Functional
Test RDS Inputs

2MST RPS 27R RPS Scram Discharge Volume Hi Water Level
Channel Functional Test and Channel
Calibration '

PM 93-031 RPV Reference Leg Backfill Sensitivity
Test - Rated Reactor Pressure. j

RPV Reference Leo Backfill
:

The inspector observed the testing performed in the above RPV :

reference leg backfill modification (PM 93-031) for Unit I during
power ascension testing on February 12,1994. The first phase of
this test was performed to gather data and determine the ,

sensitivity on the unit's reactor water level instrumentation over
ivariable flow rates. Flow sensitivity tests were performed for
.

each of the seven reference leg condensing pots at 920 psig [reactor pressure with flows that ranged from 0.002 to 0.016 gpa
(note 0.016 gpm is 200% normal flow). Time history plots of the
archived data were recorded by ERFIS. All plant parameters for
the injected loops appeared to be relatively constant when
observed with increased flows and compared favorably with the non-
injected loops resulting in a successful test.

The second phase of the sensitivity testing involved increasing '

the back flow rate to all seven reference leg' condensing pots to
0.016 gpa and observing their level indication sensitivity effects
for each of the following reactor perturbations: ;

1

Start the standby CR0 pump and stop.the operating CRD pumpe *

* Transfer of CR0 pump suction filters
e- Transfer of CRD pump drive filters ,

:o Transfer of CRD pump suction source to the CST !
Return the CR0 suction source to the pretest conditione-

,

Continual withdrawal of a selected control rod (30-03) toe-
'

position 24

Continual insertion of control rod (30-03) to position 00 |
e-

Notch withdrawal of control rod (30-03) to position 24 i
e-

Notch insertion of control rod (30-03) to position 00e-

|
The third phase of testing the unit's reactor water level
instrumentation sensitivity involved performing the same above ;

1
I
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listed reactor perturbations for all seven leg condensing pots
using a 0.008 gpm (100% normal flow rate) backfill flow rate.

The fourth and final sensitivity testing phase involved isolating
level transmitter 1-B21-LT-N027A and monitoring the backfill flow
indicator while slowly decreasing the backfill flow rate to 0.008
gpa using the flow metering valve.

Once all testing was complete, the backfill flow was left in the
normal operational alignment and the vessel level instrumentation
system was turned over to Operations. Observation and review of
the sensitivity measurements recorded by this ar.ceptance test
determined the Reference Leg Backfill .Modific:cion should have no
adverse affect on the reactor vessel instrumentation.

:

The inspector noted that excel! ant pre-job briefings were
conducted for involved personnel prior to the performance of the

;above remaining tests. These briefings were detailed and covered ;

the tests, anticipated results, and acceptance criteria.
Applicable plant and industry experience associated with the test
was also discussed. The assignments of test supervisors,
coordinators, and specific test personnel enhanced this process.
and provided more effective control. The inspector noted that <

support organizations responded in a timely manner to provide
assistance when needed. The questioning attitude of test
personnel led to the identification and resolution of several
problems, such as the need to test the CAC-V216 valve (See *

paragraph 3.c). The most significant problems encountered during
the above test involved the reactor feedwater pumps. The majority
of these problems related to poor procedures, workmanship, and
inadequate knowledge on the equipment. The maintenance
organization was challenged, but was able to resolve these
problems with only minor assistance from a vendor. The pre-
startup tests performed on HPCI and RCIC using auxiliary steam
significantly-reduced the problems normally experienced on this .;

equipment during startup.
,

Diaital Feedwater

The testing on the digital feedwater system went well'and provided
the operators with added assurance of this new system's
capability. Overall, the above testing went exceptionally well

1

with significantly less than anticipated problems.

TSC/ EOF Diesel Generator
i

During'a routine review of corrective actions identified and-
committed to during 1993, the licensee identified a failure to
schedule and perform preventive maintenance on the TSC/ EOF diesel ,

generator as identified in NRC Violation 93-04-03. The violation :
identified the fact that the TSC/ EOF diesel generator did not have --

a scheduled preventive maintenance program which was contrary to

;
- _ _ . - - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - . . . . - . . . - - . - --
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the requirements of plant emergency procedure PEP-04.2, Emergency -|
Facilities and Equipment.

The above routine review identified that all the corrective
actions committed to in the Reply to Notice of Violation dated
April 16, 1993, were not met. In the Reply to Notice of |Violation, the licensee committed to developing, scheduling, and
completing semi-annual and eighteen month maintenance prior to
August 25, 1993 and 1994, respectively. The licensee's review on
February 3,1994, found that these actions. had not been completed.
Adverse Condition Report 94-058 was initiated to track this issus
to resolution, as well as a root cause investigation to determine,

l why the maintenance and testing had not been performed after
procedure development. The inspector will review the results of
the root cause analysis when completed. On March 2, 1994, the
scheduled preventive maintenance and testing was completed
satisfactorily utilizing procedures OPM-ENG-505, Maintenance
Instruction for Covington Diesel Generator Model 7123-7305,
Rev. 1, and OPM-GEN-008, Covington Diesel Generator Electrical
Inspection, Rev.1. This work was scheduled and performed under
preventive maintenance routes: 94-J01004, 94-JI3104, and
94-SA4001.

c. Licensee Action on Previous Maintenance Inspection Findings
(92701, 92702)

(Closed) URI 325,324/94-02-01, Inadequate Surveillance Procedure.
The Unit 2 Hardened Wet Well Vent Plant Modification PM 92-073 was
completed in March, 1993. The modification included Hardened Wet
Well Vent Outboard Isolation Valve 2-CAC-V216 which is listed in
Appendix B of RCI-02.6, Cross Reference to Technical-.
Specifications, as a Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS)
valve. This valve can be operated manually from the RTGB with an'

override switch or closed automatically by a LOCA signal provided
by relay 3B (SK91001-Z-7007) in the Group 6 isolation logic._

The Nuclear Plant Modification Program (NPMP) Procedure, Section
4.3.6.1 requires that tests be included or identified to
demonstrate that the changes made by a modification are
satisfactorily implemented and to verify compliance with affected
required surveillances. Technical Specification 4.6.3.1 requires

i that each PCIS valve specified in RCI-02.6 be demonstrated
'

operable prior'to returning the valve to service. Technical
Specification 4.6.3.2 requires that each isolation valve be
demonstrated operable at least once per 18 months by verifying
that each PCIS valve actuates to its isolation position upon
receipt of a containment isolation test signal. The licensee'

'

demonstrates this function for the CAC valves by perforising 2-MST-
CAC-41R, CAC PCIS Groups 2 and 6 Isolation Logic System Functional
Test.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
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The licensee elected not to perform Group 6 isolation logic
testing on CAC V216 after installation since it would have caused
the other PCIS valves to isolate drywell ventilation. This action
would have created a confined space and would have impacted the

|outage schedule. The licensee only tested CAC-V216 for valve
stroke time and the operation of outboard isolation override logic
and did not test the operation of the valve using a LOCA test
signal. NPMP 4.3.6.2 states that those portions of acceptance

|tests which cannot be performed until after the unit is returned
ito service should be identified as startup tests. NPMP 4.3.7 also '

requires that documents requiring revision prior to operability be !
identified to support any surveillance and/or startup |requirements. The engineer assigned to this project believed that
the functional test described above was adequate to demonstrate
operability. He therefore determined that 2-MST-CAC-41R, which
demonstrates the operability of CAC-V216 was not required to be
revised prior to operability. In addition, CAC-V216 was not
incorporated into the monthly OPT-4.1.1, Reactor Building Vent
Exhaust Monitoring System Functional Test, which would have
demonstrated the valve's operability.

'

The licensee discovered this deficiency on January 31, 1994, when
the Unit 1 STA noted that 1-CAC-V216 was not tested during the
performance of OPT 4.1.1. Investigation revealed that the same
valve for Unit 2 (2-CAC-V216) had not been adequately tested.

The inspector reviewed the modification package and determined
that the licensee did not include a test to demonstrate that the
CAC-V216 would close upon the actuation of a LOCA logic relay as
required by Technical Specification 4.6.3.1. The licensee also-
failed to include this valve in their surveillance program. This
is a Violation of Technical Specification 4.6.3.1 (50-324/
94-04-01), Failure to Incorporate CAC-V216 into PCIS Test-
Procedures. This closes the URI. All corrective actions for this
item will be tracked under this Violation.

The licensee documented the above event in ACR 94-052 and reported <

it to the NRC in LER 2-94-01. The imeediate corrective action was
to issue and perform a one-time only, temporary revision to OPT
4.1.1 which included valve CAC-V216. This test was performed on
January 31, 1994. The valves for both units were tested '

satisfactorily. The licensee also plans to test these valves
during the performance of MST-CAC41R, CAC PCIS Groups 2 and 6
Isolation Logic System Functional Test, which is performed each .

refueling outage. The licensee stated that OPT-4.1.1 will be
revised to test the PCIS logic of these valves menthly.

|

|

.
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4 Engineering Support

Installation / Testing of Modifications (37828)a.

The Plant Process Computer Replacement (PPCR) project (PM90-
004) transferred the functions currently performed by the
Plant Process Computer to a new advanced system with greater
hardware and software capabilities, expandability, and
reliability. The new system can be more easily maintained
and supported. In conjunction with the installation of the

'

new plant process computer system, the Nuclear Fuels
services group updated and upgraded the core monitoring l

software. This modification expanded the capabilities and I

reliability of the existing system and provided a more
efficient and user friendly system for the control room
operators.

The PPCR project involved the removal of the existing system ;

consisting of a Honeywell 4010 computer, analog and digital '

signal I/O cabinets, computer console, alarm typers and
assorted printers. The system was replaced with new front
end data acquisition equipment, data links, a high speed
interface to existing VAX computers, additional VAX systems
including CPUs, memory disks, controllers, special purpose
interfaces to existing plant data systems, and new operator
interface consoles. Associated with the hardware upgrade
was an upgrade of the system software. This software
upgrade includes new data acquisition and validation
capabilities, a new core monitoring software package
entitled POWERPLEX and system integration software to'

coordinate and monitor the entire system.

With the new system. POWERPLEX will be utilized to calculate core
power distribution and margins to TS thermal. limits. The program
is a commercially available product t.f Siemens Nuclear Power
Corporation which has been approved for use by the NRC and is
currently in use at seven other BWRs around the country..-

The installation of new equipment and new software required
that training be conducted for the primary users of the
system, control room operators and nuclear engineers. All
primary users have been trained on the new system, and many
have had actual experience using the system during the
outage. Discussions with these individuals determined that
the training was adequate to operate the system. Based on
discussions with various system users, the upgrade was
viewed as.a useful improvement, providing increased
monitoring capabilities over the existing system.

! The inspector reviewed the scope of the project and
L discussed the various aspects-of this modification with the

. responsible engineers and system users. These discussions

.

rgir
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included the various types of qualification and verification
processes used in completing this modification, capabilities

i
of the system, improvements over the previous system, and j
adequacy of training and support for use of the new system. 1

The inspector did not identify any deficiencies in these
areas. The inspector will review the final acceptance test
package to verify no additional problems were identified.
The modification completed on Unit 1 is identical to the
modification which will be performed on Unit 2 during its
upcoming refueling outage starting in March of this : year.

Violations and deviations were not identified.
5. Plant Support

a. Radiological Controls (71707)

The inspectors verified that the licensee's HP policies and
procedures were followed. This included routine observation of HP
practices and a review of area surveys, radiation work permits,
posting and instrument calibration. No deficiencies were
identified.

b. Security (71707)

The inspectors verified by general observations that: the
security organization was properly manned and security personnel
were capable of performing their assigned functions; persons and
packages were checked prior to entry into the PA; vehicles were
properly authorized, searched and escorted within the PA; persons
within the PA displayed photo identification badges; personnel in
vital areas were authorized; effective compensatory measures were
employed when required; and security's response to threats or
alarms was adequate. No deficiencies were identified.

Review of Plant Support LERs (92700)c.

(Closed) LER 1-93-07, Sampling of Reactor Vessel Coolant
Conductivity Not Performed. On April 22, 1993, while Unit I
was in refueling with the reactor defueled and the fuel pool
gates installed, the licensee terminated sampling of the ;

i

reactor vessel water inventory and established chemical
sampling of the fuel pool inventory. On April 24, 1993,
Operations personnel recognized that sampling the fuel. pool
did not satisfy the intent of the Reactor Coolant System
Chemistry Technical Specification. The intent of the
requirement was to ensure the integrity of reactor materials
which could be compromised by chloride induced stress

! corrosion cracking. Reactor coolant sampling was re-t

established on April 24, 1993, approximately 52.5 hours
L after it had been secured.

.
. ..
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|Investigations performed by the licensee indicated that the |

event was caused by a misinterpretation of the sampling
requirement by both Operations and E&RC personnel. Further i

investigation revealed that this misinterpretation had ;
existed since the mid-1980s. The personnel involved-failed
to recognize that the intent was to protect the reactor
materials, not just the fuel. ,

The licensee reviewed the conductivity and chloride levels
of the last sample taken from the reactor vessel, and when
proper sampling was re-established, determined that all

:
levels were within TS limits. It was determined.that no
activities which would have increased these levels occurred
during this time period. The conductivity and chloride :

levels of available sources of water to the vessel were also
within TS limits. Based on these reviews, the licensee
determined that this event was not safety significant. ,

In response to the event, the licensee implemented the
following corrective actions: re-established reactor vessel
coolant sampling; issued a Standing Instruction to ensure

!consistency in interpretation of the TS sampling
requirement; revised the ELRC procedures to ensure future-

sampling was performed in accordance with the TS; and
!evaluated the issue for future training for ops and E&RC
,personnel. The inspector reviewed these corrective actions
!and found them adequate to prevent recurrence of this event. ;

i

(Closed) LER 1-93-013.-Main Stack Wide Range Gas Monitor Failure
Results in Group 6 Isolation. This failure occurred due to a
blown fuse. This resulted in a Group 6 isolation and all
components functioned as designed. The licensee established
auxiliary stack sampling within one hour. The licensee replaced
the fuse and placed the system back in service under a system
monitoring mode for 2 days. They were unable to determine the ;

cause of the blown fuse. After 2 days of monitoring, the system
was declared operable. .The inspector reviewed licensee logs and
verified that backup sampling had been initiated as required.
This item has not been a recurring problem on this system and the
licensee's corrective action appears to be appropriate for the
event.

Violations and deviations were not identified.

6. Other Areas (76000)

Meetings with Local Officials (94600)'a.
,

!

The Senior Resident Inspector (SRI) met with the Mayor and '
"

Comeissioners of Kure Beach at a regularly scheduled meeting at
7:30 p.m., on February 15. The SRI made a formal presentation to
the Mayor and City Council which included an update on the NRC's

!

___ _ _ _ _ _ . ._ _ . _ _ _ .
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organization, mission, and responsibility. A summary of the
recent plant history and current status, a brief resume of the
assigned Resident Inspectors, and the telephone numbers and
addresses of appropriate NRC contacts were provided. The SRI.
responded to several questions involving the shipment of spent
fuel and radioactive waste. He also offered to respond to and/or

3

provide assistance and coordination in answering. any future .|

questions or concerns the Mayor or Council members may have
involving the NRC or the Brunswick Plant. This meeting concluded
the bi-annual meetings with officials of communities in the

1

vicinity of the plant.

b. Nuclear Safety Review Committee (40500)

The February 10, PNSC meeting discussed LER 1-94-02 involving the ;
CBEAF system inoperability. A revision to 0-AP-010, Procedure Use
and Adherence; the 1993 calendar year security program review; and

3a review of 2-SP-93-0073/0074, A & B Loop RHR Chemical
Decontamination, which is planned to be done just prior to the '

Unit 2 refueling outage. The RHR decontamination plan was
discussed extensively with numerous questions being asked by the ,

'

PNSC. The team presenting this item appeared to have done an'
excellent job in planning the project. Several questions could >

not be conclusively answered and the project managers were asked
,to research these issues and respond to the PNSC at a later

meeting. The minutes of all other meetings for the month of '

February were also reviewed. No deficiencies were identified. :

!Violations and deviations were not identified. i

4

7. Exit Interview (30703)

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on March 4,1994, with
;

those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspectors described the ,

areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection findings listed
below and in the summary. Dissenting consents were not received from
the licensee. Proprietary information is not contained in this report.

Item Number Descriotion/ Reference ParacraoA
'

324/94-04-01 Violation: Inadequate post modification / !
surveillance test involving valve CAC-V216
paragraph 3.c.

,

8.- Acronyms and Initialisms

A0 Auxiliary Operator
i

BWR Boiling Water Reactor -

CAC Containment Atmospheric Control
:CPU Central Processing Unit
!CRD Control Rod Drive
,

CBEAF Control Building Emergency Air Filters
,

__. - __- '%.. .
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DFW Digital Feedwater
DG Diesel Generator

,

E&RC Environmental & Radiation Control !

ECP Estimated Critical Position |
EER Engineering Evaluation Report .

EHC Electro Hydraulic Control System '

ENP Engineering Procedure
EOF Emergency Operations Facility
ERFIS Emergency Response Facility Information System
GE General Electric Company
HCU Hydraulic Control Unit
HP Health Physics

,

HPCI High Pressure Coolant Injection
LCO Limiting Conditions for Operation

,

LER Licensee Event Report
LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
LPRM Local Power Range Monitor |
MCC Motor Control Center '

MSR Moisture Separator Reheater i

MST Maintenance Surveillance Test
NPMP Nuclear Plant Modification Program
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Conssission !

01 Operating Instruction
OP Operating Procedure
PA Protected Area
PCIS Primary Containment Isolation System

.

PEP Plant Emergency Procedure !

PLP Plant Procedure :

PM Preventive Maintenance ;

PM P1 ant Modification'
PMTR Post Maintenance Testing Requirements. !

PNSC Plant Nuclear Safety Cossaittee ;
PPCR Plant Process Computer Replacement !
QA Quality Assurance

. ,

RCIC Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
RHR Residual Heat Removal .,

R0 Reactor Operator
RPS Reactor Protection System !
RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel

~

SRI Senior Resident Inspector
SR0 Senior Reactor Operator
SRV_ Safety Relief Valve |
STA Shift Technical Advisor
STAR Stop, Think, Act, and Review :
TS Technical Specification l
TSC Technical Support Center
URI Unresolved Item
WR/JO Work Request / Job Order

!
. .
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Docket No.: 50-325 ana 50-324
License No.: DPR-71 ano OPR-62

Carolina Power ano Light Comoany
ATTN: Mr. R. A. Anderson

Vice President
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant

P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION

(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-325/94-07 AND 50-324/94-071

This refers to the inspection conoucted by Richaro L. Prevatte of this office
on Maren 5 - April 4 1994. The inspection incluceo a review of activities
author 1 zed for your Brunswick facility. At the conciusion of the inspection,
the findings were oiscussea with those memoers of your staff identified in theencloseo report.

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the report. Within
these areas. the inspection consisted of selective examinations of procedures
and representative recoros, interviews with personnel and observation of
activities in progress.

Baseo on the results of this inspection. certain of your activities appeared
to be in violation of HRC recuirements. as specifiea in the encloseo Notice of
Violation (Notice). The violation is of concern Decause it represents a
continuing treno of configuration events. We recognize that these examples
were identified by your staff ano that you have mace gains in this area: Dut !
your corrective actions do not appear to be fully effective in preventing irecurrence.

i

You are repuired to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

{
In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter, and its enclosures, and any reply will be placed in the NRC
Public Document Room.

b b
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.arolina Power ano Lig-t Comoany 2

The responses airected by this letter ano the encloseo Notice are not suDject
'o the clearance proceoures of the Office of Management ano Budget as required.

by the PacerworK Reduction Act of 1980. Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Should you nave any questions concerning this letter. please contact us.

Sincerely,

\ l'

[ju l,i j7,|b h w ~.

,Jon R.' Johnson. Acting Director
'' Division of Reactor Projects

Enclosures:
. Notice of Violation
2. NRC Inspection Recort

cc w/encis:
H. W. Habermeyer Jr.
Vice Preeldent
Nuclear Services Department
Carolina Power & Light Company
P. O. Box 1551 - Mail OHS 7
Raleigh, NC 27602

J. P. Cowan
Acting Director
Site Operations
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
D. O. Box 10429
Soutnoort NC 23461

W. Levis, Acting
iPlant Manager Unit 1 '

Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. 0. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461

C. C. Warren
Plant Manager Unit 2
Site Operations
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429
Southport, NC 28461

(cc w/encls cont'd - See page 3)

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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(cc w/encls cont'd)
Mark S. Calvert
Associate General Counsei
Caroiina Power and Light Camoany
P. O. Box 1551
Raleign, NC 27602

Dayne H. Brown. Director
Division of Radiation Protection
N. C. Department of Environment.

Commerce & Natural Resources
P. O. Box 27687
Raleigh, NC 27611-7687

Karen E. Long
a ssistant Attorney Generai
5 tate of Nortn Carolina
3 O. Box 629
Raleign, NC 27602

Robert P. Gruber
Executive Director
Public Staff - NCUC
P. O. Box 29520
Raleigh, NC 27626-0520

Public Service Commission
State of South Carolina
P. O. Box 11649
Columbia. SC 29211

Mayor
"ity of Wilmington.

P. O. Box 1810
Wilmington, NC 28402

Mayor
City of Southport
201 East Moore Street
Southoort, NC 28461
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ENCLOSUREJ

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Carolina Power anc Light Company Docket Nos.: 50-325 ana 50-3243runswicx Site
LJcense Nos.: DPR-71 ano DPR-62

During an NRC inspection cor. ducted on Maren 5 - April 4,1994. violations of
NRC reautrements were identifieo.
of Policy ano Procecure for NRC Enforcement Actions." 10 CFR Part 2.!n accoroance with the " General Statement
Appenoix C. the violations are listed below:

Technical Spec 1fication 6.8.1 (a) requires that written procedures shall
be established, implemented, and maintained covering the activities
referenced in Regulatory Guide 1.33 Appendix A. Novemoer 1972.

Regulatory Guide 1.33. Aopenoix A. requires procecures for inr.ntaining
the Instrument Air System. the fuel storage pool systems ano servicesater system.

Operat1ng Procecure OP-46. Instrument and Service Air system Goerating
Procecure implements these requirements. Attacnment to OP-46. Rev. 77,
the Unit 1 Valve Line-up Prestartup Checklist reouires valve i-RNA-IV-2627 to be in the open position.

Special Procedure, 2-SP-91-047. Installation ano Acceptance Testing of
Supplemental Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System implements these
requirements.

Attachment A to 2-SP-91-047. revision 3. the Valve
Alignment Checksheet - Primary Loop requires valve 2-G42-V0ll to be in ,

the closed position. j

!

Plant orocedure.1-0P-43. Service Water System Goerating Procecure~

implements these requirements. Attachment i to 1-0P-43 revision 46,
the Valve Lineuo-Prestartuo Ch4cklist requires valve 1-SW-V58 to be inthe closeo position. ;

'

!

Contrary to the above, the following valves were not in their properposition:

1) On February 27, 1994, Operating Procedure OP-46 was not adequately !

implemented in that. Instrument air Valve 1-RNA-IV-2627 was foundin the closed position.

2) On March 13, 1994 Special Procedure, 2-SP-91-047 was not
adequately implemented in that Spent fuel Pool Cooling Valve 2-
G42-V011 was found in the open position.

I3) On April 1,1994, Plant Procedure 1-OP-43, was not adequately
implemented in that Service Water valve 1-SW-V58 was found in the |
open position. ;

|

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

i

'[pg wg
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Notice of Violation
2

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201. Carolina Power and Lignt Company!
is hereby reouireo to suomit a written statement or explanation to the U. 5Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN: !

Document Control Desk. Washington. DC
.

20555 with a cooy to the Regional Administrator. Region II.=ano a copy to the
'

NRC Resloent Insoector at the facility that is the suoject of this Notice,
within 30 days of the cate of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation(Notice).

,

Violation" and should include for each violation:This reply snould be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
(1) the reason for theviolation or, if contested, the basis for disputing the violation. (2) the >

corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved. (3) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) theIf an adeouate reply is not'
received within the time soecified in this Notice, an order or demand for <

information may be issued as to why the license should not be mooified. ,

susoenced or revokeo or wny such other action as may oe procer snould not be
'

taken. *

Where good cause is shown, consideration will be 91ven to extendingthe response time. '

,

Dateo at Atlanta. Georgia
this 28th day of April 1994

z'

|
r

i
i

;

i

!
1

;

i
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Report Nos.:
50-325/94-07 ar.a 50-324/94-07

Licensee: Carolina Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602

Docket Nos.. 50-325 ana 50-324 License Nos.: DPR-71 and DPR-62
Facility Name: Brunswick 1 and 2

Inspection Conoucte : %rtn 5 - Aor 1 4 1994

'eaa Insoector:, [ - M ~I' dY_
. .

'R. . ?revatte. denior Resioent inspector Date signea
Other Inspectors: P. M. Byron. Resident inspector

M. T. Janus. Resident Inspector
Accompany 1ng PersengeV E. I. Wang, General Engineer (Intern)
Approvec By: vY /Is SVli. 'U. 'Christensen. Chier

Reactor Projects Section lA Date signea
; Division of Reactor Projects

SUMMARY

Scoce:

This routine safety inspection by the resident inspectors involvea the areas
of operations, maintenance and surveillance, engineering support.support, and other areas. plant

hours, on back shift, deep back shift, holidays, and weeKenos. Inspections were conducted during normal working
Results:

In the areas inspected, a Violation (325,324/94-07-01) was identified withthree examples cited: Failure to implement Procedures
Additionally, an Unresolved item (325,342/94-07-02) was(paragraph 2.f).identified: SPDS DoesNot Meet Design Criteria, paragraph 4,b.

A strength was identified in the planning and decontamination of the Unit-2
RHR system (paragraph 5.b.)

Unit 1 operated at essentially 100% power for the reporting period. Unit 2
shutdown and started an anticipated 92 day refueling outage on March 26, 1994.
The refueling outage appeared to be better planned than previous outages.

_ - - - _ _ __ -
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REPORT DETAILS

'

Persons Contacted.

Licensee Employees i

"K. Ahern Manager - 00erations Suoport and Work Control*R.
Anderson. Vice President - Brunswick Nuclear Plant*G. Barnes, Manager - Operations. Unit 1

*M. Bracley, Manager - Brunswick Project Assessment*J. Cowan Acting Director - Site Operations
G. Honma. Supervisor - Regulatory Comoliance

*H. Gannon, Manager - Maintenance. Unit 1
*R. Grazio. Manager Brunswick Engineering Sucoort Section
J. Heffley, Manager - Maintenance, Unit 2
G. Hicks. Manager - Training -

*P. Leslie. Manager - Security
*W. Lev 1s. Acting Plant Manager - Unit 1
R. Loortore Manager - Regulatory Affairs
C. Parcee Manager - Technical Suoport

*C.
Robertson. Manager - Environmental & Radiciog1 cal Controi*J. Titrington, Manager - Operations. Unit 2

*C. Warren. Plant Manager - Unit 2
*G. Warriner. Manager - Control and Administration
E. Willett. Manager Droject Management

Other licensee emoloyees contacted included construction craftsmen.
engineers. technicians, operators, office personnel ano security force

'

members.

*Attenced the exit interview.

Acronyms and initialisms useo in the report are listeo in the lastcaragrapn.

2. Operations

Operational Safety Verification (71707)a.

The inspectors verified that Unit 1 and Unit 2 were operated in
conoliance with Technical Specifications and other regulatory
requirements by direct observations of activities, facility tours,
discussions with personnel, review of records and independent
verification of safety system status.

The inspectors vertfied that control room manning repuirements of
10 CFR 50.54 and the Technical Specifications were met. Control
operator, shift supervisor, clearance, STA, daily and standing
instructions and jumper / bypass logs were reviewed to obtain
information concerning operating trends and out of service safety
systems to ensure that there were no conflicts with Technical
Specification Limiting Conditions for Operations. Direct
observations of control room panels and instrumentation and

_ ._. _ _ __
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recoroed traces immortant to safety were conoucted to verify '

operacility ano that operating parameters were within TechnicalSpecification limits. The inspectors observed. shift-turnovers to
verify that system status continuity was maintainea.

'

The
insoectors also verified the status of selected control roomannunciators.

Operacility of a selected Engineered Safety Feature division was
verified weekly by ensuring that: eacn accessible valve in the
flow path was in its correct position; each power supply and ,

'

breaker was closed for components that must activate upon
initiation signal; the RHR subsystem cross-tie valve for each unit
was closed with the power removed from the valve operator: there

,

was not-leakage of major components: there was procer iubrication '

and cooling water available; and conditions aid not exist which
could prevent fulfillment of the system s functional reouirements.
Instrumentation essential to system actuation or performance was '

verified coeraole by ooserving on-scale inoication ano oroner
instrument valve lineup, if accessible. ,

The inspector verified the valve lineuo for the CS, HPCI and RHR '

systems for both units during this inspection perloo. 30th CS -i
systems and the Unit 1 HPCI and RHR systems were in their normal

!lineup. The inspector observed that the Unit 2 HPCI system was
lined up to the torus because of a leaking check valve from the ;

condensate storage tank. The Unit 2 RHR A Loop was also lined up
to the torus for torus cooling to support HPCI ano RCIC. testing.-
The inspector verified that the above systems were returned to the ;

i

normal lineup upon the completion of repairs ano testing.
i
;

Control Rod Drive Pumo 2 A (71707)D.

While conducting backshift tours on Maren 9. ne insoector noted
that the noise level of the running 2A CRD pumo on Unit 2 was much ,

jhigher than the running CRD pump on Unit 1. The 2A CR0 pump area ;
was contaminated and roped off so only-visual observations of CR0
pump 2A could be made from a distance of 3 to 8 feet. Closer i
observations required donning protective clothing. The inspector !

noted that the pump lube oil bubblers were adequately filled and
idid not observe any discoloration of this. oil. Visual observation-

did not reveal any signs of overheating or excessive vibration of :the pump assembly. The same day theLinspector discussed this i

issue with the Unit 2 plant manager the 2A CRD pump motor
experienced a bearing failure. ,

A lube oil sample had been taken and analyzed on this component in-February, 1994. The inspector reviewed the analysis which did not
reveal increased contaminant levels or any abnormalities that i

would have indicated potential bearing failure. A review of-
recent maintenance history found that the pump motor had been
overhauled in 1992. Although no maintenance practice weaknesses ,

were identified as a result of the above service, the inspector *
1

i

1
1
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did note that the decision by the piant not to maintain this
eouipment or the surrounaing area as racioactively clean (non
contaminated) created circumstances that may nave contributed to ,

this failure. {
!

It is a generally accepted practice for plant operators to monitor
for satisfactory operation of equipment that does not have

;
pressure and temperature gauges installed by "toucn" ana " feel".
Since this equipment was contaminated. it requireo operators to

Idress out to perform this function on routine rounds. Discussions Iwith operations personnel indicate that this may not have been
iaccomolished on each round. The decontamination of this equipasnt '

may have allowea detection and prevention of this nonsafety-related eculpment failure.

Preparation for Refueling (60705)c.

On Maren 11. 1994. during a tour of the unit 2 rerueling floor
(117'), the insoector observea an indiviaual using a viceo
camcorder inside the tool control area for tne spent fuel pool
(SFP). The camcorder was not tethereo by a lanyara but held withthe hand strap. The inspector immediately notified the licensee
of this ooservation.

The licensee's investigation revealed that the individuals
involved were contractors. They were in the SFP tool control area
without the licensee's knowledge contrary to licensee recuirementsfor refueling floor contractors. The licensee immediately j
restricted the access of the involved inaiv1 duals. This was t

documented in ACR 94-092. I

The insoector informed the licensee that he Delievea that the i

!

camcorcer fell within the reautrements of AI-106. Cleanliness i
Control of Reactor Refueling Floor, wnich requires that small hand !tools used above the SFP be attached by a lanyard. The licensee !does not consider the camcorder to be a small hand tool and they !
believe that the camera handstrap serves the same function as the

|lanyard. In addition, they believe that the requirement for
lanyarding material only applies to small items which would be ,

difficult to retrieve and offered several examples to illustrate
their point.

IThe licensee took additional corrective action by issuing a new
procedure, Conduct of Refueling Floor Activities for Outage
B211R1, dated March 24, 1994. This procedure delineates duties ;

;

and responsibilities of individuals working on the refuelingfloor. The inspector will follow the licenste's control of
contractor activities to determine the effectiveness of theircorrective actions.

On March 23, the inspector observed the uncrating, inspection, and
storage of six new fuel elements. Four of the new fuel elements

;

i

|

!
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(Serial numoers fJ8591. YJ8592. (J8600, and YJ8602) were placed ina new fuel storage vault.
Fuel elements (Serial numoers YJ8611

ano YJ8607) were piacea in the SFP at locations E6f1 ana E6f2,respectively.

The inspector reviewea the following work package documents:

WR/JO 94-ABUS 2 New fuel inspection
OSPP-FUE 501, Rev. 4 Receiving and hanaling of new fuel

bundles0FPP 014, Rev. 7 Control of camoustibles, transient
fire load, and ignition sources

OSPP-RPV 501, Rev. 8
Reactor vessel (and associated
components) disassemoly for
refueling

2MST-CR51R. Rev. 2 Operating and visual inspection of
reactor ou11 ding crane.

The inspector ooservea that the craft reviewea aoplicable
procedures orlor to commenc1ng work. 3rocecures were followed andthe work effort proceeded smoothly. The orldge SRO verified the
serial numoers of the two fuel cells wnich were placea in the SFP.
The SRO also cnanged the location of Serial Numoer YJ8611 when it
was founo that hoses were clutter 1ng the plannea location in the
SFP. The inspector concluded that the work effort was safely
performed with adequate controls.

On Maren 30. the inspector observed the removal of the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) head. He also coservea some of the requiredpreparations including oriefings ano strong-oacK attacnments.
The licensee aid an excellent joo in tne pre-3oo ano nealth
physics briefings. The work proceeced cautiously and smoothly. :

The procecure was at the Job site. Discussions with the
'

contractor's project manager indicated that he clearly understood ,

!

the licensee's expectations and he had communicated those to hisstaff.

On March 31, the inspector observed preparations for the
acceptance testing for the refueling bridge modifications,- Plant
Modification 92-002. These included the removal of the fuel poolgates. The outer gate required consideraole effort to remove.

It ;
;

appeared to be binding and could only be moved in incremental
!stages. The inspector noted a buildup of an unidentified material

on the gate that appeared to be the result of oxidation. Theinner gate was readily removed.
!

The refueling bridge acceptance testing was performed by GE and !

accomplished by WR/JO 92-AKDQ4. The WR/JO directed that the test
be performed over the core and would test the bridge travellimits. The testing was accomplished by GE documents RDE 62-1291,
Startuo Test, and GENE 771-14-0294, Unit 2 FANUC Logic Test. PM -
92-002 Sections 7.11 - 7.13 delineated the acceptance tests which

;

__
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nclucea the aoove two tests as well as OPT-18.1. P,efuelingPosition Interlock Check. The inspector reviewea the aoove
cocuments ano noted that PM 92-002. Steo 7.13 reoutreo the

*

complete performance of OPT 18.1.
Discussion with the GE Test-Engineer revealed that the testing using proceaure ROE

;

62-1291cuolicatea the non-load testing portions of OPT 13.1. The
licensee s engineering department evaluated the test and PT
reautrements ano revised PM 92-002 to eliminate the testauplication.

The GE acceptance testing was acceptable after the
aajustment of several limit switches wnich the inspector observed.

On April 1, the licensee commenced the remaining sections of
OPT 18.1 and found that they were unable to position the refuelingbridge over the core. While troublesnooting, the licensee
aetermined that a logic problem prevented the orldge fromcositioning over the core.

A drawing error had causea the logiccroelem. The licensee determinea that a cable was depicted with
eversea leaos at one ena and was wireo in accoroance with thecrawing.

The oiscrepancy was repaireo ano OPT 15.1 was completedsuccessfully at 12:20 AM on April 2. The insoector ooserved
portions of OPT 18.1 and noted that the position interiocks werefunctioning proDerly. He noted that there was aceouate support
for the refueling bridge testing and the work was performed
diligently ano safely.

d. Outage Teamwork Meeting

The licensee conducted a series of meetings designea to develop
teamwork ano convey management expectations with the piant and

.

contractor emoloyees uno will be involved with the current Unit 2refueling outage. The outage organization ano resoonsloilities, ,

scope cnanges, risk assessment, material exclusions. ano scheduleswere discusseo. The insoector attenced severai meetings and thesubjects were adeouately aodressed.
were well receivea and appeared to be beneficial.He noted that tne meetings

Engineered Safety Feature System Walkdown (71710)
e.

On March 14, 1994, the inspector completed an electrical and valve ,

lineup walkdown for the Unit I core spray system. The inspector
verified that all components were positioned in accordance with
Operating Procedure 1-0P-18, Core Spray System Operating !

Procedure, Revision 24.
He walked down 'and verified proper

camponent position for all accessible portions of the system ;

including a control board walkdown to verify proper indication.
He also reviewed the documented system lineup procedure to verify
that those components located in inaccessible locked high
radiation areas or in the drywell were properly positioned. .

!

The inspector found that the system was properly aligned and in
agreement with the current revision of the operating procedure.

'

The material condition of the system was good, all components were |

1

!
-.
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clean, clearly labeled, exnibited no signs of leakage or material
degraoation. appearea to be in good working order, and had beenrecently painted. No significant
auring this system walkdown. discrecancies were identified - '

'

f Configuration Control

;
In recent months, the licensee has continueo to experience a
numoer of events in the area of proper configuration :ontrol.- The
inspector reviewed Adverse Conditions Reports (ACRs) which were
generated for configuration control proolems identified during theperiod of January, 1993 througn March, 1994.

The numoer of eventshas remained relatively constant for the past 15 months with an
.

average of 6 events per month, which demonstrates the
ineffectiveness of the licensee's previous corrective actions.

;

Configuration control oroolems can be cnaracterized into two
.he first area involves clearances. his nac oeen a

areas.

proolem, but the licensee s corrective action nas resulted in some
,

improvement in this area.
The secono area involves valves and

components identified as not being in their requireo positions.
The licensee nas identified an increasing trend in valves / breakers
being founo in the_ incorrect position. i

.

>

The following are examples of valve / component mispositioning
t

events:

On February 27. an auxiliary operator (AO) found Unit 1 Instrument
Air Isolation Valve.1-RNA-IV-2627, in the closeo position versus

ithe ooen oosition, as recuired by Attacnment 1 to Ocerating
Proceoure. 1-0P-46. Revision 77, Instrument ano Service Air SystemOperating Proceoure. :The unit was operating at 100% oower and the' '

Instrument Air System was aligned for normai ooeration. This
system supplies instrument air to operate valve 1-CAC-V216, ;

!

Hardened Wetwell Vent Overcoard Isolation Valve.
~

Valve 1-CAC-V216is an air operated valve which may be opened.to relieve contain-
-

ment pressure in the event of an accident. Instrument air to CAC- !
V216 valve was isolated'as a result of the closure of valve 1-RNA-

However, because backup nitrogen was still available for. |IV-2627.

the operation.of 1-CAC-V216, the safety significance of this event !
was minimal. ;

;
,

Preliminary licensee investigation revealed that Procedure 1-
!OP-46, had been completed and signed off as satisfactory on

September 19, 1993. However, the investigation was inconclusive
:

as to the cause of the valve mispositioning. This event was ;

documented by ACR 94-077.
of a Violation of Technical Specification 6.8.1.a:This is identified as the first exampleFailure to )Implement Procedures (325.324/94-07-01).

t

|

On March 13, the licensee discovered valve 2-G42-V011, a vent
valve-in the suction line from the Unit 2 spent fuel pool-(SFP),

|,
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in the ocen oosition wnen Soecial Proceaure 2-SP-91-047. In-
stallation And Acceptance Testing Of Suopiemental Fuel Pool
Cooling System. Attacnment A. Revision 3. recuired it to beclosec. The SFP Cooling System was in its normal alignment forSFP cooling.

This valve is the-first of two 1 solation valves for
the vent line on the supplemental SFP cooling system suction line.
The safety significance of this mispositionea valve is minimal as
the second isolation valve (2-G42-V012) was closea.

Preliminary licensee investigation revealed that the valve in
question was left open by an inoividual who failed to restore the
valve to the closed position as required by 2-SP-91-047 on '

Maren 12. This event was documented in ACR 94-093. This is
identified as the second example of a Violation of Tecnnical

-

'

Specification 6.8.1.a.
"

On Aor11 1. an A0 discovereo valve 1-SW-V58. the 1A ConventionalService Water
valve, open une(CSW) pumo discharge pressure gauge root isolation

n 1-0P-43. Service Water System Goerating
Procedure. Attacnment 1, Revision 46, reouirea it to oe closed.
Closing of this valve was intendea to prevent camage to the gauge
caused by pressure spikes during pump starts. The safet
significance is minimal because of the valve's purpose. y

Preliminary licensee investigation revealed that the service water
pumos are being replaced under an ongoing Plant Modification, 82-
221L with 1A CSW pumo scheduled to be replaced in June. 1994.
When the mocification is completed, the 1-0P-43 reouired valve
position will be cnanged to open. However. preliminary investiga-
tion could not determine the exact cause of this valvemisoositioning. This event was occumentea in ACR 94 420. This is
identified as the third example of a Violation of Tecnnical Speci- i

fication 6.8.1. a.

Clearance issues also affect configuration control and continue tobe a problem. The following are examples of recent clearance
related configuration control problems:

On March 29, with Unit 2 in Mode 5, the control room operators
received two alarms. HPCI Logic Bus "A" Power failure and HPCICondensate Storage Tank Water Level Low.

,

Following the receipt of
these alarms. HPCI Torus Suction Valves, 2-E41-F041 and 2-E41-F042
automatically opened. HPCI was aligned to the Condensate Storage
Tank, at the time of this event, the torus was being drained for
maintenance. These two alarlas and the associated valve openings
were a direct result of de-energizing the HPCI Relay logic Feeder jCircuit Breaker, 2-4A-13, while hanging clearance 2-94-791A. '

The licensee's investigation indicated that the clearance preparer
knew that de-energizing the HPCI Relay logic Feeder Circuit )

i
Breaker would result in de-energizing HPCI logic bus A. The
preparer failed to adequately aodress or identify-the further

I
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consecuences of de-energizing the HPCI logic cus A. his eventwas documented by FACTS 94-00410.

On Maren 15. the licensee founo vaive 2-SA-V943, the Pilot Air
Service Valve. closeo wnen it was reouireo to be open. During
cancellation of clearance 2-93-2641 on the Unit 2 Service Air
Dryer. the 2A, 2B ano 2C Joy air compressors auto started and
assumed service air loads. However, the anticipated Service Air

!Heaoer low pressure alarm did not annunciate. During the trouble '

shooting, an A0 found the 2-SA-V943 valve in the closeo cosition.
This valve provides control air to the pneumatic controls of
various valves on the air dryers. The licensee has not determinedthe exact cause of this valve misposition. This event was jdocumented in ACR 94-095.

On March 30. the Unit 1 Hydrogen Water Chemistry (HWC) System
!

trioped wn11e at 100% cower. Unit 2 personnei preparea a clear- !

ance for work on MCC-2TA wnich supplies cower to cath units' HWC
While nanging the clearance. :'CC-2TA was de-energizedsystems.

wnich resulted in a trip of both HWC systems. Licensee investiga-
tion reveaieo that the clearance preparer faileo to realize that ;

MCC-2TA powereo both units' HWC systems. This event was
documented in ACRs 94-105/107.

The immeciate corrective action in all the above events included
re-alignment of the respective valves to their proper positions
and performance of visual inspections to determine if there were
other miscositioneo valves in the surrounding area. The immediatecorrective actions were generally adeouate and effective.
Additionally, the licensee's emphas1s on being more coservant of
abnormal conoitions has been successful. :n that miscositioned
components are ceing identified by A0s curing their rounos.

Baseo on the number ano continuing treno of eau 1pment/ valve
misposition events, an Operations Management Team was established
on March 9, 1994, to look into the problem. The team initiated a
detailed study of mispositioned equipment / valves from October 1, i1993 to February 28, 1994. During that period, 23 configuration
control failures were identified. In looking at these events, the
team determined that there were five common causes which
contributed to equipment mispositions:

lack of a required Operations review of field revisions toe

plant modification acceptance tests.
Needed improvements to the locked valve program,e

Operations personnel only conducted a " courtesy review' ofe

the other unit Special Procedures,
Inadeouate communications and turnovers.

e

Configuration control problems related to clearances.e

_ __ _ _ _ _
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Basea on the results of these finaings, the team ana Operations
management implemented the following long term corrective actions
to address these common causes:

Technical Sucoort was ass 1gnea the respons1bility for all
e ,

acceptance tests. as outlinea in plant oroceaure MAP-006,
Preparation. Review. Approval, and Performance of Post
Modification Test Procedures.
The Operations Projects team will develoo a program to

e

determine, identify, and control the positions of lockedvalves.
Operations established a policy recuiring a Technical Review

e

versus " courtesy review" be performea on all Soecial
Proceaures.
The Operations unit or sub-unit managers were reouired to

e
,

brief all operators on expectations regaraing communicationsand turnover. The following were stresseo/ reinforced:

The 1moortance of thorougn, aceouate. ano complete
e

veroal communications and turnovers.
The imoortance of complete ano detailed icg entries.

e

The 1moortance of self-checkina.
e

Establisning the habit of " backing one another up".
*

'

The requirement for performing valve lineups insidee

clearance bounoarles when restoring systems to normal
alignment following maintenance - included will be the ,

!

revised chilosoony that components reouiring recositioning
during this process not be cons 1dereo as m1scos1tioned.
Operations ownersnio and accountability for the cos1 tion

e

verification of all plant eouipment.
Revision to clearance Procecure. Al-58, effective Maren 21,

*

1994. prov1ded the following configuration control
ennancements:

Eliminate the use of clearance tags for configuration
e

control.
Generated an equipment control procedure. AI-58.2,

e

providing a defined means for control of equipment
using yellow configuration control tags.

The team also developed a performance indicator and established a
goal of zero level 1 and 2 ACRs and 2 or less level 3 ACRs permonth. ;

One violation with several examples was identified in the area ofconfiguration control.
|g. Unit 2 Refueling (60710) !

Unit 2 commenced reducing power on the evening of Maren 25,
in preparation for the 92 day scheduled refueling outage.

)
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The Unit seoaratea frcm the grid at 3:00 AM on Maren 26
entereo moce 2 at 5:44 AM, moce 3 at 1:37 PM, and mooe 4 at11:36 PM. on the same day.

It was noted that Unit *2 had
coerated continuously for 313 days at 100% cower since being
restarted in Aor11 of 1993. following an extenced outage for,

.nis was the longest continuous run in the unit's
repairs.

history.

On Maren 27. the inspector toured several areas of Unit 2
that had been inaccessible during power operations. The
inspector noted little evidence of system leakage or
significant degradation during the extended power run.
Discussions with Health Physics personnel indicated that
ractation levels in the drywell and RHR rooms are nignerthan anticipated. It aopears that the raatation leveis in
the crywell have increaseo by a factor of two to three overthe prev 1ous outages.

The levels on the 38 foot elevation
are reaoing aoout 200 mR/hr general area versus cast outagereaoings of approximately 75 mR/hr. he recirculationrisers are reading approximately 2 R/hr. ihe licensee olansto decontaminate the rectreulation system ano risers inearly April. ,

,

The inspector verified that RHR 1000 A was correctly aligned
ano in use for snutdown cooling and that RHR loop B was in
use for suppression pool cooling. The inspector also
followea the activities associated with dryweil headremoval. During,the detensioning of the drywell head hold
down colts the licensee experiencea several problems
assoc 1ated with the cetensioning eculoment ano cersonnel
expertise wnicn resulted in a 30 hour celay in comotetingthis task.

This is documented in ACR 94-103. The reactor
vessel heaa hold down bolts were detensioneo on Maren 29.and the unit entereo Mode S. No significant ceficiencies
were identified during the above activities.

h. Refueling Activities (60710)

At 12:40 a.m.,
on April 2, the control room SRO authorized corealterations.

core 16 minutes later.The first fuel bundle (LYE 362) was removed from the'

The operator was unable to place it at

splash ring on the supplemental SFP cooling piping. location G01 in the SFP because the location was obstructed by the
SRO requested an alternate location. The refueling

The Core Component Sequence
the SFP at 1:33 AM.(mova) sheet was modified and the first fuel bundle was placed.in

On April-4, fuel movement was suspended at 7:30 AM due to a
mispositioned fuel bundle in the SFP.

The licensee deterininedthat step 267 of the move sheet was prematurely signed off as
being complete and the fuel bundle was placed in the SFP locationfor the next step. Six steps later, i*. was discovered that the
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fuel bunale in steo 268 had not been removea from the core.
licensee immectately initiated an investigation ano assemoled allThe

interested ana involved individuals to review the event. A Site
Investigation Team (SIT), heaced by the Unit 1 Operations Manager,was assemoled.
and investigation meeting.The insoector attended the comoinea counselling

|
!

SRO had the only move sheet on the bridge and the sootter keyedIt was determined that the refuelingi

from the SRO's initials.
both the spotter and the SRO had move sheets.GE personnel stated that at other sites,

It was concludedthat there was not independent verification as both individuals
worked from the same document. The SIT also determined that
communications between the refueling bridge and the control room
were not sufficiently detailed in that only the commencement and
completion of steps were communicated.

The licensee's corrective actions were to counsel the involved
.

incividuals, crief all refueling personnel of the event. issue
off his move sneet, separate move sneets to the SRO ana sootter, tne sootter 1s to key

and communications with the control room willbe more detailed in that the component ana locations will beidentified. The inspector reviewed the SIT report ano considers
that the two move sheets should provide more indeoencence and more
detailed communications which should provide an additional barrierwith the control room.

Fuel movement was recommenceo at 3:50 PMon April 4, 1994.

The inspector concluded that the meetings and investigation were
timely and thorough. They allowed the licensee to arrive at a root
cause. implement corrective actions, ana recommence fuel movementwith minimal disruotions,

i. Review of Operations LERs (927001

(Closea) LER 1-93-011, Inadequate Clearance Bouncary Results in
Unplanned Multiple Control Rod Insertions During Scram DischargeVolume Hydrostatic Test.

The licensee performed a root cause analysis and determined that
the following factors contributed to this event:

Operations developed a clearance.that relied on compensatory
e

actions to prevent. rod movement.
Technical Support was unaware of GE lineup recommendations.

e

A lack of formal communications between tho system engineer
e

and Operations contributed to the HCUs being over
pressurized by 380 psig.
Although required by the Daily Instructions, operatorse

failed to check the pressure of the HCU accumulators under- ,

clearance prior to inserting the scram. i

The late reporting of this event was attributed to ane 1

inadeounte Operations review of 01-51, NRC 1-hour, 4-hour,' ;and 24 hour Reporting Recutrements.
i

!

.
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An inaceouate management review of piant conditions and the
e

;appropriateness of performing the test.
i

Subseouent investigation oy the licensee revealed that the
performance of the test hao beenr influenceo by scheoule pressures.
The licensee's corrective actions were as follows:

i

A Director of Site Operations memo to site management dated-
- i

e

October 15. 1993, emonasizing that both risk ana'scnedule
must be evaluated. s

'

Operating Proceoure OP-08, Control Rod Drive Hydraulice

System Operating Procedure, for both units was revised on
;

;

January 19. 1994, to include steps for HCU isolation with :'

icooling water flow in service.
All shift operators were briefed by Operations management on

* -

this issue.
,

Scecial Process Proteaure OSPP-HYOR0500. Pressure Testing of~
o

Pine ana/or Vessels. Revision 2. was 1ssueo January 27, !

1994, to include reouireo reviews of system configurations.
The involvea indiviouais were counseiled.

e ,

The inspector rev1ewed the documentation and discussed the event Iand corrective actions with' licensee personnel. In addition, the
inspector attended several of the Operations * briefings ~ The

.licensee's root cause analysis.was acequate and the corrective .j
.

actions were effective.
,

j.
Licensee Action on Previous Operations Findings (92701. 92702)

(Closed) Violation 325/93-16-02. Failure to follow OP-8 CRDVenting Procecure.
The event occurrea wnen a reactor coerator

,
'

assigneo to vent 30 control rods took further action. believing 'it
was permitted unoer general operating guidelines. and moved the

-

control rods additional steps after completing the prescribed.venting movement. During this evolution, he apparently became '

distracted and failed to return one rod from the 02 to 00
position. The rod remained at that posith for several hours

'

before being discovered and repositi M $1
>

The licensee, in a letter dated May 28, 1993, responded to the .

above Violation. Their short ters corrective actions were to stop ;

work and brief- their crews on the event; require a second checker-
'

to verify rod pulls; increase checking of all rod positions to
'

twice a shift; and counsel the-involved reactor. operator.
'

.Thelong term corrective action revised the Control Rod Drive .

Hydraulic System Operating Procedure, OP-8, to ensure that the
shift supervisor, senior control operator, and nuclear engineer

iare aware of rod manipulations; require independent verificatios
that control rods are left in their correct position after 3

manipulation; and add steps to place the rod worth minimizer in
test when HCOs are vented to enable the one-rod-out interlock.
Revision 31 was issued on April 23, 1993. to incorporate this

..
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In audition to the aoove. this event was included in the 'Iaction.

1993 LOR Phase 2 training for licenseo operators. The insuector ;
verified that tre acove actions nad been completed. This appears i

to oe aceouate to prevent repetition of this event.

No otner violations or deviations were identified.
3. Maintenance anc Surveillance

,

Maintenar.ce Observation (62703)
a.

The inspectors observed maintenance activities, interviewed ,

personnel, and reviewed records to verify that worx was conducted
in accoraance with aoproved procecures. Techn1 cal Scec1fications,
ano applicaole industry codes and stancaros. The insoectors also
verified that: redunaant components were operaole: aaministrative
controls were followeo:, tagouts were aceouate: personnel were
cualifiec: correct reotacement parts were usea: raolological.

controis were proper: fire protection was aceouate: auality
control hold points were adeouate and observeo: aceouate cost-
maintenance testing was performeo: ano inoepenaent verification
reouirements were implemented. The inspectors inoeoencently
verified that selected eauipment was properly returneo to service.

Outstanding work requests were reviewed to ensure that the
licensee gave crior1ty to safety-related maintenince. The
inspectors observeo/ reviewed portions of the following caintenance
activities:

o PM-82-220L 23 NSW Pumo Replacement
* PM-91-041 Emergent Structurai Repairs SW Bldg.
e PM-91-070 U1 DG SW Piping Replacement
e PM-91-071 U2 DG SW Piping Replacement

PM-91-070 and PM-91-071 are discussed in paragraph 4a. No

deficiencies associated with the first two modifications wereidentified.-

b. Equipment Temporary Storage (38702)

The inspector and licensee have identified recurring issues
involving temocrary storage. These include unprotected pipe

;

openings and threads, unidentified material, unsegregated
material, and improper storage. The licensee has responded to
each individual instance but has not been fully effective incorrecting this situation. Approximately 18 months ago, the
licensee established a task force to develop a procedure for
control of in-process materials. On March 3, 1994, Procedure j

OAl-128, Control of In-Process Materials, Revision 0, was issued.

On March 11. 1994 the inspector observed a temocrary storage aren '
I

on the 50 foot level of Unit 2 by the RBCCW heat excnangers which
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was designated a "0" storage area for Plant Modificat1on, PM 93- -032. The storage area containea a gang oox. piping for the
!reactor vessel level modification, an air hose, an extension cord, !and other unmarKea material.

stacked on the piping. The air hose and extension cord were
'

'

The licensee immediately corrected the identified deficiencies !

Iwnen informed by the inspector. Licensee management toured
various spaces and identified other exa.aoles of not meeting i

itemocrary storage requirements.
This issue has been discussedwith craft supervisors and the licensee nas implemented

management / supervisory tours. The inspector has reviewed the tour i

summary reports and noticed that the licensee's efforts have ,

resulted in some improvement in this area. ;
'

Surveillance Observation (61726)
c.

The insoectors coserveo surveillance testing reautreo ov Technical
<

Spec 1fications. Througn observation, interviews. anc record !
review the inspectors verified that:

rests conformea to Technical
Specification reautrements; administrative controis were followed: !
personnel were cualified; instrumentation was calibratec: and datawas accurate ano complete. The inspectors indepenaently verified
selected test results and proper return to service of equipment. 1

|

The inspector witnessed / reviewed portions of the followingactivities: i
.

|

OPT - 12.2C No. 3 Diesel Generator Monthly Load Test )1 MST-APRM-11W
APRM (Ch. A. C. 1 E).Channei Functional- |Test (RPS Inputs)

!1 MST-IRM-23R IRM Channels B & D Calibration Test !OPT 18.1 Refueling Position interiock Check
;

No deficiencies were identified during these tests.
d.

Review of Maintenance LERs (92700) I

(Closed) LER 1-93-08, Severe Winter Storm Results in Spurious ESF .!Actuation and a Loss of Off-Site Power.- *
.,

On March 13, 1993,- while Units 1 and 2 were in cold shutdown, !

spurious Emergency Safeguard Features (ESF) system actuations
:

occurred on both units. The actuations were caused by on-site
electrical distribution system voltage depressions. i

These
depressions were due to the simultaneous loss of two of four- -
Unit 1 and one of four Unit 2-incoming transmission lines. ;

The
licensee concluded that the loss of the two Unit 1 offsite 230 KV
feeder lines was caused by a faulty weather proofing impregnation.
process (Cellon) of wooden transmission poles. . The Cellon
application did not thoroughly penetrate the poles, which allowed- - ;

the centers to deteriorate. The weakened poles were unable to
'

,

@
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suoport the nign wind loaoings ano two poies within one mile ofthe switchyaro fracturea.
This allowea one feecer to come incontact with an aojacent feeoer line causing the site feecer

breakers to trio ano lockout. The failure of the support
structure also causeo deflection of crossing transmission lines
resulting in the loss of one of four Unit 2 off-site powersources.

A study ano thorougn inspection of the transmission line support
the transmission lines. structures were done by the licensee to ensure the reliability of,

'

For Unit 1. the failed and weakened poleshave been replaced. Besides the imediate replacement offractured coles the balance of weakened coles will be replaced
during the current Unit 2 refueling outage.
On Maren 16, 1993.

as a result of the Marcn 13 winter storm, a
loss of Off-site Power (LOOP) occurreo due to excess 1ve saltbuild-up on swittnyaro insulators.

The immeolate corrective
actions taken included cleaning of the switchyaro ano transformeryard ecutoment ano insulators.

As the resuit of an extensivestudy on salt build-up in the switchyaro ano transformer
insulators. the licensee decided to use RTV (Room Temoerature

;

Vulcanizing) Silicon coating of the switchyaro insulators to
prevent future salt build-up. This was completed on Unit 1 in
1993 ano is seneauled for completion on Unit 2 during the currentoutage.

During the Marcn 13 winter storm, the TSC diesel generator shut
down due to fuel supply proDiems. 1

This resulteo in a loss of AC
power to the site (ROLM phone system cattery cnarger.
Approximately one nour a)f ter AC power was iost. |Jode 2 of the ROLM
phone system cecame inocerable. This resultea in the loss of the
TSC phones. the Automatic Ringoown (ARD) pnone circuits between :

the plant control room and TSC, and the ARD circuits cetween the |

plant control room and the dispatcher at Skaale Energy Control !

An investigation into the cause of the ROLM phone failure |Center.

and the associated battery backup system capacity during this !
!storm was performed. This investigation included a TSC

telecommunication system battery capacity test which revealed that
back-up battery capacity would only provide power for
approximately one hour. To improve the reliability of TSC
communications, an eight-hour battery backup system was installed.

During the LOOP recovery effort, delays in de-energizing and
restoring electrical equipment were encountered. A review andevaluation revealed that these delays resulted from the
inflextbility of the clearance process to allow qualified
personnel, other than plant operations, to switch and tagappropriate equipment. As a result of the evaluation, training of
all on-shift operators on the execution of the clearance process
during a LOOP event including the dispatcher and Wilmington Area
Transmission Maintenance interface process was performed. In
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addition the clearance reautrea to recover from a similar eventhas been preoarea and is reaay to be implemented when needed. The
above completed ano scheauled actions are acepuate to address this
issue ano this item 1s closed.!

(Closea) LER 1-94-02. Control Building Emergency Air Filtration
Trains Rendered inoperable by Frozen /Pluggea Instrument Air DryerLine. This event occurrea when the instrument air dryer lost its j

refrigerant charge due to a small leak wnich resulted in a
moisture buildup in the instrument air lines.

The moisture froze i,

during extremely cold weather and rendereo the CBEAF system iinoperable.
The cryer was bypassed and the system was returned to |service upon discovery of this problem. A root cause

investigation found that this was causea by poor cryer
maintenance.

The licensee s corrective action for this item established a
.

preventive maintenance route to ensure Inat refricerant oressureis properly maintainea. The inspector verifieo that PM route 12-
M-SL-089 haa been established to verify refrigerant pressure on aquarterly basis.

This action appears aaecuate to keep refrigerant
pressure within the vendor's recommended range of 33-37 psigsuction pressure. This completed the corrective actions listed inthe LER.

(Closed) LER 2-93-07, ADS Relays Energized Due to V0M ImproperlySet During Performance of an MST.
This event occurred when a test

technician attempted to perform a monthly channel calibration on
an RHR pumo aischarge pressure automatic depressur1zation system
(ADS) permissive instrument with the voit/ ohm meter (V0M) set on
the OHM scale rather than VOC scale. With the V0M set en the OHM
scale. it acted as a jumper ano completed the ADS logic. The
operator was aware that this test was being conaucted and when he
receiven the annunciator, he inhibited ADS from actuating. The
itcensee's corrective actions for this event included disciplinary
action for the involved individual and discussing the event with
Unit 1 and Unit 2 maintenance personnel to increase their
awareness of the potential for this or a similar occurrence. Theinspector reviewed the training attendance records and verified
that this event had been included.in routine maintenance training.
The above actions appear appropriate to prevent a recurrence ofthis event.

Licensee Action on Previous Maintenance Findings (92701, 92702)
e.

(Closed) Violation 325,324/92-21-01, Housekeeping Standards Not-Adequately Imolemented.
This item occurred when mechanics were

found using the 2C conventional service water pump discharge check
valve (2-SW-V23) as a work surface with the valve internals
exposed resulting in maintenance debris introduced to theinternals. The licensee, in letters dated Septemper 21 and
October 12, 1992, responoed to the above violation. The licensee,

_ _ - - - -
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as a result of the aoove. evaluated their nousekeepino and
applicable maintenance oroceaures ano determinea that they were

~

ACR No. 92-543 was written to document the issue and
aceauate.

the ACR was reviewea with all maintenance crews. The inspector
reviewea the attenaance sheets ana has not ooservea aaditionalexamples of working over open surfaces. The inspector concluded
that the licensee's corrective action was effective.

Violations and deviations.were not identified.
4. Engineering Support

Diesel Generator Service Water Piping Modification (37828)a.

The licensee's long range service water p1 ping 1morovement program
includes the reolacement of the caroon steel concrete lined piping
that cannot be visually insoected ana/or easily recatred. with
cooper nickel 01 ping to reauce the long term corros1ve effects ofsait water. The stone of this replacement encomcasses the supply
piping from the Units 1 and 2 nuclear serv 1ce water neacer to each
diesel generator (DG) jacket water cooler ano the return piping
from each jacket water cooler to a distnarge line t1e in outside
of the OG building.

The aoove projects are being accomplished througn four
modification packages which include:

Plant Modification PM 91-070 - Unit 1 DG SW suoply lines. An
undergrouno branen line nas been installeo from the nuclear
heacer. approximately 50 feet north of the OG butiding to the
basement of the OG building. This oicing was installea.in 1992
during the Unit 1 outage. A manual isoiation vaive was installedon this line in the DG basement. A suoply neaaer nas recently
been installed that runs north and south along the east basement
wall about 2 feet off the floor. At each DG, a 6 inen branch line
will rise through the 23 foot floor slab and terminate in the
motor operated valve / check valve station prior to joining theUnit 2 supply piping. A common 6 inch line will then supply the

!jacket water cooler. This piping has been installed up to the *

MOV/ check valve and was successfully hydrostatically tested on
April 1, 1994.

Plant Modifications PM 92-047 and PM 91-071 - Unit 2 nuclear SWheader tie in. A flanged tie in connector was installed into the
Unit 2 nuclear service water header in No. 4 fuel oil tank storage
room in 1992 during the repair of a leak in the existing nuclear
service water line. A new line has been installed between thisflange and the DG south end basement. This line will enter the DG
basement and run to the north end of the basement with 6 inch
branen lines going up to each DG MOV/ check valve station described
in modification. 91-070. This new piping was installed duringpower operation in 1994.
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Plant Modification PM 91-072 - Unit 1 common OG return lines,
This project will be accomplished after completion of supply

i

ptping installation.

The above projects were planned and are being accomplished in
The tie in to Unit 1 NSid was done wnile the system was

phases.
3

out of service during the Unit 1 outage in 1992-93. The tie in-toUnit 2 was accomplished during a system leak repair in 1992. The
piping running up to each OG existing piping was done in January,
February, and Maren of 1994, while the units were operating at

The current plan will shift the MOV/ check valve station on
power.

DGs 3 and 4 and tie in the new piping during the current Unit 2
refueling outage (B211RI). DG 1 and 2 piping will be tied in
during refueling outage B110R1 in 1995. The old piping will be
removed after the above outages while the units are at power. Thereturn piping will be installed during the aoove time but will not
be tied in unt11 refueling outages 8212RI and 8111RI.

The inspector ooserved the installation of the replacement piping
from unit 1 ano Unit 2 Nuclear Service Water Heaoers as it wasbeing installed in 1992 and 1993. He observed the at-power piping
and pipe support installations on a frequent basis as theyprogressed in early 1994. He noted that special precautions were
taken by plant operators to permit this work while the units were
at power.

A standing instruction required frequent inspections by.
the auxiliary operators and a notification to the shift supervisor 3

of any change in work scope or schedule to ensure that these'
'I

Iactivities did not render a diesel inoperable. The inspector
verified that the above inspections were being made and theprecautions enforced. The inspector also verified that applicable
compensatory measures were established wnen core crillings
penetrated building walls and fire barriers. The insoector also i

| noted that parts and material used for this work was oroperly
,

|
(

stored and protected. The inspector verified that weid reds !

associated with the work were of the proper type and maintained in
weld caddies and gas purges were used as needed for pipe welding
activities. The inspector observed the hydrostatic test on the
piping and found it to be satisfactory. Overall, the task was
well planned, worked by competent and motivated people and wascompleted on time. No significant deficiencies were identified
during the above work activities.

b. Safety Parameter Display System

On March 4,1994, the licensee initiated Adverse Condition
Report (ACR 94-085) to identify and document that the ERFIS~ "'

computer (Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)) does not
meet the system design criteria of NUREG 696, Functional ~
Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities or Supplement I
to NUREG 737, Clarification of TM1 Action Plan Requirements.
NUREG 696 requires the system to have a short term accident
data storage caoability of 14 hours (2 hours pre-event and

_ ._____________-__ - -
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12 hours post event). The system currently has a 7 hour!

!
data storage capaoility. The ACR also identified the fact

' that the system oces not meet the reouirea 99% (run moce)
availability as reouired by NUREG 737, Supplement 1.

. Currently system run mode availability is between 80 ano
| 85%.
\

|
' Initial investigation into the issue indicated that this is

not a recent problem, but has been previously 1dentified at
least two previous times by the licensee in ACR 93-059 and
in Non Conformance Report A-89-03. The NRC also identifiedthese and other initial system deficiencies in the post
implementation audit of the system conducted in 1989. In a
letter to the NRC dated Decemoer 11, 1991, the licensee
reported the SPOS system operable as of October 2.1991. and
certified to fully meet the reou1rements of NUREG-737.

j Supplement 1. In light of the latest ACR. the licensee is|

( currently rescartning the issue in an attemot to resoive
these deficiencies. Baseo on this ongoing activity, .neI

| inspector will continue to follow the licensee's review and
investigation of this issue. This item 1s identified as an| Unresolvea Item (325.324/94-07-02), SPDS Does Not tieet'

Design Criterla. {

Review of Engineering Support LERs (92700)c.

(0 pen) LER l-94-05, (Voluntary) Potential Use of Less Conservative
Pressure Temperature Limit Curves.

On Auaust 17. 1993. a surveillance caosule was removeo from the
Unit i reactor pressure vessel (RPV) for metallurgical analysis.
This capsule was the first capsule removea from either RPV. Thelicensee contracted GE to perform the analysis. On February 17,
1994. GE informed the licensee that they oelievea the capsule they
were examining should have been located in the Unit 2 RPV. The
licensee immeciately began an investigation and preliminary
results indicated that the correct capsule was analyzee. Further
review of the GE Nuclear Engineer Design Organization cocuments
which fom the basis of the pressure temperature limit (PTL)
curves indicates that the Unit 1 PTL curves may be based on Unit 2
vessel material data and vice-versa. If the above indications are
valid, Unit 1 may have operated with less conservative PTL curves.
ACR 94-075 was initiated to document this event. The ACR'scorrective actions are focussing on:

iResearching RPV fabrication and turnover records toe

determine 1f a documentation error occurred.
Reviewing Unit I heatup and cooldown records to determinee

compliance with Technical-Specifications. Unit 2 data is
not being reviewed as its PTL curves are more conservative.
Detemine corrective actions as necessary.e

I

4
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Initial heatuo ano cooldown reviews indicated that one Unit I
hydrostatic test conoucted on January 24. 1991. exceeded the more
conservative Unit 2 PTL curves by one to two degrees for a period
of two and one-nalf hours. No safety limits were exceeoed.

The nistorical review indicated that RPV No. 2471 was set for
Unit 1 and RPV No. 2472 was set for Unit 2. The surve111ance
spec 1 mens were installed into surveillance baskets ano designated
as Gl. G2. and G3 for RPV No. 2471 ano marked with a Dinary code
representing "38." The capsule removed from Unit I was G1 with abinary code "38."

However, the NEDO documents list RPV No. 2471as being installed in Unit 2.
The licensee believes that the NEDO

documents are incorrect and the construction documentation is
They plan to verify the unit 2 RPV serial numoer during

correct.

the current refueling outage. Initial review by GE inoicates that
no significant safety 1ssue resulted from the switches curves.
The licensee nas issueo a Stanoing Instruction reoutring both
units to use the more conservative Unit 2 PTL curves until thisissue can be resolveo.

(Closeo) LER 2-92-01. Unit 2 Scram Ouring Main Turoine ControlValve Testing. On February 2,1992. with reactor power at 80%,
Unit 2 scrammed while testing the No. 2 Turbine Control Valve
(TCV) during the performance of PT 40.2.5. Turbine Control Valve
and Extraction Steam Stop Valve Testing. The scram occurred due
to the actuation of an EHC Reactor Protection System pressure-switch. A preliminary investigation revealed that the EHC
accumulator piston seals had been subjected to excessive cyclic
wear oue to the nydraulic oscillations in the EHC system. The
osc111ations were caused by instability in the EHC system pressure
regulator after the conversion from full arc to partial are
admission. The investigation revealed that the new valve curves
useo for partial arc admission were designeo for a reactor outputof 105%. The power uprate modification to 105% had not been
performed which causeo the new valve curves to be inaccurate for
the actual operating power level. The resulting turbine
instability caused TCV oscillations that led to EHC accumulatorseal failure. The licensee's temporary remedial action was to
reduce power to a lower level so that TCV No. 4 would not open.
The final corrective action was to convert from partial arc-2 stepto partial arc-3 step admission. The licensee's corrective action
also included maintenance on the accumulators and mooifications to
eliminate " noise" in the EHC electronics.

The inspector reviewed the GE Service Report TB.5/N 170X470 for
the Unit 2 EHC system checkout and startup, dated May 29, 19937-
The vendor determined that the modified EHC system was performingas expected. The inspector attended many of the technical
discussions between the licensee and the vendor to resolvetechnical issues,

t
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The inspector also reviewea the following comoieted WR/J0s for TCVhydraulic operators:

92-AGAFI TCV No. i
93-AFSY1

,

92-AGATI TCV No. 2
93-AFSZ1

92-AGAK1 TCV No. 3
93-AFTA1

92-AGAL1 TCV No. 4
93-AFTB1

The inspector found that the WR/J0s were adeouate ano the licensee
work oerformeo curing the outage was acceptable. The EHC system
was testeo ano performeo well during startuo. he system operated
satisfactor11y after the final adjustments ano system tuningduring startuo. This item is closed.

Violations ano deviations were not identified.
5. Plant Support

Radiological Controls (71707)a.

The inspectors verified that the licensee's HP policies and
proceaures were followeo.

This includeo routine coservation of HP
practices and a review of area surveys. raciation work cermits,
posting and instrument calibration. "o oeficiencies wereidentified.

b. Unit 2 RHR System Decontamination (71707)

To reduce personnel exposure, the licensee has implemented an
aggressive decontamination program. This program includes the
removal of the active corrosion product layer on the interior
surfaces of piping and components. This removal will reduce local
and area radiation levels and improve personnel accessibility for
routine and outage work activities. These activities have beenunderway for the past two years and have included the
decontamination of the reactor recirculation system piping on both
units and the Unit 1 RHR system piping.

The decontamination of Unit 1 RHR piping was performed after tnt-
unit had been in an extended shutdown and a very low heat removal
demand existed. Due to constraints that exist during the upcaudagr
Unit 2 refueling outage, B211RI. i.e. replacement of four RHR
valves, core shroud repairs, jet pump hold down beam replacement,
in vessel inspections, and refueling, the licensee determined that
waiting until the fuel was removed from the vessel would add at

__.
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least seven days to the outage and result in added exposure to
personnel involvea in work activities. Based on the added
exposure and cost of extending the outage, the licensee performed
an engineering evaluation and a probablistic safety assessment to
determine if they could decontaminate the RHR system prior to theUnit 2 shutdown.

EER 93-0640
documented the acceptability of installing temporary

valves to isolate the RHR system from the chemical decontaminationunit:
evaluated the effects of the chemicals on seal materials of

the RHR pump and shaft seals and determined the acceptability of
performing this process with Unit 2 on line at 100% power. This
EER also included the 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation and the riskassessment for accomplishing this task on line.

The inspector reviewed EER 93-0640 including the associated risk
assessment and 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation. Additionally, the
inspector held discussions with the engineer wno cerformed these
assessments and with the system engineers and team memoers
assigned to accomolish this task. All questions and apparent
concerns were answered satisfactorily. The inspector also
attended the licensee's presentation to NRC Regional Management onthis issue on January 24, 1994, in the Atlanta regional office.
The inspector attended the PNSC meeting where this issue was
presented on February 10, 1994. Several questions and concernswere voiced by the PNSC. Each of these concerns were
satisfactorily addressed prior to final approval of this process.
The inspector noted that the PNSC review of this issue appeared tobe comprenensive.

After reaching a conclusion that this task could be safel.y
performeo while the unit was at power, the licensee oeveloped
special procedures and assigned a task force to perform this task.
The special procedures included:

- 2SP-93-072 - Set Up of Chemical Decontamination Equipment
- 2SP-93-073 - A-loop Decontamination
- 2SP-93-074 - B-loop Decontamination

The task force assigned to accomplish this task included day and
night shift teams composed of dedicated project managers and.
supervisors from the ELRC area, auxiliary operators, mechanical
and electrical maintenance, technical support system engineers,
health physics, craft 1 abor, and vendor equipment represetrtattves;
These people had no other duties.during.the tina.they werer.assigned to this project. ~ 1

System recovery and contingency plans were developed and
implemented to allow for rapid response to a potential event and
provide for timely recovery of the RHR system if required. All of
the personnel assigned to this project were given training on the
systems and associated project procedures. In addition to the

.
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above, measures were established to guaro ESF systems wnile the
above pro]ect was being accomolished. ,

;

t

The inspector reviewed the above procedures and verified that
approorlate measures were in place and implemented during the
project to guard ESF systems and allow timely restoration of theRHR system if required. '

The decontamination of RHR Loop-8 commenced on March 5 and wascompleted on March 8.
RHR Loop-A commenced on March 12 and was ;

completed on March 14. No significant problems were encountered
during these tasks. The 30cm, dose reduction factors on Loop-8
ranged from 1.2 up to 3.7 with an average of 2.6. The same
readings on Loop-A ranged from 1.2 to 5.6 with an average of 2.9.
The licensee's calculations determined that .6 curies of

|

contamination was removed from Loop-B ano .8 curies was removedfrom Loop-A.

The inspector observed the initial set up ano connection of the
vendor supplied eouipment to the RHR system. He held discussions
with the assigned project managers, the system engineers, and

'

1
assigned technicians while the portable equipment was Deing
installed, connected, operated, and disconnected. The assigned

>

personnel appeared to be very knowledgeable on their respective ,

portions and the overall project. The assigned support personnel
provided timely and effective response to the only problem, a
small leak on a skid mounted heater, when it occurred.. Overall,
this project was well planned. effectively managed, and ,

i

accomplished well within the planned time limit without problems.
This project resulted in a significant reouction in the radiation
level in the RHR system areas and should contribute to a reduction

,

in radiation exposure during the upcoming outage and during futureplant operations. The licensee's planning and execution of this
project is considered a strength.

,

c. Security (71707)

The inspectors verified by general observations that: the
security organization was properly manned and security personnel !

were capable of performing their assigned functions; persons and
packages were checked prior to entry into the PA; vehicles were -
properly authorized, searched and escorted within the PA; persons
within the PA displayed photo identification badges; personnel in
vital areas were authorized; effective compensatory measures-surer
employed when required; and security's response to threats:.on-

- !
'

alarms was adequate. No deficiencies were identified. ~ ~ ~

\d. Housekeeping (71707)

The inspectors also observed plant housekeeping controls, verified
position of certain containtent isolation valves, checked

I
.. .

!-
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clearances anc verified the operaoility of onsite and offsiteemergency power sources.

During recent plant tours. the inspector has noted that' area
painting anc general upkeep nas been slowly deteriorating inUnit 2. While Unit 1 has vigorously pursued general area
decontamination, a vigorous painting and overall preservation
program. it appears that Unit 2 has decided to defer these itemsfor the upcoming outage. The inspector ciscussed these
observations with several Unit 2 managers and supervisors.
indicated that they were aware of these conditions and plan toThey
address them during the current refueling outage.

As a result of the above, the inspector reviewed security access
records to determined the amount of time the managers and
supervisors responsible for Unit 2 were actually spending in their
assigned clant spaces. This review founo that over the past two
and a nalf months several of these manaaers nad not toured all
spaces in their unit and several had spent less than I hour per -month in their assigned unit spaces. The insoector orov1ded this

,

information to the Site Vice President for his review.

Violations and deviations were not identified.
6. Other Areas (76000)

Nuclear Safety Review Committee (40500)a.
'

The inspector attended a regular meeting of the NSRC on March 14.
The agenda at the meeting included:

-

Review of minutes of previous meetings
Review of action item status

-

Review of upcoming meeting schedule-

Presentation on Unit 1 and Unit 2 operations status by the
-

unit managers
A presentation on the following technical issues by the

-

responsible managers:
Unit 2 shutdown outage safety assessmente
EDBS/ Configuration controle ,

Storage of high activity radwastee

e NAD assessments !'

Oversite of vendor QA programe
Review of LERs, violations, etc.-

NAD activities-

Nuclear safety review independent revtow-

-~

Member comments and observations !
~-

-

Summary of recommendations >-

This meeting lasted for approximately 8 hours. The inspector attended
for approximately 3 hours and noted that the presentations produced
frank and open discussions among the committee membership. The outside

!
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memoers offereo several comments ano recommenoations on issues that werepresented.
The inspector noted that the outside memoers provided added

value to this organization by bringing a different perspective to thecommittee.

b. Nuclear Safety Oversite Committee (40500)

The inspector attended a regular meeting of the NSOC on March 15.
The agenda included.the following:

Review and approval of minutes*

Industry, CP&L, and NGG items of interest*

Corporate improvement initiatives*

NGG goals and standards on backlogs*

NGG employee survey results and action items*

Brunswick plant status. Unit I restart, Unit 2 outage
*

Harr1s piant status, upcoming refueling outageo

H.B. Robinson plant status, plant improvement program,
e

discussion of recent events, report on action items, and
expectations of shift technical advisors

* Member comments
Brunswick plant tours for NSOC memoers.*

This meeting lasted for approximately 7 hours including a workinglunen. Mr. K. R. McKee, an outside memoer, and W. Cavanaugh,
President - CP&L, did not attend the meeting. Other topics that
arose during the meeting included industry initiatives associated
with the Regulatory Burden Initiative: Thermolag and positions
being developeo by the industry on this issue ano how this issuewill impact CP&L. Several of the presentations appeared to focus
on reducing exoenditures and the neeo to become more cost
competitive with other utilities and inoepenoent power producers.Overall presentations made to the committee were timely and well
prepared. The inspector was very impressen with the level of
participation, the depth of questions, and comments from the
outside committee members. They are a definite asset to the
committee and should provide assistance to the licensee in their
pursuit of improved performance.

Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (40500)c.

The inspector attended the PNSC meetings conducted on March 17 and ' ~~~24. The inspector verified that a quorum was present. The March-17 meeting agenda included:
--

Special Report 1-94-02 Delayed restoration of dieset
- r- &-

-

generator building fire seal
LER 1-94-05 (voluntary) Reversal of Unit I and Unit 2 host-

-

up/cooldown curves
LER 2-94-03-

Personnel contamination monitor- -

panel cover falling against relay
causing a PCIS Group 10 isolation

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ __
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- Violation 94-02-02 Response to violation involving a
loss of shutdown cooling

- Technical specification administrative change reouest
- Review of responses to Unit 2 outage shutdown risk

assessment

The inspector noted active participation by all PNSC memoers. Theonly comments on the proposed special report and LERs were
editorial in nature.

The issue involving the loss of shutdown cooling was discussed indetail. The Unit 2 plant manager assigned an action item to
determine and evaluate the losses of shutdown cooling that have
occurred in the past 2 years and the effectiveness of corrective
actions taken to prevent recurrence.

The PNSC action items on the outage risk assessment were discussed
in depth. Several of the issue resolutions were accepted and some
were sent back for further evaluation ano action.

The inspector noted that several excellent questions were asked
and the members appeared to be actively challenging the issue
presenters and requiring the right answers.

The March 24 meeting agenda included:

Response to Violation 325.324/94-01-01-

Review of procedure OPT 40.2.9 turbine stop and control-

valve test
Unit 2 core shroud modification-

Corrective action plan trend review-

- Monthly temporary modification report
PNSC open action items on Unit I shutdown risk assessment-

There was very active participation and discussion by all members
on the above issue. Several of these items did not require PNSC
approval but were presented at the PNSC request to keep them
informed on special planned tests or upcoming outage activities.
The inspector was impressed with the amount and detail of the
questions asked and issues raised by the PNSC.

The inspectors reviewed the minutes for those meetings not
attended to confirm that decisions and recommendations were
reflected in the minutes and followup of corrective actions was
completed. There were no concerns identified relative tothe:PIISC
meetings attended. The resolution of safety issues presented- -

during these meetings was considered to be acceptable.

Violations and deviations were not identified.
|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ . _ - _ .
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d. Plant Management Review Meeting (30702)

The insoector attenced the plant management review meeting onMaren 22. This meeting is a monthly presentation of the plant
status, performance, and issues to senior corporate manacement.
The agenda for this meeting included a plant financial review, the
status of Units 1 and 2, the planned Unit 2 refueling outage, and
the performance of Nuclear Engineering, Technical Support.
Operations, Maintenance, and Nuclear Assessment. These meetings
are held monthly at each nuclear site to keep senior management
informed of each site's performance, plans, and permit corporate
to communicate or address issues and expectations. The inspector
noted that BNP appears to be meeting the majority of their goals,
and it appears that adequate funding is being provided to complete
planned plant projects and upgrades. It appeared that all
presenters were well prepared and able to acdress issues that were
brougnt un in the meeting. The inspector found this to be a
meaningful upcate on plant projects ano future corocrate and siteplans.

Harassment and Intimidation _ Traininge.

The licensee provided training on how to maintain compliance with
Section 211 of the Energy Reorganization Act and 10 CFR 50.7 and

'

50.70 to first line supervisors and above. The training was
conducted by the Corporate Legal Department in six separate
sessions. It focussed on Section 211 and 10 CFR 50.7 which
protect individuals from discrimination for having identified an
alleged violation of NRC requirements, for having participated in
an NRC oroceeding, for raising safety issues. and for other
protected activities. The inspector attenced one of the March
23rd sessions. The training consisted of describing various
activities which could be included in the above Regulations,
corporate expectations and policies, and supervisory
responsibilities in dealing with these situations. The course
instructors covered a broad range of examples and solicited class
participation. The Site Vice President made opening remarks which
reinforced management's support. The inspector found that this
training was well developed and provided supervisors with a neededinsight in this area.

7. Exit Interview (30703)

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on April 4, with those
persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspectors described the armes-
inspected and discussed in detail the inspection findings in the ~~ ^ -

Dissenting comments were not received from the licensee.summary.

Proprietary information is not contained in this report.

|
!

|
.
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Item Numoer !
Descr10 tion / Reference ParacraDh |

325,324/94-07-01 Violation - Failure to Implement Procedures
(paragrapn 2,d)

325,324/94-07-02 URI - SPDS Does Not Meet Design Criteria
(paragrapn 4,b)

8. Acronyms and Initialisms

ACR Adverse Condition Report
ADS Automatic Depressurization System
A0 Auxiliary Operator

| SSEP Brunswick Steam Electric Plant'

CBEAF Control Building Emergency Air Filters
CRD Control Rod Drive
CT Current Transformer

'

C0A Corocrate Quality Assurance
DG Diesel Generator
EHC Electro Hydraulic Control System
ESF Engineered Safety Feature
F Degrees Fahrennett
FTE Full Time Equivalent
HCU Hydraulic Control Unit
HP Health Physics
HPCI High Pressure Coolant Injection
HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
1&C Instrumentation and Control
IE NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement
IFI Inspector Followuo Item
IPBS Integrated Planning, Budgeting ano Scheouling
LCO Limiting Conditions for Operation
LER Licensee Event Report
LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident
LOOP Loss of Off-Site Power
MCC Motor Control Center
mR/hr Millirem Per Hour
MST Maintenance Surveillance Test
NAD Nuclear Assessment Department
NED Nuclear Engineering Department
NEDO (GE) Nuclear Engineering Design Organization
NGG Huclear Generation Group
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSOC Nuclear Safety Oversite Committee
NSat Nuclear Safety Review Committee
OMhM- Outage Management-& Modification
ONS Onsite Nuclear Safety
0FT Both Units Performance Test
PA Protecteo Area
PM Plant Modification
PNSC Plant Nuclear Safety Committee
PTL Pressure Temperature Limit
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QA Quality Assurance
QC Quality Control
RBCCW Reactor Building Closeo Cooling Water
RFP Reactor Feed Pump
RHR Residual Heat Removal '

RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel
SFP Spent Fuel Pool
SIT Site Investigation Team
STA Shift Technical Advisor
SW Service Water
TCV Turbine Control Valve
TS Technical Specification
URI Unresolved Item
UT Ultrasonic Testing
VOM Volt / ohm Meter
WR/JO Work Request / Job Order

,

wae ,
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